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OVNIASIGHT ON COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMIN-

ISTRATION, CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION AND
TREATMENT AND ADOPTION OPPORTUNITIES
AND NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS ACT
THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1981

U.S. gENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGING, FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee convened, pursuant to notice, at 9.:40 a.m., in

room 4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah
Denton (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Denton and Hatch.

OPENING STATEMENT QF SENATOR DENTON

Senator DENTON. Good morning. This hearing-will come to order.

I would like to welcome the witnesses that will be appearing

before the subcommittee over the course of today's rather lengthy
hearing, as well as the many otlier people who are interested in
the iseues before us.
Today, we will be considering the administration's proposals for
the Community Services Administration, for child abuse prevention and treatment and adoption opportunities, and for the Native
American programs.
The administration has proposed folding most of the activities
administered by the Comniunity Services Administration intO,a
social services block grant. It further propokes that some funding
be transferred into the
for child abuse and adoption activitiesfor
other child abuse and
social services block grant, while funding
adoption activities be placed in a discretionary block grant.
This discretionary block grant would be associated with, but not
be a part of the social services block grant.
I am anxious to hear from the administration about these block
grants, and particularly the so-called discretionary grant. In general, I support the President's recognition of our country's economic
difficulty and his proposal for its remedy. However, I woi4d like to
hear from the administration 'why these programs were included
specifically in the social services block grant and the discretionary
block grant, and would want to hear how the funds are to be
allocated-among the States, what kind of requirements, no matter

how general, will be made on the States, and what steps are
planned to iniure accountability of Federal funds. I am also interested in what kind of leadtime will be given to the States in ofder
(1)

to achieve the transition from the categorical grant mechanism to
that of the block grant approach.
Finally, the administration has proposed a separate authority for
the Native American program, which is currently title VIII of the
Economic Opportunity Act. This approach to me appears appropriate in light of the unique relationship existing between the Native
Americans and the Federal Government.
We must target our aliailable resources toward ouemost pressing
domestic priorities and maintain our commitment as a nation to
serve those most in need. Nevertheless, as we proceed in these and

other hearings, we need to keep in mind that even if the most

extreme of the proposed cuts recommended are Actually made, our
country 'will still be faced with a $45 to $50 billion deficit in fiscal

year 1982, adding further to a national debt that will exceed $1
trillion within the rather immediate future.
As we' discuss these issues of taking care of the needy, we should

not lose sight of the fact that a bankrupt nation cannot take care
of any poor or any disadvantagedi any needy at all. For the sake of
all of our citizens, we must insure the financial integrity and
survival of this Nation.
I believe we have an exceptionally well-qualified group of wit-

nesses today, and it is my hope that they will be able to address

these issues within the context of necessary fiscal austerity.
Senator DENTON. We will begin today s hearing with testimony
from Mrs. Teresa Hawkes, Acting Director of the Office of Program
Coordination and Review, of the Department of Heatth and Human
Services.

I welcome you, Mrs. Hawkes, and appreciate your testifying on

behalf of the administration. I invite you to make any opening
statement you choose to.

STATEMENT OF TERESA HAWKBS, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF PROGRAM COORDINATION AND REVIEW, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY
DAVID LESTER, COMMISSIONER OF THE ADMINISTRATION
ON NATIVE AMERICANS; JOHN BUSA, COMMISSIONEB, ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES

Mrs. HAWKES. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
want to thank you for this opportunity to appear here today to give
you 'an otrerview of some of the significant legislative proposals

that are part of the President's program and that fall within the
purview of this committee.
I will be discussing today the administration's proposals relating

to the social services block grant and to the Native Americans

prçgram.

ese proposals are part of the larger program the President has

outlineda package of initiatives designed to restore the health
and vigor of the national economy. The most important thing we
can do, not only for the groups we are concerned about in these
social service programs, but for all citizens, is to put the Nation's
economy on a sound footing and reduce the inflation that makes
economic self:sufficiency so difficult for so many people.

At the same time, this administration retains a strong commitment to provide assistance' Co those most in need: members of

3
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society who without that support would lack the most basic necessities of life.
is cumberHowever, the present categorical program structure
for services are
Resources
that
should
be
used
some and inefficient.
and often conflicting Federal adbeing used for meeting multiple differences
in eligibility make it
ministrative requirements. The
to
meet
multiple needs of
extremely diffidult for service programs
do
clients, or to refer them from one program to another. States
problems
they
need
to
target
resources
on
not have the flexibility
which they regard as most important.
For this reason, we have chosen a new approach for providing
Federal resources for -a variety of social services. This approach
reporting
the block grant-ris designed to eliminate the burdensome
administrative costs,

requirements and regulations, unnecessary
and program duplication.
to decide
Most importantly, this approach will enable the States
the
of
how program resources can best be distributed to meet forneeds
service
burden
of
Federal
earmarks
their citizens, without the
delivery methods, organizational structure, and service and target
grbup priorities.
block
First, I would like to give an overview of the social services
grant-ingrant. The consolidation of many Federal social services

is an important element in the
aid programs into a block grant
services
block grant consolidates 12
President's program. The social
activities
into
a
single
block grant authority
major social service
programs.
covering the purposeS of the coneolidated
consolidates authorities for 10
The social services block grant
administered
by the Department of
Major social service activities
These
programs
are social services,
Health and Human Services.
training,
child
welfare
services, child
day -care, State and local
child
abuse
prevention
and treatment,
welfare training, fostet care,
developinental
disabilities,
and
runaway and
adoption assistance,
homeless youth.

agenTwo authorities currently administered by other Federal
Administrathe
Community
SI-vices
cies also are consolidated:
tion's activities, except for community etonomic development, and
vocational rehabilitation sei-vices.
repreOur budget request for consolidated blbck grant authority
for fiscal
funding
levels,
or
$3.8
billion
sents 75 percent of current
authorization of
year 1982. The proposed legislation will provide
Each of the
through
fiscal
year
1985.
$3.8 billion for each year activities will be repealed
upon pascurrent authorities for these
appropriations for a
Each
State's
allotment
from
sage of this act.
for
fiscal year will bear the same ratio to the total appropriation
allotted
for
share
of
the
tOtal
amount
that fiscal year as the State's
major activities being consolidated.
fiscal year 1981 under the 12
provided
through the categorical proAll services presently being
grime could be provided by the States under the social services
block grants.
in the
Delinquency prevention services and services to minors
Justice Deauthorized-under
the
Juvenile
justice system presently
linquency Prevention Act could be provided under the social services block grant.
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We believe that this approach to social services will resolve

several problems caused by the multiple categorical nature of the
present Federal/State social services programs.
First, it allows State and localities the flexibility they need to
distribute social services funds, and to give priority to services
which best meet the needs of the residents of the State. Second, by
eliminating many burdensome Federal administrative requirements, the block grant will permit more efficient State and local
administration and more effective service delivery systems. This
will free resoutces for providing additional services and improving
the management and delivery of services. In addition, the 10 percent transfer between block grants will enable the States to target
those activities which they deem most important.
Under the block grant proposal, States and localities will be in a
much better position to take action where previouily mandated
conflicting program requirements and overlapping services have
resulted in a waste of service dollars. State and local officials will
also have the flexibility to respond to new,and changing conditions,

a

V

or to adjust to local conditions where, in the past, nationwide
requirements have limited their options.

The block grant proposal requires the States to make available
each year a report on the intended use of these funds. This report
must be made available for comment by the public within the State
and by public agencies.

In addition, each State will be required to prepare, at least once
every 2 years, a report on the activities carried out under the act.
This report must be made 'available to the public; this would of
course include State and Federal encies.
The proposal also Contains au
requirements. Under the act,
each State is to perform at least o ce every 2 years an audit of its
expenditures under the act. This audit report must be submitted to

the State legislature and the Secr4ary of the Department of

Health and Human Services within O'clays after completion of the
audit.
We plan to consolidate the funds for maintaining the necessary
Federal support iicOvities where they can be of,most assistance to
States and localities. Many of the statutory categorical authorities
proposed for inclusion in the block grant also cover research, training, and demonstration projects to improve the administration and
services delivery systems of these programs.

,

The activities to be consolidated into this discretionary block
grant are research and demonstration activities under the child
welfare services program; child abuse and neglect discretionary
funds; runaway and homeless youth discretionary funds, particu-

larly the nationwide hot-line for homeless youth; adoption opportunities activities, particilarly for operation of an adoption information exchange; social services research and demonstration authority; university affiliated facIlities and special projects programs
under the developmental disabilities program, and research conducted by the National Institute for Handicapped Research.
This consolidated approach is designed to allow us to target
research, demonstration, and technical assistance activities to respond to State needs for assistance. This would include information
and technical help in improving the administration of their social

9
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services programs. We will also continue to assist the States in
developing and strengthening their financial systems and procedures for eliminating fraud and abuse.
Another effective role .for the Federal Government is to share
information,and techniques among States. We can investigate new
nnd innovative ways of deliveringservices to improve the effectiveness of social services programs. As the States are better able to
coordinate service delivery under the services block grant, we will
be able to coordinate Federal information arid assistance activities

to support them.
There are also impbrtant nationwide projects contained in these
authorities. AB part of the consolidated discretioney activity, authority will be proposed for ongoing projects of national or regional
significance, including the national telecommunications network to

assist runaway and homeless youth, and the national adoption
information exchange system.
For example, the child abuse ant neglect prevention and treatment program authorizes activities both at the Federal level,
through research, demonstrationi, and training programs, and at
the State level, through grants to States. Under our proposal, only
that portion of child abuse funding which is already going to ,the
States in the form of State pants, at a funding level of nearly $7

million in fiscal year 1981, is being folded into the seivices block
grant.
The funding for activities of the:kind carried out by the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect in the DSpartment$16 million in fiscal year 1981is being retained at the Federal level as
'part of the consolidated discretionary authority. Under this consoli-

dated authority, we will continue to have the funding and the
authority to carry out Federal leadersliip and assistance to the

States in improving their social 'service programs, including child
abuse prevention and treatment. The total funding requested for
fiscal year 1982 for the discretionary authority represents approximately 75 percent of the total funding of such activities in fiscal
year 1981.

I would also like to point out that only the portion of the programs administered by the Community Services Administration
known as community action operations is being folded into the
social services block grant. The community action operations include the funding for.the community action program (CAP) agencies activities, such as senior opportunities and services, training
and technical assistance, and funds for State economic opportunity
offices.

In addition to the community action operations, the Community
Services Administration also adminieters programs for 'energy
crisis assistance and community economic development. The Department of Health and Human Services transferred $89 million in
fiscal year 1981 to the Community Services Administration for the
energy crisis assistance program, which provides relief to lowincome families experiencing energy-related crises. Assistance focuses on weatherization and ,emergency assistance, which will be
folded into the energy and emergency assistance block grant,
Under that block grant, States would determine how to administer
the program. The remaining program, community economic devel-

4.
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opment, would be encompaseè in the Department of Housing and

Urban Development's restnict red community development block
grant.
I would now like to turn to the ative Americans program. This
program provides support to the Jative American groups to improve their quality of life and to im rove the management capabilities of Indian tribes arid other Native American organizations. We
believe that assistance for the social and economic development of
the Native American groups is useful since many still lag behind
the general population in such areas as employment, income, edu-

cation, and health. The groups swved by this program include

American Indians, Hawaiian natives and Alaskan Nativeg.
We will, therefore, be submittin legislation to extend this rogram for 2 more years at a level o 28 million in fiscal year 1982.

Thig is a program that has grown and developed over the 17
years, of its existence. One of the most important changes is the
growing capacity of Indian tribes and other Native American organizations to manage their own affairs. The Native Americans program has not simply reacted to this changeit has helped to bring
it abotit. In so doing, the administration and focus of the program
have changed, too.
The scope of the original program was limited to American Indi-

ans and Alaskan Natives. The Native Americans Program Act of
1974, which extended the authorization oflie program, also included for the first time native Hawaiians as part of the service population.

In the early years, Native American program fun& were primarily, used tO provide for core_administration and to fill in service

Those activities met the needs of that day, but this is no
onger the case. Today, the program operates on the principle that
. faps.
economic and social development are interrelated and both must be

balanced if Native Americans are to achieve self-sufficiencythe
aim of this program. In the past, some tribes focusea more on the
delivery of serviceshealth care, social services, housing, and the
like. Although these services are greatly needed, this emphasis led
to a serious dependency on services.

Other ,tribes have focused more on economic development and
some have experienced the social disruption which results when
services do not keep up with an expanding population in a developing economy.

Today, the program's aim is to move the focus away from increasing consumption, as in the case of services, to increasing the
productivity of both individuals and communities. The program
supports efforts through which reservation arid off-reservation
grantees can increase participation in the _private sector economy
to promotelabs and human development. It supports local strategies for balancing both social and economic development in keeping
with community needs.
Thus, we are concerned with strengthening the executive functions of the governing bodies of Indian, tribes to make appropriate
decisions and to take charge of social and economic growth.
With program support, tribeiOare currently implementing a variety of activities to strengthen their planning, managerial, fiscal,
and judicial functions as units of Government with responsibility

J.
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for serving their own members. A strengthened tribal government
can make decisions to control development ahd respond to the
demand not only for social services, but also for additional schools,
roads, businesses, and health care.
The social and economic development strategies employed must
also be diverse to meet diverse Native American needs. Hetie are a
......%

few examples.

First, the Native American program has joined viith other orga:
public and private, to strengthen the governing capacity
of the 25 tribes which created the Council of Eneriy Resource
Tribes, popularly known as CERT. These tribee own significant
amounts of the Nation's coal, oil, gas, oil shale, and other energy
resources, largely in an undeveloped state. firibal, chairpersons
make up the CERT board of directors. CERT assists their members
in using their energy resources as a base for establishing stable
economies, in protecting their rtatural and social environments,
and it, undergirding tribal governments to manage their energy,
resources adequately. The CERT member tribes have the potential
to contribute significantly to the energy needs of the Uriited States, ,
thereby enriching their own economies while at the same time
helping to reduce the Nation's dependence on foreign energy resources,
Perhape one of tbe best examples of tribareconomic development
is-provided by the Creek 'Nation, in Oklahoma. The Creek Nadon
uses its grant to enhance an agricultural co-op, which includes a
nizations,

).

dairy; feedlots, forage and grain storage facilities, and a large
machinery/shop building. Fifty people are employed in the opernine were employed. Future
. ation ae compared to 1976, when
.

plans call for the employment of several hundred people in a meat
processing plant, a cannery, and other operations.
In addition, the Native Americantprogram is distinct from most
other Federal Indian programs in its eupport of off-reservation
Indian communities. The off-reservation projects which we finance,
that
both urban and rural, are communitybased organizations
carry out a wide range of .activities to supfout Native American
.
.

self-sufficiency.

Urban centere administer programs in health, education,, and
employment and provide referrals to Services that are available to
the general population. But the process goes well beyond referral.
It encourages Indian, citizens to get involved in the community

to participate actively on the boards and on the commissions where
risions are made which affect the whole community, including
ose who are Native Americans.
As you can see, this is a small program, but one that can poten,
tially achieve results that go beyond its specific resOurces.
In conclusion, Mi% Chairrhan, I want to reemphasize that this
administration maintaips its commitment to provide aseistance to

those, most in need in this country.' But we also beliarkthat we
must .reamess the ways in which we provide that assistaBbe. Our
resources are limited, and we must look for, the most effective ways
proposals will achieve
to use those resources. We believe that our
that, by providing the flexibility and funding to the States for

social service programs to enable them to more directly dA'sig,n and
control their programa to better serve the needs of their residents,
7.

,

2

,
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and by assisting native Americans, through the Natzve Americans

program, th move toward self-sufficiency.
This conclude,s my testimony
will be pleased to answer any
questions you may have.
[The prepare&statement of Mrs. Hawkes follows]
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MR. CHAIRMAkAND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:
I want to thank you for this opportunity to appear here
today to give you an overview of some of the significant
4

legislative proposals that are part of the President's
ieprogram aad that fall within the purview of this Commit

e.

will be discussing today the Administrationfa proposals
relating to the Social Services block grant
and to: tbe Native Americana Program.

These proposals are part of the larger program the President
has outlined -- a package of initiatives designed to reetore
the health and vigo

the national economy.

important thing we can do

The most

not only for the groups we are

concerned about in these social service programs, but for
all citizens, is to put the nation's economy on a sound
footing and reduce the=inflation that makes economic selfsufficiency so difficult for so many people.

At the same time, this Administration retains a strop(
commitment to provide assistance to those most in need in
members of society, who without that support would lack
the most basic necessities of life.
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However, the present categorical program structure is
cumbersome and inefficient.

Resources that should be

used for services ere being used for meeting multiple and
often conflicting Federal administrative requirements.
The differences in eligibility make it extremely.difficult
for service programs to meet multiple needs of clients, or
to refer them from one program to another.

States do not

have the flexibility they neeprto target resources on probleMswhich they regard as most important.
For this reason, we have chosen a new approach for providing
,Federal regOurces for a variety of social sorvioes.

This

approach -- the block grant -- is designed to eliminate
the burdensome reporting requirements and regulations,
unnecessary administrative'costs, and program duplication.
Most Importantly, this approach will enable the States to
decide how program resources can best be distributed to

1

.4;

meet the needs of their citizens, wlthout the burden of Federal
earmarks for service delivery methods, organizational structure,
and service and target group priorities.
Social Services Block Grant
First, I would like,to give! an overview of the social services'
block grant.

The consolidation ofneuvyFederal social services

grant-in-aid programs into a block grant'is an important
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element in the President's program.

The social services

block grant consolidates 12 major social service activities
into a single block grant authority covering the purposes
of the consolidated programs.

The social servicesblock grant consolidates authorities for
ten major social service aOtivities administered by the
Department of Health and Human Services:
o

Social Services

o

Day Care

o

State and Local Training

o

Child Welfare Services

o

Child Welfare Training

o

Foster Care

o

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment

o

Adoption Assistance

o

Developmental Disabilities

o

Runaway and Homeless Youth

Two authorities currently administered by other Federal
agencies also are consolidated:
o

The Community Services Administration's activities,
except for community economic development

o

Vocational Rehabilitation Services

Our budget request for consolidated block grant authority
represents 75 percent of current funding levels, or $3.B billion
for Fiscal Year 1982.

The proposed legislation will provide

17
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authorization of $3.8 billion for ot.tch year through Fisopl
Year 1985.

Each 'of the current authorities for these activities

will be repealed upon passage of this Act.

Each State's

allotment from appropriations for a fiscal year will bear the
same ratio to the total appropriation for that fiscal year
as the State's share of Ole total amount allotted for.Fiscal

Wei

Yesr 1901 under the 12 major AOtivities being-consolidated.:

Delinquency prevention services and services to minors in
the justice system presently authorized under the Juvenile
Justice Delinquency Prevention Act could be provided under
the social services block grant.

We believe that this approach to social'services will resolve
feveral problems caused by the multiple categorical nature
of the present Federal-State social 'Services programs,

First, it allows State and localities the flexibility they
need to distribute social services funds, and to give priority
to services which best meet the needs of the residents of the
State.

Second, by eliminating many burdensome Federal

administrative requirements, standartls, and the like, the block

grant will pormip more efficient State and local administration,
and more effective service delivery systems.

This will froo

resources for providing services and improving tho managomont
and dOlivory of services.

In addition, the 101 transfer between

block greets will enable the States to target those activities
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which thy deep most important.
Under the block grant, Se:tesand localities will be in
much better position to take action where previously mandated
conflicting program recillireMents and ovetlapping services
11AVO resulted in

waste of service dollars.

State and local

officials will also have the flexibility to respond .t.AM new

and changing conditions, or to adjuat to local copditions
where, in the past, nationwide requirements have limited their
optpuns.

The block grantroposal requirl the States to make available
each year a report on the, intended use of these funds.

This

report must he made vailable for comment by the public within
the State and by public agencies.

In addition, 'Mph State will be required to prepare, at least
once every iwo years,
under the Act.

report on the activities carried out

This report must be made available to the

public; this would of course include State and Federaltagencies.
The proposal also contains audit requirements.

Undet thW

)0k

each State is to perform at least once every two years an
audit of its expenditures under the Act.

This audit must be

carried out by an entity independent of the agencies administering
the programs under this Act.

The audit report must be submitted

tO the State legialature Ind the Secretary ofIthe Department
of Health apd Human Services within 301-gays after cusEletiOn of
the audit.
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Consolidated Discretionary Authority
Me plan to consolidate the funds for maintaining the necessary

Federal upport activities where they cap be of 9ost assistance
to Staells and localities.

Many of the tatutory categorical

authorities proposed for inclusion in the_block grant also
*cover r eeeee ch, training, And demonstration projects to

improve the administration A04 services delivery systems of
these programs.

Thu activities to be consolidated are;
o

Rseearch and demonstration Ort7ivities under the

child welfare. ervice program;

"Child
o

Abuse and Neglect discretionary funds;

Runaway and Homeless Youth discretionary funds,

particularly the natibnwide "hot-line

for homeless

youth;
o

AdopOon opportunities activitiee, particularly for

opetation of an adoptioninformation xchange;
Social Services eeeee rch and d.mon.trition authority;
o

University Affiliated Racilities and

pecial Projects

programs under the Developmental Disabilities prografil
o

Research conducted bythe National Institute for
Handicapped R

h.
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This consolidated approach is designed to allow us to target
research, demonstration,mand technical assistance activities
to' respond to State needs for as4stance.

This would include

information and technical help in improving the administration
of.their social services programs:

We will also ,continue to

assist the States in developing an& strengthening their
financial syetems and procedures for eliminating fraud and
abuse.
4

Another effective role for the Federal GoverpMent ii to s hare:
information and techniques among States.

We can investigate

new and innovative ways of delivering services to improve the
effectiveness of social services programs.

As the Sttme

tire better able to coordinate service delivery under the

ervices block 'grant, wo will be able to coordinate Federal
information and,assistance activities to support them.
There are also important nationwide projects contained in
4

th;lse authorities.

As part of the consolidated discietionary

Activity, Authority will be proposed fOr ongloing projects of
natignal or regional significance, including the national
telecommunications network to assist runaway and homeless
youth, and the national adoption information 'eXchange System:
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For xaMP4, the Child Abus and Neglect Prevention and
Treatment Program authoriies activities both at the Federal
level, through research, demonstration and training program',
and at the State level, through grants to States.

Under our

Proposal, only that portion of child abuse fundidg which is
already going ,to the States in'the form of State grants,
at a funding level of nearly $7 million dol,lare in Fiscal

Year 1981, is being folded into the ervices Sock grant.
The funding for activities of the kind carriod9out by the
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect in the Department
$16 million'dollars in Fiscal year 1981 -- is being retained
at the Federal level.'is part of tho.consolidated discretion8rY
authority?

Under this consolidated aa.thority, %01 will
.

continue, to.hive the funding\and tau guthority to carry out

Feder

gArship aad,assistance ur.bhaStates in improving
gl service programs, including child ab se prevention

and,

eatmeni.

The total funding requested for FY 1982 for

the diecretionary.authorkty wresents approximately 75% of tho
total fundingoof such activitieo in FY 1981.
I would also.like to point out that only the portion of the
programs.administered by the Community Services Administration
known as community action operationtelt being folded into the
social services block grant.

The community action operations
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include the funding for the CoMmunity Action Program (CAP)
Ly

agencies activitiewi such ae eenior opportunities and services,

training and technical assistance, and funds for State conomic
opportunity office..

In,addition to the community action operations, the Community
Services Administration also administers programs for energy
crisis aseitance And community economic development.

The

Department of Healib-and Human Services transferred $11g

in ry Mil to the COmmunity Services Administration for the
,

energy crisie assistance program, which provides relief to
iow-income families experiencing energy-related crises.
Assistance focuses on weatherixation and emergency assistance,
which will be folded into the Energy and Emergency Assistance
block grant:

Under that block grant, States would determine

how to administer the program.

The remaining program - cdtmunity

economic development - would be encompassed in the Department
of Housing and Urban Development's restructured community
development block grant.

fietive Americans Program,
I would now like to tu'rn to the Native Americans Program.

This program provides support to Native American groups
to improve their quality of life and to improve the management
capabdlitiee of Indian Tribes and other Native American
organization..

We believe that assistance for the social and

Ale
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economic development of the Native American groups is useful
since many still lag behind the general population in such
areas as employment, income, education, and health.' The
groups served by this program include American Indians,
Hawaiian NitiVes, and Alaskan Natives.

W. will, therefore, be submitting legislation to extend this

program for tr more years at a level of $28 million in

Mar 1982.
This is

progrm that has grown and developed over the 17

years of its,existence.

One of the most Lmportant changes is

the growing capacity of Indian tribes and other Native Aberican
organizations to manage their own'offairs.

The Native Americans

Progral has not simply reacted to this change -- it has helped
bring it about.

In so doing, the administration and focus of

the program have changed, too.

Let'me briefly review

bit of the history.

The Indian grants

program of ,the Office of Economic Opportunity was transferred

to what was then the Department of H alth, Education and,Welfare
in 1973.

The grants program was c olif ined with the already

existing HEW Office of Indian Affairs, which had been set up
to advise the Secretary on Indian concerns.

The program is now

administered by the Administration for Native Americans, in the
!

Department of Health and Human Services.
i

*-
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The scop of the original program was limited to American
Indians and Aliska Natives.

Thu Native Americans Program

Act of 1974. which extended the authorization of the program,
also included, for the first time, Native Nawaiians as part
of the service population.
In

"(early

OBars, Native

American program funds were

primarily used to provide for core administration and to
fill in service gaps.

Those activites met the needs of that

day, but this is no longer the case.

Today, the progrom

operates on the principle,that economic and social development
are interrelated and both must be balanced if Native Americans
are to achieve self-sufficiency -- the aim of this program.
In the past, some trfbes focused more on the delivery of
services --, health care, social services, housing and the like.

Although these services are greatly needed, this emphasis led
to a serious dependency on services.

Othet tribes have focused more on economic development and
aome have experienced the social disruption which results when
services don't ktrep up with an expanding Population in a
developing economy.

Today, tho program'a aim is to move tho focus away from
increasing consumption, as in the case of services, to
increasing tho Firoductiyity of both indiliiduela and communities.

The program supports offorta through which reservation and
off-reservation grunteen can increaso pai.ticipation in the
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private ector ecOnomy to promote jobs and human development.
It supports local strategies frit pAlancing both social and

economiclevelopment in kegOing'with communiti needs.
Thus, we are concerned, as an example, with strengthening the
executive functions of the gOVerning bodies ot In ian tribes
to'make appropriate decisions( and to take charge

f ikoCial

and economic growth.
With program suiport, tribes are currently implementing a

variety of activities to trengthen their planning, managerial,
fiscal, and judicial functions AM units of government with

responsibility for erving their own members.

A strengthened

tribal government can make deciaiona to control development
and respond to the demand not only for racial .serviceit.but
also for additional schoole..roads, businesses and health care.

The aocial and econoMic devetopment trategies employed muot
aim() be diverse to meet diverse Native Amoricn needs.
Here are a few examples!

Ftrot, the Native American program has joinn1141,16a.110410,
dther organizations, public and private, to atrenothen
the governing capacity of the 25.triboa which created
the Council of Energy Resource Tribes, popularly known
V

as eenT.

These tribes own significant amounts of the

notiOn'o goal, oil, gas, oil shale and other'eneeoY
r000urton, largely in ln undeveloped state. 'Tribal
,lhoirt!ooroono make.up the CERT Board of Direetoru.k CERT

oonioto thoir.members in using their energy reciourec,n

26
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az a base,for establishing st
AO'

protecting the r natur
and i

e economies; in

and'soci

environments,

undergr din. tribal governments to manage their

TheCERT mgmber tribes

energy r sources adequately.

have the potential.to contribute significantly tbe energy needs of the United States, thereby enriching
4

their own ecopomies while at the Same time helping tor
reduce the Nation's dependence on foreign eneigy" resources.
.]

, Perhaps one of the best, examples of tribal econoMic

development is provided by the Creek pation, in
Oklghoma.

The Creei Nation uses its grant to

nh nce

an agriculturaa co-op, which includes a dairy, feed lots,
forage and grain storage facilities and a Iarge ma'chinery/
shop building.

Fifty people are employed in the operation,

as compared to 1976, when nine were employed.

Future plans

call for the,employment of several hundred people in a'
meat processing plant, a cannery, and other operations.

In another example, Native Hawaiins on the Island of
,Molokai formed.a farmers coOperative several years ago
when homesteaders needed to return their lands to productive
use following the phaseout of the .pineapple industry. If
the homesteaders don't succeed in their farming, iheir lands
will be returned to the state.

They would then have no

place to live and no place to go.

Last year; the struggling co-op wad aWarded a'grant of
$100,000.

A new general manager, working with the board,
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has been able to OurChase supplies in volume and strengthen
4

the co-op's services tc membeirs.

The farmers have been.

able to expand into alfalfa production -- neededby the
state's dairy industry and usually purchated from the
mainland.

.41ith a ready market, alfalfa i/1-1760aming the
1

principal crOp and co-op and its members are on the
road to success'>

In addition, the Native Americans Program is distinct from most
other Federal Indian prtigrams in its support.of off-reeervation
Indian communities.
'

The off-reservation 'projects which we finanCe,

both urban and rural, are community-based organizatiOns that carry
ou

wide.range of activities to support Native American self-

, sufficiency.

'Urban centers administer programs in health, education and

employment and provide refyrals to services that are available
t. to the general population.

But the process goes well beyond referral.

,

It encourages Indian"Citizens to get involved in the community -to participate actively on the boards and

si the commissions

where decisions are made which affect the whole community,
including those who are Native Americans.

As is true with the reservation grantees, the Administration for
Native Americans is encouraging 'Urban and rural off-reservation

grantees to work-on reducing the need,for services by stimulating
economic 'progress through business development and job creation.

As you can see, this is a wmall program, but one that can
Potentially.achieve results that go beyond its specific resources.
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ConclUsion
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to re...emphasize that

this Administration maintains its commitment to peovide
assistance to those most in seed in this country. .But we
, also believe that we must reassess the ways in which we
provide that assistance.

Our resources are limited, and we

must look for the most effective ways to use those resources.
We believe that our proposals will achieve that, by providing
the flexibility and funding to the Stdtes for social service
programs.to enable them to more directly to design and control
their programs to better serve the needs of their residents,,
and by assisting Native Americans, through the Native Americans
Program, to move toward self-sufficiency.

This concludes my testimony.

I will be pleased:to answer any

questions you may have.

29
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mrs. Hawkes. That was very com-

prehensive, and you articulated it clearly. I do have some questions. First, would you mind introducing the gentlemen who arv

accompanying you at the table?
Mrs. HAWKES. Yes; I just realfred I did not do that. On my leftris

David Lester, Commissioner of the Administration on Native

Americans; and on my right is John Buse, Acting Commissioner of

the Administration for Children, Youth and Families in the Department of Health and Human Services.

Senator DENTON. Good morning, gentlemen, and welcome.

This is a question of mine. My staff prepares most of these
questions, and they have a great deal more experience in this
whole area than I. I am learning, and some of the things I am
learning, I am sUrprised at.
But you say somewhere in your testimony that we are going to

experiment with innovative ways by which we can replace the
previous delivery systems, the CAP's, and so forth. To what degree
have we worked that out already with the States, generally? Could
you describe our readiness to begin this transition period in terms

of States being able to come up with already existing agencies
handling the same kinds of services, but which will now be receiv-

ing additional money from the Government to do it, and in how
many cases there are no existing State facilities, and they must
either take over an existing CAA in part or in wholethat kind of
thing. Could you just 'philosophically address that situation?

Mrs. HAWKES. Surely. In most' casesand this Is really part of
the philosophy of the block grantthese same kinds of services are
being provided currently through State agencies and State structures. What we are trying to do is to consolidate those programs
which are being provided through various structures at the State
level, the Federal level, and the local level, so that they can be
coordinated through the State agencies.
We are working now with State agencies and with representa,
fives, of State agenciesthe National Governors' Association and
the Council of State Legislaturesto begin.planning for the implemeniation, to begin identifying those kinds of issues that States
will need assistance on, and to do whatever we can to assist them
in that.
Senator DENTON. Well, realizing that you are working on it, how
do you assess the likelihood that there will be slippage with perhaps some interruptionPin the delivery of important services, or are
you on-schedule, do :you think, with preparing for that transition?
Mrs. HAWKES. Yes; I think very definitely, we are. We are doing

everything we can to assure that there is not going to be a disruption of services. We are meeting inside our department with those
agencies involved in the consolidation of the programs, with the
agencies in the Rehabilitation Services Administration, the Community Services Administration, in order to obtain information
from them about those programs that are currently operating, so
that we are in a position to provide that information to the States
so that they can begin now planning on those decisions they are

going to have to make in order to implement the block grant.
Senator DENTON. I have found the Governors whom I have met,

and the State Senators and, legislators, very positive about these
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prospects. We in my subcommittee have pondered such things as

what will be the accountability at the State end, what will be
provided to insure that any waste, at the Federal bureaucratic

level will not be reproduced in the organization at the State level,
that kind of thing. Obviously, there will be fewer people, or at least
one level of bureaucracy will be eliminated to a great degree, but
beyond that, what general or specific plans are there to insure that
there is a place and a procedure within each State for accountability?

,

Mrs. HAVVKES. The block grant proposal itself requiies a preexpenditure report that would receive public input into low the State

.

intends to administer the funds and what kinds of programs they
iiirend to operate and what services they intend to provide. The
public scrutiny process, I think, is a very critical one, so that the
public can become involved in Making the decisions on the kinds of

services that will be provided in that State. In addition, there is
also a postexpenditure report required on exactly what amounts of
money were used for the specific services and there will be an
independent audit required.

In addition to planning to assist the transition now, we are

intending to continue to follow up with States in identifying the
kinds, of services that they peed absistance in designing delivery
systems, in transferring good systems from one State to another.
There are a nuniber of States which now have very efficient systems. We just need to got them in touch with those States who
need help. We intend to.continue to play a very strong role in that
process.

Senator DENTON. I do not want tO give the impression that I am
not in favor of this new approach. I am very much in favor of it. I
have just a number of curiosities about the manner in which the
transition is going to be achieved and so forth.
Both Secretary Schweiker in past statements and you in today's
testimony have indicated that activities under the CSA, with the
exception of economic development, would be transferred into the
social services block grant. For the sake of clarification, could you
specify exactly what .these activities of CSA are that would be
transferred?
Mrs. HAWKES. The kinds of programs that are being transferred
are operating grants which now go to community action agencies;

grants to State .economic opportunity offices in the 48 States,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands and trust territories; special

grants for senior opportunities and services; national youth sports
program grants; grants to CAA's for community food and nutrition
services, and to perform advocacy and coordination functions.
Senator DENTON. I had a personal disbussion the day before
yesterday with a gentleman from the Tuskegee Institute in Alabama, accompanied by an NCAA official, and they were wondering
about that sports program, and it does provide various kinds of
student benefits. And my way of handling the problem, since I
tended to support within 'my own State a proportionate emphasis
upon education in the manner in which Tuskegee is prestigious, I
just called the Governor's office and asked if he agreed with me

he happens to be of the opposite partywould he agree with me
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that that sort of money should be made available, and we were
assured that the same money that went to it last year would.

Is that the kind of _wheeling and dealing that one expects to take
carb of the proportionality in some of these things? For example, I
just happen to have the philosophy that it is better to put Federal

investment in the formative part of the pipe of human development than to continue to try and take care of that which comes out
at the end as a polluted product, if you do not. I think that has
been the trend of the past 10 or 15 years. I would rather get it up
here at the beginning, not down here, where it is dripping out. Is
that the kind of thing that you foresee happening, that people up
here like me are going to talk to the Governor when they _get a
constituent up here and balking bo them? How do you see that?
Mrs. HAWKIB. Well, I think it is going to be partly a new process

and partly one that is going on right now in the States. State
legislatures and Governors and the public are currently involved in
planning for social services programs under many of these activities being folded into the block grant. What we are expecting will

happen 'and what we are working with the States now to assist

them in doing is consolidating those planning and budget processes.

Where now, the decisions that are being made are being made
piecemeal on various programsthe sports programs, the secial
services progrfruns, the nutrition programsby having a consolidated block of money, we are hoping that, and the States are
beginning to plan on a consolidated planning and budget process,
so that as the States prepare their own budgets, they can look at
the total picture for services delivery, and begin to make those
decisions about priorities that they have within the States, which

services have the highest priority, and the proportion of funds that
each service will receive. SO we are expecting that certainly, individuals like yourself will have some input into that process. 'We are

also hoping that the public will have input into that process as
those discussions go on in State legislatures, much as these tare
going on now.

Senator DENTON. Well, you just mentioned the magic wbrds,
"State legislatures." You h,ad previously referred generically to.

"public input," without defining precisely how' that would be made
operational. And we in our little group have foreseen that, since a
Governor's term is generally 6 years, that would not be the most
responsive office to public opinion, whereas the legislature, on the
2-year term, would be a more likely one. Do you foresee some kind
of generally uniform way, across the 50 States
Mrs. HAwints. Most legislatures at the current time require that
any Federal appropriations meet ivith the approval of the legislature before they are distributed and used by the States. The States
could continue to require that so that the Governor and the legislature would together make those decisions.

The proposal does require, as I say, a pre-expendituie intent

statement, distributed for public use, so that the public will know
when those discussions are going to go on, what the intent is, and
can involve themselves in the process.
Senator Derrrobt. And there are committeee and subcommittees
in State legislatures already dealing with these types of expenditUres in specific detail, and perhaps they will require a realign10
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ment or a reformation of some of the committees and subcommit-

tees and some procedural changes. But in general, it is a viable
process.

Mrs. HAWKES. Yes; we believe it is. I would expect there may be

some rearranging within the States, 'and the ,States will have to
make those decisions

Senator DENTON. floW much money will be available in the

discretionary block grant?
Mrs. HAMMES. The discretionary block grant is approximately
$61 milliOn.

Senator DENTON. Would any of that money be left over for other

activities? You have described the activities that have gone into
the discretionary blvck grant. Would there be any money left over
kr other activities? If so, what are they?
Mrs. HAWKES. What we have done is conliolidated the various
authorities which are currently discretionary activities. We are,in
the process of deciding which activities would be funded. Funds are

generally going to be used to support States in the design and
delivery of effective human services, through such activities as
research o issues of national concern,, provision of technical assiste States at their request, transfer of management and
ance
delivery
technology, operation of projects of national and
servi
regi

al significance, and work with States on the development

and demonstration of beat practices and care standards and also,on
ongoing evaluation of Federal programs.
The criteria that we will be looking at for the use of funds will
be the degrse to which the propOsed activities support State 'and
local administration and management of social services, supPort

State and 104 government efforts to maintain the integrity, and

effectiveness or social services, support State and local government
in redefining and redesigning social services, and addressing issues
of national and regional significance.
So in deciding on specific projects, we will be looking at that kind
of criteria.

Senator DENTON. Could the money be used for research in
mental health, as well as those categories you are mentioning, for

example?

Mrs. HAWKES. The services would have to be related to social
if it was related to social service activities,
service activities.

then yes, it would be appropriate, as long as it stays within the
confines of general social services.

Senator DENTON. All right, that was the thrust of the question.
Will the adoption olearinghouse be included in the discretionary
block grant, and will its focus change at all?,
'Mrs. HAWKE& The adoptions information exchange is one oT the
activities that could be funded under the discretionary block grant.

It is certainly one of the activities that we are looking at very
closely as something that is needed as a nationwide effort.
Senator DENTON. It strikes this Senator as absurd and tragic that

we, have babies being bought on the black market because of a

shortage of them, and at the same time, the abortion level is

increasing, to me, abhorrently, and the two seem totally incompati-

bleand girls 13, 14, having children, trying to raise them, when
maybe, before she sees that child, it would be better for her to

-
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develop the intent that it would ultimately be better if the child
were adopted by parents who would be able and would provide the
best care for the child. And I do not see why our Nation has not
come up with provisions for that.
I hope that is involved in the kind of look you are going to be
taking at this, Mrs. Hawkes.
Mrs. HAWKE& The .purpose of the adoptions information exchange is to provide information nationwide on potential adoptive

parents, matching them up with children who are currently in
either foster care or requiring placement. Certainly, Plat is an
activity that needs to continue to have support.
Senator DENTON. But going deeper than that; a child already
born and in a foster home, as opposed to one who is in someone's
womb and is going to be born and they intend to carry that child to

term, could not one try to connect up young women who are goin
to have illegitimate children and try to at least have them conside
that it might be better for t t child to be adopted than for them
to take vocational training an try to raise that child, or reluctantly bear that child and then per ape let the child be undeveloped in
many ways, not only finangiálly, but perhaps abused when the
mother does perhaps take a husband who is not the father of the
child, and so forth? Couldn't that be a consideration in this process
of matching adoption with illegitimacy?
Mrs. HAWKES. That could be a consideration. I do not believe
that the system i designed to do that at the present time, but that
is something we could'have a look at.
States, of course, are actively involved now in redesigning their
foster care systems, and we will- continue to provide assistance to
them as they do that.
Senator DENTON. Will the social sevices block grant allocation
to the States be based on the amount alf fiscal year 1981 funds they

would have gotteh before the recissions were proposed, or the
amount that they will get if the recissions become law?

Mrs. HAWKE& The amount is based on the amounts allocated for
the various programs under the continuing resolution, Provided for
under the continuing resolution, so that would be before recission.
Senator DENTON . OK. With no income eligibility criteria required

in a block grant, do ,you anticipate any decline in the level of
services provided to low-income people?
Mrs. HAWKE& Walk not necessarily expect that there will be a
decline. I think that is,something that the States are going to have
to look very clearly at in making decisions about the priorities for
services that they provide and in making decisions about the
amounts to be allocated. I think one of the things that they would
be considering is income eligibility, but that will be a State determination.
Senator DENTON. i have been asking you previously about /his
transition to the block grants at the State level. Are you just going

to dump it on a given date on the States, or is there going to be a
set of requirements which they will have to meet, showing that
they can administintively handle it. Then, as you receive these
proposals for handling itand I do not expect you to look at them
too carefully, but generally look at themwill you then have a
142 K79
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timetable thatmay 'vary from 'State to State, introdlIcing this, or is
this thing going to go bang, and herecomes the money?
Mrs. HA WKES., Well, we are anticipating that the block grant will
be effective on October 1. We are preparing now for that transition.
We are working with the National Governors' Association and with '

a

other ,representatives of State government to identify their needs
for inforgiation and to provide assistance to them in order to be
sure of a shiooth transition.
Among the things that we will be developing are lists of the
current grantees for each State jurisdiction and identifying those
cross-cutting Federal requirements which will remain in effect,
including things like fiscal accountability 'requirements.
We are also trying to identify each State's individual and group
needs. The requirements in the proposal do require that they provide to us the preexpenditure report, indicating their intent. But as
I say, a lot of our activity right now is focused on working with
them to begin planning for the block, so that they will be ready.
Senator DENTON. I know that is being actively pursued. There
were about nthe State representatives and senators from my State at
the White House yesterday, who got briefings from the Vice President, Mr. SchwOker, and so forth, but I do not know how institutionally progresistite or deep this thing is.

in the past, States have been sued and judgments rendered,

reqUiring them to .pour more funds into a specific program. That is

,

particularly true in my own State. If such a judgment is rendered
against a State And the only source of funding available is the
block grant, wouldn't the funding of this money to a particular
program, in compliance with a court order, be contrary to the

purpose of the block grant, which is to allow States to set their own
priorities on the use of these funds? How would the administration
suggest that this situation be addressed?
Mrs. HAWKE& If a State was under court order, 'obviously, they
would have to face the court order. Many of the court decisions are
based on current Federal laws, so if the laws are repettled, then the
court decisions would be moot, I would assume, although I am not
a lawyer.
None of the programs currently being folded into the block grant

are entitlement programs. They represent Federal support for

State programs, so the State could elect to serve any group for any
purpose.

Consequently, it would appear that there would not be a standing under Federal law. That would depend on how the State law
addressed the services that they were intending to deliver. If the
State entitled certaill people to services and then failed to deliver
them, then the State might have a 'problem. '
Senator DENTON. What priorities will the administration be setting in its proposed legislation for the Native American programs?
Mrs. HA WKES. The' priorities that we have for the Native Ameri-

can programs are to assist them in managing and developing their
ability to become self-sufficient, economically. Those are really the
priorities in a broad sense.
Were you looking for some more specifics, Mr. Chairman?
Senator DENTON. If you have any,.

'3 5

nMrs. Birus. David could probably give you 'some examplee of
specifics tYiat are going on now.
- Mr. LESTER. The broader mission, Mr. Chairman, of self-sufficien-

cy, is expreesed in two ways: First, the social aspects of self-sufficiency, in which local Native American comtihnitiee can better
carejor those who are needy in their communities, through their
owiNfamilies, through 'their own community institutions, and in
the case of federally-recognized tribes, through the powers of local
government inherent in tribal government. Second, the concept
moves to the requirement for a viable economic foundation upon
which the social institutions can draw financial and economic support So we are looking at ways in which we can improve the
ability of individuals, families, and the community as a whole to
Tespond to their own economic and socialnot just their problems,
and not just their needs, but their desires and aspirations, as well.
Senator DENTON. What will be the impaot of the proposed fiscal

year 1982 budget reduction on the administration for Native
American program ability to achieve ita objectives?

Mrs. HAMM. We expect that it will be a minimal impact. The
reduction that is proposed for the Native Americans progfam is

approximately 18 percent. However, there is an increase in funding
in the Head Start program, and a constant level of funding, for the
older Americans program. So in aggregate, the reduction in funding will probably be somewhere closer to about 5 percent, which
places it well above any other programs right now. So we expect
that it will be minimal.
Senator DENTON. Early this month, this sUbcommittee had a
hearing on the Domestic Volunteer Services Act administered by
the ACTION agency, and at that time, the administration witness

said that AMON was interested in getting into runaway youth

assistance. Since this has been an activity of HHS, have you been
in contact with them?
Mrs. HAWICES. Not that I know of.

Mr. BUSA. No, we have not, at least not insofar as what the

future may hold for runaway youth projects and how they might be
funded under the block grant.
Senator DENTON. I want to thank the three of you, Mrs. Hawkes,
Mr. Lester, and Mr. Buse. Your testimony was most helpful, and if

we have further questions, we will submit them to you, and the
record will be kept open.

Next, the subcommittee welcomes Mr. Donald L. Scantlebury,
Director of the Accounting and Financial Management Division of
the General Accounting Office.
STATEMENT OF DONALD L. SCANTLEBURY, DIRECTOR, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION OF THE ,

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY
MORTON E. HENIG, SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, HUMAN
RESOURCES DIVISION, GAO; GEORGE L EGAN AND LAWRENCE SULLIVAN, ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEU.S.

MENT DIVISION, GAO

Mr. SCANIISBURT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DENTON. We are anxious to hear yOur comments about

the Community Services Administration, based on a report enti-
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tled, "Weak Financial Controls Make the Community Services Ad-

ministration Vulnerable to Fraud and Abuse," and your general

comments on t,he block grants.
'
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. I would like to introduce thweople who are

with me this morning. On my left are Mr. George Egan and Mr.
Itawrence Sullivan, who are also df the same Division that I am
from, and on my right is Mr. Morton Henig who iii.- a Senior
Associate Director with the Human Resources Division of GAO.
Senator DENTON. Good morning, gentlemen, and welcome.
Mr. SCANTLIBURY. With your, permission, Mr. Chairman, I have a

fairly long testimony, which I would like to submit for the record,

and Ihave a shortened version of it that I would like to read.

Senator DENTON. We would appreciate it if all opening statements this morning would be limited to 5 minutes, because we

have an extremely long hearing today.
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. That may be a little tough, but I will try.

I will be discussing today the results of three GAO reviews
involving the Community Services Administration (CSA)two of
the reviews have been completed; and the third, involving the GSA
grant accounting system, is still ongoing. We have previously testified before the House Committee on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Manpower and Housing in May 1980 concerning the
completed reviews. We have also testified before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Subcommittee on Federal Spending Practices and Open Government, and,we issued the report that

'you referred to on August 22, 1980.
The first of the reviews we undertook in this area was performed

to investigate allegations of misuse and abuse of Federal funds
disclosed by audits of selected community action agencies and to
determine if action had been taken to correct the management
deficiencies which permitted the misuse and abuse to occur. We
believe the problems identified are indicative of weaknesses in the
internal controls used to safeguard Federal grant funds provided to
these agencies. This review was not restricted to CSA-funded activi-

ties, but covered all Federal funds provided to these agencies. In
this effort, wa identified four major problem areas: The first of
these was excess cash on hand. The second Was inadequate control
over service organizations. The third was dual reimbursement of
grantee expenses, and the fourth was inadequate control over fixed
assets. In addition, we found numerous other instances of program
abuse and error.
The purpose of the second review was to determine why CSA and

its grantees are vulnerable to misuse of Government funds. This
study concentrated on whether CSA itself has an effective system
of internal controls. Good internal controls are the best deterrent
to fraud, embezzlement, and related illegal acts that we know of.
Internal controlliare the bqdy of checks and balances which organi-

zations set up Obspread the work out in such a way that one

person or function checks on what another person or function does.
These ch ek Its detect errors and make fraud and related acts more
difficult to
rm. Good internal control by CSA is extremely
important becau the agency and its grantees annually handle
about $2 billion in Federal funds.
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Ike concluded 'that CSA has not' .placed enough emphasis on
internal cqntrols and that this condition influences regibrial offices
and grantees. Therefore, we believe that' many regional offices'and
grantees are more vulnerable to fraud, abuse, and error than they
should be.

Now I would like to discuss very briefly some' of the results of
both, assignments. With regard to excess cash, we found that millions or dollars of excess Federal cash have been retained by community, action agencies.' Such excess cash in the hands of grantees
in the form of
increases the Pederal 'Governmeht's operating.ost
interest that .the Treasury nays on the money it borrows. 'In addition,,excess cash has been loaned to other grant programs, delegate
agencies, and other governmental units; has been , used to subsidize
non-governmental activities of commtinity, , action agencies; has
been used to earn interest; and at one location, excess cash has
been diverted and embezzled. In my testimony I have some specific
,
examples of these actions.,
With regard to service corporations, we found that hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been used to buy services and'rent.property from closely relatea ndnprofitorganizations called service corporations. Sane of these corporations perform valid functions relat-,
ed to grants such as providing bus transportation for participants
in the Head Start grant program. Othersi however, have entered
into transactions which have contributed to the loss of control over
Federal funds and in some cases, the circumvention of the restriCdons on the use of grant funds.
I would like next to turn to dual' reimbureement. We found that
over a million dollars &Federal funds have been used to pay for
the same expenses twice. This has occurred because reimbursements are claimed under more than one federally-assisted program.,
Difficulty in tracking reimbursements, to their funding source and
inadequate financial reporting mechanisms make it relatively easy
for this to happen.
For example, one community action agency received over $76,000
of excess reimbursement because it claimed.the total cost- of providing food service to children,under several Federal programs. I have
other examples of this also in my testimony.
We also found that tens of thousands of dollars of fixed assets
purchased with Federal funds have been lbst, stolen, or improperly
disposed of by several community acting agencies.
As I indicated earlier, we isaued a repert to the Congress on the
vulnerability of CSA to fraud, waste, and abuse in August of last
weakyear. I will briefly summarize some of the internal control
what
has
or
this
review
and
relate
to
you
nesses we noted during
can happen as a 'result of these weaknesses.
At CSA headquarters and regional offices, we found that funds
available for CSA's employee payroll and grants are not sufficiently protected. Also, two basic techniques commonly used in automat-.

payroll systemsrecord counts and predetermined ,control
totalswere not being used. The lack of such controls makes it
easier to add, loae, or alter doeutnents during processing without
detection. I have a number of other examples in my .testimony.
We believe that CSA haa not placed enough emphasis on enforcing the requirement for strong internal controls to be in place

'ed
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throughout its organization. Officials have concentrated more on
delivering funds to grantees than they have on funds control and
accountability and monitoring. This emphasis influenced CSA rekional officials and community action agencies who distribute Federal funds.
We also found that many of the weaknesses we identified during
our review were similiar to or the same as weaknesses identified
and' reported to CSA in previous years by independent accounting
firms during the annual audit of grantee operations. Yet, the problems were not correctedat least, not permanently.
We are covering CSA'a grant accounting system ah part of an
ongoing review of' advances made by the Government. We found
serious weaknesses in the systemconfusing financial reports, erroneous information in the automated records, and the failure to .
follow accounting procedures, resulting in gross overstatement of
assets and inaccurate monitoring of grantee cash advance balances.
Our work has shown that the erroneous information in the accounting records was caused primarily by grantees not submitting

expenditure reports called- for in their grant agreements in a

timely manner with some reporting 7 months late; CSA personnel
not promptly entering expenditure information into the automated
accounting records with delays up to 30 months; CSA personnel not
using available administrative remedies, such as suspending funds
to gra,ntees to assure they complied with financial reporting re-

quirements; and inadequate accounting system reports on the
status of cash advances.

That concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and I

would be very pleased to try to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Scantlebury followsd
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Mister Chakrman and Mmbers of the CommitteeA
we are pleased to be with you today to discuss the results

of two reviews involving the Community Services Administration,
as well as an ongoing review of its grint accounting system.

'

With me today are George Egan 4nd Lawrnc Sullivan of th
ACcounting and Financial Management Division.
W. have previously testified before.the House Committee
on Government Operations, Subcommittee on Manpower and Housing

in May 1980 concerning these reviews. We also testified before
the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, SuNcommitte on
Federal Spending practices and Open Gbvernment. .0n August 22,

$
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1980, we istfUed,i report entiled, "Weak Ftnancial Control's

Make the Community Services Administration Vulnerable.to Fraud.
and Abuse."

The first revietv was performed to investigate allegations

of misuie and abuse of:FSderal funds disclosed by audits of scl!eced
community action agencies and to determine if action had been taken
to correct the management deficiencies which permitted the misuse
and.abuse to occur.

We believe the problems identified are

indicative of weaknesses in the internal controls used to safeguard Federal grant funds provided to these agencies.

1

This

review was not restricted to CSA funded activities bUt covered
all Federal funds provided to these agencies.

In this effoxl

we identified four major prOblem areas:
--excess cash on hand,
- -inadequate control over service organizations,
--dual reimbursement of,grantee expenses:, and
- -inadequate control over fixed aleetl.

/n addition, we found numerous other instances of p:oglIam abuse
and error.

The purpose of the,second review was to determine
why CSA and its grantees are vulnerable to misuse of Govern.,

ment funds. This-study concentrated on whether CSA itself has
a system of internal controls.

Good internal controls are, the

most effective deterrent to fraud, embezzlement and related
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illegal actso Internal controls are the body of cheeks and
balances which organizations. set up to spread work out in such
a

Lay that one person or functien checks on what another person

or function does.

Those checks detect errors and make fraud

and'related acts more difficult:

Good internal .control by CSA

is xtremely important because the agency and its grantees
annually handl, about $2 billion in Federal funds.
We concluded that CSA has not placed enough emphasis on
internal controls and that this condition influences regional
offices and grantee:. Therefore, we believe that many regional
offices and grantees aro more vulnerable to fraud, abuse, and
!rror than 'they should be.

Now- / would like to discuss the reaults of both assign-,

ments in some detail.

I. will start with the four problem areas

identifled in our first review.

Audit of Community Action Agencies
Exce;es Cash

We found that millions of dollars of xcess Federal
cash have been retained by community action agenciel.,Such
excess cash in the hands of grantees increases the Federal
Government's operating cost in the form of interest that
the Treasury pays on the money it borrows. In addition,
excess cash has 1;een loaned to other grant programs,
delegate agencies, and other governmental units; has been
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used to eubsidize non-governmental activities Of community action agencies? has been used to earn interest:
and at one location, excess cash has been diverted and

embezzled._
For example, on January 31, 1979, one community
action agency reported a balance Of $1.8 million bf CSA
funds.

It's average monthly disbursements was $181.000.

Thus, this agency's cash on hand was 10 times its average
monthly disbursement needs.

At the maths community action agency, e found that two
former employees had diverted $1.8 million of CSA funds to
interest-bearing accounts in three'banks.

None of the three

appeared on the grantee's financial records.

Some of these

funds were held for periods of up to 6 months and earned
$50,000 of interest which was not.reported nor remitted to
the Federal Government until our audit disclosed its

exisince.
In addit.on to diverting funds, one former mployee of
this community action agency also embezzled $120,000 of idle,

HEW (now HES) funds during the period froM tehruary through
November 1976, by making checks payphle to himself, depositing them into his personal savings account, and when the
checks were returned, changing the payee to the grantee to
make them appear legitimate.
w
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Service Corporations
We found that hundreds of thdusands of dollars haVe
been used to buy services and rent property from closely
related, non-profit organizations, called service corporations. Some of these corporations perform valid functions
related to grante such as providing bus transportation for
participants in the Head Start grant program.

Others, hOw-

ever, have entered into transactions Which have contributed
to the loss of control over Federal funds and in some cases
the circumvention of the restrictions on the use of grant
funds.

One such service corporaeion had no employees and no
functions other than the writing of checks to rpay loans
which were used to acquire real and personal property.

The

corporation shared a common executive director with it
community action agency and four of its board of directors
either served as members of the community action agency's
board or were involved in operating its Head Stareprogram.
since it was established, this service corporation has
purchased and sold items of real and personal property.
1973, it purchased 22 buses for $152,000.

In

These buses were

sold in 1978 for $85,000 and the proCeeds were retained bi;
the son-rice corporation.

At approximately the same time, it

purchased 33 now buses for $472,000.

The bank note for pur-

chase of the 33 buses was signed by the executive director of
tho community action agency.
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In addition, this service corporation has also
purchased two buildings--one in 1973 for $44.000 and
one in 1978 for $25,000.

On

15, 1979, the ap-

praised value of the two buildifigs was 3234,000.

Most costs associMted with the purchase, opSretios,
and maintenance of the buildings and buses have been or
are being charged to federal grants.

The community action

agency reimbursed the service corporation for all down
payments except one for $5,000, and for all principal and
interest payments on the loana used to inquire the buses
and buildings. If the service corporation repays the loans
as scheduled, such costs wil.1 amount,to over $860,000 including. $172,000 of interest, an expense not normally' *

,chargeable to federal grants.

The community action agency

also paid for all renovations made to the buildings as well
as alk, operating costs associated with the buildings and louses

and charged those costs to the Head Start grant.
Because of this unique relationship whereby the service
corporation purchased the property and leased it to the community action agency, the federal Government, while paying
all costs of purchasing and maintaining the property, has
lost all control oVer it.

Dual Reimbursement
We found that millions of dollars of Federal funds have
been used to pay for the same expenses twice.

This has oc-

curred because reimbursements are claimed under more than one
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federally assisted program.

Difficulty in tracking Veimburse-

sent, to their funding source and inadequate financial reporting mechanisms make it relatively easy for this to happen. For

xamples
--One community action agency received over $76,000
of excess reimbursement because it claimed the total
cost of providing food service to children under
several Federal programs.

--Another received over $835,000 in dual reimbursement
between July 1974 and May 1977 because it was reimbursed for the same food costs under Agriculture's
Child Care Food program and HEW's Title XX program.
--Another received $61,000 of dual reimbursements be-

cause it charged as administrative expense to its
Emergency Energy Assistance Program the same expensethat it charged to its other Federal programs.

--A day care center 'received dual reimbursement of
$38,000 during a one-.year perLod because salaries

of employees hired under several Federal job train'ing and work relief programs were also reimbursed
under Title XX grants.
Fixed Assets
We found that hundreds of thousands of dollars of fixed

assets purchased with Federal funds have been lost, stolen
or improperly disposed of.

In addition, grantee property
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records ware inComplete and inaccurate.

For example,

at one community action agency we founds

--Over $9,400 of office ano photographic equipment contained in a certified inventory report
sent to CSA

February 1979 could not be

JP

located.

--$3,000 of assets were included in the same
certified inventory sent to CSA, even though
the agency's property officer knew the items
were missing.

This included a 198 automobile,

lawnmowers, cassette recorders, a microfiche
reader, and a radio.

At another community action agency, we found that 9
vehicles had been sold for a total of $64 to individuals with
r,

close ties to the agency.

After we disclosed this, the agency

and the individuals involved in the sale agreed that two of the

vehicles would be returned and an additional amount would be
paid for the other seven.
Vulnerability Audit

As I indicated earlier we issued a report to the Congress
on the vulnerability of CSA to fraud, waste, and abuse in
Auguft of last year.

I will briefly summarize some of the

internal control weaknesses we noted during this review and
relate to you what has or can happen as

result of these

weaknesses.

At CSA headquarters and regional officos.we found that:
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"Me-agency made inaUfficint and untimely rviews
of grantee cash requests and quarterly expenditure
reports used in tho automated cash management system.
As a result, grantees continued to receive and main-

tain xcess cash.
--Funds available for CBA's employee payroll and grants
are not sufficiently protected.

Also,.two basic tech-

niques commonly used in automated payroll syeteme -record counts and predetermined control totals -- were
not being used.

The lack of such controls makes it

easier to add, los., or alter documents during processing without detection.
T-Physical security, at CSA's compute: facility was poor

at the time of our revrew, making both the facility
and the accounting records highly vulnerable to fraud,
abuse, and.destruction. 'Also, acâess to the computer
room and tape library was not properly restricted.
--Property management duties were not delegated to a
sufficient number of people to provide the necessary
checks and balances.

Also, CSA's property records did

not reflect the location of furniture and equipment
because there was no central file of these items.
Some equipment purchased with Federal funds could
not be found.

At the grantees we visited, we found that-internal control'
were unacceptably weak despite numesous CSA publications which

4 '8
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provide internal control guidance and repeated recommendations
of Independent accounting firms made during annual audits of
grantee activities.

Specificallyi.

--One grantee was not depositing omployee deductions for
medical insurance in a self-insurance fund as it Was
supposed to and could not account for what had been
done with these funds because of poor internal-controls.
The grantee used over $73,000 of CSA's funds improperly
to pay employee claims.

--At,several grantees, payroll duties WWII not properly
separated among mmplOyees,

Without any supervision,

one or two persons often controlled payroll additions,
deletions, and calculations as well as distribution
of paychecks.

At one grantee, persons had been placed

on the payroll and paid without proof %hat they were
employed.

In one case, an employee remained on the pay-

roll for over thre months after quitting.
--At many grantees, purchasing and proporty management

4

4.

functions were performed by only one or two persons.

They prepared purchase orders, placed orders, received
goods, recorded items on inventory recoi'ds, maintained

thVentory records, and conducted physical counts of
inventories.

We found postdated purchase orders,

receiving reports written in advance and predated,
inaccurate in

ry records and many items missing

from inventory.
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--One grante with an 111.5 million budget failed to
sufficientli define the needed qualifications for
controller and had hired ap individual with only
limited experiince as an accounting technician.

As

a result of our identifidation of numerous internal

control weaknsses for which the controller was responsible, this official Was asked to, and did resign.

--One grantee, which made loans to community busi
failed to require, establish,, or use loan applications,

promissory notes, repayment schedules, collateral,
As 4

penalty provisiens, or payment due notices.

result, the grantee had written off about 530,000
(18 percent) of its loans and established another
In one

$34,5131 (34 pe4rcent) am doubtful accounts.

r attempt

instance, the grantee failed to collect

m a

to collect 140,000 in delinquent loins
company still operating at the time o

ourreview.

--Other grantee, had internal control woakne see in
travel.

The most serious was One which di

not require
Smployees

its employees to prepare travel vouchers.

received travel advances based on their anticipated travel
and the advances were immediately expensed instead of
becoming an accounts receivable owed by the employee.

--Anothor"grantee disbursed 3400,000 to a delegate agency
for training owners of small busin 00000 and/or economi-

cally assisting community busi

.

Two years and

0
/42 /09
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$359.000 later, the grantee learned that the delegate
agency had ceased operations/ that two of its employees
had stolen $16,0001 and that virtually none of the grant
money wigs pent for its-intended purposes.

The grantee

had not required the delegate agency to submit either
progress or financial reports.
These are the major internal COntrol weaknesses we idintified
during this vulnerability assessment.

bOwever, many more but less

various weaknesses were also foind at every location we visited
and when considered in total led us to conclude that CSA was
vulnerable to fraud and abuse.

We believe the

primary cause

rh

of CSA's vulnerability is that it had not pla *CI enough emphasis

on enforcing the requirement for strong internal controls to be
in place throughout its organization.

Officials have concentrated

more on delivering funds to grantees than they have on funds conThis'emphasis influenced

trol and accountability and monitorial.

CSA regional officials end commainity actio

agencies who distrib-

wits Federal funds.
W. also found that many of the w.aicti.ssM we identified during

our review were similar to or the same as weaknesses identified
and reported to CSA in previous years by independent accounting
firms during-the annual audit of grantee operations.

Yet, the

problems were not corrected -- at least not permanently.

Ongoing Review
i

we aro covering CSA's grant accounting system as part of an
ongoing review of advances made by the Government.

W. found

serious weaknesses in the systemconfusing financial reports,

(
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erroneous information in the automated records and the faiTure
to'follow accounting procedures--resulting in gross overstatements of assets and inaccurate monitoring of grantee cash
advance balances.

For xample, 1nformatioq'in the system's

automated accounting records is rroneous.

Direct confirma-

tion of cash advance balances for 195 grants disclosed that
the-system overstated the balances by over 900 percent.

The

accounting system showed 1100 million in undisbursed Federal
cash while grantees reported they pad only 10 million in
Federal cash.

W. found that inaccusAt reports on the financial

status of grantsparticularly cash advances outstandingenable&
grantees to hold Federal monies far in excess of the curreni
cash needs with little fear of being questioned by agency
personnel.

Our confirmation of cash advances for the 195 grants

disclosed that 139 grantees had between 4 and more than 90 days
cash on hard even though Treesury regulations limit grantees to
3 day supply.

In three extreme cases. grants*. had

Ymir's

supply of cash.

Our work has shown that the erroneous information in the
accounting records was caused primarily by (1) grantees not
submitting expenditure reports called for in their grant agreements in a timely manner with vire reporting 7 months late,

(2)

CSA Personnel not promptly ntering xpenditure information into
the automated accounting records with delays up to 30 mo6ths,
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(3), CSA Personnel not using availabli administrative remedies)
'0601 as suspending funds to grantees to assure they complied

with Cinancial reporting requirements, and (4) inadequate accounting system reports on the status of cash advances.
This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. ,Chairman.

we would be pleased to answer any questions you or cilhor
members of the Committee may have.

If-
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Senator Darrrott Thank yoU, Mr. Scantlebury.
I would like to pause to welcome and introduce to thissaudience
Chairman of the
the most distinguished Senator from Utah, and
mentor,
my leader in
Labor and Thiman Resources Committee, my
this Committee, and my advisor in the Senate in general, a man
for whom I have tremendous respect, Senator Orrin Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator. That was very nice of you
to say. He does not need any mentors or leaders, so that was just
senatorial courtesy, I am sure. We are really proud of Senator
Denton and what he is doing in this Committee arid others in the
Congress. He has had probably the most active role on ,this Committee, outside of the full committee functions on health. So we are
with these pieces of
very pleased that you are pushing ahead really
have to be donelegislation, block grants, and otherwise, that
within such a short time frame. We appreciate you witnesses for
participating. ,

I wanted tO Nat come and spend a few minutes, listeningrhave
four,committee conflicte this morning, so I am just doing the best I
can.

So it is good to welcome all of you here,,and I am, very proud to
serve with Senator Denton.
Senator DENTON. Thankyou very much, Senator Hatch.
Mr. Scantlebury, in your report and in your vetbal statement,
you observed that a great deal of Federal money has been used to
pay for the same expenses twice. You used the term, "dual rbimbursement". I imagine in some cases, it Can be more than twice. Do
you think that a block grant approach would alleviate this problem
of dual reimbursement? Would you discuss that?
tWo
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. To some extent. Where there are now be
combined
into
one
grant
and
will
separate programs that will be

administered together, it would be more diffidult, I think, for II
dual reimbursement. In that sifuation the block grant program
would be of some help. I do not think,it would completely solve the
problem, but it could help.
Senator DENTON. You cited in your report that the grantees had
problems controlling fixed assets. Could you explain exactly how
the grantees had this problem?
of just
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, this has been mainly a matter
not setting up the right kind of accounting controls, as well as
physical controls. Many of the items that were taken or disuppeered were items that would be attractive to people for their
personal use like television sets. Some assets were also sold at
unreasonably low prices. But the biggest problem was the fact that
many of the assets disappeared. This was due to lack of good
accounting and physical controls.
Senator DENTON. When given the opportunity to respond to your
report, what comments did CSA have?

what they
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, I would like to read exactly
said. They contended that the report

pertinent facts, presented
Conveyed misleading view of management, ignored
distorted statements, and was not accurate in lts portrayal of the agency's concern for accounting and managerial controls.
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But that 'is the kind of thing that happens to us fairly often at
the Genera.' Accounting Office.They disagreed with the facts we

had in our report, but they agreed with our recommendations.
Senator DENTON. I can remember similar experienbes in the
Navy.

How did the CSA respond to your suggestions to reduce or suspend funding for grantees found repeatedly to have inadequate
internal controls or excess cash?

Mr. ScANTLEBURY. They said that they had numerous examples
of suspended fundingwhere they had suspended funding to some
\ of the community action agencies. Howeyer, they gave us very few
examples, and we did not corne across any significant number in
our audit work.
SenatOr DENTON. How about their reaction to your pointing out
deficiencies'in theimomputer security?
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, they felt that a lot of the problems they
were having in that area weie beyond their control. They said the
General Services Administration has a lot of authority over what
equipment you can buy, and they have authority slyer the computer system. So they felt that pethaps we should have directe,A out
fecornmendations to the General Services Administration r;
than to them. We pointed out, however, that each agencY is res
Bible for assuring adequate security-including physical security for

its computer facility.
Senator DENTON.' What was their response to'your recommendation to better document questioned coats?
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Their response of October 1980 to the congres-

sional oversight committees stated that they have revised their
audit practices to now show whether a questioned cost is allowed or

disallowed and the form of restitution required. They also stated
that this tracking process was being revised further to require that
all unresolved audit Qndings pending in July 1980 be resolved at

the end of fiscal year 1981.

However, this still does not address our recommendation to in'dude explanation§ of how and 'why these determinations were
made. The key to preventing fraud, waste, and abuse is identifying
the causes for the problems identified.
Senator Dgwroft Based upon your auditing expertise,--what other

accountability measures besides the audit function are needed to
insure'efficient and effective management of Federal block grant
programs by state governments?

Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, this is a very complicated subject, but
we think that the block grants should include provisions for insuring State accountability for properties of Federal funds, making
progress toward achieving broad national goals, and minimizing
substitution of Federal for State funds.
We think it very important that they ,have objectives and prior-

ities. that are clearly stated, so that progress can be measured
udder the block grant program. We also think that they ahould

.

insist that grantees have good internal control systems, so that the
money is carefully trotected. And finall , we think that it is im rtant that audits
equired. These au its should be performe
accordance with the dit standards which the General Accounting
Office has issued that re applicable to grantees and to the Federal
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government, to be sure that adequate audits are made. From our
audit experience we have seen a number of grant audits that have
been substandard in coverage.
Senator DENTON. Are you going to be-able to satisfy yourself, if
you are not already satisfied, that the administration is tuned in to
4

those requirements as you have outlined them and will be taking
steps to make sure that the proper corrective implementation is

made?
Mr. SCANTLEBURY. Well, I noticed that Mrs. Hawkes who spoke

before me indicated in her statement that they were 'considering
the audit requirements. Anil the Inspector General Act requires
that the Inspector Gerteral follow the audit ste.ndards that are
prescribed by the General AccoUnting Office, so we are going to
Monitor what is happening ancrto the best of our ability see that
they do follow those audit standards and have those kinds of audits
done.

Senator DENTON. Has the CSA taken any action fo correct the
accounting system weaknesses for grants and cash 'advances to

grantees disclosed by GAO's ongoing work?'
Mr. SoANTLEnurtv. They have got an outside consultant to work
with them to design some new accounting reports and procedures,

but I think that is about the extent of it. Isn't that right Larry?
Mr. EGAN?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes; but that will not completely solve the prob-

lem. Part of the problem is that the employees are not properly
implementing the accounting proedures. Also, they have a lot of
data in their accounting system now that will 'have to be corrected.

So, the new reports and procedures would qnly go partway in
solving their problem.

Senator DENTON. Well, thank

you haye no further commen

u very much, Mr. Scantlebury. If
ask Senator Hatch if he has

an.y. questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairm

oing to reserve my questions and submit them in writing, a I ould appreciate it if you
would reserve my right to submit estions in writing to any, or all
witnesses here today.

Senator DENTON. Absolutely sir.

r. Chairman.
Senator DErrroN. Thank y very much, Mr. Scantlebury and
gentlemen.
We would like to welcome Senator. James B. Dunn of the South
Dakota State Sendte. It is a pleasure to have you here today, sir.
The President has rhade some proposals which would usher in a
new role and responsibility for the States, and we have called upon
you because we value your observations on these proposals from
the perspective of a State.
Senator Dunn, would you care to make an opening statement?
The CHAIRMAN. Thank yotA,

STATEMENT OF HoN. JAMES B. DUNN, STATE SENATOR, SOUTH
DAKOTA, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
STATE LEGISLATURES, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID RIEMER,
STAFF DIRECTOR, NCSL COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

Senator DUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.
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I am from western South Dakota. It bat a State that does not have
an awful lot of people. There are less than 700,000 people in the
whole State. It is primarily an agricultural and rural State. But
many of the items that we are speaking about today and that are

in contention do affect many in South Dakota.
We have a high percentage of citizens in South Dakota who are

65 years or older, so many of the programs under discussion (do

have a,direct effect in-South Dakota.
I am speaking today as a member of the executive committee of
the National Conference of State Legislatures.,You probably know

that we are the official representative of the country's 7,500 State
lawmakers, and we are the only national legislative organization
funded and governed directly by all 50 State legislatures.
I would like to thank the chairman and members of the subcommittee for this opportunity to present our position on the social
services block grant proposals. The last 20 years have witnessed an
extraordinary rise in categorical Federal programs. Intergovernmental grant-in-aid programs, most of which are narrowly categorical, hive grown in the last two decades from about 130 to over 500
programs, affecting nearly every field of private, local, and State
activity. These programs cost only a little over $7 billion in 1960,
less than 15 percent of total local-State expenditures and less than
2 percent of the gross national product at that" time. By contrast,
they cost $88 billion in 1980, accounting for 23 percent of total
local-State outlayS and well over 3 percent of the GNP. And I
guess, speaking from the State legislatures' point of view, it is that
local-State that we are concerned about in picking up the, difference.

The proliferation in categorical prOgrams and funding has been
accompanied by a corresponding growth in redtape and bureaucracy. The approximately 40 categorical public health and social service programc which the administration seeks to consolidate encompass over 400 pages-of law and- over 1,000 pages of regulations. To
administer the 6,800 grants supported by these programs, over 7
million man-hours mUst be spent by community groups, local gov-

ernment, and State agencies solely for the purpose of filling out
Federal reports.

The administrative compleNj, paperwork requirements, and

yrant application Mandates which characterize.the so-called system
/of categorical programs have forced States to divert precious funds
away from the poor, the elderly, and the handicapped in order to

sat' y the demands of the Federal bureaucracy. Categorical pro-

grains have also imposed a costly burden on both State and Federal
06vernments. The diversion of funds will only become greater, and
the burden on Governments will only grow more intolerable, if the
funding level for these programs is substantially reduced, but their
categorical nature remains intact.
The Nation can no longer afford the inefficiency and waste built

into the "system" of categorical programs. It is essential that a

more effective and less costly way be found to solve the domestic
problems which the Federal ,Government wishes to solve in these
times of fiscal austerity and budget discipline.
NCSL believes that the best way to deliver the social services
which the Federal Government deems essential is for the Federal
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Government to consolidate most of the categorical social service
programs which now exist into an appropriate number of 'block
grants with broadly stated Federal objectives; permit State governments to determine which specific social service activities will most
appropriately carry out the broad Federal objectives; and, fmally,
provide States with a level of funding sufficient, in light of the
more cost-effective block grant structure, to achieve the .Federal
goals.

In consolidating social service programs into block grants, Congress should adhere to the following principles.

First, it is essential that the maximum possible flexibility for

States be built into any social service block grant enacted by Con.
gress. The need for such flexibility only becomes greater the more
severely Federal funding is reduced. Given maximum flexibility,
States will be able to target virtually all block grants funds toward
meeting the needs of the poor, the elderly, and the handicapped
and the general public, and will be able to spend far less on hiring
bureaucrats to comply with elaborate Federal planning, governing
board, evaluation, and reporting requirements and on dickering
with remote Federal bureaucrats. Without such maximum flexibility,States will have no choice but to divert money in order to meet

Federal demands. The diversion of block grant funds from the

needy would simply grow worse if Congress retains all the restrictions it has placed on both existing categorical grantees and State
agencies and simultanedusly cuts Federal funding by the 25 percent suggested by the administration.

Second, in mandating the procedure to be used in allocating
block grant funds, Congress should go no further than to require
that such funds be spent "according to State law."
In order to stay within the time frame, I think I will paraphrase
and just go to the main points in my statement, as the committee
has the statement in front of them.
Third, if it becomes politically necessary to require that some
sort of hearing must be held before block grant funds are spent,
Congress should allow each State to determine which component of
State government is to hold the hearing and what kind of hearing
is held. It is my understanding that most States have a lead agency
with the responsibility to accept any Federal funds. Those funds
are washed through, in a sense, the budget process, through the
Appropriations Committee. This point was brought up in testimony
twice before.

Fourth, if it similarly becomes politically necessary to require
that some sort of plan must be prepared before block grant funds
are spent, Congress should allow each State to determine which
component of State government is to develop the plan and what
kind of plan is submitted. It should be possible for State legislatures, within the context of enacting their annual or biennial budgets, to meet any Federal plan requirements. Alternatively, legislatures should be free to develop other documents to satisfy the
Federal planning mandate. It should also be possible for a State to
decide that its Governor or a designated State agency shall prepare
whatever plan is requirea.
Fifth, bloat grant legislation should make explicit that the kinds
of social service activities funded in the past under categorical
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programs need not function as a limit on the kinds of social service

activities funded Under the corresponding block grant. States

should have the clear authority to fund any kind of social service
activity which is consistent with the broad Federal purposes of a
block grant. It should therefore be made clear, in any 'laundry
filist" of existing social service activities in any block grant legisla-

tionwhether the listing occurs in the findings of fact, in the
statement of purpose, or in the text of a block grant bill itself
that the listing is simply illustrative of, but in no way a limit on,

, the kinds of social service activities that may be supported with the
,
block grant funds in question;
Sixth, at the time that Congress enacts social service block grant

legislation, Congress should direct the Department of Health and
Human Services to provide State legislatures, Governors, and agencies, upon request, with technical assistance and with information
about what other States have done, are doing, and are planning in
the area of block grants. Under the block grant system, there is a
role for the Federal Government beyond that of writing checks and
conducting periodic audits.

This final point has come up again several times. To insure a
smooth transition from the current categorical system to a block
grant system, Congress should include in any block grant legislation it enacts a requirement thatoentities currently receiving funds

under categorical programs shall continue to receive pro rata

shares of funding under relevant block grante until the States have
gone through the process of allocating block grant funds.
In my own State of South Dakota, Mr. Chairman, it would be my

hope that the day after Congress enacts and the President signs

the social services block' grant legislation, the South Dakota Legislature will decide hovr to allocate the funds and our Governor will
sign the bill into law. But we all have to be realistic. It all depends
on when it happens. It might take 2" days, 2 weeks, or 2 months.
And because of the great differences among the 50 States and their

legislatures, it may take some time before all States have made

their final decisions as to how to allocate the block grant funds the
Federal Government makes available.
Remember that most State legislatures will have completed their
budgets and gone out of session by May 30, and certainly by the
first of July, well before any block grant legislation could be enacted and funded by Congress this year.

Another problem is that most State budgets run from July 1

through June 30. So virtually all State legislatures would not normally begin debating their next States budgets until January 1982,
and in those States that have biennial budgets, until January 1983.
Because of these factors, it may be difficult for some States to take
immediate action to allocate the block grant funds which Congress
makes available, or would possibly make available, this summer or
fall.

Furthermore, though State legislatures can be convened in special sessions to rewrite their budgets under extraordinary circumstances, there may be some States which would rather not disrupt
so seriously their normal budget cycles solely in order to respond to
changes in Federal policy. Strong objections to the cost of special

sessions, strong feelings about preserving the integrity of the
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budget process, or unique political circumstances May create a
strong preference for. waiting until January 1982, or in biennial
budget States until January 1983, in order to allocate block grante.

In my own State, it would be very, very difficult. We have only had
four special sessions in the entire history of the State.
To accommodate those States which feel they can do a better job

by allocating block grant fundsnot this summer or fall in special
sessionbut as part of their normal budget deliberations, Congress
should'allow the entities now receiving funds under categorical
programs to continue to receive reduced pro-rata shares of funding
until the States in question have decided how to allocate block
grant funds.
Mr. Chairman, NCSL is pleased that the Administration has
proposed to consolidate over 40 categorical public health and social
services programs. And I guess from the standpoint of NCSL, representing the 7,500 elected State legislators, the staff of NCSLone

in name, David Riemer, who is here with me this morningare

located here in Washington, and like mans other associations, we
would be certainly more than willing to work toward resolving all
of this and getting the information out to all of those State legislatures that are in turn going to have to act on it.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear, and Mr. Chairman, and I
will try to answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dunn follows:I
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NATIONAL COMMENCE OP STATE LEGISLATURES

MORE THE
SENATE SUBCONNITTE2 ON AGM, JIMMY AND NUMAN SERVICES
April 23, 1981
to

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is James B. Dunn and I
represent the Black Hills area of South Dakota--the geographical center of the
50 United States--the South Dakota State Seneca.

I am speaking today as

member of the Executive Committee of the National Conference of State Legislatures
(NCEL).

NCSL, as you may know, is the official representative of the Country's

7,500 state law-makare, and it is the only national legislative organisation funded
snd governed directly by all 50 state legislatures.

I would like to thank the

Chairman and the member. of the Subcommittee for giving me this opportunitys)to

present NCSL position on the social service block grant proposals which the
Administration has advanced.

Mr. Chairman, the last 20 years have witnessed an extraordinary rise in
categorical federal programs.

Intergo4ernmental grant-in-aid programs, most of

which are narrowly categorical, have grown in the last two decades from about
f transportation and income security to

130 programs concentrated in the

over 500 programs affecting nearly every field of private, local and state
activity.

These programs cost only

little over $7 billion in 1960, less than

1$% of the total local-state expenditures and less than 2% of ths GNP.

By contrast,

they cost $88 billion in 1980, accounting for 23% of total local-state outlays and
well over 3% of the GNP.

The proliferation in categorical programs and funding has been accompanied by
corresponding growth in red tape and bureaucracy.

The approximately 40 categorical

public health and social service prom-ems which the Administration seeks to consolidate
encompase.ovor 400 pages of law and over 1000 pages of regulations.

To administer the

6,800 grant. supported by these programs, over 7 million man hours must be apent by
community groups, Local government, and state agencies solely for the purpose of filling
out federal reports.

The adminiatrative complexity, peperwork requirements? and grant application
mandates which characterize the ao-called "system" of categorical programs have forced
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states to divert precious funds siway froi the poor, the elderly, end the

handicapped in order to

satisfy the demands of

costly burden on both state end

Categorical programa have also imposed
federal government.

the federal bureaucracy.

The diversion of funds will onli become greater; and the

burden on governments will only grow more intolerable, but if the funding
level for these programs is substintiiilly reduced but their categorical nature
remains intact.

The nation can no longer afford the inefficiency and waste built into
the "system" of categorical programs.

It is esmential that

more effective

and less costly way be found to solve the domeetic problems which the federal
government wishes to solve in these times of fiscal austerity and budget
discipline.

NCSL believes that the best way to deliver the social services

which the federal government deems essential is for the federal government to:
--Consolidate most of the categorical social service programa
which now exist into an appropriate number of block grants
with broadly-stated federal objectives;
--Persit state governments to deteraine which specific social

service activities will most appropriately carry out th
liroad federal objectives; and

--Provide states with a level of funding sufficient, In light
of the more cost-effective block grant Structure, to achieve
the federal snails.

'In consolidating social iervice progreas int; block grants, Congress
should adhere to the following principles;
First, it is eseantial that the maximum possible flexibility for

" states be built into any_rociel service blockjwuat enacted by
Conarcos.' rho need for such flexibility only becomes greater the
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more severely federal funding is reduced.

elven maximum flexibility,'

states will bn able to target virtuallP all block grants funds
towards meeting the needs of the poor,/ the elderly, and the handicapped

mid the sauna pUblic. end will be niole to speed far lase on hiring
bureaucrats to comply with eleborate/federal /lamming. goverains board.,

evaluation, aad reporting coquinas/its and en dickering with remote
Without su

federal bureaucrats.

have no choice but to divert

maximum flexibility, states will
y in order to meat federal diesels.

The diversion f block grant funds from the needy would simply grow
worse if Congress retains all the restrictioms it has placed on both
moieties categorical grantees, sod

agemcies ed simultamecusly

cuts federal !muting by the 252 suggested by the Administration.
' Second. le maidatina the.erocedure to be %welkin allocatins block grant
funds. Countess should EQ_MP further Chia tO retulre that such fumds be
seent "accordion to state law".

It would be unrailistic,to expect that

COMMISS will say nothing about the procedure 'edipis oust use in spendiag
t the same time, Congrese should avoid ths

block grant dollars.
temptation to define

1

great detail the procedural hoops states must

Jump through in order to spend block grant funds.

it should be left

te each aaaaa to decide ithether to hold special hearings on the

expenditure of block grant funds, whether to.esteblish advisory
comm

. etc.

For the federal government to replace the procedural

routines embedded in the categorical grant ystem with

brand new set

of procedural dictates governing the distribution of block grant funds
would be not only to ignore the historic differences among the

but would be'gt,gnt 'with the basic philosophy behind block grants.
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Thirds if it besomee Peliticelly secesarY ts require that.some sort
of hearintemet le held before bleck_Srint funds are ene0;, Congreee
should allow each state teddetermine which comeonent of state government
is to hold the hearini and what king of hearing is held.

State legislatures

hould be free to use their regular budget hearings te meet any block
grant- hearing requirement.

At the same time. legislatures should be

,free to use ether forms for complying.

It should also be pose

state to decide that its governor or a designated stet* ag
hold the hearing required.

for

all

-

It should similarly be permissible to provide

notice of the hearing by any customary and ffective method.. and to
use either formal or informal hearing formats.

In short, if the federal

government is to insist on s hearing prerequisite, it should limit itself
to mandating that:

--A hearing be held by so appropriate component of the state government;
--Notice be provided in any usual method that works; amd

--The hearing be held before the final decisions are made as to the
allocation mf block grant funds.

Fourth, if it similarly becomes politically necessary to require that aorm
port of plan must be prepared before block grant fumds are spent, Congress should
allow each ttttt to determine which component of
the plan and what kind of plan is submitted.

government is tolpvelop

It should be possible for ttttt

legislature.. within the context of enacting their annual or biennal budget., to
meet any federal plan requirements.

Alternatively. legislatures should be

free to develop other documents to satisfy the federal planning mandate.
oleo be possible for a etate to decide that its governor or
agency shall prepare whatever plan I. required.

It should

deeisnated state

The content and fora of any
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euch.plan should largely be left to daCh state to determine.
brief, if the federal government is to insist on

In

plan, it should

limit itself to mandating .that

--A plan be developed by an apprópriete component of state
government; and

-.The plan explain, in any suitably coherent fashion, what
activities the state will darry out with block grant funds.
' fifth, block grant lexislation should make xplicit that the kinds of
social service activities funded in the past
'wed not function as

der categorical Programs

limit on ths kinds of social ntie* activities

funded under the correekonaing block grant.

States hould have the

clear authority to fund amy kind of social service activity which is
consistent with the broad federal purposes of a block grant.

It should

therefore be made clear, in any "laundry list" of existing ocial
service ectivitiai in any block grant legislation (whether the listing
occurs in the findings of fact, in the statement 'of purpose, or in the
test of

block grant bill itself). that the listing is illustrative of,

but in no way a limit on, the kinds of mocial service activities that
may be supported with the block giant funds in question.
' iixth, at the same time that Congress enacts social service block,grant
legislation, Conaress should direct-the

Papartse47::lth and

Human

Services to provide state legislature.. governor., and agenciea, upon
request, with technical antlatence and with information &halt what other
states have dons

are doin

and ere

lennin

in the area of block

rant*.

Under the block grant system there ia a role for the federal government
beyond that of writing check, and conducting periodic audits.
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role is to provide states with technical expertiss,and to foollitate
the exchange of information.
Finally. to ensure

smooth transition iron the currant categotical

svetem.to a block grant veten. Congrese_ehould include in any block

Arent leaielation it nacts

requirement that entities currently

receivine funds under categorical programs shall Continue to receive
pro-rate shares of funding under relevant block grants until the
states have gone'through the_Procese itztRibcating block grant funds.
In my own State of gouth Dakota, Mr. Chairman. It, would be my hop, that

4

the day after Congress enacts end the President signs the social servAxe block
grant legislation, the South Dakota Legialature will decide how to allocate the'
funde.and aur Governor will sign the bill into law.
realistic.

But we all have to be

It may take us two days--or two weeks--xm two months.

of the great differences among the 50 states and their

And because

legislatures. it may take

some time before all states have made their final decisions as to how to allocate
the block grant funds the federal government makes available.

Renember that most state legislatures will have completed their budgets and
gone out of session by May PO, well.before any block grant legisla
enacted and funded by Congress this year.

Approximately 40 State

on could be

4

egislatures

will have wrapped up their budgets and gone out by June 30., the earliest
conceivable date Congress could have completed all action on block grant bills and
Furthermore, as you *maw, state budgets run from July 1 through

appropriations.

lao virtually all state legislatures would not normally begin debating

Juno 30.

their next state budget. until January of 1911l--and, in those states that hove

biennial budget., until January of 1903.
'.

Because of these factors, it may be

.

difficult tor oomo states to tako immediate action to allocate the

.44 4179

()

01

4

block grant

6
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funds which Congress makes available this summer or fall.

Furthermore, though

orate legislature: can be convened in special sessions to rewrite their budiets

under extraordinary circumstances, there may be some states which would tether
notdisrupt so seriously their normal budget cycles solely in order to respond
to changes in federal policy.

Strong objections to the cost of special sessions,

strong feelinga about prfierving the integrity of the budget prove's, or unique
political circumstances may create

strong preference for waiting until January

of 1982--or ln biennial budget states until January of 1983-1n ordeeto allocate
block grants.

To accommodate those states which feel they can do a better job by allocating

block srant funds--not this summer or fall ln special sessionbut as part of
their normal budget deliberations, Congress should allow the entities now receiving
funds under categorical programa to continue to receive reduced pro-rata shares
of funding until tbe states in question have decided how to allocate block,gront
twins:

Mr. Chairman, Ne,1, is pleased that the Administration has proposed tO consolidate

over 40 categorical pdblic health and social services,programs into four block grants
0

--health services, preventive health, social ol'ervices, and energy and emergency
assistance.

While reasonable queetions can be raised about the decision to propose

four block grants instead of a smaller or larger number; about the choices as to

which cetegorical programs were folded into which block grant; and about the detail.
of the specific legislation proposed by the Administration; NCR believes that on
the whole the Administration'e proposal is an excellent step in the right 'direction.
The most troubling feature qf the Administration's public health and social
service block grant proposal is the requested level of funding.

Compared to the

FY 1981 amount needed to maintain at current service levels the array of categorical
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programa to be folded Into block grants, the Adminiftration masks a 252 reductinn
in funding.

The'Congressional Budget Office estimates that because of inflation

the reduction really amounts to 322.

It is my belief. Mr. Chairman, that compared to the services now being
delivered to the poor. the elderly, the handicapped, and the general public under
categorical programs, the social Services that can be delivered at the reduced
level of funding in most status will be substantially

row.

Thor reason for this

real reduction in services is that the significant administrative savings States

will realize from the consolidation of categorical program into block grants
will nonethelsee not be sufficient In most states to compensate for the substantlally
CSO has estimated that at most adminIstre-

reduced federal funding made available.
ties savings would :mount to 82

compared to the 252 funding rednction'propotted.

There ie debate as to whether C
not kid oureslysa that the sewings

Last. is entirely correct.

But vs should

resulting from block grants will equal throughout

the country the major reduction in funding proposed.

The painful truth is that

///'

fewer !services will ba delivered to the poor, the elderly, the handicapped, and

the general public in moot of OUf statee if social

Service block grants are cnt

hi 25Z.

If the declalon la made to reduce funding for social service activities by
252, the real

roduA

up by the stator.

in service, which will occur will not generally bo picked

tie face the mama demands'for fiscal auseerity that you face.

We ere caught in tho oame kinda of budget !squeegee you must sddroes.

State

legislaturea will generally conclude. 1 believe, that they ere under no obligation-and cannot arrord--to pick up mortal aervicea which eh:SW.4AI governmonr itattiated.
So if you do go along with tho 252 cuc--and ir tho public

aro further rodwod in future years, ao

I

social /service block grants

(oar they may be, in order to achieve the

enormous "unapecified savings" or 1110 billion Planned by the Alminiftration for

FY 1987 through 1905you must expect that you hors in Congress will be held
accountable for the real reduction* in service, you are causing for the sake or

other natimal objectives.
Mr, Chairman,
present NCSL viewo.

1 yould like to thank you for giving me 'this opportunity to
I will try to anseer .any question* you may hove.
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Senator DENTON. I would like to welcome you, Mr. Riemer. I
understood you used to be a staff member.

NJ

Mr. RIEMER. Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Dunn.

I must say that, although I have relatively rough expertise in

this area, some of your recommendations, such as that Congress go

no further than te require that such funds be spent according to
State law; and Congress should allow each State to determine
which component of State government is to hold a hearing, and

what kind of hearing is held; Congress should allow each State to
determinp which component of State government is to develop the
plan and what kind of plan is submitted; block grant legislation
should make explicit that Ow. kinds of social services activities

funded in the past need not function as a limit on the kinds of
social service activities funded under the corresponding block
grant, et ceterasir, I believe that is the whole thrust of this. We
are tryihg to move from the top of government down closer to the

people so it will be govec,nment by the people.

.

I think we would be better off limiting- you, and violating the
principle of deregulation which is part of the source of saving and
part of the whole idea of bringing into play the more precise
judgment regarding local needs that would be achievable at the
State level. So we are not going to explicitly do these things you
are asking us to. We are not going to mention them. We are going
to remain silent, and you run it at the State level. Now, there are
going to be some problems with that, but not of the nature of those
I just cited. For example, as you have said, there will bre. difficulty
regarding the time before all States have made their final decisions
as to how to allocate the block grant funds. And this is something
that I have mentioned earlier, today, and I am not entirely satisfied
that that will not lead to interruption of delivery of services.
We on this subcommittee will try to write into law requirements
that will eliminate that likelihood, but we will only try. I believe
we will be successful, but I do not knoW.

Concerns have been expressed, contrary to the philosophy that I
just mentioned, that iLthe block grants go through, the States will
be indifferent to the needs of their constituents and will choose to
fund only those programs that are politically expedient. Would you
coinment?

Senator. DUNN. Well, Mr. Chairman; in the present framework,

the way that money comes through, for instance, in the social
services area, I do not think that there would be any more change
whether-it is under the block grant system--

-

Senator DENTON. Could you speak a little louder, please?
Senator DUNN. I do not believe that there would be that much of
a difference in how the money comes to the States. I think we all
react to where the pressure is at closer to home. And I think one of

the problemsand I think at NCSL, that is why we are here

.

todayis that through the NCSL, the collective judgment of many
, of the legislatures, individually and collectively, problems have
come when it was laid out from above, and we did not have a
choice on the local level. Some of the programs in many differe t
fields were bought, if you will, on the local level because it sounde
great and somebody else was going to put the money into it, moy e

6
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the biggest end of it. Many of us battled some of these because we
Nk,new that sogieday down the road, it was going to turn over, it was
going to reverse; the percentEige was going to reverse so the money
was going to go dut. And I think that the honesty of the individual
legislators and legislatures in their own situationdo not think
that they would be abusive. I do not think they would get by with
it, killing one program versus another for political expediency.
Senator DENTON. It would seem to be subject to a closer accountability to their own voters and a more approximate familiarity
with what the needs of the State are. So honestly alone would not
be the only thing that would be keeping it honest.
Senator DUNN.,Tbat is right.
Senator DENTON. In, the block grant approach, States will not be
required to match Federal funds. Obviously, the viability of these
programs in the past has depended to a greater or lesser extent on

the States meeting matching requirements for the catogorical
grants. Is there any indication from the States that they would be
willing, under a block grant approach, to kick in at least similar

.

.

amounts from the State treasuries, as in the past, and more where
necessary?
Senator DUNN. Mr. Chairman, I think that it would work out the
same way. It would be a pick-and-choose situation, and if you had
certain areas, certain programs that needed more emphasis, more
mone and the need was there, I think that even on that basis,
you 6uld better expend your State dollars in matching up with
larger amounts that were put into any given program. Again,
nk
it would work the same way.
I
enator DENTON. Can you give specific examples Of agencies or
networks that you already have on the local level to deliver the
services included in the block grant?
Senator DUNN. Well, for instance, one in particular, weatherization of homes under 'the energy assistance. Where I come from, it
generally snows; it did nOt..last winter,, but it does, and it gets Cold.
And many of the elderly were living in older homes that were not
weatherized, and the community action people ' were the lead
agency ipworking with local contractors to put in storm windows,

storm doors, weatherizing around, doors and windows.
In the ADC program, we are already set up on a local basis.
There is someone already there, already in place, who takes care of

these type ,of thingsunemployment comp, aid to dependent children, or anything else.

Senator DENTON. What about the weatherization of homes and so
forth, if the CAP is not there in South Dakota?
Senator DUNN. If CAP were- not there, I think that the next
thing you would do would be simply go to your local county offices
that 'handle all the rest of your aid to dependent children. Or in
most of the communities, at least in South Dakota, they do have a
local planning commission, That is another way it could be handled.

Senator DENTON. Well, I hope that with regard to your organiza-

tionof which you said there are 7,500 State legislaturesyou will
remind them that we have got to be more than thinking about.
possibilities right now. We are talking about October 1.
Senator DUNN. Right.'
,

o
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Senator DENTON. If there is a block grant approach, what kind of
priority, if any, do you think that States will give to programs such

as funded under the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and

Adoption Reform Act?
Senator DUNN. In many of the States, and especially in my State,

in the last 2 years there has been a number of bills offered dealing
With both of these issues. It is something that certainly has existed
for a long time, but child abuse has just recently been brought to
the fore as being a real problem. In South Dakota, there are not

that many hospitals, but they are tied very closely to the local

population, and we know when anything happens. These are very
tragic things, and in our State, they have always been more than
-willing to put enough money into those areas where there is a
known problem that you can really perceive, and they Will fund it,
and thay will pick it up.-They: will deal with iL
Senator DENTog7 With regard to the CAP and thinking about
some kind of altarnative to it for the low-income energy money, are

you contemplating the possibility of hiring some of those same
people?

Senator DUNN. Do you mean that were in the CAP program?

Senator DENTON. Right.

Senator DUNN. I would say yes, because they are already knowledgeable, and they have already been on the ground, and you pick
those folks up because they know what the problems are.
Senator DENTON. Well, thank you very much, Senator Dunn, and
thank you, Mr.' Riemer. We appreciate your testimony very much.
We will have a panel of two witnesses now, representing county
and city governments. Ms. Lynn Cutler is the county supervisor of
Black Hawk County, Iowa, and represents the National Association
of Counties. Mr. Robert Knight is city commissioner for Wichita,
Kansas, and I understand was, until recently, the mayor of Wich-

ita. Mr. Knight is representing the U.S. Conference of Mayors.
I welcome you both. Your testimony is particularly important
because we hope to learn more about your views on block grants
and especially the delivery of services on the local level.
I would request, since we have your full statements, that you try

to condense them into a 5-minute oral statement. Ms, Cutler, I
would be pleased to receive your statement first, and then Mr.
Knight.

STATEMENT OF LYNN G. CUTLER, COUNTY SUPERVISOR OF
BLACK HAWK COUNTY, IOWA, REPRESENTING THE NATION-

AL ASSOCIATION OF,COUNTIES, ACCOMPANIED BY RON
GIBBS, AND ROBERT G. KNIGHT, CITY COMMISSIONER, WICHITA, KANS., REPRESENTING THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF
MAYORS, ACCOMPANIED BY LAURA WAXMAN, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS,
A PANEL

Ms. CUTLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to be here this morning.
It is, I think, particularly relevant that I come to you fresh from
a meeting of the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, of which, I am currently the Vice Chairman. We have
just Finished a major discussion on the whole issue, with Secretary
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and Rich Williamson from
Watts, our new Chairman, presiding,
the White House, who is, as you know, Assistant to the President
So this is all very timely this
for Intergovernmental Relations. have
been discussing flows very
morning, and much of .what we
well into this.

I will be happy to consolidate my comments. As you, so well

pointed out, you have the entire statement.
The National Association of Counties can support consolidation
block grants, and in fact, most
of several categorical grants intoflexibility
and the opportunity to
counties will welcome the greater
design programs to fit local needs. In addition, the National Association of Counties is on record supporting efforts to balance the
Federal budget and has pledged to support spending reductions
that do not shift costs' to local governments.
At this point, I think I will just paraphrase.
of Countiesand the position
It is the feeling of the Association
committee
on human services,
eyolved first out of our steering

meeting in March at our legislative conferencethat our concern
is that local governments are somein this whole piece, Senator, of
the totem pole. We are very cobhow so much at the bottom
are the
cerned about costs being passed along to us, because weshifts
are
have
no
other
place
to
go
as
the
court of last resort. We
severely
constrained,
and
it
is
made. And most States today are
them
to
want,
very
willingly,
to
pass
going to be very difficult for
along to local governments sqme of what is a reduced allocation to
them.

that I
For example, in the area of title XX, which is an area
advisory
chaired
our
State
title
XX
know a great deal aboutI
committee for 3 years as a county supervisorand we really had to

how that
fight to get into a meaningful dialog with our State about
title XX
was going to be allocated. And currently, 25 percent of thephi-chase
the
local
level
for
local
funds do come back to us at
contracts, and then is matched by local tax dollars.
Our position as an association is that title XX already is a block
as
grant and has been in force for 10 years as such, and is about
going
to
will,
almost
austere,
as
it
'is
lean and as trim and, if you
create

get, and to make further cuts in that program is going to

tremendous hardships.
In our State, title XX is used to provide services like homemaker
services. And I think that you know very well the kinds of prevenif you have
tive setvices that homemakers provide. For example,
$80,
$85,
even $90 a
disabled
person,
you
can,
for
an elderly or

month in many places, keep that person in their own home by
failure to be able to provide
having a homemaker come in. The
that homemaker, could well result in that person having to go into
institutionalized care, at costs that will range from $500 to $700,
not
perhaps even moreall of it coming out of the tax pie. It is who
here.
It
is
just
a
question
of
that we are talking about savings
is paying for what.
I would like to stress further our particular concern about the
child protective services piece of all this. We feel very strongly,
because of our commitment to the needs of children, foster care,
critiprevention of abuse, treatment of abuse, that it is absolutely
We
are
by
itself
and
nottlolded
in.
cal that this piece be left
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concerned about the willingness of many States to take a piece of a

greatly diminished share of funds and allocate it to this subject.
That has not been the history. After a long time of negotiation
with the Congress, we did get legislation passed last year, and our
position is that we really want to see that funded, left 'separate. If
not, then we do not even want the mandates to have to treat these

things. That is a harsh statement for us to come to, it was a

difficult decision for us to come to. For me personally, it is probably the most difficult.
I cannot think of anything, and I am sure you will agree with

me, Mr. Chairman, that tears more at the fabric of American

society than the specter of children who are battered and abused
by parents who often simply do not know anymore about parenting
than that",-,..And in our _State, .we have had a program We.have a
mandatory reporting law. We were one of the first States in the
country to have any reporting law. I helped write it in the midSixties when I was a member of the Iowa Commission on Children
and Youth. And all we have been able to do really is to document
very well the amount of incidents and the validity of those claims.
The treatment part of it is minimal, because there have not been
enough dollars. My county has supplemented State funds for this
purpose. In the State of Iowa, which is only 3 million people, and
most of them are elderlywe have the second-largest number of
elderly in the country-28,000 children last year were documented
as abuse cases. So I think that somewhere as we do this sorting
outof roles, and this was the topic of the discussion of the commission this morningthis decongestion of the Federal system, to
which. I subscribe personally as a member of ACIR, and to which
NACo subscribes, as we do that kind of sorting out, I think we have

to say that we do have some natiOnal purposes. I hope, at least,
that the Congress will do that, and I am sure that you will. And I

would hope that one of those national purposes would be to help to

keep families together and to strengthen families by leaving in
place these programs that protect children and help parents to be

better parents and to help keep them all together.

I will stop there, because you have the text before you, and I
know that you have questions, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for the
opportunity to be here this morning,
(The prepared statement of Mr. Cutler followsd
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LYNN G. CUTLER, SUPERVISOR, BLACK HAWK COUNTY, IOWA,
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES., BEFORE THE SUBAGING, FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE
HUMAN RESOURCES

MR CHAIRMAN, SENATORS, I AM LYNN CUTLER, COUNTY SUPERVISOR, BLACK
HAWK COUNTY, IONA.

I AM PLEASED 10 REPRESENT THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF COUNTIES ON SOCIAL SERVICES ISSUES, BECAUSE A GREAT SHARE OF MY
TWENTY YEARS IN PUBLIC LIFE HAS BEEN DEVOTED TO PRECISELY THE KINDS OF
CRITICAL ISSUES THAT CONFRONT US AS WE FACE THE CHALLENGES OF BALANCING
THE FEDERAL BUDGET WITHOUT UNDERMINING THE FRAGILE NETWORK OF LIFESUSTAINING SERVICES THAT MANY OF OUR CITIZENS RELY ON.
I WOULD LIKE TO PREFACE MY REMARKS BY SAYING THAT NACo CAN SUPPORT
CONSOLIDATION OF SEVERAL CATEGORICAL GRANTS INTO BLOCK GRANTS, AND IN
FACT MOST COUNTIES WILL WELCOME THE GREATER FLEXIBILITY AND THE
OPPORTUNITY TO DESIGN PROGRAMS TO FIT LOCAL NEEDS.

IN ADD1T1ON, THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES SUPPORTS EFFORTS TO BALANCE THE
FEDERAL BUDGET,AND HAS PLEDGED TO SUPPORT SPENDING REDUCTIONS THAT DO
NOT SHIFT COSTS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS,
COUNTY GOVERNMENTS ACCROSS THE NATION PLAY AN ACTIVE ROLE IN
AGING AND HUMAN SERVICES PROGRAMS--IN PROVIDING THE SERVICES, ADMINISTERING PROGRAMS, AND, IN MANY STATES RAISING PROPERTY TAX REVENUES TO
PAY THE COSTS.

THE FINANCING OF MOST WELFARE AND SOCIAL SERVICES

PROGRAMS IS,A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE FEDERAL, STATE, AND COUNTY

GOVERNINTS,
FOR MANY COUNTIES, HEALTH AND WELFARE COSTS ACCOUNT FOR MORE
THAN 40 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL COUNTY BUDGET, WHICH IS MADE UP ENTIRELY
OF PROPERTY TAXES,

N4Co IS THE ONLY NATIONAL ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING COUNTY GOVERmENT IN AMERICA.
Irs vEMBERSHIP INcLupEs URBAN, SLIM:AN, AND RURAL COUNTIES JOINED TOGETHER FOR THE
COWEN PURPOSE OF STRENGTHENING CCUNTY GOVERMENT TO MEET THE NEEDS nF ALL MERICANS.
3v %/um/F. OF A COUNTY'S MEMBERSHIP, ALL ITS ELECTED AND APPOINTED OFFICIALS BECOME
P4PTICIPANTS IN AN SRGANIZATION DEDICATED TO THE FOLLOWING GOALS: IMPROVING mum
GOVERNMENTS; SERVING AS THE NATICNAL SPOKESMAN FOR COUNTY GWERMENT; ACTING AS
LIAISCN BETWEEN DE NATION'S COUNTIES NO OTHER LEVELS CF GCNIUMENT; NET, ACHIEVING
PuBLIC UNDERSTAMING OF THE ROLE OF COLNTIES IN DIE FEDERAL SYSTEM.
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SO. COUNTIES HAVE A REAL FINANCIAL STAKE IN THE PROGRAMS AND,
THEREFORE/ HAVE GOOD REASON TO SUPPORT CHANGES THAT MAKE THEM LESS
COSTLY TO-,OPERATE.

AS AN ORGANIZATIONr WE'HAVE AGREED TO ACCEPT SOME

OF THE PRESIDENT'S SPENDING REDUCTION MEASURES, II CETA, AFDC AND

CHILD SUPPORT, FOOD STOPS, SOCIAL SERVICES, AND HEALTH.

MOST OF

THE REDUCTIONS WE SUPPORT ARE CONSISTENT WITH WELFARE REFORMS WE
HAVE ADVOCATED FOR YEARS, WHICH WILL CONTRIBUTE TO BETTER MANAGED
PROGRAMS, AND THEREBY TO RIEDUCED COSTS.

IN THE SOCIAL SERVICES AREA,

-

WE FAVOR BLOCK GRANTS THAT LEAVE DECISIONS.ABOUT PROGRAMS TO THE
-

LOCAL LEVEL WHERE'THE SERVICES ARE DELIVERED.
I

WANT TO HIGHLIGHT THE FACT THAT THE'NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE"CONCERN

US AS MUCH AS THE NEED FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACCOUNTABILITY AND PROPER
FUNCTIONING OF PROGRAMS,

WE ARE CONCERNED THAT THE 25 PERCENT SPENDING

REDUCTION PROPOSED FOR SOCIAL SERVICES IS SO SEVERE AS TO RESULT 14
.DENYING CRITICAL, LIFE SUSTAINING SERVICES TO PEOPLE.

AS COUNTY OFFICIALS, WE TRULY REPRESENT THE GOVERNMENT OF LAST
RESORT, THE CUTTING EDGE-AGAINST WHICH T4E NATION'S NEEDIEST PEOPLE
MEASURE THE WILLINGNESS AND CAPACITY OF THEIR AMERICAN GOVERNMENT TO
PREVENT HUNGER, ENSURE ADEQUATE SHELTER AND HEALTH CARE, PROVIDE JOBS,
AND PROTECT THE HELPLESS CHILDREN AND ELDERLY IN OUR MIDST,

FOR T4ESE

BASIC LIFE-SUSTAINRNG SERVICES WE ARE HELD ACCOUNTABLE, AS ARE THE
STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS.
WITHIN THIS CONTEXT, WE MUST CONCERN OURSELVES WITH THE
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF CUTS PROPOSED BY THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION,
ESPECIALLY IN THE AREA OF HUMAN RESOURCES.
WITH RESPECT TO THE PROPOSED SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT,
SOME GENERAL POLICIES WERE ADOPTED BY THE COUNTY OFFICALS AT OUR
ANNUAL LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE LAST MONTH WHICH WILL GUIDE OUR
RESPONSE:
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FIRST. A BLOCK GRANT TO CONSOLIDATE PROGRAMS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY
AN ABSOLUTE REDUCTION IN FEDERAL MANDATES AND REGULATIONS.

AND THERE

MUST BE A REASONABLE TRANSITION PERIOD TO ALLOW STATES AND COUNTIES
TO MAKE THE NECESSARY LEGAL ADJUSTMENTS AND TO CONSOLIDATE PROGRAMS,

SERVICES, AND FUNDING DEEM FUNDING IS REDUCED.
SECOND, A BLOCK GRANT OR OTHER SPENDINIEDUCTION CANNOT SERVE MERELY
TO SHIFT COSTS FROM THE FEDERAL TREASURY TO STATE AND LOCAL TAXPAYERS.
NACo WILL VIGOROUSLY OPPOSE ANY SUCH SHIFTING.
THIRD.,T1IERE MUST BE A PROVISION TO ASSURE PASS-THROUGH OF FUNDS TO

COUNTIES THAT OPERATE THE PROGRAMS, IN ORDER TO PRESERVE THE SAFETY
NET OF LIFE-SUSTAINING SERVICES THAT COUNTIES MUST OPERATE.
FINALLY, THERE SHOULD BE NO 'EAR MARKING' OR MANDATING OF SPECIFIC
SERVICES OR PROGRAMS WITHIN THE BLOCK GRANT.
IN ADDITION TO THESE CRITERIA, WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE
RATIONALE OR BASIS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION'S ASSUMPTION THAT PROPOSED

BLOCK GRANTS WOULD REDUCE COSTS BY 25 PERCENT, IF THAT FIGURE IS NOT
REALISTIC--AND WE HAVE NO REASON TO THINK IT IS--THEN I'AM FORCEb TO

CONCLUDE THAT THE EFFECT WOULD BE TO SHIFT COSTS FOR ESSENTIAL SOCIAL
SERVICES TO COUNTY GOVERNMENTS, WHICH PRESIDENT REAGAN PLEDGED NOT TO
DO,

MANiN CRITICAL SERVICES THAT WOULD BE AFFECTED ARE ALREADY "BARE

BONES' #ROGRAMS AT THE COUNTY LEVEL, WHERE SEVERE FUNDING REDUCTIONS
CAN ONLi( HURT VULNERABLE PEOPLE WHOSE "SAFETY NET" WILL BE STRETCHED

TOO THIN TO PROTECT THEM.

JPRESERVING THIS SAFETY NET OF SERVICES IN

THE FACE OF INFLATION SHOULD REMAIN A RESPONSIBILITY SHARED BY THE
FEDERAL GOVERNEMNT.

sat"
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REDUCTION IS
WITH RESPECT TO TITLE XX, THE PROPOSED 25 PERCENT
TITLE XX PROGRAMS WERE BLOCK GRANTED TEN
PARTICULARLY UNTENABLE.
EFFECTS OF INFLATION, WE ARE NOW
YEARS AGO, AND DUE TO THE ERODING
SERVICES TO MORE PEOPLE WITH DIMINISHED
TRYING TO PROVIDE THE SAME
TO
IN MOSfCOUNTIES, THE SERVICES ARE ALREADY REDUCED
DOLLARS.
PEOPLE
WHO
NATURE, SUCH AS SERVICES FOR
THOSE OF THE MOST ESSENTIAL
HELP KEEP THEM FROM LIVING IN AN INSTITUTION,
DEPEND ON A CARETAKER TO
BECOME ADEQUATE
AND PEOPLE WHO ABUSE THEIR CHILDREN AND WANT HELP TO

PARENTS, AND THE CHILDREN WHO ARE THE VICTIMS.
FOR THOSE CHILDREN, WE -LOOKED FORWARD TO NEW FEDERAL SUPPORT AUTHORIZED

UNDER HR 3434 LAST YEAR TO AUGMENT THE THIN LAYER OF SERVICES WE PROVIDE
UNDER TITLE XX7YET, NACo HAS TAKEN THE POSITION THAT IF EITHER TITLE XX
OR THE NEW PL 92-272 IS NOT FULLY FUNDED, WE MUST OPPOSE ANY MANDATE TO
IMPLEMENT TO THOSE CHILD WELFARE, FOSTER CARE, AND ADOPTION REFORMS WHICH
wE STRONSLY SUPPORTED IN THE INTERESTS OF THE NATION'S CHILDREN.

WE WOULD

,.SIMPLY NOT BE ABLE TO, PUT THOSE INTO PLACE AT THE COUNTY LEVEL WITHOUT
FUNDING.

WE PROPOSE THAT A SEPARATE BLOCK GRANT OF TITLE XX AND TITLES IV-B
THIS
AND IV-E AND CHILD ABUSE BE SET ASIDE WITH NO_REDUCTION OF FUNDING.
WOULD RECOGNIZE THAT TITLE XX ALREADY IS A BLOCK GRANT AND AS SUCH HAS
ACHIEVED ANY SAVINGS THAT CAN BE BROUGHT ABOUT BY CONSOLIDATION AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SIMPLICITY,

IT WOULD RECOGNIZE THAT CONGRESS FOUND THE

NATION LACKING IN REGARD TO FOSTER CARE AHD SAW FIT TO APPROPRIATE NEW
FUNDS SPEcIFICALLY TO RECTIFYTHE PROBLEMS UNCOVERED.

AND IT WOULD BE

CONSISTENT WITH THE ADMINISTRATION'S DESIRE TO PRESERVE A SAFETY NET FOR
ESSENTIAL SERVICES TO
NEEDY PEOPL AND ITS PLEDGE NOT TO SHIFT COSTS FOR
LOCAL GOVEPifENTS.
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WE SUPPORT THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAM INTO THE SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.

ALTHOUGH WE FAVOR ELMINATION

OF THE FEDERAL STRUCTURE, WE FAVOR INTEGRATION OF CSA FUNCTIONS INTO THE
SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED BLOCK GRANTS, SO THAT COMMUNITY ACTION GROUPS WOULD
BE ELIGIBLE FOR FUNDING.

MR. CHAIRt:IAN, A FURTHER COMMENT ABOUT THE NATURE OF BLOCK GRANTS,

AS WE HAVE SEEN SO GRAPHICALLY OVER THE YEARS WITH TITLE XX SERVICES,

THERE IS A TENDENCY FOR THE FINANCING OF THE PROGRAM& TO SHRINK AS CONGRESS
LOSES SIGHT OF EXACTLY WHAT THE SERVICES ARE ACCOMPLISHING, AND FOR CONGRESS
TO VIEW THE PROGRAMS AS LESS IMPORTANT OR PERHAPS LESS EFFECTIVE THAN THE
CATEGORICAL SERVICES AND PROGRAMS THEY REPLACED.

WE SUGGEST THAT CONGRESS

NEEDS TO DEVISE A MEANS OF KEEPING OVERSIGHTS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
PROGRAMS, SO THAT ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT CAN BE ASSURED THAT THE PUBLIC'S
.MONEY IS INDEED GOING FOR ITS INTENDED PURPOSES, AND THAT MEETING THE LIFE
SUSTAINING NEEDS OF ITS CITIZENS WILL REMAIN A WILLING, REWARDING COMMITMENT
FOR GOVERNMENT.

IN CLOSING, MR. CHAIRMAN, WE UNDERSTAND AND SUPPORT THE FACT THAT
SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS MUST BE MADE LESS COSTLY WHERE

POSSIBLE'.

HOWEVER,

WE OPPOSE HASTY PROGRAM REDUCTIONS THAT WILL UNDULY BURDEN THE POOR AND
THE ELDERLY IN THIS COUNTRY.

WE SUPPORT CHANGES THAT WILL BRING ABOUT

ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY AND OPPOSE MODIFICATIONS THAT WILL SHIFT A
DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE OF COSTS TO COUNTY GOVERNMENTS.

IT IS CRITICALLY

IMPORTANT THAT STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS BE GIVEN ADEQUATE LEAD TIME TO
IMPLEMENT ANY NEW CHANGES IN THE PROGRAM.

AS I STATED EARLIER, COUNTY

GOVERNMENTS ARE THE GOVERNMENTS OF LAST RESORT AND WILL BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE
FOR PROVIDING BASIC LIFE SUSTAINING SERVICES.

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR VIEWS.
PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY-QUESTIONS,

7,9

I WOULD BE
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Ms. Cutler.

The last point you made about child battering and abuse touches
on a revolting thing, uncivilized. I am not sure personally that the
best approach for that is to get in there and somehow educate the
parent about how to be a better parent. I think it goes deeper than
that. I think it goes into the person's attitude toward marriage,
toward the responsibilities of parenthood as they see them in their
formative years, before they contract the marriage, or before they
conceive the child out-of-wedlock. We must continue to address the
root of the problem because children are being destroyed that way,
and then become poor parents or poor citizens themselvesI am
very much in favor of the Federal Government, the State govern-.
ment, the local government, and the motion picture industry and
television all getting together to make the environment better for
the likelihood that a family will form and stay together. I do not
believe the only approach should be treating the victims of child

abuse or trying to take a person 25 or 30 or 40 years old and

somehow, by the magic of education of how to be a better parent,
change that person's character. Once formed, to me, that is one of
those things where we are trying to treat the product at the end of
the sewer pipe. So, although I believe there is a need, I do not see

it as a prime solution to the problem. I see a proportionality of
need somewhere else, frankly. It is not a denial of what you have
said, but it is a modification in proportionality. I would see it as
approaching it from a different angle, with more effect.

But at any rate, I appreciate your comments on the title XX
program. This portion of the social services block grant will be
considered by the Senate Finance Committee, not by our committee
or subcommittee, and I will be happy to pass your testimony on to

them.
Ms. CUTLER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DENTON. Would you introduce the gentleman with you,
please?
Ms, CUTLER, I apologize, I should have done that. This is Ron
Gibbs, from the National Association of Counties.
Senator DENTON. Welcome, Mr. Gibbs.
And Mr, Knight, would you introduce the young lady with you?

Mr, KNIGHT, Yes, sitting to my left IS Laura Waxman, who is

assistant executive director of the United States Conference of
Mayors.
Senator DENTON. Thank you.

All right, Mr. Knight, I will ask you to present your opening
statement. Ms. Cutler, as we are all prone to do, took considerably
longer than 5 minutes. If you can, I would ask you to try to stay
within that time-frame.
Mr. KNIGHT. I will try, Mr. Chairman. I do not have the facility
nor the background that Ms. Cutler has, so I will have to read. I

am in a learning mode, just as yoy expressed, as I was listening
earlier.
I am Bob Knight, a city comMissioner in Wichita, Kan. From
April 1980 to April 1981, several weeks ago, I. served as mayor of
my city. I am here today to testify on behalf of the U.S. Conference
of Mayors and the U.S. Conference of City- Human Services Offi-
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cials on the administration's proposal for a social services block
gran t.

The Nation's mayors and city human services officials support
the concept of block grants for human service rograms. We feel
that block grants, properly conceived, can enabl us to administer
human services in an effective and efficient ma er because they
allow us more flexibility. In Tecent years, many ities have developed a capacity to plan for and manage human services.
During my tenure as mayor of Wichita, we created a department
of human resources. Many other cities have taken similar actions

in the last few years to assist them in sorting out the complex
human services system which we have in this country. Block
grants would not only facilitate our ability to sort out the human

services system, but could, quite possibly, simplify the system altogether.
Both the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the U.S. Conference of
City Human Services Officials have adopted policy on block grants

in hurrian services. That policy calls for block giants which go
directly to local governments with a population of 50,000 and above
and 'to the State government for those jurisdictioris below 50,000,
with fiscal incentives to form partnerships, or consortia, with other
local governments, as exists under the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act. Where the funds must go through the State
governmentand as realists, we recognize that this is likely to
continue to happen in some programsthere should be requirements built in to assure city involvement, such as mayoral signoff
and the participation of local officials in the planning and resource
allocation process.

It seems logical that since people live and services are delivered
at the local level, cities are in a good position to try to rationalize
the human services delivery system. Cities are the !ekel of government closest to the people served and, therefore, have the best
opportunity to be cognizant of both individual and community
needs. Cities can best evaluate the combined impact of the wide
variety of human services programs.
Cities can best evaluate the combined impact of the wide variety
of human services programs. City involvement in programs can
also lead to greater accountability. When a service is not provided
responsively or responsibly, voters can and do take action. Finally,
as I stated above, many cities have developed a capacity to administer human services. They have a delivery system, in place and
should therefore have the option of receiving block grants directly
from the Federal Government.
This brings us to the social services block grant proposed by the
President. While we support the concept of block grants, we have
serious reservations about the President's proposal, primarily because it would provide the funds directly to the States with no
required involvement of or passthrough to local governments. We
urge you to consider direct funding to city governments. We have
several other areas of concern, however, which we would also like
to mention. The include: adequate funding, maintenance of effort,
administrative costs, targetting, and a logical grouping of programs.
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The administiation proposes to group together a number of programs in the social services block grant which are administered by
different kinds of agencies, aimed at different populations, and
which serVe different national purposes. The subcommittee may
want to give consideration to separate programs for community
action, which could also include low-income energy asaistance, for
rehabilitation and developmental disabilities services, and for children's services, which could include child welfare services,,foster
care, adoption assistance, and child abuse prevention. These are
just possible groupings. We urge you to give attention to them or to
other proposals which would assure that certain national purposes
are served and that the needs of particular populations, such as
children, people with disabilities, and the poor, are met.
Let me spend a few minutes explaining our involvement in the
delivery of services to the poor in Wichita, Kansas. When the City
provided for the
. Commission tried to review the services that are
poor and deserving in our community, we were not satisfied with
what we found. We know that millions of dollars are spent every
year, but it was not easy to identify precisely what was being done
or to evaluate effectiveness. The system is a complex one with
overlap and duplication in some areas and inactivity in other
areas. We set out to do something about this problem. Our solution
is in its infant stages, but we believe that it can accomplish the
task.

A

First we brought together programs that serve the poor into one
comprehensive delivery systema new Department of Human Resources. These services are funded by different Federal agencies,
CETA by the Department of Labor, the Community Action Agency

by CSA and citizen paqicipation and community development
block grants by Housing and Urban Development, but all are an

integral part of a unified program that Would attempt tp deal with
the probleln of poverty. This department is charged with establishing a data bank of information about the services available in our
community. The central thrust and major goal of the Jiaiw department is to initiate for each client, or when possible, each fatnily, a

contractual program of services designed to break the cycle of
poverty. The success of our program will be measured not in numbers being served, but in numbers of families who no longer need
help.

Years of Federal and State involvement in welfare and poverty
programs have not accomplished this most basic goal for the poon.
We believe that an underlying flaw has been that the programs
have not been controlled by the level of government closest to the
people who need the services. While we in city hall have managed
the use of Federal dollars in Wichita, old hands have been tied by
burdensome regulations and interpretations by nonelected admInistrators who have dictated to us how the dollars must be spent.
Therefore, we applaud the changes proposed by President Reagan
which will reduce that direction from Washington, but we implore
you not to initiate legislation that will exchange one outside bureaucracy for another.
Local governments do not have the funds to implement the programs without Federal assistance. Our basic source of revenue, the
property tax, does not elpand commensurate with inflation, Until
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the inibalance between doliars available to the Federal Government and to the local goverhments is worked out, we must ask for
assistance.

We are 'convinced that with the cuts, traditional maintenance

programs generally managed by State departments of welfare will
have to endure; programs like ours would have a low 'priority if
State governments received the block grants. Large cities which
have the concentration of people that often result in a.. rnUltiplication pf the problems associated with poverty have not fared well in
State legislatures. The rural bias and the desire to spread benefits

to each representative's district results in policy that does not
direct dollars to the truly needy.

As a member of an elected governing board charged with the
responsibility of writing a balanced budget, I understand full well
that all must learn to do with less and must look constantly at the
whole picture of the delivery of all services versus the fax burden
that .many friends and neighbors will tolerate. Local governing

bodies, cannot afford the luxury of a perfect answer for every
problem. Instead, everything we do must be measured in cost bene-

fit terms. Therefore, I am convinced that the best way to accomtplish the goal of breaking the cycle of poverty with fewer dollars is

to decentralizetruly decentralizeby giving directly to the cities
who ask for.the responsibility, the dollars to do the job.
Thank you,.Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Knight folloyvsj

'
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee.

I am

Robert G. Knight, a City Commissioner in Wichita, Kansas.
From April, 1580 to April, 1981, / seryed as Mayor of my
City.

I am here-today to testify on behalf of the U.S.

Conference of Mayors and the U.S. Conference of City Human
Services Officials on the Administration's proposal for a
social services block grant.

The nation's Mayors and City Human Services Officials
support the concept of block grants for human service programs.
We feel that block grants, properly conceived, pan enable us
to administer human services in an effective and efficient
manner because they allow us.more flexibility.

In redent

years, many cities have developed a capacity to plan for and '
Manage huMan services.

During my tenure as Mayor of Wichita, we created a department of human resources.

Many other cities have taken similar

actions in the last few years to assist them in porting out the
complex human services system which we have in this country.

Block

grants would not only faoilitate our ability to Sort out the human
services system, but could, quite possibly, simplify the system
altogether.

Both the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the U.S. Conference of
City Human Services Officials have adopted policy on.block grants in
human services.

That policy calls for block grants which go directly
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to local governments'with

population of 50,000 end above and

to the state government for those jurisdictions below 50,000,

A

with fiscal incentives to form partnerships, or consortia., with
other:local governments, as exists under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Whore the funds must go through tho state

government, (and as realists, we recognize that this is likely to
continue to happen,in some programs) there should be requirements built in to assure city involvement, such as mayoral sign-off
and the participation of local officials in the planning and re.

source allocation process.

It seems logical.that since people live and services are
delivered at the local level, cities are in a good Position to
try to rationalize the human services delivery system.

Cities

are the level of governmant,closest to the people served and,
therefore, have the 'best opportunity to be cognizant of both

individual and community needs.

Cities Can best evaluate the

combined impact of the wide variety of human services programs.
City involvement in programs can also lead to greater accountability.
When a service is not provided responsively or responsibly, voters
can and do take action.

Finally, as,2 stated above, many cities have

developed a capacity to'administer human services.

They have a delivery

system in place, and should, therefore, have the option of receiving

block grants directly from the Federal Ta-vernment.

8 f;
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This brings uS to,the social services block grant proposed
by the-President.

While we sUpport the concept of block grants,

we have serious reservations about the President's proposal,
primarily because it would provide the funds directly to the
states,with no.required involvement of or pass-through to local
governmente.

We urge you to consider direct funding to city

governments.

We have several other areas of concern, however,

which we would also like to mention.
o

Adequate,Fundinq.

They include:

A level of funding that

provides 75 percent of.FYSl current services
is-notyfufficient,

When inflation is added in,

thisraeounts to. A:oot of At least 55 percent.

beioW Current leveli.

While soMe administrative

savings will be realised by liminating all of

,

the categorical program requirements, they will not
be sufficient to defray the funding reductions.
Even Health and Human Services Secretary Richard
Schweicker has admitted that there will be

sub-

stantial cut-back in the services delivered.

.

o

Maintenance of Effort.

No requirements are proposed

to assure that the states continue to contribute
the same amount of non-fedeial share to the program
that they were required to provide before.
Should the non-federal share be cut on top of the 25
percent Federal cut-back, we could see as much as a 50
percent decrease in seivice dollars available.
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o

Administrative Costs.

No ceiling is placed on

the amount, or percentage, of administrative costs
that may be incurred by the states in adminiatóring
the block grants.

One concern that many people

have voiced regarding this and the other block arant
pr000sals is that the states will have to create new
bureaucracies to administer the program.

A cap on

adminietrative costs would help to minimise the growth
of silch bureaucracies and assure that the maximum

amount of funds goes to delivering sXrvices to people
In need.
o

Tar acting.

No requirements are included which would

allocate funds among the states on the basis of need
F5r ensure that people served by the program are needy.
o

A Logical Grouping of Programs.

The Adiinistration

proposes to group together a number of program% in the
social services block grant which are administeredsby
different jtinds of agencies, aimed at different

populationi, and which serve different national purposes.
The subcommittee may want to give consideration to separate
programs for community action, which could also include

f

lowtrcome energy assistance, for rehabilitation and
developmental disabilities services, and for children's

*
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services, which could include child welfare
services, foster tare, adoption assistance, and
child abuse prevention.
grouping,.

These are just possible

We urge you to give attention to them

or to other proposals which would assure that
certain national purposes are served and that the
needs of particular populations, such as children,
ombple with disabilities, and the poor are met.

c, ,The ocial services block grant proposes the repeal
of many years of social legislation.

There must he

a way to ease the administrative burden through the

oonsolidation of imilar programs and simplification
of administrative requirements without losing national
reengnition .10 and response to particular problems or
needs.

Gat me pend a few minutes xeleining our involvement in th.
delivery of ervices to the poor in Wichita, Kansas.

When the City

Commission tried'to review the services ehat are provided'tor the
poor and deserving in our community, wl were not satisfied with
what we fouda.- 'We know that millions of dollars are spent every
4

year but it was noi easy to identify precisely *at was being done
or to evaluate effectiveness.

The ystem is co coMplex one with

overlap and duplication in ome areas and inactivity in other areas.

4
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Our solution

we set out to do omething about this problem.
is in its infant stages. but we believe that

t can accomplish

the task:
Firet we brought together programs that serve the poor

into one'comprehensive delivery system - a new Department of
Human Resources.

These ser.ices are funded by different

federal agencies. CETA by the Department of abor. the Community Action Agency by CSA and Citizen Participation and
Community Developoont Block Grants by Housing and Urban Develop.ment, but all are an integral part of a unified program that

would attempt to deal with the problem of poverty.

'0

Thiyepart-

ment is 7h3rged with establishing a data bank of information
The central

tabour he services available in.our community.

thrust and malor zoal of the now department is to initiate for
each ,I,ent, or when possible, each family, a coptractual program'
nf servIces desizned ro break the cycle of poverty.

The success

of our program will be meaured not in numbers being served, but
in numbers of families who no longer need help.

Years of federal and state involvement in welfare and poverty
programs have not accomplished this mOst basic goal for the poor.
We believe that an underlying flaw has been,that the programs have
not been controlled by the level of government closest to the
people wpo need the services.

While we in City Hall havi managed

rho oso of federal dollars in Wichita, our hand have been tied by
burdensome regulations and interpretations by non-elected administrators who have dictated to us how the dollars must be spent.
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.Therefore, we applaud the changes proposed by President Reagan
which will reduce that direction from Washington, but we implore
ydu.not to initiate legislation that will exchange one outside
bureaucracy for another.

A second component in our program to address the complexities
in the delivery of services to the poor has been to initiate
discussions with our federal regional Council in" Kansas City to

establish a pilot Negotiated Investment Strategy
sociail ervices.

Progras: for

The whole process of receiving funds from

three different fedral agencies could be simplified by negotiating
one contract and preparing only one set of forms.

ments have the incntive to provide.help.

Local govern-

As. local-elected officials,

we must meet face-to-face with the people we are trying to serve
every Jay in our communities.

We are not dealing with ophisticated

special interest group representatives.

Instead we aro facing

the truly needy who need your help and ours to break the cycle
of poverty.

Many local governments have the professional staff

to addres the problem. Examples of Successful cost-effoctive
programs exist thioughout the United States.
Local governments do not have the funds to implement the
programs without federal assistance.

Our basic source of revenue,

the property tax, does not expand commensurate with inflation.

Until

the knbalance between dollars available to the federal g'overnment
and to the local governments is worked out, we must ask for
assistance.

we are convinCed that with the cuts, traditional maintonsnco
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programs generally managed by State Departments of Welfare

will have to endure; programs like Ours would have a low
priority if state governmenta received the block grants.
Large citiaa which have the.concentration of people that often

moult in.5klultiplication of the problems associated with
poverty have not fared well in State Legialaturea.

The rural

bias and the delire to spread benefits to each representative's
district results In policy that does not direct dollars to the
truly needy.

As a member of an elected governing board charged with the
responsibility of writing a.6alanced budget, I understand full
well -time all must learn to do with loss and must look cOnstantly

at the whole picturs of the delivery of all services versus the
tax burden that many friends and neighbors will tolerate.

Local

governiel bodies cannot afford the 1uxury of a perfect answer
for every problem,

Instead, everything we do must be measured

in'cost benefit terms.

Therefore, I adilionvinced thst the best

way to accomplish, ihe goal of breaking the cycle of poverty with

fewer dollar. is to decentralise - truly decentralize - by giving
directly to the cities who ask for the responsibility, the dollars
tr) do the lob.
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Senat

DENTON Thank you, Mr. Knight.

Evider1ly, from the testimony of Ms. Cutler and from you and
from my wn experience when I go back to my State and listen to
the Goverhor when he talks about educational funds and where
they should be received and what should be decided, about how it
should be distributed, and what the Superintendent of Schools says

at the State level, and then the Superintendent of Schools at the
county level or whatever, and the principals of the various
schoolslistening to you and Ms. Cutler, I can see that between
the cities and the counties and the Governors, there is going to be
a real free-for-all going on out there for a while. And we are going
to give you some suggestions in our legislation, based on the experience doing it the other way,tin which your very well-taken sugges-

tions are well in the forefront of our minds, and we are going to
give you a transition time in which to fight it out, before you have
to start passing it out. Again, I hope that there is no interrruption
in services.

I imagine that year by year or month by month, you are going to
.be adjusting.this, not only,in the political sense, but in the.sense of
justice and compassion, as the citizenry will require, so that it will
ultimately be doser in touch with people's needs. I think both you
and at the Governors' level all agree with that.
Ms. CuTum. Mr. Chairman, coming, as I said, fresh from a discussion)ust a short time ago, at the commission our concern about
the slippage in time, when you have funds coming through7--should
all of this go through_as proposedfunds coming through, the 25
percent reduction, let us say, in the humari services area, and the
amount of time that is perceived by people who have been around
this town for a long time, even given the dediCation and commitment of the current administration to fix it, the amount of time it
is going to take to really change rules and regulations, particularly
those that are embodied in current law. We are terribly concerned
about this slippage, saying that, for example, all of this is something we are looking at by the end of this calendar year, but that

the concommitant tradeoff which is supposed to be thereand
there is a great disagreement, as you well know; between the

administration and the Governors about the percentage of tradeoff

that the cut in paperwork and regulation will really come to-Senator DENTON. It isinot the cut in paperwork and regulation

that is the principal source of savings. I think it is going to be

eliminatioPt of a level Qf bureaucracy and to pay for the personnel.
And I do not mean that there is anything wrong with any bureaucrat up here at the Federal level. They are just as compassionate,
but perhaps not as well-informed at the local scene, and therefore

not that well-qualified to see how it should be distributed. But at
any rate, there will be a tremendous savings there. There is no

disagreerrient among the Governors on that.

Ms. CUTLER. I understand, but I think that there is a dialog at
least underway in terms of the cut in dollars at the State level, in
which the Governors are saying, "We will save 10 to 15 percent if
the rules and regulations are eased and the paperwork is eased,"
and the Federal proposal is saying you will save 20 to 25 percent.
In other words, they are saying it is going to be an even tradeoff,
and the Governors are not agreeing to that.
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Brit back to the point about the slippage, there is in very few
States a mechanism that ptovides for ongoing State and local
dialog, as my colleague illustrated. There are maybe three or four

States where there are strong State and local relationships that
have a history behind them. And I think that we are very worried
about the intergovernmental play.

Another dimensionand perhaps the previous witness from the
State legislature referred to itis going to come, the tremendous
tension between the executive branch and the legislative branches

when they begin to decide who is going to allocate the Federal
dollar when it comes in to the State. And I would just submit to
you, Mr. Chairman, as well as to anyone else who is looking at this,
that a significant transition period is going to be required, because
our fear at the local level is that while all of those fights are going
on, we are going to be completely out of the picture without some
mandate from all of you as to our involvement and role.
Senator DENTON. What would you define as a transition period

that would be sufficient? It would seem that even if it is roughly
, 'done, starting more at the State level and then working itself out
over the months and years in the ascerbic dialogs which will go on,
necessarily effecting the changes required by this new approach,
when inthe past you had the Federal Government deciding it all,

how it was going to goI understand thatand then you guys

have got to decide it. I do riot think that is going to work out. But
what would you suggest as a significant trapsition period here?
Ms. CUTLER. Well, in the title XX legislation-L-which I understand is not directly under your purview, but is certainly part of
the social services block grant proposalthat is a decision that is
being made at the State level currently. As I say, it is a block
grant, it is something that, in my State, it took a year and a half of

hard wrangling to get to the point where we had that kind of
dialog, and considerable pressure by counties. And the only reason

we even got into the picture was because we had to put up

25

percent of the match on many of the services in order to have them
delivered at the local level.

But againand I can only speak first-hand about thismy State
has done nothing to be ready; according to someone who went
down and visited with the person in the Governor's office about it
just last week, they are not ready to have this come in, to set the
priorities. The planning mechanism is not there, they have not
decided on the delivery system. There is not even a dialog under
way. I think, in all fairnessI know there is a dialog.under way in
the State Department of Social Services, but that is only one piece,
and much of what is in here resides in some other departments, as
rehabilitation services are in the State Department of Education.
So perhaps some sort of a plan from the States, in the interest of
accountability, because that is the other piece missing, Mr. Chair-

man, in all due respect. And, I frankly am surprised, from a
conservative administrationthere is no requirement for account-

ability.

Senator DENTON. Well, you heard the Administration say that
they are looking toward provision of that accountability. VVe do
have agencies within the State, and I am sure, especially as Mr.
Knight pointed out, in large cities which, in many cases, I.. have
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eonsulted with, and they say that they can take this function on
without a total transfer, or even a major fraction of transfer of
costs, which would be entailed were you to take the entire Federal
cost right now. I have heard estimates as high as 80 percent of that
which is funded for something is lost in the pipeline before it gets

to the individual, and I have heard unanimous expression from
mayors and Governors that this is going to be reduced to a much
stnaller fraction. So I believe that, as I say, the general thrust is
correct. I do acknowledge that there are going to be growing pains
for this situation. I believe even the beginning is going to be better
than what we have now, and the beginning is going to transition
into something much better. But that is only a belief.
I will address these questions to both of you, and of course, you
can have your assistants chip in.

If block grant. legislation were enacted in time to take effect

October 1, do you think the States could effectively implement the
program quickly? I think you have already discussed that.
Do you think funding delays could result? You have discussed
that.

Would a delay in funding be critical to any programs you are
currently operating? You have identified some of those.
Would It be particularly critical for Community Action Agencies

which are dependent upon the Federal Government for both administrative and programing funds? Now, there, again, I think an
initial option which looks feasible in some cases is going to be to
either consult or even hire parts of the CAA's as. they exist out
there. Some of the existing Federal people down there would have
the expertise and experience t6 be incorporated within the State
system, and in many cases, I imagine, would be personally amenable to that.
Yes, Mr Knight?

Mr. KNIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to focus on one thing
very briefly, and it is really central to my whole philosophy. That
is the fact that I do not know what similar circumstances may be
apparent in your State or other States, but I suspect that there tire
some similarities.

In the State of Kansas. Wichita is the major metropolitan area.
We are almost unique with respect to socjal burdens and responsibilities At the State level, when this money is allocated, and when

this whole question is debated, it is very difficultand I am not

attacking anyone's intentions at all, because I know they are inno-

cent intentionsbut it is very difficult for a legislator from a small

town to really understand and appreciate what we are trying to do
and what our burden is.
I was elected as a conservative. I am a businessman. But I do not

find that incompatible with caring about my fellow citizens and
about my brothers and my sisters. But I do want to do it in the
most efficient way that I can. And I am here to submit to you, Mr.
Chairman, that those communities that seek that responsibility
and there will probably be some that will not, because it is not
going to be an easy task, 'and I think it has been very convenient
for legislators like myself around this Nation at the local level to
attribute the blame for everything that goes wrong 'to either the
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'State or the Fedaal Government. Well, that will no longer be
possible if they accept this responsibility.
I sit before you this morning humbly seeking that responsibility

because I think that the resources and the stewardship that is .
called upon by elected officials can be better served if it is done,by

that government clooest to the people. And I wanted to try ahd
make that point, because I believe deeply in it, and I think there
are a lot Id mayors and commissioners around the country who

hold that view, and I want to speak for themthere are some,

quite frankly, who probably do not, but that is thy own particular

.

point of view.

Senator

DENTON. I

think that is a predominant opinion and does

lend some credence tO the anticipated validity of the way this
works out.

According to the administration, States would be free to decide
whet types of services should be provided and what categories of
beneficiaries would be served. Do you favor this approach, or do
you think some form of 'earmarking for certain services or population groups is necessary?

Mr. KNIGHT. Well, in my testimony, if I understand your question correctly, I submitted that those cities over 50,000 in popula-

tion--

Senator DENTON. Yes; and I thought that was very specific and
useful. And you say the Council of Mayors has agreed on this?

Mr. KNIGHT. It is my understanding that they have. And obviously, that is an arbitrary figure, but generajly, they would have the
resources. We are a city of 280,000 people, and as I have tried to

(

identify, we do have the ability to do it.
Senator DENTON. Well, we find that as a useful input, and we
will consider it in the way we write the legislation.
One of the goals of the administration's proposal is to eliminate
any unnecessary or burdensome Federal requirements. Would you
describe the Federal programs and requirements you consider excessive and burdensome, and cOuld you estimate any savings that
might resuitkif those requirements were eliminated?
Mr. KNIGHT. Yes, sir, I can try to identify a few. I may not have
the correct nomenclature to give you. But we face considerations
Weekly at the local level about trying to care foriour poor and our
I

i

.

.

needyand I am talking about truly poor and trul);,needy. That is
where my concern lies. Because of a particular artNicial boundary
such as a street, becAuse of a particular age group, because of all
types of arbitrary bndaries, we are qnable to provide that funcin, if you are making the reclbirements from here,
tion. And
that is t be t that can be expected. But it certainly does not lend
itself to the exibility that is available at the local level. Again, I
humbly submit that I have a better understanding of my community than someone in Kansas City at the regional level or someone in
Washington, regardless of their intent, and wit can modify and
shape things bared on true need.
Senator DENTON. Did you want to comment, M. Cutler?
Ms CIITLER. Yes; one example that pope into thy mind has to do
with a program that was a block grant initially and came more
and more under restrictive control, and that was the CETA program

.
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We now have some crazy requirement that we have to store ,

paper for a years on certain, specific kinds of cases, and that sort' of
spoils the intent of the,program, and I strongty support the CETA
legislation, I strongly support jobs for people. I think it is far better
to have them as taxpayers than taxeaters.
-,

I ,think, ;in addition, we; would feel very siongly abaft seeing.,
sortie sort of consiStent eligibility criteria between foodstamps,,
ADC, low-income energy assistance program& It just gets into a ,
crazy kind of a catch-22, and the person who suffers most from
that, aside from the person at the local level trying to serve those
people, are the recipients themselves, who walk into one program,
and they are eligible, and they go to another, and they are not.
And often,2 they trigger off one another, as you well know. The 1
energy assistance program may well depend on whether that
person is eligible for,foodstamps or not, and that is why some of
the proposed changes in the foodstamp legislation have such farreaching impact on these people, beyond that specific program,,

Senator DENTON. I haveseen the drafts, in such form as they are
now, of the legislation whiCh We must draft b*Y; Friday in the first

form. And they do, these drafts, cut out intehninabe and totally
useless administrative requirements, some of Ihe things that I am
sure each little department or division that required this information had developed with .good intent. But --When they are all
summed up and presented to fhe, people haVIng to fill out these
forms, it is a tremendously time-consuming and expense-demanding process. We are trying to cut that down. But the more specific
you can be in what we can cut out in terms of regulation will be
very useful to us tonight, as these young ladies and gentlemen try
to rewrite it by tomorrow.

Ms. CUTLER. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest' that they call the

advisory commission? We have piles of documents on, cross-cutting,
regulations. We have had task forces examine this issue. We have

had practitioners involved in looking at it, and people from all of
the constituencies you have heard from this morning have had
extensive input into that process, and I think you will find that
very useful to you.

Senator DENTON. We shall do that. Are you confident that the
consciousness level-raising which took place at this conference
which you just attend- ' going to have some beneficial results in
accelerating the prepa i.tion for this? -

Ms. CUTLER. Well, I would only say that I am sorely disappointed

that the work of the commission, which has gone on for 20 years,
was largely ignored in the preparation of the proposals that have
come before you. There are piles higher than this table, starting
from the floor up, and I have testified before your colleagues several times in the last year on Federal grant reform and grant consolidation. The.commission has been on record on much of this for a
longtime and had proposed consolidations that were a result of
study and that we thought made some sense, and I am sorry to say
that I personally feel, Mr. Chairman, that much of what is pro-

oes not make sense, that apples and oranges have been
thrown together. That is my personal opinion, not, that of the
posed

association, Of course.
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Senator DENTON. Can you give specific examples of agencies or
networks that are in place at the local level to deliver the services
included in the-block grant?
Mr. KNIGHT. Yes, sir, I can. As I mentioned earlier, we in the
past year or year and ai half have created a Human Resources
Department, and the reason, again, is because of the distress of not
being able to effectively track those moneys and those resources
that are committed to helping the poor. Again I want to see every
penny possible that is committed to helping orphans and widows
and those in need going to those people and not being neutralized
with administrative costs. And I just aubmit to you again, Senator,
that .it is my judgment that we are far more capable of handling
that in, Wichita, Kansas than the State of Kansas is, because I sit
before you with a tremendous amount of stress in thinking that
those resources are going to be effectively allocated, when we are
really almost indigenous with our particular needs. And I think
°that is probably trde in a lot of states.
Senator DENTON. Ms. Cutler?
Ms. CUTLER. Yes; I absolutely concur with _my colleague from
Kansas. Local governments are the bottom line, Mr. Chairman. We
are the ones who sit arid look those people in the eyethe parents\
of the retarded child, the parenta .of the child who requires child
care, so that they can work, so that they-can feed those kide. We
that hands-on apare the ones who see those .people and havewould
be yes, local
proach. And the first answer to your question
governments are in place, and most of us have departments of
human resources, or in my state, we haVe county relief offices,
general assistance offices, that I, think exist in almost every State.
In my county, as well, we have had an extremely successful history
of aiv arrangement between private nonprofit agencies and county
governments, where we have purchased service, particularly in the
field of care for the retarded and the developmen lly disabled, and
we have, I say with some chauvinism, a showcas ind of a setup in
our community, where we haVe a great deal o faith in a private
agency and work with them. There are planners in this area, and
we .have an ongoing relationship. And much of title XX is done
that way, not only in Iowa but in other places and other kinds of
services. And I think those partnerships are good and they should
be fostered. But I do not want to create a whole new bureaucracy
in my county, either. That is the other side of the coin that I think
we have to take into account.
Senator DENTON. This is specifically for Commissioner knight. I
understand that your city itself serves as the community action
agency for your area; is that correct?
Mr. KNIGHT. Yes, sir.
Senator DENTON. Approximately 10 percent of the CAA's are a
component of a local government, which is really news to me. My
question is this. Has the fact that your CAA is a component of the
local government inhibited its effectiveness at all, and to what
extent has the relationship enhanced its effectiveness?
Mr. KNIGHT. No, sir, I do not think it inhibited its effectiveness;

f

This
just the contrary. I think it has made it more effective. We,
I
operation is a part of the human resources organization now.
depoliticize
the
think, have been effective again in trying to
K2 879 0
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method in which funding is directed to the poor. It was a highly
charged political organization, in my judgment, when I came into
office, and I felt as though there was greater allegiance to an
organization than effectively dealing 'with the needs of the poor.
So I sit before you, submitting to yciti, sir, that it is much more
effective now and is, in fact, delivering services more effectively.
Ms. CUTLER. Mr. Chairman, my county also has a public CAP
agency, and I would echo that our relationship with our agency is
extremely strong, and we rely on ,tkiem for much, and the State, in
fact, delivers much of its programs through tbe CAP network in
Iowa.

Senator DENTON. Well, thank yon,very much, Ms. Cutler and Mr.
Knight, and thank you, Mr. Gibbs and Ms. Waxman. Your testimony is most.explicitly applicable to what we are trying to do in our
little shop.
Thank you very much.
-Mr. KNIGHT. Thank you for your courtesy.
Ms. CUTLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DENTON. Our next panel consists of two witnesses who
will be addressing the role of community action agencies and their
future under the administration's proposal.
Mrs. Rosalie Tryon is the director of ADVOCAP, Inc., of Fon du
Lac, Wisconsin; and Mr. Rqbert Coard, about whom I have a few
words of introduction, Director of Action for Boston Community
Development.

I understand that Mrs. Tryon and Mr. Coard run two prograins
that are considered to be the crearn of the crop among community
action agencies.
I have a letter here from Senator Kennedy, an ex officio member
of this subcommittee, who regrets being out-of-town and unable to

introduce Mr. Coard. But I will read a portion of his letter and

submit the entire letter for theakecord.

He first expresses his regrets and then says, "Over the years,

many of Ithe most innovative programs of community action agencies under 0E0 and then CSA. have begun under Bob's direction.

The dollars spent on those programs have been returned many
times over by private enterprise investment and city and State

government replication of these pilot programs."
He commends me for having him testify and assures us that he
)ooks forward to reading his testimony.
1The following was received for the recordl

)
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=WIMP M. KINWLOY
mosacm.mrm

Ileni lab -Slates Zonate
*WASHINOTOP4. D.C. MIS

APril 23, 1981

Honorable Jeremiah Denton
Chairman
Subcommittee on Aging, Family and Human Services
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:

I wanted-to express my regrets at not being in Washington
a longtime
today in order to introduce before this Committee
the city of
friend and a distinguished community leader from
Boston, Bob Coard of ABCD.
Over the years, many of the most innovative programs of
have begun
community action agencies under 0E0 and then CSA e programs
under Bob's directpn. The dollars spent on thos erprise
have been returned-many times over by private ent ion of thege
investment and city and state government replicat
pilot programs.
assure you
I commendyou for having him testify, and I
that I look forward to reading his testimony.
Sincere

Ed

M. tennedy

h
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Senator DENTON. I appreciate the time you have dedicated to
come and testify before us today, and I will ask Mrs. Tryon to
proceed, and then Mr. Coaril.

STATEMENT OF ROSALIE TRYON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF.
ADYOCAP, INC., OF FOND DU LAC, WIS., AND ROBERT M.
COARD, DIRECTOR, ACTION FOR BOSTON COliIMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, BOSTON, MASS.

Mrs. TRYON. Senator Denton, thank you for this opportunity.
I am the executive director of ADVOCAP, Incorporated, a small'town CAP agency, covering Fond Du Lac and Winnebago Counties
in Wisconsin. My territory is 100-miles up and down and 1001miles
east and west, and a community action program agency is a good'
way of getting things done out there.,
I am 'here representing my board of directors, and we are not one
of those public CAP's. Ninety percent of all CAP's are nonprofit
organizations, and we work for large and very involved boards of
directors. My board of directors is composed of 36 local people.
They represent two counties, four cities, many townships ahd villages, community. organizations, chamber of Commerce, labor,
League of Women Voters, and lots and lots of poor people. We have

a CAP agency that works. We think you and the Presidqnt and
others are going to Reed CAP agencies like ours in the coming
years. We are a pretty cheap solution for getting things done, and/
community action does work.

My board of directors asked me to send you a number of messages, and my testiniony is going to be fairly brief, but it is going to
be different than you have heard today.
We' work for our local community. We have an ekcellent, 15-year
recOrd of service in the community, and we were able to do things
that governments alone could not but they always helped us and

we helped government. But it rook a combination of little town

governments, county governments, and States working in partner-ship, and it also took the time and energy of important leaders,
from the bar 'association, the vice president, of the bank, the leaders
of the chamber, and poor people who started to trust local government by working:side-by-side with them. You know, it is interesting, if you and somebody else change It. tire together on a car, you
have a basis for solving bigger problem6. That is what community
action doesit gets local people working together.
We have high levels of leadership from our busines community,
from our government. We may be one of the few smalltown CAP's
that had two banks lend us $250,000 because they liked the fact
that we were putting people to work.
The board includes this high level of leadership and commitment
because to our local leaders, it is important that poor people leave
poverty rather than become comfortable in it.
Now, administer that Community Action Agency, and "I have
for 15 years, but our board directs that program, and that is where
the strength comes from. When you get the active participation of
people, they can solve problems rather than pretend they do not
exist. Community action is simply getting the action of the community applied to building local solutions in your cothmunity.
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We serve three Main functions in our community. First, we

.

generate rescturces and administer programs that are responsive to
And 'generate
prublems that we recognize because we are there.
resources" means more than moneythough I would like tooftell
you ttat the Community Services Administration vital piece my
of
,agtncy._ is $227,000 a year, and we administer $4 million. Some
lOcal.
State,
some
is
area,
some
is
our'IV" nding is private, some is
block is the,
But the Community Services Administration building
people
around real
essential one that lets us catalyze many more
solutions. Second, due to the very flexible nature of our private,
not-for-profit program, we have been able to come up with some
really unusual, nontraditional, innovative programs, and they do
work. Let me give you one example.
We were the first place to operate a supported work Program. It
is a neat idea that says you can do two things at one time. There
is work that nobody wants to
are people nobody wants, and there nobody
wants, 'doing the work

do. And if you can put the people
that nobOdy wants to do, in a good way for them, in a supportive
way, in a way that makes them come out winners, you really solve
two problems. Our agency is surrounded by mental institutions and
penal institutions. So when we started to work on this, we were
And
encouraged to work on youth and long term welfare mothers.tough
the people in our area said, "Why is everybody avoiding the
ones?' There is a revolving door in mental health. You get people
them
well, you get them meds, you send them out the door, you patpicture
"Why
don't
you
get
a
job?"
And
on the back, and you say,
what happens if you go to the job service, and they ask, "What is
14
your background?" and you say, "I was instilutionalized forNo.
wants to }fire you, right?
years for schizophrenia." Everybodythrow
away your m'eds and go
So If you are smart, eventually you
crazy, because that is the only way you can survive.
So we started to pick up right there. Who did we get together?
We got the judge who handled mental commitments; we got the
and the people with
businessmen and human services workers
problems togetherl--we got community leaders together. And out of
this, we developed a transitional program that each year, would
help half of all the supported workers.get permanent private sector
that,
jobs. The Government cannot do that, the State cannot do
and the two county boards agree that they need a flexible vehicle
can-do place and do it.
like ours that can get solutions together in a what
happened to that
This is now,7 years later. Let me tell you
for
a
person
to
be in a mental
good idea. It costs $34,000 a year
institution. It costs $28,000 a year for them to be in prison. It costs
$6,000 a year for ADVOCAP to have a person working in a supto
ported job for the 61/2 months it takes to turn people around,job.
their
work
habits
ansl
get
a
have them become confident in
not throw
Now, I am disheartened by economies that say wh3r
because
surely
that
does
this
kind
of
work,
away a CAP agency
happen
that
can
work.
I
would
love
to tell
some mystical thing will
demonstration
The
supported
work
national
you more about that.
is supported by impeccable research. work show of all the women
Some of-the findings of supported
who graduate from supported work and have, previously been on
welfare, when followed up 27 month, after they leave the program
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20 percent more are still employed than in the control group. They
are making substantially more money than other people, and there

is very heavy research---

Senator DENTON. Would you give me that statistic again, please?

Mrs. TRYON. OK. !This is from the national research study of
supported work. Twenty percent more of the women on welfare
who partiCipated in supported work were employed 27 months later

and were making higher earnings and had reduced their depend-

.- ,ence on welfare.

Our CAP program is a part of a national demonstration, and the
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation has a lot of infor-

mation on how it really is cheaper to help people become good
workers, not just better or more humane; it is cheaper. There is
substantial information on other hard to employ groups. Our
mentaP health target groupand incidentally, we got everybody to
call the people "mental health" and not "mentally ill"was not in
the research design because it was such a small, rural area. But let
me tell you, supported workers are not returning to the mental
institutions The job is a good way to stay sane. And losing your job
is a good way to go crazy,
Cash welfare payments for the welfare mimed were reduced by
23 percent. The ex-addict experimental group had art rearrest rate

'34 13ercent -lower.

.

Several.of our innovative programs like supportive work (and we

have' other prograrns working with private business, and with
small, one to four person shops) are there because of our ability to
reach into the poverty community in a way that other institutions
cannot.

We turn out to be a vehicle through which Federal, State and
local governments can target some of the work they want to get
done to make sure that it hits the people who need the targeting.
With programs like weatherization, low-income energy bassistance, juvenile delinquency prevention, elderly nutrition, SSI and
CETA, it is vital that the money be spent on those who arc really
most in need. But they are always the toughest to work with, so
you really need to have an enterprising way of getting to those

people in p way that works for them.
Frankly, I am here to tell you about some other things. I live,in
a predominantly Republican area. I have run-a CAP agency for 15

years in a very conservative part of the country. When the President first announced that he was going to have block grants to
substitute for other kinds of funding, my people and my board were

initially very pleased. They were certain that a "safety net" of
social services focused on the truly needy would surely include
community action. They also felt it was a reasonable attempt to be
fair in cutting the budget. And so, for the first few months, my
board of directors was saying, "The safety net sounds sensible, and
block grants make good sense, and we are going to be the tool that

everyone must use to make the whole thing work." In fact, the

b

people on our board and our community want to be very supportive
in reducing costs, restraining spending.
However, -as the details .get unfolded, my Board, which is composed of those very local people who make decisions in government,
are changing their mirids. They are frankly shocked. As the details
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primarily
come out, we find that the safety net will not be serving
middle-income

low-income people. It will be serving primarily
people.

in the
The seven programs that the President proposes to include
adminiscontinued
under
Federal
safety net and which would be
of
tration at increased funding levels serve a duplicated, count
people
but
only
19
million
low-income
almost 100 Million people,
safety net is
are served by these programs. So 80 percent of that
working
with at
people
that
'we
have
been
not those truly needy
the
lowhigher.
Sixty
percent
of
all
the very bottom; they are a cut
the only
nothing,
or
receive
a
free
meal
as
income people would get
benefit from those seven programs.
I have been working for years with the people at the absolute
That is really
bottom, and they are not even .in the safety net.
,position
began to
scarey. My board's position, my community's
change.
Second, the President changed his proposal for the level of Feder-

al funding for health, social services, and emergency assistance
the bulk
from 90 percent to 75 percent. In our State of Wisconsin, caretaker
will
be
consumed
by
title
XX
of these block grant funds assistance, and child SSI payments.
Services: low-income energy
because people's lives Will be
State government cannot cut those,
against a
threatened. Frankly, I do not know how to competeThe
Goveralive.
caretaker service that is going to keep someone
three
programs
above
maintain
or
increase
these
nor will have to
and
100 percent of their current levels, just to keep people alive
will
leave
serious
illness.
This
responsibility
warm and to prevent

programs.
the Governor little or no room to support other essential
He will not have a choice of funding a Community Action Agency,
however good or however effective.
for
Third, we learned .that, there would be no Federal support
that
has
action
is
the
only
program
community Action. Community
block grant programs such as
had real success in insuring that
block
grant, LEAA, and title XX,
CETA, community development
action is
served at least some of the poor people. An% communityfor
really
emergency
safety
net
the one program that served as an
Now
we
learned
it
would
during
the
last
seven
winters.
poor people
not be a part of the Federal effort to insure that the truly needy
Would not suffer as a result.
The block grant really does mean there will not be Community
Action Agencies. I come from business. I spent my whole life in
business
business before I joined community action. I run a good
effective
and
business
is
based
on
being
very
now, and the good
to
a
better
letting
people
work
themselves
up
very economical in
life.
Senator, without community action in my State and my commuthose in
nity, the President's proposed block grants will not reach climbthp
people
who
are
regularly
need. It will crrevent and stop
ing out of poverty, and that is a terrible thing to do.
Two years from now, this committee will be hearing complaints,
of CETA and of CDBG to
just as you have heard about the failure
the
complaints
are 'going to be
reach poor people, but this time,
' about President Reagan's block grants.
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I must tell you that our Governor would probably be inclined to
spend block grant money for community action if he received 100

percent. But if you first take .off 25 percent, and then inflation

takes off 10 percent, and then you keep the funding for the critical
life-sustaining programslike in my State with 60 inches of snow,

you do need low-income energy assistanceyou do not have the
funds to support community action, however valuable.
The Governor could not poibly say let us not use the essential
funds in title XX, and so he will have no choice but to let good
CAP agencies vanish. The Governor will not have the freedom to
fund Community Action Agencies.

Senator, the most effective and efficient way for Congress to
elderly is to continue the Community Action Agencies under the
Economic Opportunity Act. It is a very small investment; it,yields
high returns. But it is a symbol and a signal to poor people. They
would know that you cared about their future, and they would
know that they had the best tool and the effective mechanism left
to them torfrwith whatetier 1981 and 1982 bring.
Your Co
unity Action Agency is a tool and a mechanism .and
.a vehicle in each community across the United States, but it is also
a safety net for America, vital, unless we believe that block grants
are going to work perfectlyand I do not. I do not believe States
are ready for the transitionthere are going to be people not only
falling through the net, they are going to be dying of it. Your CAP
egencies are a partnership tool sitting all across the country. We
have done good work, and's\we t ink you need us continuing that

insure that existing and new block grants reach the poor and

good work.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Tyron follows:I
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Mr. Chairman:

My name is Rosalie Tryon.

I am tho Executive

VI

Director of ADVOCAF, Inc., the Community Action Agonvy aorving
Winnebago and Fond du Lac Counties in Wisconain.

I am here today representing my board of dlrec;ors and tho
people of Fond du Lac amd Winnebago Co

ties with whOm and for whom '
71(

my board and staff and 2 work.

Our program haa an oxcellont four,

teeA year record of Gervice to our community.

Our board of Diroc-

tora is the pride of our agency and of the community.

Tho board

includea higtP level leadera'bip from the buainoas communitr,

nd the

gvernmenta uf the two county area and it includos offoctivo, olocted leadership repreaentigg tho porar'pooplo of qur zommunity.

I

administer uur community action program - but our 'oqe.1,214,rocts

the program - and !heroin has uur Iroatost strength bo,auao c.he

active particition uf thO board has resulted in substantial
support and the contribution uf time and resources t,) our prJgram
by our community.

WO GOLWO three main funct

os In ,ur .!ommunity.

First,

generate roaourcoa for and administor programa which aro rouponscs
to rho lacal problems of ,-;ovorty

cYr".
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to the flexiblo nature of our privato,

not'for p'rofit program, we

have been able to develop mani nin-traditional, innovative approazheo to fighting poverty in 'our local communitieo.

Ono example 1,,o

AMOCAP's Supportive Work program, provides highly-oUpervised omplyIt focuoos on fOur target groupa -

jent for the hard-to

mploy.

the mentally ill,

.achool drop-outs, welfare reciRlents and ex-

/Pr

t

offendero.

N

wr

.

of the Supportive Work Program
The notional study/indicates about 20 percent more of the women .

on welfqro were employed 27 months after entering,work experience
programs, 30 compared to the control gr6up.

I.

Cash welfare paymen'to foi women in these,work programs were re-

du6eCt by.abcut 23 percent.

Th ex-addict experimental group had an

arsoffte which. woo 34 percent lower than the control group.
Several of these approaches have become national modelo.
Third, becattoe of our ability to reach into poverty soMMunitieo in

a wsy that other inst4tuti?no canh

are41410 vehirip through

which tho fodoral, otato, and local

vernmento help Incur() tar2et-

ing of progra s ouch as, rinathorization

4u4r Income Enorgy Anoio-

0

tance, Ju'v

ilo Dolkngooncy Proven4n lbEAA), Elder1P/,tiAwiti6h,

1o8
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Program .(HHS) ,

SSI, Al4b CETA, o'n the'very: poor end the elderly poorA

I am here toriay to testify regarding Reagan's iAtni to propose
block grants to states in substitute fox community action programs.

Frankly, / MUst tell you that what we'first heard about the

President's proposals - a safety net, smaal service funds for states,
and a -role for'community,a.ction
in targeting on the 'truly needy'
,

sounded like a reasOnable attempt to be fair in cutting the budget.
A

In fact, moat people on our board and in-our community want to
support tne President-'s effort to restra.in federal spending.

How-

ever, when we learned more about the details of the President's plan;
we became quite concerned.

0

First, we learned that the "Safesty Net° would be Made up of

programs which serve primarily mi'ddle income; people.

The seven

programs the 2resident proposes to include-in the "Safety Net" and
.

-

-

which would be continued under federal administraton at increased
levels serve a duplicated count of over one hundred million people,
fo'ut a duplicated oount of only nineteen million low,..income people
are Served by .tilese programs.

Sixty

er cent of all low-incoMe,

people receive nothing or receive only a free meal from these seven
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Second, the Preaient changed his proposal for the:levei:of
federal funging, for health,-social..service.and emergency assis-

._

tance blocX grants from 90% to 75%.

In our state, the bulk Of these

4

,block grant funds, are consumed by Title XX, Low-Income Energy-Assisi**

tance and Child SSI payments.

The Governor will have:to maintain

or increase these three programs about 100% of their ctirrent levei
just\to keep people alive and warm and to prevent serious illness.
This responsibility will leave the Governor little or no rodm to
support other essential programs.
114,

Third, we learned there Would .be* nb federal suppor,t for corn-

munity action.

Community Action is the only program that met any

real success in insuring that block grant programs such as CETA,
4

COBG, LEAA and Title XX served at least some poor people inour
A

communities and community action is the one Program that served as
an emergency safety' net for real poorlpeople 'during the last seven

winters,

Now we learned it would not be a part of the federal

effort to insUre that the "truly needy" would not sug,fer as a re-'',

7 sult of the Presiden's proposed budget cuts.
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Senator, without community action in my state and my community,
the President's proposed block grants will not reach those in need.
Two years from now, this committee will be hearing complaints
just like those about the failure of CETA and CDBG to reach poor
people - but these complaints will be about President Reagan's
block grants,

I must tell you that our GOvernor would probably be. Inclined

to spend block grant funds for comMunity action_if he received 104
of current levels for socia

eryice block grants.

He might even

allocate a small amount to community action at the 90% level.

But

I can assure you that at 75%, the issue is how to continue providing
life saving winter fuel.

The Governor would not have the freedom to

find community action agencies in that case.

Senator, the most effective and efficient way for Congress to
insure that existing and/or new block grants reach the poor and the°
elderly is to continue the community action program under the Economic
QppOrtunityAct...

It is amoddat investMent thae5,Aelds h:igh retUrh's

and it is a symbol and a si4nal to poor people.
are truly concerned about their future.

4E2' .COPY AVAILABLE
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26,156 People in Fond du Lac and Winnebago Counties exist on family incomes
This 12: of our population,
below the Federal government's poverty guidelines.
comprised-Predominantly of older citizens, children, disabled or handicapped
Persons, and women who lead households, face a variety of formidable barriers
in achieving and maintaining their awn self-sufficiency. Almost 75% of our
low income neighbors are'struggling to survive this inflationary time without
During 1980, the opportunities provided through
any form of public assistance.
ADVOCAP, Inc., the Community,Action Agency serving Fond du Lac and Winnebago
Counties, hait provided valuable assistance and support to the poor and made
a significant impact on the general economy of the two-county area.
Operating from a base of broad community participation, ADVOCAP's.various proAs the Community
grams provided services to 19,242 people during the past year.
Action Ageecy for this area, ADVOCAP focuses itS efforts an,the identification
and -local Solution of poverty problems. Its response to these community issues
is-guided and directed by the involvement of local elected officials, other.
interested community residents and the poor themselves. This_kind.of community
action is proving itself successful in both helping the poor achieve self-

.

sufficiency as well as contributing to the total community.
Five different employment, training and manpower development programs have
served 706 unemployed people last year, while 158 persons are currently continuing their training experience. 215 others have completed the various programs
140 of these are now employed in the comin a positive manner during 1980.
munity, in unsubsidized jobs. The Supported Work Program, a nationally recognized transitional employment program for people with special barriers to
Project Opporemployment, has placed 91 indiyiduals with community employers.
tunity and the Ralston Purina Summer Employment Peogram both involve prfvate
sector employers in the provision of work experience and training to enable
youth to either move to permanent employment in the community or continue
specialized emtheir education. The Tomorrow's Generation Project provides
ployment related services to teen parents, while the Adult Work Experience
Program provisps the unemployed with initial work experience and orientation
to the worldrof work in public and nonprofit Organizations.

participants earned a total of $802,361
The 706 formerly unemployed traiping
Security System, and .
in wages in 1980. They contributed $49,321 to the Social
and $12,09 in State taxes.'
from their earnings, paid $74,447 in Federal taxes.
When these earnings and tax contributions are combined with the earnings of all
ADVOCAP employees, a total payroll of $1,940,892 was brought to Fond du Lac
In addition to these wages being predominantly spent
and Winnebago Counties,
Federal taxes and S62,742 went
in the local community, $227,415 was paid in
Approximately 850 people had the opportunity to earn wafles
into State taxes.
and be tax-paying citizens during the past year.
through several
Additional people helping resources were brought to the community Qisconsin
Housing
specialized services and Programs. As a sponsor in the State of
able to make deferred paymert
and Neighborhood Conservation PrOgram. ADVOCAP was
qled to contradt
The lbans totalled S146,359,.which were
loans to 19 families.
Iiith local businesses to improve the housing of low inalie and elderly People.
County Soclel-Services
An Energy Crisis AsSistance,Program subcontracted through
resul'.ed in approximately S380,000 In payments to local utilit,es&and fuel
ti,e severe imfaet
vendors op behalf of law income and elderly families eavng
Over 55.1,000 of Homestead Tax benef;t:
of raolily escaattng heet'e9 costs.
predominantly, older persons, because of
accrued to individuals and families,
information and assistance they received in using this provision of the State's
tax system.
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While ADVOCAP's impact on the local economy during 1980 is significant and
more easily described in dollar terms, it does not outweigh the less quantifiable
impact on the lives of individual low income people and families. Equally important are the services that enable 753 families to secure safe, affordable,
adequate housing and the 346 low income homeowners whose houses were weatherized to make them more fuel efficient and comfortable. As significant as the
106 young participants in Project Opportunity, were the almost equal number
of private employers who had an opportunity to provide these youth with job
training experience. The 2098 older persons served in the Winnebago Nutrition
Program realized benefits in terms of their health and social well-being that
cannot be measured economically. The 124 3- and 4-year olds who participated
in Head Start received educational, social, nutrition, medical and dental
services which will have lasting impact through the rest of their lives.
ADVOCAP's mission, which can be summarized as helping the poor help themselves
move toward self-sufficiency, means that the needs and demands for the opportunities and services it provided increases as the national and local economy
declines. The continued progress toward accomplishment of this mission, not
only eases the plight of our low income neighbors who want to support and care
for themselves and their families, it also increases for the community tpe
number of productive, tax-paying citizens, and the resources needed to improve
the community for all of its residents.
is drawl

ADVOCAP's $4 million annual budgetgrom over 30 Federal, State and Local antipoverty grants and contracts supplemented by private foundations and project
"earned income".
In addition, ADVOCAP receives valuable "in-kihd" non-cash
support by donation of faCilities use, materials, equipment and services from
or,ganizations, agencies and individuals.

AOVOCAP's headquarters has been in Fond du Lac since 1966. Services are provided out of service centers located at Ripon, Oshkosh, Neenah and Waupun.
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Senator DENTON, Bfore I go to Mr. Coard, I want tO thank you
for your testimony. I certainly agree with you, I would not want a
deemphasis on inental health in the tactical terms which you outline, and we are urgently trying to assure that that does not take
place. I agree with you about the compassion and the cost-effectiveness of that kind of approach.
I would have to at least question some of your statistics. We are
not cutting g5 percent of that which is delivered to people. We are
eliminating the CoMmunity Services Administration. Hopefully
and many Governors who have looked into this havaisaid that
there *ill be more money getting down to the Stite level not less,
,.and Mere Money to ,Vie recipient, not leiat.. I admit tnie has, to ba,
tried out, but there is a difference of opinion on that. The adminii,

tration would disagree *ith your figures on the safety het, but I
promise you we will look 'into what you have presented today in
those terms.
MM. TRYON. Thank you, Senator. You have been asking the right
questions all day long, but the answers you are getting are more

theoretical than accurate. You see, I really live with those 190a,_
20,000 people, we serve annually and my county board mem**
really said ,to tell you that they need a CAP there because there,
are soine things government cannot carryout in that entreprenOW
ial way.
I go to most of the County board meetings, because much of
ADUOCAP's work depends on local government: So I said I was
coming here, because you always show off when you are going to

Washington. And they said, "OK, tell them we need you. Tell
Gongress, community action can do things we cannot do.' There is
a catalytic role there, and it is essential because that partnership
has to pull in the business, the dommunity, and all the rest. It is
really impossible for a Government to solve poverty problems
alone.

The Community Services Administration and the Economic Opportunity Act law, which says it is the purpose of the United States

to end the paradox of poverty aMong the wealth, has got to be
there for us to have the means of pulling so many people together
to work.

I am not going to argue on all the budget cuts. We have goVto
cut the budget, and my people say so, too. Community Action

Agencies are a tool and a vehicle you just cannot afford to dismiss
with arithmetic. Those same people who were in the institutions
were all in Government's hands, and they were really helped only
when our CAP could package solutions in a different way that
turned doomed lives into productive wage earning futures.
Senator DENTON. I do not see any necessity for throwing out that
process in the,new setup. I do not see any reason 'why, with your
expertise, you will not still be in the system, particularly if your
State 'Sees the need.
Mrs. TRYON. I am very sure that I would not.
Senator DENTON..Thank you very much.
Mrs. TRYON. Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Mr. Coard?
Mr. COARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
w2 109 0
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I am executive.director of Action for Boston community Develop-

ment. I tome before the committee today to make a, case for the
reauthorization of the Economic Opportunity Act and the preserva-

tion of the Oommunity Sepfices Administration.
The Economic Opportunity Act, enacted by Congress in 1964, set

as a national policy, very wisely, the intent to "eliminate the

paradox. of poverty in tbe midst of plenty" in Anterica. This paradox still exists today, and the expiration.of the Economic Opportunity Act, this year, in September, would be al startling abdication
by our National Government of its commitment of help to America's poor, to help themselves.
To assist the committee in its consideration, I., would just like to

state very brieflyand I am not going to reactmy entirg,remarks
what Federal funding targeted toward the
r has made possible

in the. city of Boston, one of the oldest and 1 rgest cities in America.

This funding is, provided within a frainework of a nationally

coordinated strategy, but allows for local flexibility and innovation.
That has been a very j(ey aspect of it. It is a nationally coordinated
strategy with a mission enunciated by the President and Congress
to eliminate the national scourge of poverty, allow local flexibility

0

anthinnovation, and the requirement to mobilize and have on its
board representatives .of various sectors of each community local
government, the poor, private industry, and local social services.
ABCD's impact on the community it serves is extensive. The
agency serves as a primary service delivery system through its
children's prograrns, such as Head Start and day care; employment
and job training for youth and adults which serves 25,000 each

yearwe even have had a State ABCD-funded branch of the

State's community college program at ABCD headquarters for the
last 10 years which enrolls over 300 community persons, including
our staff, getting associate of arts and science degrees. Our academic offerings now, include sjmilar arrangements with the University of Massachusetta for a B.A. in management, as well as other
programs. We also have health services programs such as community response to alcoholism; health career opportunities for young
people, in cooperation with the University of Massachusetts Medical School. in addition, ABCD helped pioneer and managed for
everal years a program with Tufts University Medical School, the

first neighborhood health center in the country. We also run a
large combined State and federally funded weatherization and-fuel

assistance program that serves the entire Greater Boston area,
which last year served 26,000 families.

Many poor of all ethnic backgrounds come- to ABCD for help
before they go to any other agency, because they trust it, and that
includes the working poor. Thirty-five percent of the people we

help are the working poor who are not on any form of public

assistance and who need lots of help to stay off welfare. That is a
preventive area which we very badly need to continue.
ABCD also serves as an impetus for upward mobility through its
program emphasis on developing the skills, the knowledge, the
motivation, and self-confidence of indivkluals and families for advancement. In fact, Community Action Agencies are fostered on

the principle that the poor themselves must participate, since

kt.

s.
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CAA's are intrinsically self-help programs. In other words, just
throwing money at things is not going to solve this problem, whether you are throwing lots of money or, in this case, too little money.
In addition, the interaction of the board members, who are
drawn from the public sectorwe have government people on the
board,athe private sector, we have two millionaires on our board
from banking; and other sectors, as well as elected representatives
of the low-income communities, has kePt open community dialog
that has served and continues to serve as a safety valve in times of
crisis. This crisis happens far too often in these troubled times,
particularly in our big cities in America.
During the height of ugly racial tensionswhich I do not need to
describe any, more, because they were all on televisionin Boston's
school desegregation crisis, ABCD was the only citywide organiza
tion or place where representativeg of fill the neighborhoods could
meet and deal effectively with the issues that affected their neighborhoods and lives, in a dialog. The mayor had to use our premises
so people could talk at a neutral place.
rough its administration of the city's summ er jobs program
since 1965, ABCD has also been a major force for social stability
and has been officially credited with cooling off many potentially
troubled summers in Boston. As a matter of fact, Federal Court
Judge Garrity, the one who handles desegregation in Boston, appointed me to a 15-person committee, a citywide coordinating committee, for linar 2 years, because of that particular role that we
play in Boston.
ABCD has also represented an irreplaceable economic presence
in low-income city neighborhoods, since ABCD and its neighbor-

hood network hire staff from the neighborhoods, rent space and
improve buildings, buy from local vendors, and contribute to a
positive community climate., The effect has been to ehable low-

,

income residents and groupa to fulfill a role of public entrepreneurship developing, as needed, new neighborhood economic and social
institutions such as credit unions, Community Development Corporationswe have three in Boston which are federally funded and
five which are State-funded, housing corporations, neighborhood
health centers, and hew settlement houses. The result has been the
extension` Of the 'concept of self-help from personal advancement to
include It new community self-hlp vitality and community advancement, so that neighborhoods get a self-help image and institutional capacity to do a lot of the things themselves.
The work of ABCD has been .poesible due to CSA whick while it
does not give us the majority of our fundingit gives us only a
small part of it, about 10 percentit provides a source of flexible

catalytic funding through which programs such as. Head Start,
yolith employment, cothmunity health centers, and fuel and weatherization assistance were developed. These funds promote innovation and deirelopment at the local level.
One of the greatest losses if Congress decides on the block grant
approach, will be the Curtailment of creative and flexible funding
for CAA's to devise strategies to deal with poverty that the local
initiative (section 221) Federal funds presently provide.
For example, the 'national weatherization, and fuel assistance
programswhich are now very popular, particularly in the north,
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ern part of the country, where it is coldwere developed by local
CAA's in the New England States. The CAA's utilized local initia-

tive funds to develop pilot programs to insulate low-income households, thereby reducing fuel consumption and the profits of OPEC,

and lowering fuel costs. These programs were not desigmed by
universitif!s nor by Federal Government or State government, but

at the local community action level.
CSA funding is also a vital' factor in leveraging funds from other
sources. With.under $4 million that we get in gsA funds, ABCD is

able to leverage nearly $25 million in other Federal funds and
nearly $10 million frdm non,Federal sources. We have been very

successful in getting private sector employers such as IBM, Xerox,
General Dynamics, and Polaroid to join with us in program. One

example ip a joint verture we started recently with the Shawmut
Bahk, one of the Nation's biggest banks. It is,a job-training program in the basement of our building. The Shawmut Bank'haiiput
up $100,000 for the teachers and electronic equipment for this
particular program. The 'bank has also guaranteed, jobs for 100
graduates. The president of Shawmut is the chairman of what is
called "the vault" in Boston, which is the directorate of bankers
there.

In additim, for years, we jbintly sponsored an awards program
with the greater Boston Chamber of Commercewhich is as Republican as you can getfor companies that have worked cooperatively w,ith ABCD to assist the poor in getting jobs. I have some
copies of programs we have had, which I am submitting to 'the
committee.
Using a multiplier factor to assess the economiC impact of ABCD

,as a business institution and employer in the city of Beaton we
estimate that ABCD generates over $120 million in goods and

services in the economy of Boston and approkimately 1 percent of

the total personal income in the city. In many rural areas, the

local Community Action Agency has an even greater importance
and impact, for it is often one of if not the, largest employers,in its
service area.
But economics is only a small part of the importance of a Community Action Agency, President Reagan has spoken of the need'
for a safety net for the needy in America. CSA has had E'er some

years now a safety network which, except for the recent disturbances in Miami, has so far kept America's tuKbulent ghettos
"cool". More important, the, programs operated by CAA's serve as
laddersladders with which the poor and the minorities in American can climb out of poverty and into the mainstream of American
c'.conomic and civic life.

What is proposed instead will create f;0 new, State bureaucracies

rather than one at the Federal level. I agree that CSA has had
problems. I think a lot of it started with the attempt to dismantle
it several years ago. It should be improved. Only the President can

do that with his appointments. Blaming the CAP's for CSA is

"blaming the victim. But we should not throw the baby out with
the bathwater,
The proposed block grants would create new problems. We would

also have 60 different State antipoverty programa with yarying
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degrees of commitment, or no commitment at all, to popr people,
and 50 programs of varying effectiveness.

While administration may not improve under block grants, the
Congress will surrender the Federal Government's ability to iespond to the problems of the poor. No longer will the 'Congress
have the ability to target Federal dollars to areas that it believes
need special attention, whether they be in inner cities, migrant
workers, the handicapped or the elderly. Problems that are national in scope demand national solutiOns.

I have abbreviated a lot of what I watt going to say, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate the opportunity to speak.

I had one other point here. I just listed a couple Of the things

which would,actually occur from the implementation of the block
grant approach.
There is right now no maintenance of effort required in the block

granthand again, I compliment the chairman for the right ques-

of..the..witnesses..T.herewills our_
..tionaasked this. morning, to
estimation, be a reduction of services. In addition to the elimination of the $40 million which supports the national and regional
offices of the Community Services Administration at the present

time, there is in addition to that a 25-percent cut in the existing
service level. The States that get the block grants will have to take
money out of that for a hew bureaucracy to administer this program. Inflation will also cut into the dollars. The legal services
program and the juvenile justice program are made eligible to get
money out of this,block grant, but no money is put into the block
grant forlhem. So they will participate in many States, certainly
in my State:and that will further reduce the money in the block
.srant.

With regard to title XX, a number of rehab services, a number of
other existing programs that will be cut by 25 percent and put in
the block grant States are now using moat of the money to pay

State employees. It is very unlikeli with a 25 percent Federal

cutback that my State will lay off regular State employees that are
now being paid from the Federal grants in order to fund something
like CAP agencies or anything else, no matter how 'good they are.
In addition,lny State has recently approved a proposition 13 type
,
af cut like we had in California. It is called 21/2. I3ecause Massachu-

setts has no State stirplus, that is drastically and dramatically
reducing all services at the State and particularly the ,city level.
Further, we have no assurance that the Federal aid formula now
in use will not be drastically changed to favor the Sun Belt States.
It probably will change, just like in fuel assistance, there has been
a lot of fighting between Sun Belt and Frost Belt as to the formula.
I expect the same thing will happen here. So in fact, we' will end
up with less money for yny State.

Most States, includihg my State, even though it is a largely
Urban State, are now controlled by suburban/rural interests. Big
cities and big city ghettos with minorities are not their favorite
place for targeting, any funds. People in the big city ghettos will
surely suffer, major losses of funds: The minorities will suffer, the
Hispanics and the black, since they are not politically organized,.
though the need exists.
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What will happen is that they will feel Government has again
abdicated its responsibility to them; they will become sullen. Even
the Heritage Foundation itself indicates that the amount of money

going to CSA is mere "pocket change," and it recommends that
CSA to be extended for at least a year.

The transitional problemsagain, I complithent the chairman

for looking at the area qf transition. We looked at the budget that
CSA has now and what is proposed to phase CSA out. The answer
to the questions we have gotten shows that they will use funds that
are supposed to go to us, the CAP agencies, in the next 3 months or
so, in order to phase CSA out, which means we will have no funds
for the next several months. So by the time 'we go out of business
and block grants go into effect, we will not be around to get any
money next year, because tW money that should be coming to us
nowwhich has already been voted by Congresswill be used to
phase out existing Washington CSA staff. So people out in the

communities are saying that this is a trick bag, and sqmebj.
pulling something on somebody. And it creates already a certain
alienation and distrust in government which is not very fair at all,
because we know that folks are honorably looking into this question.

Mayors and county commissioners who testified thjs morning
say, "WhY not include our level of bureaucracy or administration
in the block grant process?" That level of government is not now

part of the process of title XX or rehabilitation or child care

services, etc. If we include this as another level of administMion,
which is city and county, we are again going to be adding another
layer of cost out of already reduced funds. This is essentially what
happened in CETA. Money in employment that used to come directly to ABCD under the concentrated employment program,
when CETA was created it went to the cities and States, they took
a big chunk off, several million dollars, which then went for administration, total money in employment programs was also reduced at
that particular time by the Nixon administration.
This country has had experience with block grants. It is Aot a
new concept. The first block grant we had was LEAA. That justifi-

ably was abolished last year. We have had block grants with

CETA. When I testified before Congress when CETA was proposed,
it was described as a block grant. And CETA has given us nothing

but patronage and a great deal of abuse because the Federal Government "put the money on the stump and ran. And now we are
talking about cutting out major chunks of CETA, and we have a
thing that is happening again which is called "blaming the victim."
The poor people who need jobs and who need CETA are going to

have less of it, or probably have none of it, and the folks who

created the problem in the first place, local politicians who operated it, And the designers, the ones who wrote the law several years
ago, wrote many problems in it. And instead of us correcting the
problems, we are eliminating the programs. So poor people still

remain unable to get the CETA programs or the job programs.
There are faults and there are problems with it. I for one am for
correcting things, rather than throwing the baby out with the
bathwater.
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The community development block grant program, which is another block grant, has helped the gentrification of our bircities,
includ.ing Boston and downtown. They have not been targeted
toward the poor, and the poor do not have the kind of participation
in the political process that they need to have in order ta help
direct and set priorities and get the resources that will help them.
By definition, block grant allocations are deteknlined l traditional

political discussionmaking that has always excluded the poor.
The one vehicle that America has devised, Congress has devised,
in order to help get poor people involved in the mainstream of
decisionmaking and getting some resources and to learn and earn

rathei- than burn, has been the CAP agencies. I can speak from
ex nence in a big city.
e last time President Nixon attempted to abolish the 0E0
programs, the CAP agencies, I was able tip get the Piteident of the
Greater Boston Chamber qf Commercethe President at that time
was a Mr. Jarvis, the hedd of U.S. Machinery, one of the biggest
corporations in Americato come down and testify before a com-

mittee like this, in,' favor of keepipg ABCD because of the importance of, it. If we had enough time and it was possible, I would be
glad to hdve the present Chdmber of Commerce president do likewise.

That is the importance of the CAP agency to our community. We
have the active participation of State and local government. The

Governor of our State, Governor King, who is a conservative Democrat, was at ABCD headquarters recently, doing one of our community seminarswe have them in order to have dialog between the
poor and the people in key decision-making positions. And this we

find is very, very valuable. So we jerform a mainstreaming function for the community.
But we are afraid that with block granth, we do not have the
kind of\political cloutwe do not want toin order to insure that
we would be able to have any program where poor people would
continually participate in the jobs and in the policy throughout the
entire system.

I thank the Senator very much for the opportunity to testify

here today,
[The prepared statement of Mr. Coard
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wish VJ thank Chairman Denton and the other members of the sub:cramitte* for the ,opporvsnity to Or2smnt testimony on the oropcsed
P

torminatio
-)! ucc:a:

of the f,edar tL. a-odverty program and the initiatIon

mi cry:co block-grant programs to the states.

Robert Coard.

'17 hare is

I am Executive Dirmctor of Action for Boston Community
I came before your commitelm today to mak.

Development :no. (ASCD).
1

CA114 for the reeuthorization of the Economic Opportunity Act,and
*the prIservation of the Community Services Administration ,CSAI.

I will not 4ke this des. in general terms, but es tho direcror
*

of a community action agency that serves over 100,000 people ach year
by providing ervices such iss fuel assistance, employment and training,
youth development, summer jobs, weatherization, Head Start and Foster
Grandparents.

hot all of these program" are tunded solislyy CSA.

ABCS, like many community action agencies across the netlike, receives
funds from other federal age:wigs and programs.

But,the central

.-

fundiog for our agency comes fram CSA and our mission is 'set by the

Economic Opportunity Act, which will xpire on Sept. 30, 1981.
The Economic Opportunity Act, enacted by Congress in 1464, set'as,

national,policy the ihtent to 'eliminate theyaredox of poverty in
the midst of plenty

This paradox still l'xisra.Htioday and

in Ame;ica.

the expiration of the E0A would be

startling abdication by our

Kational government of its commitment of.help to America's poor to
help theMselves.

The Administration's fisca: '02 budget calla for,Incorocrati^n sf
part of JOA'o f4nding in a neessve social services block s'rant to the
,Statea.

:! this Congress fails Cd mxtend the Economic.Opportunity Act

-1-
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1

Med substitutes block grants, it will, in effect, declare that there
is no national pOlicy to attack ths crippling problems of poverty at
1-

its roots and that prdViding the opportunity for all Americans tov%
,live in decency and dignity is:no longer a-policy of this nation.

To assist,the Committee in its consideration of the bloek grant
approach to solving national social problems, let me explain whAt
federal funding, targeted toward the poor, has made possible'in the
City of Boston.

This funding is provided within a framework of a

r

nationally .coordinated strategy but allows for local flexibility

andannovatien.,
'ABCBles impact on the.community it serves is xteniive.

The

mgency serves as a primary service delivery system through its
children's programs, such as Head Start and day'care; employment and
job training for youtiOamd adults; a state/ABCD funded branch of the
state's community college program at ABCD headquarters enrolling over
300 peoplei health services programs, such assthe Community Response
to Alcoholism; educational programs, such as Health Career Opportuni-

ties for young people; and its operetion of a city-wide,eatheri'satt<
and fuel assistance program for low-incofte families.

'

t.tany poor of all

ethnic backgroundedcome to ABCD for helpAdefure any other agency,

,

including the 'working poor," who need help to stay off the welfare roles.

ABCD also aerves as an impetus for upward.mobility through its .
program emphasis 'on developing the skills, knowledge and metivation

and self confidence !or advancement. .1n fact, cormunity action agencies
are fostered on the principle that the poor themsel4ea, must participate,

since CAAs are intrinsically self-help programs.
-2-
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In Boston, this.self-help theme is reflected by the ietwork
11 Area Plannin% Action.Council

(APACs), all with locally elected

boards, which gives AB= a unique decentralized decision-making
This system of local planning and administration has fostered

system.

personal development skills and created a netwoNaf,neighborhood
leaders.

Board members,and local staff who cut'their teeth in local

community programs have moved on tri important executive and community

decision-making positions in the private sector, as well as ii city,
state and federal government.
In addition, the interaction of board, members' drawn from the
.

,

public and private sectors as well as elected'representatives of the
low-income communities has kept open community dialogue that has seryed
safety,-valve in times of crisis which happen far too often in
these troubled, times.

During the height of ugly racial tensions in

Boston's school desegregation crisis, ABCD was the only citywide organization Where representatives of all neighborhoods,continued to meet

and deal effectively with the issues that affected their neighboOoods
and lives. Through its .administration of the city's summer jobs'Program
(since 1965), ABCD hzi'salso been a major force for social stability and

las been officially credited with *cooling off

many potentiallY

troubled slimmers in BOston.

ABCD has also represented an irreplaceable economic presence in

dAy neighborhoods, since ABCD and its neighb6rhood network hire staff
from the neighborhoods, rent space and improve buildings, buy from
'local vendors and contribute to a positive community climate.

The

effect'has been to enable low income residents and groups to fulfill

a role of public entrepreneurship developing, as needenew aeighbor-3-
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hood economic and Ocial institutions such as credit unions, Community
DevelopMent Corporations (CDCs), housing corporations, neighborhood
health centers and settlement houses.

The result ks the extensin of

the concept of self-help from personal advancement to a.new-communityvitality.

The work of ABCD has been possible due to CSA,-which provides a
source of flexible, catalytic funding through which programs.such as
Headstart, Youth employment, community health centers, and-fuel and
weatherization assistance were developed.

These funds promote inno-

vation and deVelopment at the' local level.

On. of the greatest losses if Congreas decides on the block grant
approach will be the curtailment of creative.and flexible funding for
CAAs to devise strategies to deal with poverty that the "local
initiative" federal funds presently provide.

The national weatherization

and fuel ssistance programs, for xample, were developed by local. CAAs
in the New Mnglard States.

The CAAs utilized local initiative funds to

develop pilot programs to insulate low-income households, thereby
redUcing fuel consumption and lowering fuel costs.

Thus one of the

more vital programs serving the poor today was conceived not in the
univer'sitiesv nor by government, but at the local community actiOn
lagency level.

CSA funding is also 4 vital factor in levoraging funds from
other sources.

With under S4 million in CSA funds, AHCD is able to

leverage nearly $25 million in other federal funds and nearly S10
million from non-federal Aources.

We have also been successful in

getting private sector employers such as MN, Xerox, General Dynamics
and Polaroid to join with us in programs such as the new AHCD-shawmut
-4-
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Bank Training Program, where the bank provides finanlal resources'
and equipmeni to train poor people for 100 guaranteed positions a year
in the banking industry.

In addition, for yeirs we have jointly

sponscred an awardis prcaram with tho Greater Boston Chamber of Ccmherce

for coonanies which have worked cooperatively with ABCD tO ssist the
pocr tn getting jobs.

Using a multiplier factor to a

he conomic impact of ABCD

as a business institution and employer in the city of Boston, we
;

estimate that ABCD generates over $120 million in goods and serviced in
the economy of Bcston and approximately one percent of the total personal
income In the city.

In many.rural areas, the local coMmunity action

agency has an,even greater importance; for it is often one of the
largest employers in its service area.

But economics is only a small part of the importance of a community action agency.

President Reagan has ipoken of the need for a

"safety net" for the needy in America.
which, except for Miami,
'cool".

CSA has a " safety network"

has.so far kept America's turbuleAt ghettos

More importantly, the programs operated by CAAs serve as

ladders -- ladders with which the poor can climb out of poverty and into
the mainstream of American economic and civic
'Joining thd mainstream of American economic life

is not just

the rhetoric of the anti-poverty activist. 'Take, for example,
Marlene F.

Marlene, client of ABCD, is taking advantage of several

govoremint,"booster" programe in an.effort to become a more productive
member of society.
practIcal nurse.

She is currently training to become a licensed
For now, she depends on CETA, (Comprehensive Employ-

Mint and Trkining Act) andBEOG (Basic Educational Opportunity Grant)
support !or her education.

Both programs are threatened by the
-5-
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administration's proposals.

While she is in classes, Marlene uSes

other federal programs to help care for her children.

Her younger

child attends day. ,cer, with the help of federal Title XX funds.

older chile is enrolled in Head Start.
curtailed by the Reagan propoulls.

Her

loth programs may be mut cr

When sh completes hor training,

Marlene,will command a salary of $10,000 per year, will pay Federal
income taxes of approximately $750 per year and will be able to leave
many of the government programa she has used in the past. '

tktose

7.'s4"boester" programs aro eliminated before she completes hor training,

Marlene and her 'children will b. thrown back into a life of hand-tomouth, publicly-assisted existence.

WOuld people like Marlene b. hotter off under a block grant
system?

We think not.

The Administration tells us that block grant programs would
return control of programs to Iocal governments, eliminate duplication
'of. 'services and reduce the regulatory burden on local agencies.

We

'are told that placing the responsibility for decision making at the
.

.

.

.

state level would mean mote responsive and efficient local programming.
St claims that state planning would bilk an ffective moans of ensuring

that all segments of the population wouldbe served equitably 77 that
is, in proportion to their needs.

However, state administration will

increase the risk that funding for each proorem may be measured not
by the needs of people but by the degree'of political support those
people have shown at the ftate,House.
In addition,

stoad of introducing more cost accountaLlIfty and

streamlining of the regulations into t..lo allocation of federal funds,

block grants would generate the creation of 50 now state bureaucracies,
-6-
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SO state anti-poverty programs of varying degrees of commitment to

lowAncome people, 50 programs of varying ffectiveness.
While administration may not improve under block giants, the

'

Congress*will surrender the federal government's ability to respond
to the problems ef the poor.

No longer will the Congress have the

ability to target federal dollars to areas it believes need special
V

attention, whether they be inner cities, migrant workers, the
handicapped or the elderly.

Problems that are national in scope

demand national solutions.

I did not come here to claim that there are no problems with the

present social servic delivery system.

But before we abolish the

federal sisters, why don't we look at how we might strengthen it?

Night we not be better Off inCreasing state and local input into
federal planning than shifting the groblem to another level of
-

government?

And. if after careful. examination, we find that changes

are needed, let us at least weigh the alternatives before throwing out
what we have.'

CSA is not perfect.

Often the bureaucrats at CSA are too .

prescriptive in their administration and stymie the flexibility and
Local innOvation that r think ie the hallmark oi the.cdemunity action
system.

I argue for improvement of CSA, however, not the creation of

a new bureaucracy -- or 50 new bureaucracies in the states.
I wish r could address the altenatives, but those of us who
administer federal anti-poverty programs have not yet had the opportunity to examine the specifics of the administration's proposals.

Besides the administration's proposal to cut and consolidate, the

only new proposal we have een is the so-called Kemp-Garcia legisla-7-

I.
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tion to create nterprise zones.

If Enterprise Zones ire.part of the

solution to community developtent neids, why not add such provisiOns,
on an experimental basis, to the ECA.
In the ansence of specific alternatIve,

I can only surmise what

would happen in my city if there were io be no CSA.

What poor

neighborhoods would lose is the orderly process of community dialogue
and participation they-have grown accustomed to during the last 17
years.

Like the Thatcher adminAstration in Great'Britain, the Reagan

administration has indicated support for the concepts.of Alf help and
self reliance.

With what even the Heritage Foundation characterizes

as 'mere federal pocket change,

CSp. has provided the social glue

low-income communities and ibdividuals to take construc-

that enabl

tive a,ron to improve their futures.%
By removing the mechanism for community dialogue, we may open .
the door to disorder.

Ey removing the vehicle for donsttuctive

community participation, we may.plant the seeds of alienation and
a

disaffection.

I can only hope that those seeds will not be sown in

our oountry asathey recently haN're been in poor neighborhoods in
Britian.

Thank you.

I will now be happy to answer your questions.

0
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The Importance of Actiog for Soston community Developeent, Inc. (ASCD) tc: Dolton
4

,

St604AltY

ADCD, the private, non-profLt Community Action Agency for Boston. has
broad and deep impact on this City.of 600,000, as the following figures show:
fundLgo ari POSOUTC011.

COMMSELIty Services Administration (CSA) Funding:
Total Pundln4:

334.6 million

'Leveraging Ratios":
funds::
7.99

34.4 million

°Total Resources:

Total Funds to CSA funds:

339.1 million

6.16

Total Resources to CSA

m_11/:n-_-actf.cono

Total people receiving paychecks(
ARCD/APAC/Delegate staff
1,497

wOrk nrollees. training

5.055

6.,556

Total Output Generated by Allah
(via multiplier oF 3.47)

1120 million

Total tie

$ 3111 million

Income Earned:
(above X multiplier of .467)

'Z'ASCD-generate

income is greater than 1% of Total Personal Income for Sos.ton.

Level of Services
.

Total unite of substantial service delivered:

over 100,000

Services include NHi/State fuel Assistance (projected to 40,000 households this:
year), CSA Community Programming (Social Services. Senior Services, Education, Youth
Development, and otter; over 29,000 per year), CSA/CZTA Employment and Training (over
, 11,000 persons, over 3,200 placed in unsubsidised jobs, 1,000 in skills training),
NHS/Family Planning (active caseload over 20,000), CETA Youth Programs (over 6,000
jobs and training), NNS/Alcholiem (2,700 cases), NHS/Head Start (2,300 families),
DOE/weatherisation (1,000 homes weatherised per year.), and other smaller programs,
including roster Grandparents.
Basic Issuea
Numbers alone do not fully show the contribution of ADCD toSoston. Arm has
been an important source of stability in the city in troubled times. WO's: primary
role hes been as an engine of upward mobility - both in programs and in the agency's
own hiring, promotion, and vendor policies.
Through programs and community membership
on Boards and committees, the ASCD/APAC system has been an avenue for'civic_participation for disenfrinchised people.

The basic foundation of the AKA ayetem is Community Services administration.
CSA funding Ls the "glue" which holds together effective operations of other
A national
programs, and
"magnet" which attracts local public and private resources.
anti-poverty agency Ls needed to address national poverty issues.
ASCD's continued strength is especially important in the face of the loss of
11130 million in federal funds to loston now proposed, as well as thesevere cutbacks
ln local services resulting from Proposition PI.
support.

*Seeraccompanying text for details.

1.
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*he Economic ImDavt vf AKT
Overview
institution and employer, ASCE, generates
Viewed strictly as a local business
in the Boston economy as ehown in the
through its riEple effect, 1130,260,000.00
fallowing tablh,

'I.

GANA I,

The Impact of AsCD on Soston's Economy

"1

734,586,296.00

AOCE audget 0ut16y11,'

X 3.47

Gross Output multiplier,

Total Changes in Soston's
Groes Output Ous to PACO,

8120,260,000.00

Total Change in Gross Output,

$120.260.000.00

Percent of Grose Output
Converted to Income Earning.,

X .487

Total Chants in Soston's
Net Income Earnings,

I $11,56.,140.00

generated by AWE L. apprOldeately
The income directly and indirectly
1 percent of the total personal lncOme for VOSton..2

II. DOWYMENT,

WO is major employer in the Soston area,
trainee positions, as shown in Table III
Mitt rx, Total Employe. and Trainee

funding ov.er 11,000 employee and

Positions FUnded by ASCD
Number of Positions
S16

ASCD/APAC
TeMpOraty fi

Part Time Staff
195

Delouse. Agency Staff,

1,497

Total 4WD System Staff,
Mork Program Enrollees and
Trainees

6,558
8,055

Total ASCE Funded Positions,

.1

.

U.D. SUTsou of Economic
Source of multiplier and earnings to output ratio,
multiplier. for BEA economic areas.
Anelysis 'Industry-specific gross output
(OS Gin), 1977)
Authority, 19711 personal into's. for Suffolk
According to 'beton Pedevelopeent
County was $4.8 billion.
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III.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.

ABCD maintairis
strong commdtment to minority recruitment tast promotion.
52% of its emnloyees are either Black or Hispanic. 44.5% are whitiA\Blacks and
Hispanics fill 50.2% of all the professional and technical positions at ABCD
ccmpared with only 4% of those positions _city wide.
Many JUICD employees are from,
asadvantaged backgrounds and have found that ABCD is e channel for upward mobility.
m.nny "ABCO graduates have moved on to good positions in both the public and
rrlvat. moctors.
'

TV.

ABCD's LOCAL nwpox FOLICT.
4

AACD's policy is to direct the bulk of its purchasing power toward local
vendors, In fiscal year l'OO. BO% of AlICD's suppliers of goods and services
were community busi
with 25 employees or less. $10 million of the agency's
total purchases of SIB million went to these local firms.

V.

ABM A BOUNCE OF ECONOMIC ITABELITY IN SOSTON,

ADCD's size alone would make it of significant economic impict to Boston.
ADM not only generates significant numbers of jobS and a substantial amount
of income, but targets this economic activity to aaaaa where it is needed most.
Through ANCD. over 5,000 summer Jobs are provided for inner city youth who would
have few other prospects over
long summer.
ABCD helps to stabilize and revitalise many neighborhood business districts throughout Boston.
ln
single
year. ASCO leases over one million dollars in building specs in various locations
throughout.the city, in many cases improving the property as well as providing
vital community resources.
ABCD's presence acts as a bulwark against economic disintegration in Boston's
low-income neighborhoods. 'Withdrawing the force of that presence would trigger
serious problems of economic dislocation.

1 33
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The Sociel Impact of ASCD

In addition to the service numbers and economic impact that =A funds have
Produced in Boston, there has been an associated social,imPact of major importance
In tha face of tension and conflict produced bY economic And social
to tho cAty.
chenga'snd by the frustraltions of poverty. ADCD hes been the real "soOlail et/
^st", for Soston,

4

As In inclusiva organisation that brings togethetl people of ell race4.
etYli,"aroups. snoreligious beliefs from the different neighborhoods of the,
nonce of ocriftnity. AJCD hesq,leyed a heeling rcle :that proMotes
c:t4 4O bulld
A

ttocial stability,
"

ths'city during times

AIM has 'stitched together
of conflict.

During the desegregation crisis, the ASCD'Alcard vas
the only city-wid orgptsatiofl that contrued Limpthe most difficul .pakiod. At
lar meetings through
OS height of ihe cri is. in 1976. ASCD AAA 10.000

youth in the Itsr girth Employment Program. who
42y=si6e apt learn to communicate
writable to wor
with Ono another.
ASCD, hits%functioned es

pack-up ducimomergency

ustions,when 044X symtees.had brokbn down.
During the 'Sliivisd of.'101",- which virtually,Pars'lyied the city far s week - ASCO's neighborhood-based
system continued to function. providing direct services
to 1,000 desperate houliholds with direct services
such as food end,fuel Vbucherst and deliveries ot food
and medicine yr shut-ins.

- -

ASCD stands as.tho haws,* against social disintegration
threatened by the abrupt cutbadA in services et the local
level

squeeze On
Proposition A cuts in eunicipallty budgets.
the Stets budget. 'and proposed cutbacks in federal funding
combine to Produce s'major lOpect in Boston. as shown by
the folloWing chart:

"The Summer jobs outlook for 1961.
Boston Youth Looking
For Work (EST.)
20.000

"

Ivlooks grim.' 1

Total Jobs. subLie Ane
priAt. Job. ,pronama

Ito
9,000

1921 (Proj.)
.

Net Summer Jobs
Los, 1110 -01
4,600

4,500

1nots snd figures from MnployMent and Economic Polidy dolnistrstion (City
of Boston) Lnternsl memorandum, dstmd February
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COMPOSITION OP
90UNCF6

CM

TOTAL rUNDIA0 MO
FUNDS

I. nesourcss

FY 1560

DINK71IFTI

011 4.396,430
.

.

;

OTHER PEDTEAL

24,945,570

STATE/LW-AL TO AWO

2,003,001

See table

low for detailed description of non CSA fedmral funds

Cosposed

12,755.609 in state fuel assistance, $120,112 in other

tate/loca
0114171 TUN= TO
DELICAIFS

2,4011.4113

Composed o 11330,129 in Podicaid, Title SS payments to Family
plannings
2.070.366 ifs Title XX. C0110, private grants to ADAM'.

DOCUMENT= WCAL SHANE

3,531.161

Cemposed o

ewes $1
dor. OTNEA LOCAL MARE

TOTAL noco/twymATA TUNOIN01
TOTAL AseD/DEUZATE NAsouncrs.

1,000,000

$24604117 in Volunteer time. $1.326,1142 in donated
.422 of other local reaourcesii

6olepoold

f mitigates of space, supervisory staff for employment
and train ng progremes additional volunteered tlme and space.

14.939,290
39,167,497

00211.081 ION OF NON-CI1A MOM
PIUDERAL AGENCY
ISIS Services,

Began

COL/CITA

$15,900,974

need Start
family Planning
Alcoholism
Youth Health Careers
Fuel Assistance'

with CIA funding but

$4.1121.045
1104.603

162,912
14,092
9.307.306

FUN011

DOE Neatherisation

1411.994

Other small fodoral gran=

11.041.702

III Training
Ti le IV Youth
ii le IV PEE
r Youth
her
Tit

OWN*

$2.096.1116
863,2117

734,195
3,310,902
1.041.562

146

later transferred to led

TEDDRAL ASTIVY

MTWOM

I Amicy

FUNDS

4.2114

134.676

TOTAL,Non-CSA Podoral Funds.

.4.1 1.j

$ 24.1145.570

a'

:411i

P. 0-1 '

ins... nejut rtuput,
Action for Boston Community Cov44iment,
,4

I.

CSA Community
Programming

Olfratttee

marmot visaurnbot

MAJCM P600004 AMEAS

Within

theNbCO/APAC network. that 11 APAC's

hicles within ach of Maim's
serve as
target neighborhoods As well as multi-service
tailored to the
centers which deliver services
xpreieed needs of individual oonmunitios.
service., youth
Program areas-Include 000iel
devoloPment. senior
and adult education. yOuth

Pi 1110

29,060 people

year e/o served through

the APAC syetem. PA funds maw provide
11
capacity through
the primary management
are
which AsCD's non CSA-funded programme
deliviry eystem.

Intergrated into thviervice

services. housing ang consumer education.'

2.

employment
Training

anC0 maintains 14 Neighborhood Omployeent
centers (CIN-funded) which function este
city-wide &Cease network to job.trafning
and pitmeementi 2 Intake end Ameesmant Centers
(CSTA-fundalle and an array of pre-vocational.
work aperienes an/ Specialized Skill..
'

(Cgrfe-fundal), and pri

training program!
actor funding). including multi -iidgua e.
accountieg, clerical skills. food ears
kograineh'. Mutt basis education end liallishme-e-Second tangeage.

I.

Youth
"

In-school youth programa provide academic
income: end training.
assistance. enployeent.
including epeoiel career emphmale programs
Opportonitio program
such fa Health Careers
IHNS-fundedl and Physically Nuelloapped in
Out-of -gahool proSciences (NSO-funded).
grama offer basic *kills and on-the-job
laployment
training. The Summer Tooth
and.income tor an Program provides jobs
week period.
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et* through Neighborhood
11.000 people were
st 5,000 received
faployeent Centers
3.1177 people
Intake and Assessment Services)
unsubsidised
employment. Of
were placed,In
thew. 510 were reciving some form of governmeneassietance payment at the time of entry.
Starting
of those plated. 15t leaked
salaryhigher than 111.200 pmr Year.

the ages of 14 and
5.500 young people between
22 was provided Summar work experience at
approximately SOO lark/cites throughout the
city.

Action for Ddston Community Devalopment%/no. - Major Programs

MAJOR PROGRAN AREAS

4.

Head Start

PROG

"DESCRIPTION

p.B -2

ER/WOMEN (FY 1980)

Head:Start.serves children between 3
and 5 years of age directly in,the
claesroom and provides and array of
health, nutritional and social services
to children and their families, Including
a modol prs-school Magnet Center for
severely disabld youngsters and a
unique Parent Child Copular which servos
children from birth to 3 years and.their.

2,494 children"wersiserved, including families.
6,609 individuals directly benefited from Head'
Start Services.

parenqt.

5..

Fuel Assistance

Fuel aesistance provides fuel vendor
payments according to a benefits
matrix (up to $750)-tor low-incoms,

houssholdsnwith special emphasis"on

22,956 households wers served (projected US
increase to 40,000 housleholds during 1980-81.)
The vendor notworkjmcludes 400 fuel de aaaaa
located in Boston and in 5 surrounding_towns.

the elderly and.Hendicapped) who are
'seriously threatened by escalating
energy costs.

6.

Health Services

The COmmunity Response to Alcoholism
prOgram pioneered in demonstrating the
effectiveness of employing "street
'professionals" whoe themselves, are
recovefed alcoholics to assist alcohol
abusers. Counselers are located in ll
neighborhood sites.
Thrtoston Family
Planning Project, in conbort wiih tho
citywide Neighbofhood Healy, Center'.
network; operates out of 14 neighborhood
locations. The NIC prograa provides"
nutritional information and food to
low-income "at risk" pregnant women
and mothers and their yens
,

I

2,730 clients received alcoholism-related services,
of thosf, 859 recovered sufficiently to becomes
employable during 1980. -20,000 clients received
family planning services, 29,334 client visite were
recorded.

/

.5

Action toy Boston Community DevelOpment, Inc.° - Major Programs ,

"won PROGRAM AREAS

7.

Energy Conservation

PROGRAM 0

IMO*

Residential energY conservation
has taken tho formef insulation
ahd weatherization of lou-income
. housing unite, with labor pirforeed
priiarily by 01ft-funded,Title VI
PEE creme.

OUTCOMES (P5 MO/
1,000 housing units wer:usatherized with
an average saving of 200-300 gallOns of oil
pet unit per year, for a total ail yavings of
above 250,000 gallOns per year:

1

(Note: In the interest of economy and due to mechanical limitations,
certain other riaterial submitted by Mr. Coard (including newspaper clippings, etc.) wadretained in the files Of the committee.)
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mr. Coard, for your earnest and
well-expressed testimony. I have great respect for the motivations,
the past commitment and future intentions of yourself.
Mr. COARD. Thank you, Senator.

Senator DEJsrrox. We are, as you know, on the verge of a
trillion national debt. Perhaps 1 year or 2 years down the pike, t e
value of the dollar, the state of the economy of this Nation woul
be such that we would all be poorpoor to the point of the kind,of
poverty that I have seen in which on one day, although I happened
to be in a cell, people who were living with me in a system which
regards the government as the source of all control and all funding
and allocation of resourcesI killed 251 flies on one wall, until I
was exhausted. I lived with roaches all the time, even when I was a
kid, in hotels that my family ran.
I do not believe, or I would not be sitting here in this particUlar
party, that we have abandoned the objective of taking care of our
poor. I categorically dispute that. I cannot defend against all of the
specific criticisms you have made, and I am sure many of them are
valid. I just hope that they are resolved within the changes which
are going to take place.
In 1960, we had an $800-million surplus in the Federal setup. We
were spending 25 percent of our revenues on social help. We were
spending 60 percent of our revenues on defenserelated matters.

Today, we have reversed that. We are spending 50 percent on
social programs, 25 percent in defense, at a time which I can
assure you, we face not only a surviwil problem in terms of economics on the national level, but a survival problem in the sense of
the number one social service the government has, to provide its
people the assurance that they will not be destroyed by a foreign
power.

I respect your field of expertise, and I assure you that mine is as

valid, and the last statement I made to you is absolutely true.
So we have a problem, and the philosophy involved here is

something that I think we should mention, too. The Government is
not the source of dollars or jobs. It cannot be perceived that way.
Private business has been and will ever be the principal source,of
jobs and wherewithal by which the poor become less poor. And if
we do not see that we .have been, by regulation and over-taxation,

destroying that source and rendering them uncompetitive with
industry in other nations, rendering the necessity for things like
the 10-5-3 thing by which they can modernize and provide more
jobs because of a more competitive enterprise and hence enhance
the base for employment which will take these poor people from a

situation in which jobs are not available to a situation in which .
jobs are more available, then we have a philosophical difference.
But as far as not caring about the poor, quite the opposite. We
both care about the poor. The question is with which procedures
can we best take care of them. And you made many valuable
inputs this morning that I am sure we will have to accommodate in
,
the change we make.
May I ask you both some questions? How long has your Community Action Agency, been in existence?
Mr. COARD. My agency came into existence about 4 years before
the Economic Opportunity Act became operational in 1965. We got
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started because of a very strong desire on the part of Mayor Collins
at the time, some people from the baliking and prikrate industry
community, and some neighborhood leaders and the-Ford Foundation to deal with the problems of the inner cities, black and white
ethnics in the big cities. So we are sort of a prototype of a Community Action Agency or a model cities program and programs of that
nature. The Harvard University-MIT Joint Center for Urban Studies has published a "History of ABCD."
Mrs. TRYON. The rural areas get there just a little bit later. So at
the very beginning of 1966, the Fond duLac County Board, meeting
with some union leaders, League of Women Voters', and a few
others, decided to form a CAP agency in that rural area. We are
surrounded by 20 counties without CAP's, so the difference a CAP
makes really shows. This is our 15th year.
Senator DENTON. How much Community Services Administration
money passed through your agencies during that period of time?
Mrs. TRYON. Mine is so little that you can add it up in a hurry.

Our total funding level from Community Services was about

$100,000 a year for most of the years when we served one community. It is $227,000 this year. That is for the basic CAP. When we
handle low-income energy and other kinds of programs across the
15 years, funds beyond the basic local initiative added perhaps a
total of $1 million of CSA money. But we have administered. over
$21 million altogether by catalyzing other resources.
Mr. COARD. I do not have the exact amount, but I would say
probably around $60 million in the years since we have been in
business. However, that is a little tricky in one( respect. A lot of
what is now considered HEW or IIIIS money, like Head Start, was
originally OEO/CSA. money. So many of the programs that are
favored programs for one reason or the other, politically or other-

wise, like Head Start and the foster grandparents program, were
originally part of the 0E0 programs. And all of the 0E0 programs
that we have spoken about here haire shown a great deal of merit.
Some have not worked as well as others, and I think those that
have not worked should be terminated. Those that have worked
should be continued, as a matter of fact, expanded. I think we
should talk about more money for an improved Community Services Administration, Senator.
And by the way, Senator, what you said about the national
defense, I am fully .in agreement that we need a strong national
defense. I do not think they are mutually exclusive. I don't believe
one ,should be at the expense of the other. And many people say
the 'best defense is to make sure that our people are strong and
happy and healthy and have jobs; and our cities and our g, hettos
are strong. That is our best defense, once we have an adequate

level of military capacity.
Senator DENTON. I want our people to be happy and healthy, but
that is not the best defense against the present moment capability,
that if the Soviet Union were to launch their ballistic missiles, they

can killnot injure, but kill-50' percent of our population. In

response, we might get 5 percent of theirs. So we have some bad
things Out there, and they have some tough things they have aimed

at us. And if we forget that, and if we start thinking about the

Government has stopped caring about its poor, and we start talking
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about violence and burning, we are setting ourselves up for catas.
trophe in which they will not have to participate.
Mr. COARD. We need to do both, Senator. So I fully agree with
you; they are not mutually exclusive.
Mrs. TRYON. 1 would like to day, something here. You keep saying

"do" for poor people. CAP's work for them. I Work for and with the
poor people. They are my bosses. It is not I "do" for them. In fact,

every time an income transfer program comes down, we send it
over to the welfare department, because we sure do not want to be
known as check-givers.

A CAP agency puts a whole different light on it. When poor

people are your bosses and make the decisions about what is going
to happen, they get that sense of power that then lets them go out
and tackle other successes. CAP's do not have any clients; we have
constituents. I have got people I work for and I have got people I
listen to.
I want to make a point about money. The entire national budget
for CSA is $538 million. You are saying it will be about that much
either way. I absolutely believe that if you send that.through your
CAP network, you are going to get 5 times the benefit. If you send
it through the States, it is not even going to get to a CAP agency,
and by the time it has trickled down, if it does it will be less than
half.

The effectiveness changes radically by how the money gets to the

people.

Mr. COARD. We have gotten a lot of people who were unemployed

back on the tax rolls, paying taxes. I have good clippings here,

which I will be glad to leave with the committee, from the 'Boston
Globe", the "Boston Herald American", which is a Hearst newspaper, which indicate many examples of the programs that we do. We
do many jointly with private industry. That is why I indicated the
Chamber of Commerce. As a matter of fact, they asked us to join
the Chamber of Commerce a few months ago. So we work very
closely with private industrY. But they are the first to tell you they
cannot do it all. There is a role Rh. Government, as we have seen,
with private industry. But the. fact is, there is a role for Government in different aspects. It should not be to do everything. Private
enterprise, entrepreneurship, private entrepreneurship, and
public/community entrepreneurship, which is what we do, are both
absolutely needed.
We are nonpartisan, we are nonpolitical. We can bring govern,
ments together like we do with a lot of the small towns. In New.

England, that is all we have are small towns and cities. We can
bring them together when their jealousies and their fights prevent
them from working together cooperatively for poor people or for
anything else. And that is a major achievement of the CAP agencies in counties and in small towns and in cities, which-is unique.
And I think the model should be followed.
And again, I plead for an expansion. As the Heritage Foundation
claims, the amount of money we are talking about for the CSA and

CAP agencies, is "pocket change," they call it, "chicken feed."
Senator DENTON. I try not to quote the Heritage Foundation or
even read it, because I would be accused of being a spokesman for
the new right or something.
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I do not think we are trying to get government out of this, not
when we are talking about a deficit, with all the cuts, of over $45
million this year. So we are not talking about getting the Federal
Government out of trying to help folks.

The Economic Opportunity Act says a Community Action Agency
must provide services and activities which have a measurable and
potentially major impact on the causes of poverty, not to again say
that you have not dealt compassionately with poor people and that
you see these things from your heart as helping them.
What data do you have that this is making a real impact on the
goal of alleviating poverty itself, rather than addressing some of its
symptoms, treating the symptoms?
Mrs. TRYON.

I will start with a small one. Let us take those

supported work enrollees last year. All who entered had 100 percent chance of failure. That is how we got them. They came from

institutionsmental, prison, or luvenile institutions. Last year,

these new workers had $536,000 in earned wages, and altogether,
they paid taxes of $134,967.What the workers paid in taxes is the
same amount it would have taken to have five of them sit In
institutions. They paid that in taxes to help support your staff and
mine. They also earned wages, for their use and in the course of

working, they prodiked products, they rehabilitated 42 houses
these same people, these throwaway people, are doing the work

they weatherized 376 homes so that they saved heat for.other poor
people. And these same people used their money to buy food and
clothes and pay rent.
So I will start by saying making productive people out of people
who were thrown away, is very economical. This kind of success

data, all CAP's have. Eight hundred and fifty different people

worked for my agency last year and, altogether, half of everything
we did went for wages. But the interesting part-is, out of the 859;
more "than. 750 were eligible for welfare, and there they were,

working. That is measurable in my view, people would rather

work. And they did some really good work, too.
Mr. Comm Senator, again, I have some clippings from the Christian Science Monitor, the Boston Globe, the Herald American, and
many others and Time Magazine. ABCD has been called "Dropout

University". The Boston Globe has called us "Harvard University
for the Poor".
We have, as I mentioned, a community college program that has
been operating for 10 years in our premises, with over 300 of our
staff and other low-income persons engaged in getting college degrees. These persons are permanently out of the poverty syndrome.
They have learned by the experience we have given them. Particularly minorities, they have had no way to get that experience. They
go looking for a job and they will be asked, "How much experience
have you had?" 'They say, "Nobody has ever given me the chance
to get the experience." We have given them that, phis the college;
as part of our basic programs.
I have here an unsolicited letter from a gentleman who said:
I commend you for the patience you have exhibited and the advice and gthdance

and the folIow.up that contributed to my success. Before getting into an ABCD
program, I was not employed, did not hays the necessary skills to make employabil.

ay attractive. As a result of my association with ABCD, I have gone on to bigger
and better things, using the technical skills that I acquired at ABCD.
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We trained him in 'a course in typewriter repair. Now, he says he
has opened Amherst Typewriter Service, and he has opened another branch 'of it, as well. This is a person who was unemployed
most'of his life.
Again, I 'leave this for the committee.

This is in the National Journal on Restaurants. "Low Income

School Produces High Quality Cooks". Persons who Wave been totally unemployed or marginally employed all their lives have now
become chef cooks and have incomes running $10400 and $15,000 a
year.

We also have a number of statistics which)idicate the significant achievements that we have made in this area over the years.
In Boston, we have Harvard, MIT, all the schools. Every newspaper looks at you and scrutinizes you with microscope, and we
have survived and done what most people considered a good job.
We are not perfect by a longshot, but we have done an excellent
job over the years in a competitive, highly over-universitied, if you
want to call it, place like Boston. That in itself is indicative of a lot
of solid work we have done over the years. We would be glad to
give you any further followup material of that nature anytime that
,you so please.
Senator DENTON. If funds are reduced for the Community Action

Agencies, this may indicate the agencies are either poorly managed, the programs are poorly managed, not necessary, or that
other services are considered to be of a higher priority. During a
period of limited resources, do you think, it is sensible to allow
States to set their own priorities, even if it means worthy programs
at the bottom of the priority list might lose fundingkeeping in
mind that as we increase the deficit each year, taxing more and

more the real sources of jobsfbr example you get 9,000 in a
month laid off in Birmingham in a steel plant, and it is pretty

quick if those guys are viable, because they do not have to pay for

the stuff that is going into this, because they hire people, poor

people, to work right now. It is one thing to inculcate the desire to
work and another thing to have the opportunity in the form of a
job. there.

Could we have been neglecting that setup? That is the kind of

question that is before this government.
Mrs TRYON. I think we all have to look at priorities. But I am
going to answer you in a different way. I need an antipoverty law

more than I need every cent there. I mean, if you were going to
offer me a choice that said, "How would ypu feel about twice as
much CSA money and no law?" I would say I would really rather

have the law and half as much money. It makes a whole big

'difference what you are trying to do and why you are trying to do
it. And that is the only time that poor people were ever cut in on
the deal, ever.
I need that law, and I live in an area where I get county board
funding and county board support and government support, and
they contract from us because we are cheaper than doing it themselves.

Senator, to let that law expire without reauthorization is the

most terrible thing for poor people. There is not that much money
to it, So I will state you my priorities. My priorities are, the law,
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for that is such good legislation. It has served so well to bring
partnerships together. I do not know if I speak for anybody else,
but I need that law so bad that if I could make a deal like that, I
would trade for less money to have that law intact, with every

word in it, for it means poor people can have a voice.
Mr. COARD. I would agree with Mrs. Tryon, Senator. The law is
very important. It is important for us nationally, because this law
is being watched all over this country by poor people, and by, the
world, and by minorities, to see whether this national government
reneges on a commitment or whether it intends to follow 'it up. We
do not mind cuts, like everybody else, but we are not talking about
cuts, Senator. We are not talking about cuts! It is like the discussion between the pig and the chicken as to who is contributing
most to the master's breakfast. The pig contributes 100 percent of
himself for the bacon, the chicken only contributes an egg. When

we are talking about cuts, it is .one thing, 25-percent cuts. But

when we are talking like the pig, who has contributed 100 percent,
which is the Economic Opportunity Act itselfthe promise that
America made to the poor people all over the country, we are
really eliminating everything. That law gives us the opportunity to
coordinate the Chamber of Commerce, local government, private

industry, philanthropy, and they are glad to have us do that. It
helps me so I can talk to them and say, "Let us work together,
because the Government of this country says it is important to

help poor people get jobs and to earn and to learn." That is why we

have been able to put together a package in our place which is

unique, we feel, and which is very, very helpful:
ABCD hada head start on most other CAP agencies. That is why
we have been able to do it. We have gotten help from everyone,
from public officials, from our Senators, and from our Governor,
Governor King, who though he is very conservative, will tell you
he supports our program and what we are trying to do, that we try
to do it constructively and with everyone.
Senator DENTON. Well, I have met Governor King, and I respect
him, too, although he is not of my party. I think he does generally

approve of this new approach, though, and I think that you can
have confidenceand I hope you will spread thisthat the functions will not disappear. You know, if your Governor sees you as
necessary, all he has got to do is say so and you are in there, OK?
Mr. COARD. Suppose he doesn't get reelected, though, Senator.
That's why we need the law, Senator.
Mrs. TRYON. Senator, my Governbr does not have the choice of
saying that it is the policy of the United States to eliminate the
paradox of poverty among plenty.
Senator DENTON. You may be sure that that remains the objective of this Nation.
Mrs. TRYON. Oh, I wish I believed that, and I 'need that law to

know that that is so, and my people need that law. So I guess we
are offering you a suggestion for today that says if you want to talk
about cuts, I think poverty workers should be cut like everybody
else. But you are not taking away the lifeblood from the rest, and
this law does represent our lifeblood. I do feel that strongly. And I
run a strong CAP. My board said, "we must be a Community
Action Agenpy that is the way the poor 'people have their voice and
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their righta" So we do know that without the law, it would be

entirely different. We could do good works. Lots of people can do
good works. But good works is not a Community Action Agency,
and a Community Action Agency has to have the right to have a
third of the decisionmakers be poor people themselves. The Economic Opportunity Act is the only place you will find this partnership with the poor.

This is one of the few hearings I have ever been at that a

Senator really listened, and I cannot tell you what a joy that is.
Mr. COARD. Senator, I really want to compliment you and your
staff for the excellent preparation of this commitiee and the fact
that you have listened. We really appreciate that very much.
We do need a law, we do need a statement. My grandmother
thought she owned a piece of real estate, but she did not have that
piece of 'taper with her, indicating her ownership and she lost it.
Senator DENTON. In other words, we need something more than a

verbal assurance. We need an articulation in writing that the
objective is still there.
Mr. COARD. That is correct, that the objective is still there. And
there are millions watching you, Senator.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much. We will submit the rest
of our questions and ask you to answer them in writing, if you will.
We will take a recess for lunch until 2:30.
We stand in recess.

[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the Subcommittee was recessed, to
reconvene at 2:30 p.m. this same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator DENTON [presiding). The Subcommittee on Aging Family

and Human Services will come to order. We will continue our

hearing today with the afternoon session being devoted to hearing
testimony from two panels, first dealing with child abuse, prevention and treatment and adoption opportunities.

i

The second addressing the Native American Programs Act.

rther, I would like to submit a statement for
of my distinguished colleague from New
Hampshire, Senator ordon Humphrey. It will be included in the
record at this point. It is dated April 23.
[The prepared statement of Senator Humphrey followsd
Be fore proceedin

the record on beh
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April 23, 1981

tatement of the Honorable Gordon J. Humphrey,
Mr. Chairman,

I commend hhe Chairmen for calling this hearing
to explore the ittsues of the Community Services Administration,

child abuse prevention and treatment programming and
Native American programs.

Certainly among the

most critical problems of our time are those caused
by child abuse. As is indicated inssome of the testimony
before the Subcommittee today a large percentage of
the inmates in our penitentiaries were abused
children.

Certainly it is imperative that we explore

what the government response to this national tragedy
should be.

regret that other committee assigriments prevent

me from attending today's hearplg.

ould however

like to assure you Mr. Chairman,and the witnesses that
I will carefully review and consider the testimony
gathered here today.

Senator DENTON. I would like to remark that he has a distinguished record'in this field, which I and I am sure you respvt very
much.

I have two other statements that are requested to be included in
the record at this point.
Senator Metzenbaum wishes to introduce Dr. North, and I will
insert -his statement first.
[The prepared statement se .Semttqr. Metzellt) m follows:]
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sTATEMLNT OU HON. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM

MR. CHAIRMNi, I !EGET THAT I CAN AUT FERSIALLY INTRODUCE

ED NORTH, PRESTON CF THE NATIONAL E1CHAN3E CLUB'S FOUNDATION FCA
THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE.

DR. KURTH IS A RESIDENT CF JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI, WHERE HE SERVES

AS A PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON AT THSEE OPITALS.
OF 5 CHILDREN.

RE mdokstio AND THE FATHER

AFTER GRADUATING FROM THE COLLEGE CF CHARLESTCN, LOCATED

IN CHAR1ES1CN, S.C., RE ENTERED THE MEDICAL COLLEGE OF CHNIESTCN IIIIERE RE

WADED HIS NED1CAL DUEL
. HIS IMEVENT IN THE NATICNAL EXCHANGE CLLB STREWS BACK TO 1963
MEN hE SERVED AS A BOARD MEMBER TO THE JACKSCN CHAPTER.

THE EXCHANGE CLUB

IS AN ORGANIZATICN WITH 1,3C1)JCHAP1ORS ACICGS THE MIRY MADE UP OF CVER 40,000
EUSINESSMON 1410 CCVf TOGETHER TO ATTACK

SOCIAL ILLS CF CUR SOCIETY.

SINCE 1979, DR. KORTH HAS SER6AS P1ESI1.; 1 OF THE FOUNDATI(A,
IT IS WITH THIS BACKGRCUN) IN MIND THAT I BILIEVE 1.. NORTH CAN PROVIDE

THIS 07/1ITTEE WITH A UNIQUE LOCK AT THE ISSUES 111 VED IN INITIATING
AN) OFPATING LOCAL, C0111111Y-CONTROLIED 01110 ABUSE PFOGIWIS.

MILLICN CHILXN ARE ABUSED EVETY YEAR, AND CHILD ABUSE BECKS
A VICIOUS CIRCLE, WITH ABUSED CHILDREN GROWING UP TO BE ABUSIVE PARENTS.

THE NATIOWL EXCWW CLUB BELIEVES THAT IT HAS RIND A SISNIFICANT
WEAPON AGAINST CHILD ABUSE, AND ME APE FOFTUAATE THAT DR. KORTH CAN APPEAR
TODAY TO DISCUSS WITH US HIS IDEAS AND EXPERIENCE WITH PRIVATE SECTOR
INVOLVENENT IN THE EFFORT TO TPEAT CHILD ABUSE ON A 0/11.1NITY BY COMIJNITY
BASIS.
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Senator DENTON. The other statment, is by Senator Kennedy,
who likewise has a distinguished record on this committee, and
who wishes to say a few words about Mrs. (lane Quinton.
Senator Kennedy was the chairman of lam, Health Subcommittee
of the Labor and Human Resources Committee for a number og
years, and has a most distinguished record in this field.
[The prepared statement of Senator Kennedy followsl
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April 21, 1,111

The Honorable Jeremiah Denton
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20310
Dear Senator Denton:

You were gracious enough to respond to my request
to have Jane Quentin testify on behalf of Region I. Adoption
Resource Center.
I know you share my concern with those children in our
society who through no fault of their own end upin foster care,
never know
permanent home and family.
Many are victims of
child abuse or neglect. Others can no longer be card for
bY their families. Thu Adoption Ramource Centers in Boston
ahd &round the country are working to find those children
permanent homes. They arm active in reuniting families and,
when that's not possible, fihding new loving parents for these
child:Oen. once considered "unadoptable".

I am extremely impressed by the work Jane and her colleagues
are.doinq and I am pleased to be able to introduce her to you:
with best wishes.
Dincerel

dwrd.H. Kennedy
Ranking Minority Member
HMIC:t
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I am happy to welcome Mr.
Senator DENTON. For our first panel,
National
Committee for the PreEarl Forte, vice president of the North, president
of the Nationvention of Child Abuse; Dr. Edward
Prevention
of
Child Abuse;
al Exchange Clubs Foundation for the
and Mrs. Jane Quinton, director, Region I, Adoption Resource
Center, in Boston. Mass.
Thank you for appearing this afternoon. If we may start with
Mr. Forte and then go to Dr. North and finally Mrs. Quinton. Then
we will have questions of the panel.
Mr. Forte.

,

STATEMENT OF EARL A. FORTE, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE: DR.

FA)WARD NORTH. PRESIDENT. NATIONAL EXCHANGE CLUBS'
FOUNDATION FOR THE PREVENTIO1 OF CHILD ABUSE: AND
MRS. JANE QUINTON. DIRECTOR. RkGION I ADOPT* RESOI'RCE CENTER. BOSTON. MASS.
Mr. FORTE. Thank you.

I guess I should mention for the record my primary occupation.
however. is President of, the Metro Division of Combined Insurance
of America and as vice president of the Nhtional Committee for the
Prevention bf Child Abuse, I should mention that i,t is a privately
funded, not federally funded organization, national in scope.
I can appreciate the dilemma that you must be in at these
hearings because my mission. has put me in considerable conflict. I
interest
woke up one morning and found myself- part of a special thing
to
group and in the circle I deal with, that is not a popular
be at the moment.
As a conservative businessman, I endorse the goals and approaCh
wholeheartedly. There really isn't
of the Reagan administrationGovernment
programs should be.se:
any question' but what many
verely reduced; many should be &continued, and perhaps virtually all should share in the overall Goyernment reduction in spending objectives.

But when I think about the National Center and the act to

prevent child abuse and neglect, and the demise of that act I guess
I have to echo the words and agree with Mr. Coard that we may
literally be throwing babies out with the bath water. For it seems
to me unless we do something for our children that future administrations will be trying to solve adult problems that emanate from
their youth long after the current administration is dead and gone.
As I mentioned. I support Federal budget reductions and the
discontinuance of many programs. but the dilemma, however,
find myself in is that I believe the National Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect is not one that should be discontinued at least at this
time, nor should the Federal Child Abuse and Prevention Treatment Act, Public Law 93-247 be repealed.
The dollars spent by the National Center are really not significant compared to the administration's overall reduction in budget
goals. However, the National Center should not escape the budgetary knife. We are merely asking that the patient be allowed to
live.

The small amount spent at the Federal level has acted as a
catalyst for bringing in money NO State and local governments
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and the prirate sector, It has primed-the-pump as money used to
solve the Nation's child abuse problem.

If this law dies, ,the Federal spotlight on the problem will die
with it. The ineSsage to State, local, and private ,sectot by this
administration would be that we no longer consider abuse of our

children a national problem. It would tend to diminish the,concern
at every level before the level of the, American people and local
(governmenthas had a chance to be understood.
' Thenhlock grant approach may be appropriate for'most programs,
even the area under discussion, but.if the National Center is abanHoned, there is no assurance ofnny block grant funds finding their
. way to child abuse or neglect programs.
\ In fact, when'we look at the evidence, we ,can be assured that no
funds will be available for prevention, research, and demonstration
projects.

Local governments have their hands full putting bandaids on the

. hurts that have ,already happened. This administration is proily and'So am I. Child abuSe programs can help keep families in
trou le.tOgether.
Echoing the statistics we have just heard, up to 90 percent of he
inmates of our penitentiaries were abused children. It seems to e
that odce and for all we do have the opportunity to get out in fr
of the problem that is second only to inflation in the minds of most

.

Americans. It. affects every segment of our Nation. If there is a
links-and we believe there is-then something about child abuse
today could very well be doing something about crime tomorrow.
Where better can we spend our money for this and future generations?

I believe the private sector given time and knowledge can take
on much of the burden even at the national level. Private sector
must first fully be aware of the cause and effect of child abuse and
what can be done about it before significant private funds can
davelop.

ks a fund raiser in this area, I can assure you, however, it is

easier as the population becomes more and more aware. The Federal Government should continue to help in making the public aware

there is a national problem. Public Law 93-247 will give child
abuse a chance to compete for limited consolidated funds.

Not many years ago a nonprofessional like myself was totally
aware there was a TItoblem. Oh, we read about the occasional

mother or father that beat their child to death or left him in a

garbage can, but we wrote them off as crazies, people we couldn't
do anything with, about, or for; but these things do happen everyday:
.
The bigger issue, however, that is far more difficult to get at is
where does the discipline of the child by the parent end and abuse
begin?

,.

That is where we need the education, the research, because

people can solve problems when they are aware of them and when
action programs that .work are available to them. Seeing to development of these programs is the mission of the National Center:
People will volunteer their time, and their money when'they know
what is wrong and how to fix it. When they know what they can

do.
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It is time to implement what we :already know, to spinoff as
separate privately funded entities programs that work at the State,
local, or private agencies. A case in point is Parents Anonymous. I
don't know of anywhere where we get more bang for the buck. It is
vdry cost effective, it is peer helping peer. With time and assistance
Parents Anonymous, currently, priinarily funded by the National
Center, would go it alone.
It needs time and assistance in making the public aware of what
they do and what their needs are. If support is then not forthcoming, it would seem to me the people that decided to live with the
problemand I suppose thht is their prerogative.'

If I might take just a moment to tell whye it may make my

position on this matter more clear.
When I first became aware' of the millions of kids' being abusedI
every year at the hands of their own parents, and thousands-died,
looked back over my own growing up and I realized that" thousands
of dollars had been spent by Federal, State, and local governments
a'nd by my parents educating me; subsequently my corporation has
spent thousands`of dollars trying to niake me a more effective
executive and yet I don't know of a single penny ever spent preparing me for my most important mission in life, to raise a couple of
kids.
We now spend millions of dollars teaching our kids how to have

them, how to not have them, and very little on what to do with
them when they do have them.
You and I, -Mr. Chairman, are apparently lucky. We had good

models to follow. We need the national level to promote education,
to
to get it into our school systems early on, to hold conferences
that
those
nationally,
to
evaluate
programs
so
swap knowledge
ose that don't can be eliminated,
that work can be expanded
rea
co
tinues.
to see that research in this
. the issue. The issue is that the
The amount of money spe
emphasis be continued at the nat n: level. Progress made since
1974, when the act was first pas wi I be lost forever in a matter
of months. I am aware sqme 2 years' ago the General Accounting
Office had some very neg we things to say about the National
many
Center. Those issues I anl z sured have been addressed and
I would certainly hope that 21/2-yearremedied since that time.
ing of this committee.
old data would not color the
businessAs I see the National Center and try to relate it as a something
narrowing
man, it sees that the purpose in business isproducts,
we then offer
like this; we spend money developing new
those products to the public. If they don't buy them we drop them.
We need the National Center to assist in the development of prod-

Ucts, that prevent child abuse and neglect and have those that
work implemented and financed by State, local, and private agencies.

This may be a little far out, Mr. Chairman, but I think there is a
way that could help. As a businessman and as a reasonably affluent individual, which I agree with you is becoming an endangered
species, I have come across the concept where people are trying to
maximize their income, unfortunately not by increased productivity but by reduction in taxes.
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There is a whole new concept out there calied the pure tax
shelter. By definition, a pure tax shelter means you throw your

money down a hole, you not only don't expect to make any money
out of the investment you don't even expect to recapture the investment. But the tax incentives are such that you can get $2, $3,
and even more dollars of instant write-off for every $1 invested. It
would seem to me that it might be time we take some of those tax
incentives and apply them to what are now federally-funded piograms. That for a period of time, a cliaritable trust or a national
organization or State organization takes on whatwas formerly
funded by the Federal Government for a period of time,' funds
donated to that cause could be deducted at higher rate than the
one for one normal tax programs.
It seems to me the Government can emphasize or put emphasis
on almost anything either by spending the money itself or giving

people the motivation and incentive to spend it on worthwhile

programs themselves.

But we ,need to buy some time, to get from where we are to

where we ought to be.
Thanks.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Forte followsd
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TESTDICV OF
EARL A. FORTE, PRESIDENT
METRO DIVISION
COMBINED INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
VICE PRESIDENT
NATIONAL COMMITTEF,,,,FOR

PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE
April 23, 1981

My mission here today has caused me considerable conflict because I find myself
part bf a special interest group'and initially this made ma somewhat uncomfortable.

A. a conservative businessman, I endorse the goals gnd approach of the Reagan
Administration wholeheartedly.

There really isn't any question but what neny

government programs should be everely reduced; many should be discontinued, and
perhaps virtually ell hould'share in the overall government reduction in spend-

ing objectives.

Forgive se for a much used, trite phrase, but when we talk about discontinuing

the Natione1 Canter on Child Abuse and Neglect, weteally are "throwing the
babies out With the bathwater."

I believe if we do not have programs on a

national basis to do iomething for our children, future administrations will be
trying to solve adult problenm long after the current administration is dead and
gone.

As I mentioned, I am in support of major reductions,of Federal spending end the
discontinuance of some programs.

I-do not bdliive, however, the National Center

on Child Abuse and Neglect is one that should be discontinued at this time.

The dollars spent by the National.Center are really not eignificant when compared
with the overall Administration reduction goal.
this budget should not escape the budgetary knife.

However, we do believe that even
We are merely asking that the

patient be allowed to live.
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The relatively small amount being spent at the Federal level has acted as a

catalyst in bringing-inmate, from the stage, local and primate sector -poney
to he used..in the solution of thi nation's child abuse prOb/ams.

rf thii'lew

were to die and the Federal spotlight on the problemPto die with it, the message
conveyed to State, local and to the private sector would be that the Administration does not consider tha abuse of children to be a national problem and
would tend to diminish concern at every level.

The block grant approach may be appropriate for'most programs and,perhaps even in
tha area under discussion, but if the Natienal Center is abandoned, there will be
no assurance that ani of the block grant Iiiiiirwould find their way into child

abuse and neglect programs. and I think we can safely assume that no funds would
be available for prevention and research.

State and local governments have their

hands full juet putting bandaids on tha hurts after they happen.

It would seem to me when given the statistic that up to 902 of the inmates in our
penitentiaries were abused children, that this gives us an opportunity to get out
in front of & problem that is second only to inflation on the minds of most
Americans -- crime!

It affects every segment of the nation, particularly the

businsai community.

If there is a link, anivthere seems to be, between future

,crime and current child abuse and neglect, where better can we spend our money
than for future generations?

I believe the privet* sector, given soma time and soma knowledge, can take on
most of 'the burden, oven at the national level.

become fully

The private sector must first

f tho cause and effects of child abuse and what ,cas be done

about it before significant private funds can be developed.

As a fundraiser for

privately endowed national organization addressing itself to child abuse,
however, I can say it is getting easier.

The Federal Government, on the other

hand, must help in making the public aware that there is
rather than backing away from it.
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Not many years ago, a non-professional like myself was totally unaware of this

problem.yeread in tha newspaper oI tke occasional slather or father who had
iv

beaten their child to death, but we wrote them off as 'crazies."
these things happen evet4day.
of

Unfortunately,

The real issue, however, is where does discipline

child by a parent end and abuse begin?

That is where we need the education.

People can eolvd problems when they are aware of the problem and when action
programs,that work are available to them.
the mission of the National Center.

The development of those programs is

People will volunteer their time and their

money when they know what is wrong and how to fix it.

It is time to implement what we already know, spin oft as imamate, privately
funded entities, those programs that work to 'maze, local or private agencies. A
case in point is Piients Anonymous,

very coat effective program.

helping peer - volunteer groups within the community.

It is peer

With SOU time and assist-

ance, Parents Anonymous, currently primarily funded by the Notional Center, could
go it alone as

separate, privatecy funded entity.

But it needs time and assist-

ance in making the public aware of whit they do and their needs.

II support is

not then forthcoming, the people have decided to live with the problem and, I
suppose, that is their prerogative.

If

I liiht.take just

moment to tall yot why I am perennally involven,.'it may
Alter I was made aware that

make my position on this ma

er motel clear.

million of our children

r are abused, and thousands die each year from child

abuse,

y

I suddenly realized

by local government, fedora

t thousands of dollars had been spent educating me
government, my parents and my corporation to make me

a more effective executive, but to my knowledge not I penny was spiat in preparing

me for my moat important
spend millions of dollars

ion in life -- the raising of my children.

We now

eeching our kids how to have childien, how te prevent

them, but vary little on what to do with them once they do have them.

.t
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We mind

national level to promote education in our school system., bold con-

ferences to swap knowledge, nationally, anti to evaluate programa so that those

that work can be expanded and those that don't can be eliminated, and to see that
h continues.

The amount of money spent is not the issue.

The.issue is that the emphasis be

continued at the national level, or the progres. that has been made mince 1974
when the Act was first made law could be lost forever in

I am fully aware that come two and

matter of months.

hall year. ago the General Accountflig

Office had some negative thing. to say about the National Center.. Those issues
have been addressed and remedied since that time, and I would hope that two and
half year old comments would not color anyone's attitude.

As I see the National Center and try t'o relate its purpose to buoinema, the
scenario would go something like this;

In business, ws spend money developing

hew products.

We then offer the product to the public.

we drop them.

We need the National Center to assist in developing productslhat

If they don't buy them,

prevent child abuse and neglect and have them implemented and financed by state,
local, and private agencies.

A way that could help

.

Bunineeseo and affluent individuals are'constantly looking for ways to maximize
income through reduction of taxes.
Shelter" has developed.

A whole new concept called the "Pure Tax

By definition, a pure tax shelter is onesin which you

really never expect to get

rturn on Your investment or even recapture your

investment, but because 9f tax incentives, in some cases running as high as
12.00, $.1.00nand more for each dollar invested, the tax income consequence is
very positive.
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Ulu not consider giving SOSO of aur worthwhile currently Federally funded projects
the same kind of treatment.

lf people Aire willing to throw their money "down a

hole" because of tax implications, why not "chrome the money at /OM of our
currently Federally funded programs.

Vtly not allow a specified amount of money

for a specific period of time, given to

privately funded organization that is

caking an programs currently federally funded, the same kind of tax treatment as
the pure tax shelter?

This could not be done for new charities starting, but would be granted to
current national organizations or state-wide organizations who could take on
government funded projects with proper up-front funding.

This could be accom-

plished by allowing special tax write-off advantages to the donor of funds
given to these institutions during a three to five year start-up period.

Et seems to me that government 'aphasia can be put an almost anything either by
spending the money Itself or giving the people the motivation to spend it them=
selves on these worthwhile projects.

Thank you.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Forte.
Dr. NORTH.

.

Dr. NORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the subcommittee for

letting me do this. I have wanted a soapbox to do this for 2 years
and this is the first time I've gotten one and you are going to get
soap.

I am a doctor. I am not a politician, whatever that is. I am not a

bureaucrat. I have just got my voice back from an automobile
accident and hemorrhages, so if it doesn't come across, holler, and I
will try to do better. I don't have much voice yet though.

I am the guy that treats them,end I am the guy that sees them,
and once in awhile I am the guy that buries them. This is what I
want to talk about.
I talked with Mr. Dyer about what it was that I was supposed to
speak, and I ended up with the idea that .I was supposed to to give
an opinion about the Abuse Act, (Child Abuse Act) and talk about
block grants just a little bit. I am not going to read you anything. I
won't give you a dissertation. I will just talk to you about it
because I want you to feel where it is coming from and it is coming
from deep within me.

I think the act, the Child Abuse Act, has done . a lot of good
things. I think it has made the States get o 'their dead ends and
reported, and they
get out there and require that child abuse
have passed laws to p tect the people that report it. They have
required many things in.the States and this is good.

I think the act brou t about a great deal of awareness, and I
think that is good. Awareness goes just so far, though, and then
you have got to do something about it.
I didn't know until a fe* days ago that 1 year ago the Comptrol-

ler General's Office of the United States reported to Congresa
regarding this act, and the bottom line after their study was "The
act is not doing the job."

I think the act has accomplished a great deal, and has made a

tremendous amount of progress in the child abuse field, but I don't
think it has addressed it by any means adequately, and the way it
is written now either it won't address it or they are going to have
i to certain paragraphs in that act and impleto pay more att
ment them, which t e ve not done, so far.
I think the thing that thers me is, when you read this act, you
see mostly words like ' ompilation" "analysis," "publishing,"
"summariling," "research," "training seminars," "studies,"

"goals," "awareness," "objectives," ad infinitum. Somewhere in
there we lost a child who is getting his brains beaten out, 'and we
are not getting to him.

The National Center, which was created by the act, has got 17
research projects, 63 demonstration projects, 15 various grants to
coordinate various agencies, 12 resource and training and analysis
projects, 13 informational projects, 131 or more projects all pointing to one thing, and that is awareness.
By God, we are aware of abuse. Everybody in the country is
aware of child abuse. So when do we say, OR, we are really aware
of it, now let's do something about it. Because the Center admits
they are getting over 2,000 inquiries a month. So they are getting
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inquiries, and I guess they are saying, "we are still doing research,
and we will get to you after we do the research."

Well, the reason 1 got into this is that we of the National Ex-

change Club decided we wanted tO do something about child abuse,

and we ran into turf4he turf is tall, the turf is green, sir, and we
ran into bureaucracy I couldn't believe. Here we offered on a silver

platter a proven programs and we couldn't sell it. You thought I
was going to read this big green book here, but this is not my

statement. Do you know what this is? This is the fourth time this
has been revised, and this is our submission for a title XX proposal
for a service contract with the Department of Soci4Services in the

State of Mississippi. That is what it takes, an
months in the doing.

t has been 6

Do you know how many children got hurt and killed in the 6
months it took us to write this fool thing up? I could tell you.

There it is. We still don't have it approved. It will take us 2 more
months for approvals of the social services, and by their finance
and legal departments. If they don't kick it back a fifth timer we
might put in a center in Mississippi. But that long procedure just
won't get it.
We work with an organization called SCAN. This is an acronym
for suspected child abuse and neglect. You talk about what is being

done about child abuse. I'll go back a minute. The awareness
programs bother me. The money given has been given not so much

to private organizations as to such as hospital groups or groups
working with them. I wonder how yoia work up so much research
on children when you are not out there working with the children.
That is what bothers me, because there is not that much being
done directly for the child.
There are some good programs. Unfortunately, most of the pro-

grams we run into are State programs, and when you. get into

State programs they don't want your help. Everybody who ,knows,
Mr. Eorte knows, that if you work properly with an abused child or
family, a counselor works with maybe only two or three families,
and yet we go into the State and they say, "Our counselors work
with 40 families."
There is no way you can work with 40 families in child abuse.
There is absolutely no way you can do it. We say: "Here it is on a
silver platter, we have a program." They say: "VVe don't need you,
we've got our own. You are just going to duplicate."
They treat 20; we can come in and treat 500. That's not duplication at all, that is getting something done. The SCAN people are 9,
years old. They have been in Arkansas 9 years. They have 15 units.
They have treated over 18,000 cases. They have had like 20 repeat

second abusers, and no thirds, and only one death out of 18,000
calses; that is an unbelievable statistic.

next I went to the National Council of Juvenile and Family
Coutt Judges. These are the judges who sit in these courts, and

id: "We don't believe it either." So Exchange paid their way,
the
and they went into Arkansas and looked at the program, and they
came out with the most beautiful approval; they said: "these people
do it."
This gentleman's (Mr. FOrte's) executive director was the head of

Berkeley Planning Associates in California (Mrs. Cohen), and
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through HEW investigated our program for 3 years, and came
,

away and put on paper that we had.the most cost-effective program
they have ever seen and that we get results with it.

Here we sit with a program that we can't even get rolling because.we can't get through the bureaucracy. As for the act, it has
one paragraph that tells you some of this $30 million wail supposed
to go to private organizations and private people doing sustained
productive work. I haven't been able to find, although I am sure
there are some, but in travelling all over this country (and I made
150 trips around the United States in this last year) I have yet to
find one private organization that isn't tied up with some hospital
or some group or some State or something like that. And we are
not getting it to the kids at all.
The delivery room study, which was a.study made under a grant
from this act's national center, said that in a lifetime, if you are an
institutionalized damaged kid, it costs $200 thousahd to $500 thousand for that one child.
In Arkansas, under the SCAN program, in 9 years of experience
and 18,000 cases, the cost to the State per-client-per-year is $136per-client-per-year. This is unbelievable. But here we sit with a
program like this, and we are having problems. What I am trying
to say about this thing is that I am not indicting the public services. In the State of Mississippi, and my hometown of Jackson, the
capital city. they are not getting the job done either, but it is not
their fault
They don't have the people or the money. It is not their fault, so
we say. "OK, we will come in and help." They have seen the light,
and ir this thing goes through we will come in and do it.
Now, my feeling about the act is that,I think we do need an act.
I think this act has done its job up to a point, but it's done all it's
going to do with what it has here. Unless thw Wie it, unless they
change it or make it easier for prOven programs from the private
sector to gvt a hold. we are at a standstill. While all these people
do all this research work, and while they give the seminars and
accumulate statistics like this, someone is still beating the children
to death. We in Exehange Clubs are dealing with people who can
go out and stop that. We have one center open, nine more ready,
and over 200 applications from all over the United States to open
Centers for Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse.
We don't go in and set up and say: "We are here to run child
abuse in your State We go in ton a purchase of service contract
through the social service progr isiaQ.,. and we work directly under
them. But we run into the law. Yclvsee the law says protective
agencies must investigate. So they don't want you to investigate
with them And after they investigate, maybe they will assign you

a case and maybe they won't and our people have 8 years of

training.
If anybody wants statistics, sir. if anybody wants anybody to sit
with the committee for 1 day or 2 days and teach them what they
have been trying to put together in theory for years, they ought to
talk to SCAN people who have done it for 9 years; they can tell You

in 2 days what you are spending millions to try to find out. We
have 9 years, we know why it works, how' it works, and we've
proven it does
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I am not selling this; you can't write a letter, and make SCAN
nationwide; I know that. It is simply an excellent example of what
I mean when I say that the act is not addressing the child at the

bottom who is getting beaten. They are addressing theory.
Now, the block allocation of funds. I think everybody has to cut
back. What you said this morning touched me deeply because I

know you feel that. I followed your career. This country is hi
terrible trouble, and if Russia punches a button they very well

could kill fat, well fed, very comfortable people, and this is dangerous. We all have to lose some money in this field in ordef for the
country to survive, but when you stop allocating money where it is
needed and take a big hunk of money and give it to the State and
say, "Do what you want," you will be in trouble.
First of all, we will lose the child abuse program. We don't have
a lobby, no money; we don't have influence enough.

If you come into the State of MississippiI will pick on my

Stateand you say "here is $100 million," the first thing that will
happen is that probably someone like the retarded people, who
have a lot of, money and a lot of lobby (I pick them, I have nothing

against them; I started a school for learning disabilities; I care
about all these people; I run a school for them), the people with the
money and the pull and the people with the political touch and the
people with the clout, the people with the lobbies, are going to go
in there, and, politics being what it is, they are going to get all the
money and we are not going to get enoughnok just us, there are a
lot of little fellows that need it too.

,

The minute we give the ttate a block unallocatkd grant, child
abuse is gone, and what you have done and , e have done is going
to slide and we will have to start all over.
I believe, and I heard it said somewhere thi morning, that this
program has no business being a Government program anyway.
This is a program for people,it is for "us." There is no reason why
we can't go out and raise enough moneY from public domain to do
this with. Our problem is getting off the ground. For example, the
Exchange Club. We plan to fund our program, and use title XX if
we can for the first year or so to get our program off the ground.
We have been all over this country saying, "Hey, you get something going, and then come to us and we will give you money."

The Exchange Club doesn't plan to live on Uncle Sam forever for
this support. We have to use it as a temporary crutch for a couple
years and we need it, but from that point on we plan to get it from
the private, public domain. rchis is a problem for the people who
people
abuse the children, and the people who live next door .
who care; it is not in essence a governmental program.
However, if there is going to be money for these things, it does
not need to be thrown to the wind. It needs to be allocated. If
everybody takes less, we will take our share of the less, but allocate
.

it.

.

The two things we need to do; we do need to keep title XX going

for awhile if we can. The other thing we need to do badly is to
support on-going programs, support programs that are proven and
on-going, and I am going to finish with something I want to read to
you I didn't write this, SCAN didn't write this, I am not sure God
4,2 Mil 0

It
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didn't write this because it came from somewhere special. I want to
read you something:
was hungry and you formed a humanities group to discuss my hunger.
I Was imprisoned and you crept off silently to your chapel in the cellar to pray for
my release.

I was naked and in your mind you debated the morality of my appearance.
I was sick [Old you knelt down on your knees to thank God for your health.
I was homeless and you preached to me about the spiritual shelter of the love of

God.

I was lonely and you left me alone to pray for me.

You seem BO holy, so Mose to Godbut I'm still very Hungry and Lonely and
Cold

That is where I think ouv abused.children sit today, and thank

you very much for listening, sir.
[The prepared statement of Dr. North follows:J.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommitt'eei I am Edward B. North,

Jr., M. 0., President of.The National Exchange Club Foundation for
the Prevention of Child. Abuse.

I would like to thank you for the

opportunity to testify before this Subcommiitee.

I would like to content on two aspects of the problem of child
abuie.

/1rst1 the Child abuse Prevention,and Treatment Act of 1978, as
;wended.

The only question that should.be asked after 3 yeare

of existence of this'act is whether or not it hes.adequately or

effectively served the prevention of cld abuse.. My personal
answer, as a Doctor who sees die battered bodies ofcchildren and-

ae President of'a Foundation dedicated to prevention of child abuse,

is a resounding "le.

The Act as written is heavily oriented toward "comDilation,
analyses, publishings, summarizing, research, training, studies,
goals, awareness, objectives", ad infinitum.

Th6 NAtional Center,'

as created by the Act, has put together 17 research, projects.,

63 Demonstration projects, 15 various grante to coordinete various
agencies, 12 resource and training and analysis projects, 13
c

4

informational projects, 131 or more projeots, none of which actually
get to the abused child.

Yet the center admits

they receive 2000

inquiries a Month from the general public concerning tffering
children.

There is written into the actgrants to "publiO and non-profit
private agencies and organizations".
- 1 -
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Unfortunately, these

161
N.N.....43rants appeekr, as far as i can see, to go to institutional or

bureaucratic groups in hospitals or teaching institutiOns and
the like, rather than to truly "private" agencies.
'

As an'example of a*truly "private" organization, / offdx you
our National Exchange Club Foundation.

The National Fxchange

Club is 70 years old, the oldest National men's Service Club
in the Nation.

We formed our Foundation, and we contracted

with SCAN America(Suspected Child Abuse and Neglect), S
Foundation domiciled in Little Rock, Arkansas, to organize

and establish prevention and treatment centers for Child Abusi
all over the country.

We have been joined by The National

Council of Juvenile.anq Family Court Judges in this effort.
SCAN has been evaluated for cost effectiveness and for quality

of results for three(3) years by Berkeley Planning Associates
of Cell fornia, coniracted through H. E. W.(Health, Education

an

Welfare), 1973-1976, and was declared by them to be the
st cost effective program they have ever seen.

verified the results of the program.

They also

The Denver Delivery Boom

Study, conducted under the grant from your own National Center,
concluded that an abused child if institutionalized for lice

would cost from $200,000.00 to $500,000.00 in that lifetime.
/n Arkansas, under SCAN, today, the cost to the State per client
'per year is $136.00!

/n 9 years, SCAN has handled over18,000 camel.

There have been

very few second time abuses, no thirds, and only 2 deaths., The
National average time an abused child spends in foster homes is
4 to 7 years.

Under SCAN, that time is reduced to 6 months!

- 2 -
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,

The National Average number of abused children put,in foster homes
is 40-plus percent.

Under SCAN, 3 per cent!

W. have a program

that needs and deserves assistance, but the turf and the bureaucratic stumbling blOcks we'Ve met have been shocking and un-:
believable!

Mt. John A. Calhoun, Chairman, Advisory Board on Chillii:Abuse
and Neglect, wrote, in May 1980, in reference to the Present. ."

Act: "while the primary focus of this plan is on Federal
activities, we wish to emphasize that child abuse and neglect
can only be Prevented and treated when States and Commonitios

organize, coordinarrand carry out necessary preventien and
child protection programs.

The Pederal role is to enhance

local program capacities and to fatilitate community prevention'
and treatment activities".

I couldn't agree more.

I just don't

see much productive effort being expended on "local" or "r;ommunity"
or "private" pfograms.

Mr. Cesar A. Perales, Assistant Secretary for Human Development
Services, wrote, on 2 December 1980: "A Major problem associated
with child abuse and neglect is the large and growing size of
the workloads of the public agencies mandated to receive and
investigate reports and to provide necessary protective servicesfor endangered children!.

He is exactly right.

No one indicts

public agencies, because they don't have the money or the per-I

sonnel to function at full efficiency level.

Nevertheless, re-

gardless of the reasons, they cannot and do not get the job done,
yet they resist mightily any attempt by "outside organizations"
\ ,

- 3 -
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to come in and give them much needed help.

Thus, I say again that

the present Act is oriented too heavily toward bureaucratic and
theoretical ends, and is missing the boat in the public domain
field whire there are already proven, successful, effective ongoing programm'right in the child's home and world that need

'

investigation and support.

my econd field,Of Comment concerns the propoSal by President
Reagan that.theqzresent syatem of allocation of funds to many
various agenciti be done away with, and iniiiitetkit-iiich.St04-,ahouldibe given:a block grant frizm which the State would allocate
f

a it saw fit to gencies regueating aid.

I support the Presidont'a

program for cut-backs, and feel all of us will have to take our

hare of the loss of funds, but / am strongly against block grants
to States.

I'm:Concerned that the cause of child abuse would

lose ground and lose focus in such a program.

There are so many

different programs involved here, some large, some small, some
with political clout and strongllobbiea, some righ and some poor.
Under a block grant system, the game would become "pblitical football",
and only the sharks would survive.

The little fellows would never

have a chance to grow and develop.

Me continue to need Title XX

Funds.

We must continue to support effective on-going programa.

If we hope to help the children we're all so concerned about, we
must not do anything that will Pull the rug out from under them.

The best way I know to emphasize what /'m trying to say is to

read you omething we keep before us at SCAN and in the Exchange
Club!
- 4 -
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I was hungry and you formed a humanities group to
disquss my hunger.

Thank you.

I was imprisoned and you crept off silently to your
chapel in the cellar to pray for my release.

I was naked and in your mind you debated the morality
of my appearance.

Y'ot knelt-4OWn on YoUr kneel; to thank

God for your health.
.-

I was homeless and you preached to me about the spiritual
shelter of the love of rqd.

I was lonely and you left me alone to pray for me.

You seem so Moly, so close to God--but I'm still very
Hungry and Lonely and Cold.

Thank you:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. North.
Mrs. Quinton.
Mrs. QUINTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I am very privileged to have this opportunity to appear before
part of the child abuse and
you about the adoption opportunities
neglect legislation that these two gentlemen have just spoken
about. I plan to talk about the 10 regional adoption resource centers and the national projects that were funded or designed in
order to implement the adoption opportunities program.
This legislation was passed in 1978, because of the 100,000 children in temporary foster care who could not return to their biological families and who were not being placed in permanent nurturing adoptive homes. These children are either school age, or handicapped physically, emotionally, or intellectually or one of a family

nf-brnthnm Itrld'oistero who,should.be placed togaho?r,.or children 9f
minority background. That is, black, Hispanic, or Native Aiilerican
children.
Some of the children have a combination of several special needs.
These are the children now needing adoption services. Adoption

services geared to the placement of healthy white infants do not
of the major
meet the needs of this new adoption population. One
problems preventing their placement in permanent families is that
the public and private agencies do not have the know-how and
resources to work with this totally different group of children and
with the families who want to adopt them. This new adoptionspZcial needs adoption requires a completely different approach
and tech n ique.

The Adoption Resource Centers were established to meet this
need. The centers were designed to provide technical assistance to

agencies, to gather and share the latest training materials, to

analyze practices, and to know what works and doesn't work in
order to find families for these children.
If the funds for our program are included in a block grant to the
States, each State would be forced to 'gather all this information
and resources themselves. They would 'have no one to turn to for
consultation Eind training. What is more likely to happen is that
States will not upgrade adoption services to these youngsters. They
will spend scarce resources on direct staff and the children will not
get adopted. They will remain in expensive, unstable "temporary"
foster care with huge costs in terms of money and human potential.
The average cost of maintaining a child in foster care is about
$3,000-a-year. If the average age that an older child is adopted is 10
years, that child would have remained in foster care another eight

saves the State
years or until he was 18, Therefore, adoption
$24,000 in foster care costs for one child. At that rate, the placement 'of less than 12 children a year would pay for the cost of

operating the Resource Center for 1 year.
These are very conservative figures as many handicapped children are adopted at an earlier age, therefore saving more foster
care money. Also, some of the children are in residential facilities
costing a minimum of $10,000-a-year.
For all these reasons, cost savings, the need for a central source
of new information and most importantly the need for these young-

166

sters to belong to a family of their own, we urge you to reauthorize
and refund the 'tidoption opportunities legislation, Public Law 95266, as a separate program.
I have outlined a number of the things we have done during our
18 months in operation, but in the interests of time I will not read
all these. I would be glad to answer any questions about them.
One of the things that we have done which is very visible, we
have helped two States, Maine and Vermont, develop this listing
book as it, is called. It is a book that adoption agencies are now

using which shows pictures of the children who need families.

There is a picture and a writeup.
With our assistance these two States have been able to get this

book together and in a short time that the book has been

in

circulation for just about a 3-month period. There have been some-

thing like 13.children in the book and 10 of those children have
already found permanent adoptive homes, and I will be glad to
show this to you,

The average ageI don't know what the average age is, but
there is a brother and sister in here 12 and 13, and children with
different special needs. It is a very effective method of finding
parents for children. It is just one of the many things that we have
done this year.
We have also worked very closely with the national projects,
there are a number of national projects that are part of this

adoption opportunities legislation that are outlined. in my written
testimony.

In summary, the purpose of this legislation is to increase the
The techniques needed are designed and the Resource Centers
are a source of this information. Because of the information that
number of children with special needs placed for adoption.

we have available and the knowledge that we have of the six States
in the Net/ England region, we can confidently predict a 10-percent
increase in the number of these children placed for adoption by the
end of our 3rd year, that would be 1981 statistics. Ten percent of
the 840 children that were placed in 1979, would be 84 children.
And the $24,000 that each child costs the State for the 8 years he
would remain in care, the total savings for these 84 children placed
wo'uld- be $2,016,000. As you can see, it is a truly significant figure
arid I think that I am being very conservative when I am talking
about the numbers that, adoptions can increase. I am talking about

one center and there are 10 centers around the country and some
of those regions have a much bigger population than we do, So at
that rate, we are talking about a lot of children getting permanent
families and a huge coil, to the State and Federal Government

saved.
Thanic you,

(The prepared statement of Mrs. Quinton follows:I
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I

afti Jane Quinton. Exocutive Director of the Region I

Adoption Resource Canter which is sponsored by the Massachusetts
Adoption Resource Exchange. I am priviledged to have the opportunity
today to give testimony before this distinguished Subcommittee
on Aging._ Family and Human Resources on Title II of the Child
Abuse Prevention and Reform-Adoption, Opportunities Act of 1978.
I plan to talk about the'10 Regional Adoption Resource Centers
,alid the national adoption projects thaterern designed to implement

the Adoption Opportunities legislation.%
This legislation was pnssed in 1978 because of the
100,000 children in temporary fonter care who could not return

to theirhlological families and.who were not being placed in
permanent nurturing adoptive homes. Those, children are either
:school age, or handicappe&physically, emgtionally or intellectually
or one of a family of brothers and sisters,who should be placed
tegether or children of minority background. Some of the children
have a combination of several special needs. Theee are the children
now needing adoption services.
Adoption services geared to the
placement of healthy white infants do not meet the needs of this
new adoption population. One of the major problems preventing
their placement in permanent families is that the public and
private agencies do not have the know how and reeources to work
with thiu totally different group of children and with the families
who want to adopt them. This new adoption-special needs adoption'requires a,completely different approach and technology.
,The Adoption Resource Centers were established to meet
The Centers were designed to provide technical assistance
to agencies, to gather and there the latest training materials,
this needli,

to analyze practices. and to know what works and doesn't work in
the placement of these special needs children. Only a regional
resource, specifically geared to the transfer of this new technology,
can accomplish the task.

1

3
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rf the funds for our program are included in a block
grant to the states, e0èt,, state would be forced to gather all
this information and reso rcea themselves. They would have no
one to turn to for consultation and training. What is more likely
to happen is that states will not'upgrade adoption services to

They will spend scarce resources on direct
They
staff and the children will not get adoptive placements.
foster
care
will remain 'in expensive, unstable "temporary"
with huge costs in terms of money and human potential. The average
If
cost of maintaining a child in foster care is $3,000 a year.

these youngsterts.

the average age that an older child is adopted is 10 years, that
child would have remained in foater care arfother8 years-lintil
Therefore, adeption saves the state $24,0(20 in fostei care
was 18.

At that rate, the Placement'of less than
coats for one child.
12 children a year would pay for the cost of operating the Aesource
Center for one year. These are very cenaervativO figures as many
handicapped children are adopted at an earlier age therefore saving
in;Fealdential
more foster care money. Also, some of the children are
For
all
these
facilities costing a minimal- of $10,000 a year.
for
central
source
of
new
information
reasons, cost savings, need
and most importantly the need for these youngsters to belong to a
family of their own, we urge le5u to reauthorize and refund the
Adoption Opportunities legislation, P.L. 95-266, as a separate proiram.

What have we done with our federal grant during our year
of how
and ono-half in operation? In order to give you an idea
working,I
will
outline
briefly
the Adoption Opportunities Program in
and training our ,7.enter has

some of the consultations, resources
All 10
provided to the six New England states during this time.
and
aro
proviling
many of
Regional -7entero have the same objectives
I
the siame services with some differences due to regional needs.
I
know
them
the
boot.
will f cus on the (legion I activities as
oaoh ':'enter'n capability iS greatly enhanced because of the
Howeve
i
We share
sharing of Information that goes on among all .12 oenters.
Information
on
apecIal
projocta
quart,'rly reports, rewolottors and
During this first. 18
no 'hat resources are increased ten-fold.
months our :enter has performed the following activities:

l
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- Held workshops in four states to identify rosources and needs
to begin to plan strategies to have more children placed in
adoptive families.
- produced a Resource Directory containing information on all
adoption agencies and related groups in the legion.
- Distributed 340 Directories.

- Analyzed adoption agency practice in the Region.

Learned that
there are 22,000 children in the care of tho public agencies in
the six states.
840 or 3.8% of these children wete placed for

.

eidaption. in 1979.

Public agencies spent between, I and 4% of their'
total budgets on adoption services.

- Established an information clearinghouaecontaining 977 printed
items and 74 audio-visual items. The total number of printed
items 1isleminated during the last three months was 3,664.
- Proviled '!onsultations on designing adoption programs, assessment

and preparation of families necking to adopt, purchase of service
sy9tems, ,ost effni7tiveness Of adoption, working with Black families,
adoptability of ,:!hildren with develoomental disabilities and much more.
- rrained

ad,,ption supervisors, managers and workers from
the six sts.es
spe,lal needs adoption and leadernhip skills.
A tralnIng
tne tralners model was used end each participant
is expe,ted
,.raln at their own agency or improve adoption service
iellvery in some way.

This was a comprehensive three-week training

pa rage.

1 75
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recruitment
- Hold training workshop on the following topics:
of families using marketing techniques, pre-placement trainiAg
of adoptive families, use of adoptive families in an adoption
process, recruitment of Black familieo, working with ambivalent
biological parents, and techniques of working with children

needing adoption services.
address
- Established committees in each of the six otatos to
court related barriers to tho adoption of special needs children.
- Theoe oix state committees aro each sponsoring a spring training
session for Judges, lawyors and social workern to addreao those
ioouen.

them to
- Awarded 521,000 to 10 adoptive parent groups to enable
Projects
included
children
placed.
assist the agencioo in getting
recruitmen, pre and post placemont support services and informa-

tior and referral.

Adoption
- Assisted two states, Maine and Vermont, to begin an
Listing Hook.

Fnaoled adoption Exchange personnel to moot on a rgional basin
to ievelop an informal regional Exchange network.
a sulwommittne of tho ':enter's Steering 7ommittee

to adiress the aloptisn of Slack, Hiopanic and Native Amertn
T',t1 group 13 planning a conference for the fall of
14R1 for agency administratoro and workers to look at issueo
affe-tir4 tne lioptIon of those chiliren.
7he ,7ent"r ha5 worked very closely with the national
These projectA include:

prolects fonled hy Adoption ipportsnitios.

;)AnPr

Tho

rf

to the p1 a7ement Jf ,'hIldrnn with
J*,3 jr of ..tq system 11 -ritical
the losiln 1'3 tO levOlop
7hn major ltrategy
pecial h.,,v13,
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local and state exchanges with less ntructurod regional and
national efforts. The NA/ES project has helped up strengthen
loca/ and state placement of children with special nee

of technical assistance from their staff or outside

by tine

ultants.

c

Special Needs Adgptkon Thrriculum Prolect.

The University of
'/eorgia has developed an adoption curriculum for use in the private
and public agencies around the country. This it) a week, long training covering all aspects of special needs adoption.

It is being
field tested in four regions this spring, ours included, enabling
.j0 workert, from the six states to receive this training. This

prowill then train public agency trainers in the use of the
materamls and make the package available to every public agency in
the tourltry.
This will provide a desperately needed resource.

;r1L1sact Protect.

This project in deSigned to eliminate
:n the interstate placement of children.

any pr,o14.

Homes for 441:2ck

It.iliren.
Funded to disseminate the principles and
technique, tLat made that agency so successful in placing Black
ehillren

,f
'tty,
Fondel to increaw the numbers of ffispani,
ire- placed far ad6w :on.

wosi,er.n.

irt ,rma41

,n the

Funded to disseminate

v.:lonteers in tse process
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Inrormstion developed through these notional projects
io dicceminated through the Adoption Renaurce Centera and Increacies
our capability to aonint the otate ogencien.

f

In nummary, the purpono nf the Adoption loportunitien
leginlation in to increane the numbern of childron with npecial
needn placed fr adoption. Thin in orromplinhed by providing
A complete change in odoption
renourcen to- the adoption agencion.
practicen from infant adoptiono to tfio adoption of children with,
npecial needn hon taken place during the loot few yearn. Totally
different' techniguen needed to be deoigned and thg Renourre 'Ientern
are the, logical placo to houno ond dlorieminote that informati9n and

to develop new nethodo and practicon an they are neodel.
Becauno of the renourceo we now have available ncd thy
Knowledge that we have of the nix otateo in tho region, we non
confilently prelit a 11%,increano in the numbor of then(' chiliren
10% of the 947
placed for adoption by the end of our third year.
At tho 524,0ee that
children placed in 1979 would be 94 children.
each -hild coots tho ntate for the eight yearn ho would remain in
care

he total caving for 94 children placed would

o

2.916.0,)0.

therefore link You to refund vioption _pportunitio'n
That in the only way that we non -ontinue
an a neparate program.
lrWe.

to wofk f,)r t,.ene n,iliren,
the

.cnt

,,.."'cl,%

:r.,

rho ,hlot nnvingn in niciniti,of,t and

lIvon in even more critinnl.
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Senator DENTON. Thank yptl, Mrs. Quinton.

I will be askini'Dr. North and Mr. Porte three questions and

.
then three questions of Mrs Quinton.
Gentlemen, how effective is the current child abuse prevention

delivery system and what role does research, demonstration, and
prevention play in enhancing or complementing these services?
Perhaps we could start with Dr. North this time.
Dr. NORTH. I think it has served its purposeI guess that is what
I said before. I think it has served its purpose in getting informa-

tion out. It has produced avlareness and has produced a lot of
changes in State laws.

I don't think it has done much, actually, for the child yet, and

°

my feeling is that it is getting so bogged down in bureaucracy that
it is leveling at the point at which it stands now, and I don't ,see
how it is going to fight its way on down thi.ough that to get to the
child.

Senator DENTON. You had mentioned a lot about research and
demonstrations in, your statement, and prevention. I don't think
you would work writ' that so much.,,

,

Dr. NORTH. We work with prevention. We work mostly with
treatment. We work with Parents Anonymous groups, with all the
local agencies and, the prevention groups, and we work with public
awareness, trying to get people who think they might be abusers to

come to us.

,

I think we are primarily more oriented to treatment.
Today, in this country, the national average time a child stays in
a foster home, for example, varies, according to different authori-

ties, from 4 to 7 years, and that is usually not one home. They

move him around.
Under SCAN, the average time a child spends in a foster home is6 months.
.
Because after you take the child out of'the home, we prepare the
home to put the child back. Foster homes and day care centers and
.

.

this type of thing, they are not the answer. Those are alternatives.
They are not the answer.
Another amazing statistic is that in child abuse cases nationally,

a little better than 40 percent of the children are ending up in

, because
foster homes. SCAN's foster home experience is 3 per
we spend 20- to 40-hours-a-week in the home with th se people, and

work with the family to. rehabilitate them as a f ily and keep
them together as a family, and that is the beauty of the program.
This is done with trained volunteers, under a professional staff
with people with degrees in the field and experience in the field.
The act is not doing that. There is nothing in the act that is
going to get that done, unless organizations like ours, or others
who have something going, can be allowed to surface and, be seen
and picked up.
In our case, with SCAN, they sent someone for 3 years to look at

the program, and we Proved success to them, and they admitted
that we had the best program in the 'country, but nobody came
back to us. They took the information and threw it down a rat
hole.

Senator DE4ro'N. Mr. Forte?
>,

17d

f

17-5

Mr. FORTE. Well, I guess where I come out is that there is a
tremendous misunderstanding of the act, and I think I have probably shared that misunderstanding, but as I perceive' it, it really
isn't mandated to take action pelt se, to implement. It was designed
to study the problem first and to make the public aware and make
the States aware. As I mentioned, it is a pump-primer, and I think,
looking at what has happened in the few short years of its existence, it has done really relatively remarkable things in that area
with limited staffing and limited budget.
It certain had some deficiencies. PerhiPs it hasn't flexed enough
muscle. When you are working with States, there is a lot of reason
not to flex muscles unlesi-you really have it. So I think given time
and given further support, and perhaps even clarify the mandate a
little more that it can do much more than it has, obviously, but I
think the last 2 years or so has seen it living up to its potential
very nicely.
Senator DENTON. Thank you.

Criticism has ..been raised as to the definition of child abuse and
neglect, and that thtcchild abuse and-treatment statute is so broad
that few parents orbiad be not guilty under its terms. Do you think
the language in the definition should be Changed? Why, or why
not, Mr. Forte?
Mr. FORTE. Well, probably I am not really equipped tod-answer
that, bat I think one of the difficulties is trying to come up with a
single definition, and it has really been left/to the States under the

act, too. You come up with a model, but you can't cast it in

concrete. Some States waffle on the definition, because they really
donq have the personnel to handle thein if they don't have a pretty
loose term of what is abuse and neglect.
I, coming from industry, believe in research and development,
and evaluation. I believe that is the mission of the national center,
to see that research is done and evaluate it, and then see' tliat as
best it can under its Mandate, that the States adopt some thodel, at
least some definition that that State is comfortable with.

,

I think there has been criticism lyy the GAO of the national
center not putting out words in stone which says, "This is abuse,"
and "This is neglect." I don't think that is feasible at this time.
Senator DENTON. How much researchI would like -to ask all
three of you a question, and it is nor prepared and I am not going
to state it very well, but it is a definite bias that I happen to have,
and it4has to do with chenges, I guess, that occur in this Nation
during a time when I was away from it for almost 8- years.
What would the three of you say, and I am going to ask you to be
extremely thoughtful before you answer, about the cost-effectiveness and long-range results of a program which is aimed not at
child abuse, although we can't ignore, the problern, because it is
there now, in the manner in which you all are, discussing it, or
programs aimed at alcoholic rehabilitation, drug addiction rehabilitation, crime, enforcement, rehabilitation of criminalsall of those
things. If we undertook, wittiout much money, but just with -emphasis by attitude: perhaps, of government, and really without
much law, to try, to reinstill values which seem to have been lost
regarding what is a human being, what-beliefs, attitudes, and life
styles are necessary to sustain a healthy institutional family in the
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Nation and I have in mind new mores, new perra.:Ativeness regard-

ing such 'things as promiscuity. Children who were the result f
promiscuous behavior were referred to as the "second disease," the
first being venereal, the second being children; and the cure being
abortion.

I find that without any feeling of prudishness or selfnobility on
my part, that this is not only obnoxious and unprecedented in our
society, or in Western civilization, but the forest which we haven't
bothered to see, which is the cause of all of these things, and we

are not addressing it. We are addressing each symptom of the
results.

And I ask y-ou if you see that Supreme Court rulings, mores

evident in movies, literature, television, which reaches almost all of

our homesI ask you if those attitudes Presented as normal to our
children, who become addlescents, and then future parents, or even
present parentsif that genre should not be a major target for at
least attention, because we did come a long way in that 8 years
that I was gone, and it was a great shock to me, and remains one.
Yet, I see us throwing more and more money at more and_ more
child abuse, more and more mgney at more and more drug addiction, more and more money at more and more Venereal disease,
more and more money at rehabilitation of people who really can't
tackle the problems that result froin traumatic divorces, and so
forth. Kids, and adults aren't ready for this. It hat never worked in
any society before. It is not working in ours, and nobody talks
about it. When I talk about it, I am madefun of.
How about you, Mr. Forte?

Mr. FORTE. Well, you know, the hottest thing going on in this
building today is down on the first floor, the abortion hearings, and
I am sure they would find them more exciting, perhaps, than these.

I am not sure that the Federal Government can mandate a reli/gious philosophy; I guess, that most of us at our age level, and I

throw myself into that caldron, were exposed to.
Senator DENTON. The Federal Government mandated one when
it said, "Rights endowed by their Creator."
Mr., FORTE. I stand corrected.

I th nk outside the frameworkI happen to subscribe to a philosophy n addition to a religious philosophy espoused to by W. Clem-

ent S one, called PMA, potent mental attitude. It gives you the
coura e to say no when you are,a kid, that that is macho, too, and
that oin be taught. You can teach that without running amok.
How to be a person, how to cope with what you are confronted
with, and I don t think we have done enough. I don't think there
has been near enough leadership on the part of Government for
this cop out that is religious, or separate church and State.
There are a lot of practical philosophies out there and you can
live with.

Senator DENTON. The separation of church and State, the way
that was written, I think it was that the Federal Government shall
make no law respecting the establishment of a religion. At the
time that was written, almost every colony in the United States
had its own intense religion as the State religion, if you will, of
that colony.
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There was no question in the minds of our Founding Fathers
when they wrote the Declaration and the Constitution that this
was one Nation under God. The present interpretation of what is

meant by separation wf church and State is not consistent with the
way they wrote the First Amendment.
Mr. FORTE. Senator, you and I know that this building and a
whole bunch of them here in Washington are dedicated to law, and
there are really only 10 of them.
So I would like to agree, I guess, with that, but I guess it is far
more difficult than I understand.
Senator DENTON. Dr. North.

Dr. NORTH. How many people know about the Deluter law?
When this country was originated, the reason children were taught
to read was so they could read the Bible. That wasn't my answer.
Senator DENTON. Excuse me. Go ahead.

Dr. NORTH. I was just throwing that in. I have more answer.
One of the beliefs of the Exchange Club is "One Nation under
God."

Senator DENTON. I think all of our schools then were more or
less religiously set up. The public school system came along later.
Dr. NORTH. I am already in trouble for what I have said about
the act here today, you know. I know that. I am afraid I believe in
punitive action. I do not believe in permissiveness. I think that the

major prbblem in this country today is the fact that we have

become so obsessed with the rights of minorities and the rights of
the few that we have forgotten the rights of the many, which is the
general American public, and I think this is what has happened.
I don't believe you should leave drug pushers alone because you
are out for the big man. I believe if you put the pusher away for 25
years, the big man couldn't hire a pusher.
As long as we keep feeding innocent children up from the bottom"
into the rot at the top I don't think we. can do anything more than
we are doing now.

As a doctor, I know that criminals have a differenit philosopliy
than you have or than I have. Penologists say there is ho place any
more for jails. Baloney, in Jackson, we just had a policeman shot
by a man who had escaped from a mental institution, who had shot
a policeman and 12 other people before. He had .no business being
there.,
When We allow pornography, and allow our children to grow up
with this, and such thinlcing as \that homosexuality is just another
variation bf normal, that crirne/is all right, we will never improve
the situation.

If they start good, which isn't likely, because they are being

here in the rot level, but if they start
raised by these people
good, they are going to 7et. lost along the way. I think we need to
be punitive at the top, so that when a child looks from where he
stands at the bottom and says, "Boy, if I do that, I am going to get
nailed for it," he'll think twice about it.
Then he will have respect for the law, and then we sneak in on
him with God and morality and ,integrity and all that, because
children are sponges, all,d you can give them that. But you can't
feed a child garbage from the bottom up and have him be anything
but garbage.
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A real criminal cannot be rehabilitated. Medically, onlAne drug
.addict in a thousand comes off and stays off. There is ire program
funded by you, me or anybody else that is going to rehabilitate a
drunk or an addict, and you are potiring money down the same rat
hole. You cannot do it.
Senator DENTON. I don't think you meant to imply that too much
emphasis is given to minority rights.

The only minority we are speaking of has no color or race, but
the minority which is effective in guiding our policies now, which
do not believe as the three of you think, and as I believe, that selfdiscipline is necessary. In fact, luxuryI mean freedom is a luxury
of self-cliscipine, and the only traditional source of that that has

ever worked is some kind of belief that our Founding Fathers

believed in, God, and accountability for our own behavior. I have

not found any shortage of religious belief in that sense among
blacks, Indians, or any other, and I am sure you didn't want to
imply that.
Dr. NORTH. I have nothing against a minority. What I mean is
that if the country as a whole becomes so obscessed with individual

rights and minority rights that the majority of the people-Senator DENTON. 'Which includes these minorities.

Dr. NORTH. You said somethii* else a minute ago, too, about
nobody would ever survive. I have read there is a cycle where you
start a Nation with absolutely nothing, and you build and put up
the mud hut, and you get a horse and a buggy, and an automobile,
and it is a circle, and it goes on and on. Then you begin to get fat
and careless and complacent and sloppy. Three years ago, they ran
a poll in this country, and 70 percent of the so-called Americans
said "I would rather be Red than dead." Then you come down to

the bottom of the cycle, and your Nation i4 gone, and this has

happened to every Nation before us in the history of mankind and .
we have come right around here and we are right about here, and
it scares me to death.
Senator DENTON. Me, tOO.

Mrs. Quinton?
Mrs. QUINTON. I think some of what happens to people starts in

the family, and I don't know, this may be a little bit off what you
are asking, but I would really like to see the Government take a
more active role in supporting and directing family life.
You made a very interesting comment, and the one thing you
never learn with all your education is how to be a parent, how to
help your children grow and survive. None of us have really had
the education for that. I' think with all the money we tpeRd, it is
always after the fact. It is always with the problems, and %re--don't
spend enough to straighten them out.
You know, any effort that could be made to strengthen families
as a whole ahd enhance their ability to bring up their children so
that they can have the kind of values and the kind of morals that

,

we all would like to see.
When I think about the 100,00Q children in this country who do
not have families, I get very upset about it. It says something about
this country's lack of interest in families and children, and then we

wonder why we have the kinds of problems that we have, why the
jails are full, why all this.
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When we let these kids, with no parents--I'm sorry.

Senator DENTON. I have said this before in the hearings, that'
there are only two requirements according to H. G. Wells, and

.Toynbee, for civilization, One is agriculture and the other is family.
In this Nation, as in every other society, those families out there
are like a lot of little hot houses in which are being bred not only

future citizens, but-future parents,- and there is no substitute for
the love and the value impartation which is carried on in those hot
houses when they are healthy.
The health and the nurnber of those hot houses is under Ei gross
state of deterioration, and it Upsets me, too, Mrs. Quinton, and I

don't think we are addressing the problem. I don't think we are
facing it.
Dr. NORTH. Could I say one word to Mr: Forte?

As a doctor, I believe in evaluation, too. In fact, I am going to
fully evaluate the pain in your right lower quadrant, and look at
your blood count, but after I evaluate it, I am going to take that
appendix out, if it is hot.
Mr. FORTE. OK.

Senator DENTON. My last point to you witnesses: What programs

funded by DHEW using the funds provided by title I have been

very worthwhile and which projects have been useless?

You have already said, Mr. North, that you think research and
.so forth is pursuit of the mastery of the obvious, or the futile, but if
you care to make any other comments, go ahead.
Dr. NORTH. I think it has served its purpose. I think it has done a
beautiful job in serving its purpose. I think there is a limit to how
far you can research.
Now let's do soMething for the child. I really don't know enough

#about 41 ars.acts, and I am not sure I am even answering S'ou
correctly. AIM know is what we have been utilizing is the title XX,

and the Exchange Club itself doesn't get into title XX. The Exchange Club is the oldest national mens organization in this country. We are 70 years old. But when we set up the board of directors
of a SCAN center, they apply ror title XX, so our national organization does not get into it.
But the title XX money has been the saving thing for us, and\I
hope will continued to be for a little while yet until we can get the
money elsewhere.
Senator DENTON. Mr. Forte?
L_Mr. FORTE. I think there have been spverEil demonstration pro-

jRts. I think Parents Anonymous goes (down the tubes if this act
goes. I think the programs that Dr. North is involved in are not
really primarily prevention. They are still doing something about
their hurts that has to be done, but I think something has to be
done to learn how we can prevent it.
We are still building the:.-implements and devices to keep °kids

walking, but maybe Sabin, or some doctor, is going to come up with
some kind of prevention. Whether thatthat obviously wouldn't be

a vaccination, but out there someplace is the answer, and I think

'

we ought to keep looking.
Dr. NORTH. It is a vicious circlei, because abused children grow up

to be abusive parents. The onl* way I can see now is to treat
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100,000 children, and they grow up to be parents who won't be

abusive. You are preventing UM a rather obtuse way.
Mr. FORTE. I agree wibh you a 100 percent, but I don't see it as
either/or.

Dr. NORM. We are a society, and society will not beat their
children. That is what the Senator is saying, and that is tough.

Senator DENTON. Mrs. Quinton, would you share with us some
specific actions taken by the Adoption Resource Center that facilitated the adoption of more children from foster care into adoptive
families? Can you cite those in the six states which are part of your
center's effgrts?
Mrs. QUINTON. One of the interesting things we have done, we
have been able to award money to adoptive parent groups. These

are volunteer groups of parents who have.adopted children.and
who support each other and also support agency programs. We
were able to give a number of such groups in our regionwe gave
10 groupsthe sum of about $23,000, so that they could develop
their own projects around whatever was going on in their State
that needed assistance.

In Connecticut, the group there worked very closely with the
State agency in order to' screen people who were intereste4 in
adoptions, tell them what it was all about, get them interested, and
once they had children placed with them, those other parents cted
as a support network.
So by helping these groups, it expanded the agency's service, and

we have seen a great deal of good come from this type of thing.
They have done a lot of recruitment, they have gotten other families interested in it, and they have done a lot of work. A lot of the
kids we are talking about have been, as the doctor said, in foster
care for a long time, 4 to 7 years. An'd they .have a lot of emotional
problems, and they are not easy kids to deal with:because they
don't trust the new family, and don't think it will be any different
than other families they have had.
So the families adopting needs a great deal of support and other
families that have adopted can* this.
We have helped a number(of. State agencies in designing their
adoption programs. A couple of our States have recently reorganized so that they were wondering which way to go, or some of
them were really not going anywhere with adoption, and we have
been able to help them design a program that is going to get the
children placed.
In addition to these request from agencies we trained about 35
leaders, social workers, from the region, who came from all six
States, and it was a leadership training type of program, around
adoption especially, and all of those workers will go back to their
States and they are expected to train other workers or do something to improve the system that they came from.
We have a children and the courts project going on. We have
committees to look at what some of the problems are,in terms of
the legal barriers, and all of pose committeesone in Massachusetts has about 30 peop14 on it. They are expanding the resources
and we are enabling groups to get going themselves.
Wesee the center as a shOrt term project anyway. We have a 5year life. We are doing everything to get the system in place so
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that when we go, things will be the way they should be, and the
citizen groups will be there too, you know, to lend their aid to the
agencies, and the agencieb will have a better sense of how to get
these kids placed, so that these are some of the things that we have
done.
Senator DENTON. Very imPressive.

What States have utilized your services the most and what as-

sistance-has been requested most often?
Mrs. QuiwroN. Well, tbey all have looked to us for assistance. I
would say Rhode Island Ras used us quite a bit recently because we
have helped them redesign their whole adoption service delivery.
Connecticut, also, we have done a great deal in terms of training
and improving their service delivery.

There is a big controversy in service delivery, as there is a

controversy about everything, about whether adoption should be '9
done by a specialist worker, or whether the whole welfare practice
should be done by a generalist, and we feel it is more effective to
use a specialist.

We have been working with Connecticut and they have been

shifting toward the specialist approach. Because of the changeover,
Connecticut has had a 400 percent increase in the number of kids
adopted. So they are moving in that direction.
Senator DENTON. You are called the Ad Option Resource Center,

and I understand your focus is on hard to place, special needs

children. Perhaps you were here earlier when I raised this question
in another context.
Rather than wait until a child is in a foster home, do you think
there is any practicality to the possibility of encouraging teenage
girls, perhaps 13 years old, who are pregnant, with the intention of
bringing their child to term, would it be efficacious to try to persuade that child, especially if she is in dire financial straits, per-

haps quite uneducated, to put her child up for adoption; and is
anythin being done in that direction?
Mrs. UINTON. I hear what you are saying, and I think It has a

lot of va ue. What we are concerned about, primarily, is getting the
children placed, you know, the 10-year old, the teenagers, the kids
with special needs. These children have been waiting a long time. I
,am very concerned about the issue that you mentioned--.
J
Senatox DENTON. Excuse me. I should say that there are so many.
parents waiting trying to adopt children, It seems so crazy to ha',
this thing about them waiting 10 years to be adopted, and they are
'paying $20,000.

Mrs. QUINTON. The people who are waiting are waiting for

-

babies.

Senator DENTON. That is why "I am asking the question, about
getting them at birth..

Mrs. QUINTON. As I say, that is not our particular mjssion,
because we are talking about the kids who are waiting, but I have
been very active with a group of agencies in the Boston area which
are very concerned about this issue, also, and we have given resources to that group, because they are trying to do something
about that to see if indeed these girls are considering adoption as a
solution, or as an alternative, so that we have been worlting very
closely with that group.
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Senator DENTON. It is my understanding, and I want to be corrected by my staff if this is incorrect, that the adolescent pregnancy program right now does encourage a pregnant adolescent to
bring the child to term, usually employing the gambit of encouraging the girl to seek vocational employment so that she can raise
the child on her own, and things like that.
Would you find it objectionable to suggest by language that
alters that program that they undertake to persuade the mother,
prospective mother, to consider adoption as perhaps the best alternative, or the better alternative?
Mrs. QUINTON. Well, I certainly think.that adoption should be

put forth as an alternative, and much more ipformation ahOUt

adoption should be given to those girls.
Tpday, I think there is a lot of peer pressure for a young woman
to release the child for adoption. The peers are very much against,
that idea. You know, giving away a child is looked upon as being a
terrible thing to do.
Senator DENTON. And I think the statistic is 97 percent of those

mothers keep their children, often with catastrophic social results
for them and for the child.
Mrs. QUINTON.

I

agree. I

think there needs to be a lot more

positivethey need to hear much more positive things about adoption, and I think that is why we have gotten so involved with this

particular group in the Boston area, because I don't think it

is

maybe offered enough. I don't thkrik they should be forced in any
direction, but I think they.need to know the alternatives, they need
to talk with the adoptive parents, and need to get a more realistic
view of what that would mean for the child and a better idea of
what their life would be.
Senator DENTON. I want to thank all three of you very much for
your testimony.
Mrs. QUINTON. Thank you.

Senator DENTON. It is with pleasure that I introduce our next
and final panel today, who will speak to the Native American
Programs Act.

Mr. Edward Tullis, chairman Of the Poarch Band of Creek Indi
ans from my own home State of Alabama. Mr. Tullis is speaking on
behalf of the National Congress of American Indians. I am very
pleased to have you with us today, sir.
Father Theodore Zuern, associate director of the National Office

of Jesuit Social Ministries; and is a consultant to the Bureau of
Catholic Indian Missions.
I had some Jesuit education, Father, for which you don't have to
accept responsibility.

They have a joke here, I am 'reminded of an inquiry made of a
Jesuit. "Father, is it true that the Jesuits always answer a question
with a question?"

To which the priest replied, "You don't really believe that, do

you?"
) Laughter.)

.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD TULLIS, CHAIRMAN, POARCH BAND
OF CREEK INDIANS OF ATMORE, ALA., ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS; ACCOMPANIED

BY RONALD ANDRADE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS; AND WAYNE F. JUNEAU,
STAFF RESEARCHER; AND REV. THEODORE ZUERN, S.J., ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL OFFICE OF JESUIT SOCIAL
MINISTRIES; CONSULTANT, BUREAU OF CATHOLIC INDIAN
MISSIONS, A PANEL

Senator Ettuv-PoN. Mr. Tullis, would you introduce your companions?

Mr. Tuws. Thank you, Senator.
I have with me Ron Andrade, who is the executive director of the

National Congress of American Indians, and with him is Mr.

Wayne Juneau, who is staff researcher with the national congress.
I asked them to come with me today in case there were questions
that needed more information than I have available with me. They
are there to cover that.
Senator DENTON. Would you proceed?

Welcome, gentlemen. Would you proceed with your statement,
Mr. Tullis.

Mr. Tuws. Yes, sir; first of all, I would like to take a moment to
tell you that on behalf of the Poarch Band of Creeks and a whole
multitude of other people in the &tate of Alabama, I have had a
number of expressions to relay to you on our appreciation for your
being in this position of leadership that you have in the Congress
and the fact that you have taken on responsibility and we support
your efforts very hielly and we appreciate your being here.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very kindly, sir.

Mr. Tuws. As the Chairman said, my name is Eddie Tullis. I am
the Southeastern vice president of the National Congress of American Indians, and serve as chairman of the Poarch Band of Creek
Indians of Atmore, Ala.

The National Congress of American Indians is the oldest and
largest national Indian organization in the country, compiled of
over 160 tribal governments throughout the country with in excess
of 400,000 members. As a result, we represent a majority of the
Indians in the United States both federally recognized reservation
Indians as well as some of those Indians who reside in urban, offreservation afeas, is well as in a number of rural areas in the
United States.

Our membership is concerned with the reauthorization of the

ANA program and the division of human services of HEW.
We are vitally concerned because this agency has provided tribes
an organization with some of the first flexible money and innova-

tive programs that have been provided to American Indians in a
number of years. ANA has fostered efforts in senior citizens affairs,

Indian welfare, and has been in the forefront of supporting those
tribal groups which are in the process of complying with a new

division of the Bureau.of Indian Affairs project.
My tribe, of course, happens to fall in the category of one of the
groups that is being helped by the Administration of islative Americans. We are in the process, as the Chairman is aware, of revoking

that relationship with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and it
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through the efforts and financial assistance from the Administration of Native Americans that we were able to do that.
The national congress has supported for a number of years now,
since its start:the Office of the Administration, we see the fact
that this office has been able to direct its resources to address some
of the problems that no other department of the Federal Government had the resources to address.
While we do support it, and while we support the reauthorization
of i there are three areas that we would like to go on record as
having a comment on. Some of them will not be the most popular, I
am sure, in these-times, but it is something we feel needs to be
brought to the attention of this committee and to the staff, and it
is something that we appreciate the fact that you would look into.

One of them is that the administration has offered separate

authorization for the ANA program. This we support very highly,

and we feel that the Administration for Native Americans, is a

section, I think, of the old EOA Act. We think it should be separated out for special authorization, because we feel this is a program
that has provided services on a government-to-government'relationship with tribal groups.
We would like to see it separated out so that people will begin to
realize that it is providing services to American Indians, and that
it can be held accountable to the services it is providing to American Indians. We support very highly the separation.

The next thing is that we are vitally concerned about the fact
that though the administration has offered separate authorization
for this, they have only offered it for a 2-year extension. While we
fully concur in congressional review and congressional evaluation
of programs, we feel that reauthorization for a two-year period puts
a tremendous strain on the Indian tribes at this particular time,
and one of the overriding issues for that is for the last couple of
years, one of the real big items in American Indian communities
has been to provide pr to establish a planning process for those
tribes, particularly in the area of economic development.
A lot of the small tribes are just completing their plans, or hired
the staff planners who are looking at some of the 2-year or 5-year
plans of some of the tribes. So we feel a 2-year extension of this
legislation, while we certainly support that, we would like to see

that extension so that tthose tribal groups will realize there is

funding agailable for an extended period of time to try to implement some of the things that have been done in the last year or so.

We would like to see a jonger extension of it, if possible.
The third area that we are concerned with is, and we all support
the fact that the administration is seeking to address the economic
situation in the country, we feel strongly that ANA has been one of
the groups that has, in the past, not shared in the increases that
the other departments in the Federal Government have. We realize
that the administratiop is asking for a $28 million level for this
office for the next year. We feel that it would be very detrimental
to some of the smaller groups in the country if there is a reduction
in their funding.

We realize that the funding level for. ANA has been at $32
million for$33.8 million for a number of years, and it has not

had an increase in its budget since 1974. We would like to see the
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office funded at the level that was projected for 1977, which at that
time was $37 million. It was never taised to $37 million. We would
like the staff to do some serious consideration, Senator, at whether

or not a decrease in this small amount of money will have a
significant impact in the Indian country.
Those are the areas that we feel we would like for you and the
staff to look into, and we stand ready to provide some information

to the staff and to try to encourage that evaluation of the ANA
program.
I appreciate the opportunity to be here today, and we will try to
.answer any questions that either you or the staff may have for us.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tullis followsd
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WRITTEN STATIOIENT OS TEN NATIONAL CONGRESS 07 AMERICAN INDIANS (NCAI)
ON THE NATIVE AMERICAN,PRoGRAMS ACT AND THE ECONOMIC OPPOR1UNITY ACT
nEFORE 1HI SENATE SURCOMMITTEE ON ACING, FAMILY AND MINN
0? 1964.
SERVICES, COMMITTEE os LAM AND HUMAN RESOURCES. (Apri1,23. 1981)

a.
fhe National Congress of American Indiana (NCA!) Is'the oldest and largest
national Indian organization in American representing over 160 tribal governments whose combined nrollment numbers over 44)0,000 lndlan people.

NCAI

is vitally concerned with reauthorization for the Administration for Native
Americans (ANA).

This office provides support to tribal governments and to

off.: rrrrr vation Indian people throughout the Nation.

The Administration for

Native Americans, with a budget of slightly under 534 million, is the only
non-categorical program within the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
authorized to serve Indian people.

This is out of a total HHS budget of over

$200 billion dollars.

it is SCAI's understanding that the Administration has offered to sponsor
-legislation that will sep rattily authorize Title VIII to allow for the continuation of ANA.

thio_poeition.

The hationa

Conlseos of American Indlandjuhoquinenily_supparto

rhe continuation of ANA is essential for Indian programo

because of the flexible nature of its funding approach, and becau.se Ana.
originally the Indian division within the old Office of Economic Opportunity ((IE0),

vsa the first Indian office 6 provide support for tribally-designed and operAted
programs based on Indian-identified needs and priorities.
The ANA program la not only flexible, it has been creative and innovative
as well ao being highly coot-effective.

ANA was the first Indian office to

provide oupport for Indian-Adminintered head Start programs, for elderly outroach and nutrition programs, for programs to combat alcohol and drug abuoe.
and for the highly effective Community Health Representative outreach program.

Sinc their inception, all of these programa have spun oif or become institutionalised under other agenciee and departments.

19i
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AAA has aLso been, end still is, a major source of support for tribai
governments as well as for the govermin5 bodies of other Indian groups
organisations.

and

ANA provided the initial support for such tribal institutions

as'Indian Housing Authorities, for Health and Education Committees or doards,
and for Natural Resourci and Environmental Planning COmmittees.
many grantees use ANA funds for the planning and administration
programa.

Furthermore4
of 'other

And it is noteworthy that ANA, with the smallest Indian office

budget, provides the greateat amount of training and technical aasiatance

of

any Indian office.

Another major emphAsis of ANA is the design of its Urban Indian Program.
ANA provides funds fur "Core admInI

ion" to urban centers.

Center staff

omelet urbat Indian people with gaining access to general social service
delivery systems provided by state and local governments and private agencies.
the

,AMA funds ore dl urban Indian centers for slightly over $5 million,

centers serve an OACOOO of 200,0u0 urban Indian people and have generated
resources well 'wet' six times MIA's urban centers budget.

That is, the urban

centers receive program grants from federal, State and local agencies for
employment, heslth, education and othe, social service hrograma.

The centers

elso operate food bonito, health clinics, clothes closets, and provide

mergency aorvi,eo ouch ao housing or temporary welfare Services.

other

This is

dons primarily with volunteer otaff and public donations.
These Aro but a few of tho [0400MS that Title Vtlishould he extended.
AMA's program Is flexible, innovative and,Cost effective, but mare
it has boon and4ountinues to bv the forerunner in the

importantly.

implementatl.m of Indio',

self-determination.

The extension of Title VIII is criticalklao the whole of the Nation'o
Indian population.

ANA has as Ito constitlency or service popudatiun federally-

recognised tribes, a consortia of small tribes which would otherwise he nogletted.

'192.
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state recognized, rural and u4lan Indian groups and organizations.

Furthermore,

ANA has been instrumental in assisting numerous unorganized and unrecognized
tribes with becoming organized thereby helping them gain a sense of community
and structure.

The Title VIII program is unique in its mission, in its history, in terms
of the staius of the people and communities it serves, and in its place in
the present law.

For all these reasons, the Native Ameridkn programs Act

should be considered separate and apart from other legislation pending before
the Committee..

to promote the economic and social

Title VIII has,a unique mission:

self-sufficiency of Indian people and their communities.

The dependency

relationship between Indian people and the federal government is well known.
So are the
economic

Its of thar dependency:

a people with the poorest social-

tatus of any,group in the American population.

ANA is the only

federal agency that exists specifically to change this relationship from one

of dependency to one of selfsufficiency.
ANA and the projects which it supports haveapproached this mission in
three very important ways:

o First, by providing both tribal governments and off-reservation
Indian organizations with the core funding with which grantees
can build basic program delivery capability.

ANA's funds are

the -glue money" that enable grantees to successfully plan,
implement, control and evaluate the services going to their
constituents --

provided almost entirely through non-

ANA funds.

O Second, by providing both tribal governments and off-reservation
40

Indian organizations with funds to fill the gaps in basic economic,

community and human development services tIat haye resulted from

0
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the uncomprehensiveness of other programa serving 'Indian people.

o Third, by giving tribal governments and other grantees an asaured

level of continuous funainkthat enables them to design their
own solutinna to their problems rather than baying

distant

bureaucracy impose a program on them.
AMA's approach to lts mission of promotlng self -sufficiency has, over ihe

rears, directly reaultsd in major breakthroughs in the ability of Indian

organisations to met the needs of Indian people.

Beginning with its days

within OBO. ANA was le first program to:
o Provide resources directly to tribal governments that they
could Use at their own discretion.
<.

step that

This was

led the way to the 1970 Presidential message on Indian selfdetermination -- a policy officially adopted by the Congresa
in 1974 as the Indian Self-Determination Act.
o Recognize the unique spotless affecting Indian.paoPla living
outside reservation boundaries by creating an Indian-controlled
service delivery organization -- the urban Indian center -to address the needs of this portion of the Indian population.
q Foster the establishment of inter-tribal organizations which
could control the 'service* provided to smaller tribes whose

population, would otherwise be unable to participate in many
J\

federal programs.

o Mike

special effort to r'ecognize the need, of Indian communitics

that have'been denied federal serviie, for decade, despite the 4
solemn promises.nuals hi the United States Government to our
ancestor,.

Consistent with ite mandate in Title VIII. ANA (and its predecessor program)
has been able to build this: record of innovation ind service despite practically.

4
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i

so money becauss of two factors that make its contIn
organizationss

1) the continuity of its !inane

Vital to Indian tribes
assistance, and 2) tha

flexibility with which these funds can be used do,denignAng local solutions
to lbcal problems.
ANA has operstad from Fiscal Isar 1974 go the pr slant time on an annual
,

budget in tini $.12 million to $.13.8 million gear. lase funds now go to almost
200 tribal governments, inter-tribal organAsations,cirban Indian centers, and

other Indian and Native American organisational. le same money supports a
.c.a#darcb and damonstration program

modest technical assistance effort and
as well.

Each ANA grantee must talcs its

4411 amount of funds and 1

go

it *any times over by attracting other fdpiral, state, and local public and

private resources in order to meet the %fads of its constitutents and to
advance along its ownchosempath to azi4t*suffAciency.
While ANA grantees and AMA itself.are justifiably proud of what this

small amount of funding has acconpliphed, we must point out that the program
valid claim to an introits. in $ts budget.

Since ANA's program level

reached $32 million in FY 1974, a 10,01 very near its current $33.8 million
level and conaiderably above tha $0 million l'evel projected in the President's
budget request for next fiscal year,
o Inflation has incresold the cost of providing services by

over 352;

,

o The nbmber of Indpin plople counted by the Census Sureau
't

has gone up 71Zt 104

o MA's statutoryAmsponsibilities have expanded to include Indian
and Native Ameglican groups and concerns not previously recognized
by the federkl.government.
.,.

For all thesa reasons, we feel that a modest increase in the level,of

AMA's program ia more thaw justified.
N,
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MCA1 would request that the ANA budget
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As a misimum. wo wnuld

be Increased to $37 sillies for Fiscal Year 1982.

request that the budget be restored to the $33.$ nillioa level authorized
for Fiscal Year 1911.

would constitute

The increase of $3.2 million to a level of $37 million

102 increase in the ANA budget for Fiscal Year 1981.

Additionalli. we hews these comments sed recommoadatioaat
1. The Administration has offered to separately reauthorize
the Adalnistration for Native Americans.
.vs7

support the idea of separate legislation.

We wholeheartedly
We feel that

separate reeuthorizatios will recognise that AMA is,intonded
to support governments sada up of Indian people.

ANA supports

Indian nations that. according to the United States Supreme
Court. have coatinuing attributes of inherent sovereignty such
as the right to determine membership; the power to apply

Indian

customs/law and tribal jurisdiction to domestic relations;
tbs power to exclude non-members frog tribal territory;
jurisdiction over property of members, end administration of
-justice.
2. Ws,are concerned that the Administrotion tun offered only
two-year period for reauthorization.
short a time.

Ws feel that this is too

The tribes and orgeniaations ars attempting

to plan end develop the Indian communities which will eventually

Load to elt-eufficienCy: 'This is very hard.to do within
/4
two-year period..

The twb,year period damp not allow sufficient

time to build aaaa iiity"that tribes need

build self-sustaining economies.

if they are to

Instead, we would request a

five-year reauthorization for ANA.

This, we feel, will adequately

allow the tribal governments to plan, in conjunction with ANA,
p.

their develdpment end their future'.
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I.

In;roduction
A.

Demographic Information on Indians
1.

Population
o The Indian population is growing very rapidly.
In 1900 the Indian plpulatiOn was only 237,000.
By 1960 the Indian population had grown to
S24,000 and by 1970 to 793,000. Ihe 1980
estimate is 1,400,000 Indians, approximately
one-half living on reservations.
o The Indian population is very young. The
median4ge of the Tndianpopu1ation is 20
while ,the medianage of the general population
is 28.

o Average life expectancy at birth is 60.7 years
for Indian males and 71.2 years for Indian
females, companxiviith 67.1 years and 74.8
:years for the United States population,
_respectively.
.2.

Health

o Substantial isproVement in the health of Indianle has occurred since responsibility for
health was transferred from Interior to
DHEW in 19SS.
Betweed 19SS and 1974 Indian
infant mortality declined by 71%, nearly twice
the decline fOr the overall United States
population. Indian infant mortality is still
slightly above the national average.

o Whi1 progress has bean made, Indian people
still suffer disproportionately from a number
of illnesses, e.g. tuberculosis victimizes
Indian people at a rate nine times that of
non-Indian people; otitis media (inflammation
of the inner ear which can lead to deafnessY
has almost disappeared among the general
population but its incidence among Indian
people has increased by 200% since 1962.
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Accidents and diseases of the heart are the leading causes
of death among Indians.
Indian mortality by accidents is
over three times greater than that of non-Indians; by
cirrhosis of the liver nearly four and'one-half times greater;
by influenza and pnevmonia one and one-half times greater;
by diabetes mellitus nearly two tines as great; and by
tuberculosis six and one-half times greater.
Environmental health conditions.of Indians lag those of
other rural Americans. The 1970 census found that two of
three reservation Indians lacked running Water -- eight
times the rate for rumml Americans; or in two lacked
toilets -- 311 times the rate for rural Americans.

0

Little reliable data exists regarding the prevalence of
developmental disabilities, mental retardation and
handicaps among Indian people.

3. Education

0

The 1970 Census data indicate that Indians lag behind nonIndians in educational attainment. There is a continuiRt
critical need, for Indians trained in health and biological
sciences, medicine, physical sciences, engineering, business
administration and accounting. However:
° American men overall 'are four times more
likely than Indian melt to have four or
more years of college.

o

American women are three tires more
likely than Indian women to have four or
more years of college.

4. Immme and Employment
One in two reservation Indians, and one in three of all Indians,
live in poverty (the former is four times, and the latter; three
times the national rate).
The Bureau of Indian Affairs estimates unemployment among
Indian pegple on or near reservationt to be 351 - 401.
S. Resources
0

A minority of Indian tribes own substantial natural resources,
including timber, farmland, grazing land and a sizeable proportion of the nation's energy resomces. The Indianetribes
with resources are attempting to assure control of the
development of their resources.
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ANA BUDGET
(Dollars In Thousands)
1.

FY 1980

Financial Assistance Grants
Reservatiori Projecti
Urban, Special and
Off-Reservation Projects
Alaska Natives
Native Hawaiians
Training and Technical Assistance
Research, Demonstration &
Evaluation
Total
.

ft

FY 1981

jigh.

Amount

80

$181060

84

$18,710

105
14
3
12.

10,705
1,085
1,150
3,100

104
14
3
12

10,055
1,085
1,150
3,100

8
222

1,700
$33,800

8

1,700
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,

Amount

225 MAW

4
.

ANA APPROPRIATIONS FY1976-1980
(Actual and Constant Dollars)
40,000

35,000;

33,800

sl

25,000,-

lid

20,000

-a

33,000

33,000

30,000 -33,

19,280

18,300

15,000

17,260

33,000

14,270
15,600

10,000

5,000
1976

,c

1978

1977

APProPrlation

1

1979

1980

1 Constant D'011iiii7=1967 Base Year

2uu

(11111111ons)

RAPID INDIAN
POPULATION GROWTH

4

3

3 000,000 (Est.).

r

1,400,000 (Est.)
793,000
524,000

237,000
1492

1900
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1960

1970

1980

Jo

1

fp'

HEW INDIAN PROGRAM.
BUDGETS AND STAFFING,
FY1980,

FY1980
Staff ing

Actual

Estimate

(PFT)

$ 33.0

$ 33.8

41

25.3

6

FY1979

Administration for Native Americ.ans
Indian Head Start
Indian Health Service
Indian Alcoholism Program (NIAAA)
Indian Elderly Program (AoA)
Office of Indian Education*
Contract Program for
Vocational Education*
:Education for the Handicapped*,

22.8

.

10,708

569.2

623.1

7.9

5.6

4

0

6.0

2

71.7

76.0

61

5.4

5.9

1

5.6

8.0

0

$715.6

$783.9

*To Become Part of the Department of Education
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10,823
4
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ADHENISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS

.

Itnencial
Assistance
Grants
Training and
Technical
Assistance

1981
Estimate

1912
Revised
la1V-L-Ist

Increase or
Decrease

29,000,000

26,300,000

-2,700,000

3,100,000

1,16,000

-2,100,000

1l7_01019.

700 000
528,000,000

-1,0001000
-5,800,000

Research,

Dotzltration,
$33,800,000

Mineral Statement
The Administration for Native Americans provides support to
Native American groups to Improve the quality of life for
Native Americans and to improve-the managesant capabilities
of Indian tribes and other Native Americamqrganizations.
A sustained Federal comipliment to'social ankaccuomic
development is nisded since Native Americans still lag
hchind the general population in such areas as emplovent,
lama, education, and health. The service population
itkludes American Indians, Dandies Natives and aeskan'
Natives.

yha propos objectives that are aimed at promoting

.01

social

Wad economic self-sufficiency for Native Americans are:
(1) the development of social institutions and Native
American 1eadersh10 in ways that enhance the capacity of
Native Americans to inTence their social environment, and
are entitled; (2) the realization
the services to which t
of dm (al benefit fram Native American resources, both
potential and actual, through economic development.
Progress in the area of conomic development is- critical to
addressing tha fundamental causes of the acute and chronic
social problems found among Native Americans; (3) the
limination of gsps in sdrvices as A runic of jurisdictional ambiguities, unclear areas of program responsibilitY,
discrimination, and fragmented program efforts, in order to
build the foundation for improvement in the delivery of
buoss development services. A priority is to assist
Native Aiilican groups establish and maintain the mechanisms
seeded for planning and coordinating both Federal and nonfederal resources. The efforts relating to Indians and
Alaskan Native groups are directly supportive of the
Maria policy of Indian self-determinetion. The
Administration for Native Americans provides direct
fmnding to indica tribes and Netive American organiiations
and le responsive to local priorities.

203
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j4i1atograttou for Native Americans

financial Assistance Grants

1

Authorizing legislation - Native American Programs Act of 1974
as amended (P..L. 9$-368) Sac. 803
1981

,

1981
Revised

Igatimate-

Current request...

$19,000,000

73.400.000

Proposed change...
Revised request.

.$29,700,000

19,000,000

169300,000

Jostification for YY 1982 Revised Request,

The Adminietiation for Native Americans operates'on the
principle that ecanamic and social development are interfor Native
dependent. Projects supported by the Administration
overcome
their
amaricads attempt ta assist communities to
specific economic and social problems within their awn unique
In fulfilling its legislative mandate to promote
context.
economic and social alf-sufficisocy for Native Americans, the
Administration for Native AmeriCans provides financial assistance
to Native Aiarican groups through direct grants and interagency
Native
agreenents. `12he financial assistance grants to
cbunityn sroup support a planned comprehensive
, Amer
The
specifc app6ach to social and economic development.
strengthen
Ian
tribes
enable
them
to
build
and
grants
Ths financial
their local institutions of government.
assistance provided to private non-profit Native Amer4can
organizations develops coherent and responsiVe human development
services for Native Amaticens in urban and rurel non,
OUPWarts the
reservation areas. The interagency activity
that relate to sociil
coordination of Federal program,efforts
and economic development in such areas as employment, energy,
occupitional health, aging
child Welfare, environmental and
and rehabilitati n. Increaging the capacity of tribal
governments and ftoneuntty organizations to deal with choir
that Is sensitiye to
needs r.quires,4 multifaceted approach
In potential and stages of development among
he diversiti
Americans
tribes xf groups.' The Administration for Native
support
to
Native
rovides for flexible and comprehensive
idesericed communities.

.0%.,
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the AdddniatratiOn for Native Americans will provide basic
aUpport through financial assistance grants for a national
'Native American community network that includes Indian tribes
and non-profit Native American organizations. This network
provides the .foundation and administrative structure that
allows Native Amsricans to obtain publicband privete resources
and operate a 'br3ad spectrum of programs pharpromoke social
and tconoidc self-sufficiency. It is by means of this ,grantee
nerwork that Native American groups at the community level have
an organization that,itable to operate .programs frome
,variety of funding sourCes, access humaa development'services,'
establish linkages with independent programs and Coordinate
teriices to avoid duplication. Withont this network, other
.1.programS and agencies attempting to target resourCes th
''.Native Americans would have to credte independently, similar
networks within the Native American community.
.

.

There is agreet diVersity.of Indian calturest, -language,
traditions as Vell as legal status, siie, resOurces, need,
and local prioiities. Consequently, tfiere is a need for a.
flexible sOurce of Federal support in order to be responsive to
the uniqueness of Native American cmenuhities and to'promote
Indian Melf -determination Within the program areas of the
'
Department of Realthend Human Services. The financial
Assistance pravided to Native American groups is used in a
wdde variety of projects that Promote economic and social
progress. This includes improving the ability of Indian tribes
tci exercise the authority and responsibilities they hays as
entities'of local govermnent, developingrthe organizational
capability tonperate programs funded throUgh other
categorical funding sources, supporting economic development
in areas such as energy resource development, reducing Native
American unemployment, and improving the quantity and quility
of human development services to Native Americans.
,

.

For Reservation Projects, the Administration for Native
Americans' FY 1982 initiative will be directed toward
strengthening the executive functions of the governing bodies
ok Indian tribes. A principal activity will be the creation
of a planning and development clearinghouse capacity for Indian
tribes. The thrust pf this effort is to coordinate the
fragmented projects and programs on Indian reservations by
alaistinwtribes in developing a local system for coordination
and comprehensivapplanning. The Indian tribes with praven
The
energy resources will receive priority in rhis effort.
Administration for Native Americans is cooperating with other
..Federal agenciesin the areas of employment, energy, child

201
velfare, environment'', and occupational health, aging,
rehabilitation and otheeprOgrams that complement and.04Pport
!

the initiative.

The Native American groups served also include Native
Hawaiians, terminated Indian tribes, non-fedrally recognizefi.
/Ratan tribes, State recognized Indian tribes, isolated'
rural non-reservation communities, metropolitan communities,
and Other Native American,groups that have organized for
specific purposes such as Alaskan Native nonprofit
corporations, 'professional and national organizations, The
program emphasis In FY 1982 for these Native AmeriCan groups
parallels the planning and Coordination initiative for,
Reservation Projects. The_program emphasis is on inflUencing
the now.Native American inititutionS to develop coherent,
responsive services for Native Ameriians. Based uponthe
results of ry 1980 and FY 1981 research on gaps in services,
and evaluation of current Native American centers, the
Administration for Native Americans will support the
daelopment of Native American human services centers. These
centers will serve as prototype organizations for linking and ,
accessing existing human services and establishing'a coherent
service network to meet the needs of the Native American
:

ities.

categories of
following table provides a break-out of the
Financial Assistance Grants for FY 1981 and FY 1982:

Th

_FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS
(Dollars in thousands)
A

'NO.

15,000

73

191

11,69,

90

14

1,085

14

2

'1,220
29,000

Reservation
'Projects.

82

Urban, Special
and OffReservation

Irojecte.

'Amount
.

13,597

t

Alaskan
Natives

'Native
Hawaiians
TOTAL

FY 1982
Revised Request

FY 1981
Estimate
Amount
SO.

.

199

,

!

,2 0

2

179

-.

10,678
947.'

,

1,078
26,300

.
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Implanation of FY 1982 Revised Request Compared to FY 1981
Revised Estimate
The FY 1982 revised request for Financial Assistance Grants
is $26,300,000. This is a decrease of $2,700,000 belowthe
FY 1981 estimate. This reductiOn reflects the elimination
of projects whith are of,a non-developmental nature. Fundin
priority wilf'be given to those projects which demonAtrate
the greatest potential capability for assisting Native
American organizations to progress towards self-sufficiency.
The reduced funding will Be reflected by a decrease.im the
total number,of financial assistance grants.'

2
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Administratien for Nativ Americans

Trainine and Technical Assistance
Authorizing legislation - Native American Programs Act of 1974,
as amended (F.L. 95-568) Sac. 804
1982
Revised.

1981
Estimate
Current request.'"

$41o0,-oob

-1,400,000

Proposed change...
Revised request%

32,400,000

3,100,000

1,000,000

Justification for FY 1982 Revised Request

no purpose of the training and technical assistance under
Section 804 is to assist public and private Native American
agencies in developing, conducting and administering projects
under the Native American Programs Act. This includes shortterm in-service training for.specialized or other personnel
which is needed in connection with projects receiving
financial assistance from the Administration for Native

,

Americans.

The training and technical assistance needs,of Native
American organizations are identified in the grantees'
annual work plans and from on-site project monitoring. The
assistance provided to grantees is tailored to ensure the
accomplishments of their respectiVe project objectives. The
focus is on establishing stable administrative and management syitems, the identification orlong-range needs as
well as resources and the improvement,of the capacities of
organizations to plan,
Indian tribal and community-based
develop, coordinate and impleMent prograMe by and for
themselves.

assistance projects And
The FY 1982 training yid technical
activities will be directed at furthering the program
initiative under Section 803, Financial Assistance Grants,
and addressing the organizational weakneeses identified in
'annual project evaluations in order to assist grantees in the
accomplishment of project objectives. It is through these

2 08
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efforts that Indian tribes and communitybased Native
American organizations will be equipped to set up sound
sanagement and administrative systems, especially in the
financial area which in turn will improve their accountability
and control of public and private funds. , The technical
assistance also focuses on strengthening the executive
capacities, the organizational structure, policy planning
and overall prbgram management systems. The objective is
to increase the effectiveness and impact of all program
activities and resources through centralized planning and
program coordination. Specialized assistanci-xerves to
promote broad commupity participation and support and to
access services heretofore not made available to Native
Americans. In cooperation with the Office of Personnel
Management, Indian tribes are able to receive training
and onsite technical assistance in personnel management.
Comprenensive merit employment systems are initiated and
put in place, resulting in increaeed stability and
improved service delivery systems for the people.
Explanation of FY 1982 Revised Request Compared to FY 1981
Revised Estimate

The FY 1982 reviiedrequest far Ttalnina and Technical
This is a decrease of $2,100,000--'---Assistance is $1,000,000.
below rhe FY 1981 estimate. This reduction will be achieved
through refecusing of the training and technical assistance
program. There will be a reduction in the number of contracts
auarded on a sectional basis for maintenancetype technical
assistance and training. Assistance will be provided to
Native American organizativem enabling them to procure
special assistance that is required to provide the elected
lb
and management leadership with the skills and knowledge
needed to administer effectively a wide range of services and
programa for Native Americans. Increased efforts will be made
to mobilize and coordinate existing local technical assistance
and training resources.

7
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Administration for NatIve Americans

Research. Demonstration and Evaluation
Authorizing legislation - Native American Programs Act of 1974,
as amendd (P.L. 95-568) Sec. 805
1982

190.

Revised Auk

Retieure
$1,700,000

Cdrrent request...

ML-1111"

$1,700,000

-1000,000

Proposed change...

1,700,000

Revised request.

700,000

Justification for FY 1982 Revised Request
Support for research, demonstration and evaluation is provided
to public and private agencies to test or assist in the
development of'new approach*. or methods,that will aid in
overcoming special prOblem'r otherwise further social end
economic self-sufficieicy for Native Americans::: Xhosa
activities are conducted by mmans of grants, contracts.and
interagency agreements with other Federal agencies.
.

,

The research, demonstration and evaluation activities are
designed to obtain information not currently available on
Native Americans which is used for program planning and
development. Demonstration projects ere undertaken to
stimillate innovations in service delivery, planning, and
management.by Native Americans. Such activities are undertaken directly with Indian tribes aud Native American
The foCus is on
organizations or with their cooperation.
enhancing the capabilities of Native Americans to Influmnce
their environment and to define, as wall as achieve, their
own economic and social goals. Cooperative fforts with
other Federal agencies serve to marihal resources for
problems which transcend tha boundariee of organizational
responsibilities.
The research, demonstration and evaluation activities are part
of a broad strategy of support for the objectives of the agency,
and will include developing indicators for defining and
assessing economic and social self-sufficiency and measuring
the performance of the Administration for Native Americans
program. Transferable technology that can make long-range
improvements in the quality of life for Native Americana will
be identified, and successful planning and service delivery

21 0
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systems mill badisseminabed to additional tribes and.
groups.

The development of a compiahensive iiogram information
system for the Administration for Native Americans will
be supported in FT 1982, This will establish a rational
system for collecting and using program data. It will
facilitate improvements in program administration, grantee
accountability and program evaluation. Based upon a
feasibility study completed in FY 1981, an effort will be
initiated in FT 1982 to evaluate the reservation program.
The results of this evaluation will provide the basis for.
setting future program policies and resource allocation.
To increase employment opportunities far Native Americans,
efforts will move beyond the initial developmental stages,
continuing to include interagency cooperation and
coordination. A Native American research aata base
completed in FY 1981 will help prevent duplication of effort
by government agencies and will provide reliable information
to Native American communities for program planning at the
local level.
Explanation of FF'1982 Revised Request Compared.to FT 1981
Remised Estimate
The FT 1982 revised request for Research, Demonstration and
Evaluation is $700,000. This is a decrease of $1,000,000
This reduction reflects decisions
below the TY 1981 estimate.
by the Administration for Native Americans to: (1) reduce
the level of financial support for certain Native American
research and demonstration projects which heVe achieved an
acceptable level of development and potential for selfsupport; (2) place greater emphasis on interagency cooperation
and joint support of priority projects; and (3) postOne
certain plaaned prOfects whith are not of highest priority.
The current priorities of the Administration for Native
Americans' R,DiE program are to evaluate program effectiveness
and to upgrade program peiformance aud accountability, and
to promote utilization of kaawledge and research by Native
American communities for self-determined socio-economic
developsent.
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INDIMITIED TOR UMW
ST
TIE NATIONAL CCOCRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

a
the National Congress of American Indians is vitally concerMA with

the level of the budget request for the Administration for Native Americans (ANA)
costained in the Department of Health and Human Services Budget for 1981: The
Fiseil Tear 1981 request for the pregraa authorized by Title VIII of the
Commualty Services Act of 1974 and administered by AMA la 833.8 million.

This

would continue a static funding pattern for a sixth consecutive year, inhibit
the delivery of belly needed serVICAS to reservation and'urban Indian communities
and be contrary to the Congressionally determined goal of Self-sufficiency
Indian people.

for

A. iignificant increase in the ANA program level for FT 81 is

desperately needed.

The Adainistrapion'e request for FT SI of $33.8 million

Is totally inadequate,
lb. National Congress of American Indians recommends to your Completes

that it consider a $4mil1ion increase in ANA'a budget in 1981', bringing the
total to'$43.8 million.
An increase of $5.3 million is, justified simply on the basis of the
ln the cost of living that has °scored since FY 74...The additional

in

$4.5 million we recosmend, over end ebove the inc aaaaa necessary to adjust for
inflation, would permit a modest expansion 'in the programs aimed at assisting
tribal governnents and urban Indian programs.
The ANA budget has not risen significantly for the last seven years.
In FY IS, the budget for the Office of Native American Programs
predecessor agency, was $32 million.
slightly to $33 pillion.

(oNAP), ANA's

In FT 76, the program level went up

It has remained at that level every year until 1980

Awn an additional $800,000 increase was authorised.
used to assist the Hawaiian Natives.

For FT 80

The funds were primarily

the appropriation is $33.8

S

elllion.
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Despite an increase in the overall cest of doing business over this seven
pear period of over 412, the AMA budget has increased juat 5.62.
Ireaslated into dollar terms, this means that the AMA budget should
have gone up 817 aillion between 1975 end 197, just to kemp up with inflation,
a modest rate of 72.

Instead it wepeup only $1 aillion over the 1975-1979
.

1

gamine, with anotHlr increase of just $4100,060 for 1980.

.

Inflation has not been the only factor pressing ow AMA's budget.

When

Congress rewrote the authorization legislation for the AMA program :Ad -way
I

thrOUgh FY 75, it required the agency to extend its financial assistance to an
additional group of native people--Netive.HataaiSns.

This single act added

some 150,000 people to ANA's service population in Hawaii &lane.

Some estiastes'

Ladicate that upwards of 150,000 are eligible for services on the'eainland.
,

AnArhas funded native Hawaiian programa

in the Islands.

All this happened

without any significant addition to AMA's budget.
AMA also his reached out to sera other previously unserved groups 'of

Indianveople.
state. hat been

extending services tp formerly ignored Indians in the eastern
griming ANA priority.

In addition, ANA initiated an urban

Indian effort serving 81,groups and extended services tot pteviously unserved
Indians in Oklahoma.

Special projects providing protection for tribal rights

,and improving the economic bass on reservations have also been ANA concerns.
All this has had to happen without any significant Addition to ANA'a budget.

ANA has recently projected a new effort that is designed to assist those trpes
with energy resources.

This will involve efforts to better enable those tribes

to manege their resources.

In fact, the number of ANA funded programa has risen from 168 in FY 74
to 219 in FY 77 --all without any significant addition to the agency's budget,
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The Admaistrstios for Native Americans la the Office of *MAR Developmust Services is charied with proioamg social and economic self -sufficiescy
fee Am/scream Indises, Alaskan Natives, and Newell= Natives.

Financial

-

tams, la provided for Native American community projects, research, evaluation,
tochalcal assistance and training.

A major emphasis is assisting Native American

groupe'to nee both federal and non-federal resources to achieve locally determined goals.

funding priority is given to projects thii stiengthen local VALIVO

American inatitutions,and show'prosise of furthering social and economic elf sufficiency.

The particular needs, resources and culture of the specific Native

American communitiso. are considered in this priority.

In all ANA projects and

activities. priority is given to those projects which will be completed, are
self-sufficient, or supported by other resources.

Is fulfilling Its legislative mandate to promote canonic end social
self-sufficiency for American Indiens, the Administration for Native Americans
provides financial assistance to American Indian growps through'direct grants.
The grant support enables them to build

contracts and inter-agency egrsenents.

and strengthen their local inetitutions of government.

Where gaps exist in

local adainistrative and financial nanagement ot other *Lille., the Administration

for Naeluo Americans provides training and technical assistance through contracts
with Native American technical assistance providers and inter-agency agreements
with other federal resource..

Increasing tha capacity of tribal government*

and community organisations to deal with their needwrequires a multi-faceted
.

approach that le sensitive to the diversities in pot:Altai and stages of develop-

mot soong the tribes end groups.

The Administration for Native americana'

plan provides for flexible and comprehensive support to American Indian communitleo.

214
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Ter projects on ladim reservatioes the Maim/strati*. for Native
haericans efforts ere directed toward strengtheniag the emecutive function.
ef the governing bodies of Indias tribes.

A primary functioliof ANA is their

advocacy on behalf of tribal government..

ANA has been charged with developing

Department of Health, Education and Welfare policy that recognises the sower -

elant$ of the tribal governments.

Further, ANA has attempted to implement

federal policies withia'NEW such ai subsection 23 CFR 3141.2,1 that provides
for tribal consultation and t.L. 93-431, the Self -Detiiraination and Education

Assistant: Act.

A principal activity is the creation of a planning and develop-

ment clearinghouse capacity for Indian tribes..

The Office of Management and

budget (aKs) regulations require that Indian tribes with an established coordination sechanis; b. provided with the opportunity for review of filhencial

assietance applications in the eaas manor as States and area-wide clearinghouses.

17rOm the FEDERAL REGISTER forrTuesday, October 9, 1979, .1). 3109911
Fart 3 DOI/BIA Indian Education Policies and Transfer of Functions. Rules
and Reaulstioom.

Subt.ction 25 CFR 3ls.2-Dafinitions:
(g) "Consultation" means conferring process with tribes, Alaska Native
entities, and tribal organizations on a periodic'and systematic
basis in which the Bureau and Department officials listen to and
give effect, to the extent they can, to the views of these entities.
(n) "Indian Organization"
(r) "Tribal Organization"
Subsection 25 CFR 51..4-Policies:

In carrying out its education mission the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs through the Director shall: (a) Policy making. (1) Assure that no new
policy shall be established nor any existing policy changed or modified wtthout
consultation with affected tribes and Alaska Native government entities. (2)
guided in policy formulation and funding priorities, including the proposing
and awarding of contracts and grants, by periodic and systematic consultation
with governing bodies of tribes and Alaska Native entities.

9
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Mile Wien tribes have this opportunity, the fundamental and essential work
ef developing tribal mechanisms for coordinating the activities' of tribal

departments, divieions, enterprises amd amities has bees without support.
The thrust of thie effort is to coordinate the fragmented projects and pllerans
am ladies reservaiions by assisting tribes in developing a local system and
mechanism for cOordination and comprehensive planning.

A related aspect of

this initiative is to provide-tribes with the capacity for establishing
employment system and implementing affirmative employment

merit

ordinances that en-

compass Indian Preference and Indian SoLfnDetermination, both Congressionally .
mandated efforts.
\

Additional funding is needed to provide inpport to the tribal governments
so that they,can batter develop

comprehensive management program for their

tribal resoucos.
Influencing the tibn -Native American institutions and developing coherent,

responsive services for Aserican Indians is the progran direc:iOn for urban
/adian and off-reservation programs.

These programs provide vitally needed

advocacy 'for Indian concerns to all levole of government with respnnsibilities
for serving all their citizens.

ANA provides core funding.to these programs

which provides then with funds to support' core

nistrstion funda--salnriea

he other funding sources,
of staff that ov aaaaa the programs and leverage1:48"

office space, community outreach programs and other eimenses that make possible
1

'

for the urban Indian centers to be the balm for fumy service delivery activities.
Additional appropriations ars needed that will ollow ANA to expand Ita
urban effort and that will enable.the urban centers to better advocate and coordinate social services for Indian: that reside off-reservation.

The Department of Health Human Services appears to ignore the needs of
;

tha American Indian people served by the Admini aaaaa ion for Native Maritime.

Ilf
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let the Congress, la establishing the Admiaistration for Native Americans,

bas iefined the moel ftm the ANA program -a for Indian projects in

most

appropriate way-the attainment of economic and social self-sufficiency for
American Indian and Alaskan Natives.

This would allow our people to take

greater control oi their resources and would provide the opportunity for thm
Ladiam'pe

be cruel

..

s to join in those'decisions that afgecc their lives.

i

4
elf --Deteraination.

This will

All we ask is that we eliminate peraitted to step forward toward that
goal.

Senator DErrrolsz. Thank you, Mr. Tullis.

And before proceeding to Father Zuern, I would like to mention
the manner in which I became acquainted with you. I was invited
to a party including Senator Stevens, to Alaska to meet His Holiness, Pope John Paul, IL and Cardinal Krol, and he told me about
Monsignor Lenz, who in turn referred me to his highly recommended expert, you. So would you please proceed, sir.

Reverend ZUERN. Thank you. I am happy to be--with you thisafternoon. I have submitted the statement. I would like to make

some remarks.

I would like to quote the statement of President Reagan last

September 26, when he was speaking on Indian issues, and I think

it is fundamental to his position, and I certainly would hope the

Congress would support him in that.'
He said, "The traditional relationship between the United states
and the Indian governments is a government-to-government rela-

tionship. History tells us that the only-effective way for Indian
reservations und Indian communities to develop is with local
Indian leadership. Bearing in mind the legal and historical background, tribal governments must play the primary role in- Indian
affairs. State and non-Indian local governments can at best play
only a secondary roje."
I think that comes right odt of the long-recognized Federal trust

responsibility toward Indians. The Native American people, and
whether we are speaking of the' Alaska Natives or the various
Arberican Indian tribes, are in a very special position with the
United States Government.

It starts with the treaties, it goes through the Constitution, the
earliest legislation. Honestly, I believe that the expenditure of
Federal funds becomes more effective the greater tlie recognition of
the capabilities of the Indian people.
I

have had 25 years of experience, IMO in South Dakota,

Kansas, Minnesota, on reservations, and in the'cities, ministering
in Indian communities in a pastoral role, social service ministries,
educational work, and I certainly support this.
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I want to see the ftincist going directly to the Indian people. They
are ,creative beyond what moat American people would possibly
understand. There is an ingenuity,
a capacity; there is a different
.
cultural tradition.
Often, because it 113 differViit, 'people fear it. We have to have the

trust thaGod has in all of us, and trust one another more. '
The thing I would say is that we be sure that there are always
appropriations for the people who do not live on reservations. We
have had the last census count, and we have wity over 80 percent
living., in large urban areas. They have not beenral3eorbed. There is
no need to be absorbed.
1 think this Nation, above all nations, should be able to live with
people of different cultural backgrounds. The American Indian
people certainly would be in a prime position there.
So there has to be a recognition, then, of the Indian groups who
are in the cities. There are some very significant things being done.
They, need support; they need help.
I think governments on the reservations, and the the non-federally recognized tribes that Mr. Tullis has spoken of are really doing
remarkable things.
I. have bo doubt in my mind that fax worse tharfitealing land t
was making the Indian people feel that they weren't adequate, or
that they had to apologize for who they were. That .was by far the
worst crime. I think ,the best thing that has happened in recent
years is that we have moved out of that attitude.
By circumstances, I happened to be the pastor of the Pine Ridge
Reservation at the time of Wounded Knee, and I am glad I Was '
there.
I think, someone with less understanding, noLthat I .understand
the whole thing, could have gotten very panicky. r sVas getting
phone calls from the Governor, and he was being pressured to call
up the National Guard and all this sort of thing, to surround the
reservation. It was the last thing thatneeded to be done.
What has to be done is recognize the capacity that the Indian
people have, so there has to be a tremendous amount of consultation always, and then there has to be confidence, They are capable
people, and they, must be trusted . There has to be consistency.
In recent years, the worm th'l n'g that the Federal- Government'
has done is wait 5 years in Et prOgram that hasn't 'worked, and then
throw it out, and bring something else in. It creates a feeling of,
discouragement and bewilderment at times.
The programs are going to be utilized one way or the other. Let
me give you an exiiMple. When I was at Pine Ridge, I was asked to
serve on the personnel committee of the community action program.
Why did they have me? I was the celibate clergyman and one of
the regulations was that you could not hire your own relatives. I
had no relatives to hire. However, there were Indian clergymen
with me, not in that tribe.
I remember one day we- had to hire an outreach person for the
Wounded Knee community. There were about nifle applications,
and I found one man particularly qualified. He had been elected by
the community. He had held a lot of jobs for a considerable period
of time. The big problem is that jobs dOn't stay open.
142 rtl 0 al
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So after some discussion, I said, "I think this is the man who
should get the jqb. He seems to me to be the best qualified."
One of the Indiah men who was on the panel with me says, "I

agree with you. He has the largest family."
There was the need and the program was being adjusted not the
way Washington, had designed it, but to meet a specific need. So
with consultation, understanding, giving programs that really meet

the needs of the people, tre ting them with confidence and then
consistency in carrying them ut for a long period of time, I think,
will make the difference. It wi I establish the situation that we are
looking for.
t
So I support the notion of direct funding to the Indian groups. I
think this is essential. I think this should be. I think funds will be
lost in the transmittal if it doesn't happen that way.
By all means, the ingenuity that the administraticin for Native
Americans has made possible in Indian cbmmunities should be
encouraged and supported. I. think it is a special responsibility that
the Federal Gov_ernmeut has and I support it completely.
I will conclude here. If there are any questions I will certainly.
try to answer them.
1

[The prepared statement of Reverend Zuern followsj
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and I wish to express my apii;"gaIation for the
I am Ted Zuern, S. J.
I am a Catholic priest. For twentyopportunity to appear here today.
five years I have served in American Indian communities.both on reservations and in urban areas of South 'Dakota, Kansas and Minnesota.
I have served in pastoral,.educational and ,social ministries.
I appear today urging just and effective use of federal monies
I seek
designated for use in programs among Native American groups.
benefit not only for the native American peoples of this nation, who
the wide diversity of Ameriea's
have a unique historical position,among
It is to
citizens, bist a1so for all the citizens of this country.
'the benefit of all that each part of our population experience meaningful

develicent.
,

Last SepteMber 26th President Ronald Reagan, in the course of hiS
presidental campaign, released a series of Questions and Answers on
American Indian issues. He stated'at one point:
"The traditional relationship between the United States
and Indian governments isia 'government to government
effective
relationship.' History tells us that the only
way for Indian reiervations; and Indian,communities, to
Bearing fn mind
develop is with local-Indian leadership.
the lega/ and histerhal background, tribal governments
must play the primary role in Indian affairs. State and
non-indian local governments can at best play only a
secondary role."

.

That statement should bee guitle for the U. S. Congress as well as
President Reagan understands the
for the Fresidental Administration.
relationship this government should have to American Indians and
I support it and urge
Alaska natives. I believe it is correet.
the Congress to support.it.
Native American grotips deserve to develop and to'operate their proOnly they can
grams thai use both federal and non-federal resources.
of the
correctly detect and analyize the influences and varied nuances
strengths and weaknesses in their social and political sUuctures.
theoritician see the true roots of
They can more accurately than a
solutions.
problems and detect more readily the proper approach toward
using.
are
more
capable
of
'Thus, they, rather than non-Indians,
desired goals.
resources with greater assurances of movements toward
Non-Indians of good Will
They can direct expenditures more effectively.
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can never truly put themselves in the cultural tradition of the descendents of this hemisphere's original inhabitants, who under pressure
yielded their land for the establishment of this nation.
Our government has given the native American peoples solemn promises
recognizing their right to self determination. Great nations keep
their promises. Certainly, this nation must keep its word to its
members descended from those culturally distinct communities who from
ihe Pacific to the Atlantic provided this nation's, land base.
Happily for us, keeping our nation's word is also the most effective
means for using monetary resources committed to the furtherance of
Indian, Eskimo and Aleut communities.
The U. S. Census of 1980 reveals an increasing Indian population in
It would be erroneous to think
the large urban areas of America.
that half of the Indian population still resides on reservations.
The Twentieth Century has changed the circumstances of American Indian
communities as surely as it has changed the more traditionally recbgniged communities of rural and urban America. Thus, it is necessary
to recognize and respect the American Indian communities expanding in
American cities.
.

Federal block grants should be made directly to Native American groups
and not through state and local governments. The Constitution of the
United States gave responsibility for relations with the American
Indians tO the federal'government rather than to the state governments.
Some of the f,irst legislation of the federal government, late in the
It befits the
eighteenth century, reaffirmed that responsibility.
97th Congress of the United States to continue that legal obligation,
However, in maktng block grants to the Native American groups it is
vital for the success of those grants that the formula, details and
general arrangements of the block grants be worked out in cooperation
with the Native American peoples.
I have witnessed over the past twenty-five years a_continuing succession
of federal programs that were prepared and packaged by people of goodwill in Washington who sincerely asked themselves, "What would I want
if I were an Indian who is to benefit from this program?" Programs
were then prepared according to what had been imagined. But the
imagining did not equate the reality of experience as Indians know it.
Too frequently, the imagning did not grasp the intangibles of Indian
culture, the assumptions,.approaches and attitudes of traditional
Indian institutional structures, the significance of Indian gestures,
references and actions. So the programs were received and unpackaged
by persons who than had to strain to make the programs meet their
Indian needs.

Usually the Indian peoples were glad to see that the federal government
was attempting to fulfill its special trust obligations to them. But
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the people ip Washington became frustrated because the program did'not
Then they would begin again to
"work the way we intended it to work."
imagine what they would warit if they were Indians.

one culture fS:used
Error is always the cesult-When-the-standirds-cf
to .judge the motivation and achievement of another culture.
I recommend, in fact I strongly urge, that in establishing block grants
The
for Native American groups, that the Three C's Policy be used.
Three C's are Consultation, Confidence and Consistency.
Learn what the
CONSULTATION with Native American groups is necessary.
Learn from the large Navajo
native American peoples see as their needs.
nation of nirore than.150,000 persons and a small mall native Alaska
i provillage of less than 100 persons. Learn how they would organize
Learn what goals they see as vitat
memb-ers.
gram to benefit their
to them as a distinct cultural group formed by values that vary from
Learn their hopes and fears,
those that form mainstream Americans.
Learn by listheir strengths and challenges, their pains and joys.
tening, observing and being guided by those who have a sensitivity to
relate between tribal groups and the dominant society.
There
CONFIDENCE in the diversity of American c ltUres is necessary.
The myriad cultures
is not one single way for solving human p oblems.
f styles used for solving
of the huMan family are simply a variety
The United State of America probably has the
common human problems.
widest diversity of cultural ccmuniti4 in all the world. We recog-,
Our national motto is
.
nize ourselves by our cultural diversi
It speaks of an
It speaks of culturil plurality.
E Pluribus Unum.
unity
unity of diversified peoples. Their differences remain;-their
bad. Wn should stop
gro6s. Differences in cultural formation is not
Cultural diversity is a precious richness of
to see the wonder of it.
We
are
not bound to follow one road. We are not
the United States.
We speak of liberty and
organized to follow one pattern of action.
We
must
also stress the rights
choice. We stress individual rights.
Do we sufficiently realize
of cultural communities within this nation.
the fullness of life only within
that the individtial.person realizes
community?,
America.
Oiverslty of communities is one of the fundamental factors of
result when individual Americans
Diversity of communities is bound"to
of America's
are reared and formed within the diverse traditions
creates community. Isolation
The
individual
needs
and
also
cultures.
lince the community is so important to the individual, the
is deadly.
community diversity and think only of, the
United States can not ignore
individual,as though he was. formed everywhere by the same pattern.

of American peoples. -It is
It is necessary,to truit the diversity
To fail in ,that
'necessary to trust Native American communities.
Difference
among
human
ways are not
confidence is to fail America.
huMan family. If He accepts the
wrong. Cod created diversity in the
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varied peoples,of the world, America must accept her own diversity of
cultures.
Native American 'peoples must be trusted even when they want
to act according to their own traditions, their own ways.
CONSISTENCY in dealing with Native American groups is necessary. Fluctuation and change wears on the spirit of'every person. We seek a
certain stability. We know Ow change will always come somehow, but
we like to know that our relationships with other persons and groups
are dependable whatever else happens. Frustration is the name of the
helpless feelings that strike a dependent party when the party in
charge makes abrupt changes. Feelings of discouragement and futility
rease with the uncee*inty Of mandated change.
,

.Whether

t has intended it or not, I think:the federal government has
been guilty of inc4istency in past dealings with Native American
groups. I have seen many programs prepared for Indian communities
suddenly terminated after five or seven years. The problem did not
come from the Native American groups because they did not control
the ertablishment nor the termination of the programs. Probably the
problem came from the disappointment of the non-Indians who had
expected a non-Indian inspired program to function among Indians."
They found the cost of the program to be ineffective by their standards;
they stopped the program; they frustrated the Indians.

If new programs are to have a significant influence for the better
among members of the Native American groups, they must come from the
people and be llowed to function for a long period of time. I believe
that cultural developments come.not in terms of five years but in
terms of twenty five years, a generation. Consistency is demanded
if the program is to have significance rather than fruttration.
Consultation, Confidence and Consistency are vital.
The cost effective
ness of the funding involved can only be realized by using a human,
cultural approach in working wi;h the Native American groups.
If block grants are to work succoliiSfutly, the details of their
operation must come from the people among whom they are used.

Thank you, for allowing me to make Ihies statement._
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Senator DENTON. I am not sure you said if you are in support of

'

the independent reauthorization of the Native American programs
rather than having it folded into a block grant.
Reverend ZugeN. Absolutely,. keep it with the Indian people.
Senator DENTON. The adrithlistration has in its budget proposal
for the Native American Programs Act that the highest prior* for
funds will be those prOgrams and projects that show the greatest
Do you
potential for self-sufficiency for the Native Americans.
regard?
And if
of
the
administration
in
that
agree with the thrust
Americans
data
on
the
number
of
Native
so, why? Do you have any
who have attained self-sufficiency under the program? Do you have
anything to say in that regard?
Reverend ZUERN. Yes, I would be very happy to say a few things
there.
Self-sufficiency, self-deterrdination, they are essential. No group
of people ever develolis or progresses if it is completely under
control. As residents of this hemisphere and as members of this
Nation, they should be given support. They are capable through
these programs. There have been a variety of them developed by
the Native Americans. It indicates the diversity that exists among
the Indian tribes, Indian groups, the Indian Nations, that exist in
have
this country. I can't give you any specific figures. I just don't
parts
of
have
had
the
oppoxtunity
in
different
any on hand, but I
the country to see the program work and there is nothing that
gives me greater satisfaction,' than seeing confidence in my Indian
friends as they take charge of these programs and go on.
It is good.
Senator DENTON. Let me say I was away, as you know, when all
of this consciousness, new consciousness took place and as a child,
and as an adult, I always regarded an Indian in awe, with more
respect than for, if I might say, Orientals, and we have perhaps a
beautiful example in the back of the room there. I can see that, it
was necessary because of the horrible raw deal ybu got that somehow it be rectified and it is most encouraging to me to see the level
of consciousness and activity in this and that this thing has beeu
broken out rather than put into a block grant.
Mr. Tumis. Senator, I would like to say, the administration for
Native Americans is a prime example of that journey that Indian
tribes have started to make towards that goal of self-sufficiency,
the self-determination is a phrase that is thrown around a. lot but
it is something that the Indian tribes take very serious. We have
talked to the staff members about it, and the self-determination
carries with it an awful lot of responsibility, 'and we accept that
responsibility; we realize that it is'necessary to get to self-sufficiency and I think that ANA money is one of the areas we can show
really significant impacts in some of the Indian communities towards that goal of self-sufficiency.
I can give you personal testimony on that from a local group, the
Poarch 13and of Creeks has used ANA money to make significant
changes in the community in the 3 years we have been funded by
ANA.

There are changes there that anyone in the community can point
out to you that have come about in the last 3 years.
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We support that effort and we realize that this is an officp that
has had its impact in the local conimunities.
Senator DENTON. I have to express,my admiration for the linguis-

tic capacity of Mr. Andrade and Mr. Juneau in spite of the fact

that you speak Alabama you do not require an ikerpreter. [Laughter.)
Thia question is for either or both witnesses. What has been the
extent of your discretionary authority for program planning under
the Native American Programs Act in the past, and do you believe

this discretionary authority should be expanded in the future?
That is for both of you.

Mr. Tutus. I definitely have to-comment. Again, I will use the,
feel that in the past the administration.while it put a lot of eighasis on research and development
and pilot projects has done lot of determining what their priorities
per year should be and we feel that the tribes have progressed to
the point where they have the ability to decide what the program
phrase of self-determination,

should be.
We would like to see the "discretiOnary power of the administra-

tion shiftedAdst a little more towards the tribes and the funded
groups. W eel the tribes have progressed to the point where we
are as t e Reverend says, capable of deciding what needs to be
done in the community and we assume that responsibility of decid-

ing what is best for t e people. We would like to see more of the'
power of the discretionary power of the administration turned over
to the tribes to decide what to do with the programs.
Revdrend ZuktiN, I have never had the position where I directed
a program. I am most familiar with the Rapid City Indian Service
Council which is funded undey the ANA program.

It is a group of urban Indian people. I speak from experience
,because I spent 7 years at the Indian Center there. And-I am very,
ver'y much Impressed with what they are able to do. There are
times that you can be of assistance but there is enough ingenuity
within the community that I think they are far more capable of
reaching the needs, the expectations of the people than I myself
would have even though I have been expoaed to quite a bit of
Indian tradition.
Mr. ANDRADE. Yes, Mr. Chairman, our concern with this discretionary power, as Mr. Tullis said, is that the Act in itself specifically states the tribe should define its priorities and define its areas
which they feel are necessary. The same wording applies to the

urban Indian projects and the other projects. We feel that that
means that the discretionary power should be Nith the tribes. As
long as they can comply with the law they should be the ones to

define their programs, design them, "have thg community vote on
them and have the act fund them as long as it is in compliance
with the law.

We felt heartened by President Reagan's statements that he

would try at all cost to get the bureaucracy away from the commu-

nity and let them do the planning of their programs to the best
needs of the community.
Wd feel the same applies to the ANA. We have no problems with

ANA but we do believe that this discretionary authority should be
severely limited from them to the good of the tribe and we would,
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you know, very much like to hear that come back from the committee or through the bill, that the priorit,y should lie with the Tribe
in discretionary things.
Senator DENTON. I am told that it is in the law, but it has not
been implemented very well.
Mr. ANDRADE. No, sir, in fact ANA has continued to be one of
the few programs in HEW that we kind of get bounced around
with the discretionary authority, or noncategorical program, and
we get bounced around by the administration. We have for the past
7 years. That's why we would like to see it clearly stated that the
law says the tribe shalt plan their programs and tthe Government
shall assist them instead of the opposite way around.
Senator DENTON. I am assured that you will be happy with the
way we write this particular piece of leplation.
I want to thank all 4 of you for coming here and enduririg all of
this time to testify. It was most valuable and .informative.
Thank you.
Mr. ANDRADE. We appreciate it, sir.
Mr. Tuitus. Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Other mer1bers of the subcommittee will have
questions to be submitted in riting to you for the record, so the
record will be kept open for that purpoee. We would- solicit your
cooperation in answering those questions if you would. /
Mr. Thum We would be moet happy to respond.
Reverend ZUERN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we will be happy answer
an,y questions you have.
Sell/Aar DENTON. That would be appreciated.
Mr. Thum Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Reverend ZUERN. Thank you again.
Senator DENTON. At this point I ordpr printed all statements of
those who could not attend and other 4artinent material submitted
for the record.
[The material referred to follows]
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BLOOC GRAMS:

Isto

The Reagan Administration has presented to the American people a "new"
ernment
one that is efficit;,
en
streamlined, and returns
vislon
greaterlierr to the states, while providing a 'safety net" of protections
One of the most salient attempts to achieve these
for the truly needy.
goals is manifest in the concept of block grants - the shifting of Federal
Dy consolidating the funding
dollars,and Federal controls to the states.
for various categorical programs and simultaneously eliminating Federal
authority over how and where the money is spent, the Administration hopes
to forge ahead in its efforts to get the government "off the backs of the
people."
However, we in the National Urban League question this idealized notion of the
success of the consolidation of Federal programs. Although on the surface it
may appear to address the ills that the Administration sees facing the
country, the proposals will in fact coaround the problems presently besetting
the states, the Congress, and ultimately the beneficiaries of such programs.
The nature of our domestic socio-economic problems is such that the states
are inextricably united in addressing them; as NUL President Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.
has stated, "for many domestic issues, state boundaries are irrelevant..."
Poverty, and the needs of the poor are national issues, and cannot be
handled solely by localizing solutions.
Mbre importantly though, we must question the Reagan Administration's perA block grant
ception of its responsibility given this type of_preposal.
approach simply eixracts the Federal government from its constitutional
duty to proeote the general welfare; the proposal will abdicate this
The Administrafion
duty by shifting the burden of provision to the states.
Not
seems to be saying that we will solve OUT problems by ighoring them.
Only MU5t we challenge this logic, but we feel that ultimately the States
The
and Congress will find that this approach is also to their detriMent.
states and localities are Ill-equieeed to handle -- financially, administratively,
the sudden influx of unrestricted funding. The Congress will
or politically
simultaneously lose a measure of control over, and accountability for, Federal
monies that the people entrust them with tt$ distribute. Thus, we find we
must 1S5u0 the following warnings regarding the folly of the block grant approach:
to the states in the financial, administrative, and political arenas, and to the
And consequently, we
Congress regarding the undermining of their authority.
find that it is the "truly nee,, - who will suffer the most -- that very group
which the Mhanistration han pledged to protect.
Effects On The States
Financial

The urro.Ation of block grantl effectively puts a cap on Federal spending,
¶laz leaving states and localities unable to address changing economic
By ba,iri: a state', entitlement on the previoun yearn
9ndition. and
I PrPlral flexibility, little leeway is
;1'' it' Pm' " '
etnnorT.
Tho, a Whigan
I...
1,,
'he flu tiiit i. -f
rb d
needn of it; laid off worier5, a Florida
4$1

mq11,

'1

rfiligpf.,1, and. 3 har,h1n1:ton -tate could Irt eVen
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begin to repair the damage caused by Mount St. Helens.

Further, tn addition to the President's pledge to cut the amount Of money
distributed to the states, the Congress would become increasingly reluctant
to appropriate funds for vaguet'indistinct program. The states are already
finalicially strapped; coupled with the absence of a'ivald harmless" provision
in the consolidation proposal, they will find they have even fewer resources
with which to assist their residents. This leaves only an unpleaant Hobson's
chOice -- raising taxes or eliminating programs. There are already indications
that this decision will have to be made:
the cap on Federal Medicaid spending
and changes in AFDC eligibility, for example, will spell some tough choices for
the states.
Administrative
Rather than simplifying the provision of services, block grants would compound
In addition to granting the states greater control
the problems, SO times over.
over their grants, block grants would provide greater burdens which the localities
are not prepared to manage. The switch to consolidated monies will require the
development of new financial, administrative, and accountability mechanisms.
Further, the lack of targeting will only spawn inefficiency and encourage waate.
This tendency can even be seen now: nearly one-half of all black welfare families
are excluded from Medicaid. Stories of welfare abuse are legion, and can be
expected to burgeon without ederal direction.
:

Political

The elimination of federal controls over consolidated monies will mean that
The local authorities
e the states will have to institute their own regulations.
are clearly more vulnerable to local voting blocs and political pressures;
therefore, the,competition fdr limited fart& will further increase these tensions.
State and local elected officials have a responsibility,to provide for their
low income and disadvantaged citizens; the relatively stronger business and
industry lobbyists will only make their decisions more difficult.
Effects On The Congress
Accountability
By consolicliiting a number of programs into a single block grant, the purposes
for which the money W35 originally intended will be distorted, if not entirely
Funds will no longer hr used as determined by Congressional intent, but
lost.
rather will be cub)ect to the pressures of a strong lobby, a whim, or the
Consequently, Convect,' will lose control
pre)udice of an administrator.
over where and how money is spent, and accountability will he sacrificed.
rh1,. 1, a lifect contradiction nf recent attempts by Mongreqq to encure that
triouti
rhe imposttli
7ederat mcnien are, gpent opiktably and effKient1).
ountln and verification procedure5 evidence a rongrent,lonal lei.tre t(' accuCe
'a feitiirdr
M4 cAnCoil 7'
rt. 41-

1t
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Civil Ri.ghtl
'
.

Legislation judiF1a1 decisions, and regulations have over time established
a.set of ba.4ic human and civil rights proteCtions foi beneficiaries of Federal
programs. By turning responsibility over to the states, however, tlese.
guarantees would be losp, and indeed the entire concept of "entitlement",
Tbose once most vulnerable to the vagaries of administrators
would be decimated.
will agaib find- themseTves at the mercy of the localitiet and their prejudices.
The responl1b1lty for determining who will be served and what,rights will be
respected will fallAO the,states'and a profound and Monumental group of
guarantees,tased on experiencs ,. will be eliminated.
,

Summary

,

Oltimately, however, it is the beneficiaries of the programs --.the.poOr, the
disadvantaged, and minorities -- who will bear the brUnt of the bUrden for
a change to block grants. For ho longer will they be guaranteed beneficiaries,
bat rather competitors for scarce resources. Although some states hsve proven
to be responsive to the needs of the less fortunate, they have traditionally
neglected these groups 14 favor of mortmand louder pressures from Others'seeking
funding.

This is not the first time'that consolidation has been proposed; it has been
tried before and found.wanting. Tbo often blockgrants were a euphemism for
states rights, a concept that gave.rise 'to.separite sehOols, separate drinking
long
fountains, and separate and unequal kives. Obviously, we have come
way from those institutionalized perniciourr conditions, but the Federal
government has still found it necessary to provide safeguards and guarantees for
Funding Was formerly distributed based on a community's
those most in need,
ability to leverage local matching fWnds, thus seriously hindering poorer areas
from receiving,Federal Meney, "Recognizing this, reinibursement criteria have
been improved tb facilitate tho participation of all, and in fact ensure that the
Here again, block grants would
neediest are.provided with sufficieat support.
eliminate this protection.
.

The benefits of a block grant approadl to funding states and localities
urI ir llt.tslon. The ,..ogtq clearly outweigh any percerved adVantagest
1r
fun the per-pecttve of the states, the t'angress. od MO5t saliently. the
Lxperience has proven that the. concept is Faulty; let us
henefIctartec.
w't retreat to repeat our past mistakes.
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Stitement of Harold 0. Wilson
Vice Chairman, The Rural Coalition
Before the Senate Committee on Labor & Human Resources
Subcommittee on Aging, Family and Human Services

Mr. Chairman, my name is Harold Wilson and I am Vice
Chairman of the Rural Coalition. The Rural Coalition is
voluntary association of about 60 non-proffte public service
organization!, located both around the country and here in
Washington, which are boncerned with public policy as it
affects rural areas and minority and low-income people
Thank you for the opportunity to
living k0 rural America.
submit this statement for the record. We are presenting
this statement because, despite the progress made in assisting the poor, poverty remains an unalterable fact of life in
rural America.

Poverty and Rural America
Mowhere is poverty more pervasive than in the nonmetropolitan areas of our country. While fural area% have
about 30% of the overall population, about 40% of the poor
live in rural America. Other indicators of distress are
equally grim:
- almost 60% of the bad housing in the country is in
rural areas;
- almost two thirds of the housing in America that,
lacks plumbing is in rural areast
- about 30 million rural Americans have inadequate
water/wastewater systems (this represents 93% of all
the households in this situation);
- nearly 60% of the medically unserVed population
reside in rural America.
clear and dramaWe think these statistics point out
tic need for the delivery of human services in the nonmetropolitan areas of the country, and that the federal
government has a essponsibility to assure the provision of
'this assistance.

1035-30TH STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20007 / (202) 33S-7200
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As proposed, governors will receive funds for these
programs, plus about 35 others, at a rate redubed by 25% by
the Administration, 12% by inflation, and by'ao additional amount for state administration. In short, we are not
25% cut in human servlces. to- low-ineems
ing about
e, but, adjusting for inflation and state adhinis-,
Ation, a 40-50% reduction. Governors will not be in an
asy spot. Program funds will be reduced, and tbe demand on
state government for a myriad of services will di
enormous.
Substate Allocations
4

situation we fear the rural organizattons
s In such
-will not fare well. Competition WU be stiff, aa.we have
auggested, and fOndS more limited than it wOuld'ffrst
'appear. We 'are concerned that the rural human services
statutory allocation for
agencies will not survive without
rural areas. Ws urge Congreas to set aside an apptopriate
share of these funds for non-metropolitan areas. Targeting
40% share for the
by poverty population would establih
rural poor.
Conclusion

In conclusion, we would like to reiterate that:
.Poverty isemains sn dnalterable fact of life in rural
America.

.Rural poverty is a national problem requiring a
national policy and focus.
.The Economic Opportunity Act establishes that national
policy; it is imperative that it be reauthorized.
.The Community Services Administration executes that
national policy; it is imperative that it be
reauthorized as well.
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Assistance Program (STHAP), has provided_much needed on-site
technical assistance' to small town minority mayors grapOling
with significant housing and economic problems.
If,C5A-is dismembered, there is deep concerh that ,therural hausing defivery network which hes taken ten years
to develop will be lost as well as several national, ,speciall
emphaeis efforts such as'the home repair and water/
wastewater programs. Both,serve rural poor people and their
combined requirement for the federal government is less than
$,10. million.
All these programs need a- home and an'
'environment to operate in; CSA provides both.
,

Block Grants and Rural America
There has been much discussion about the Admiaistration proposals to consolidate a number of social servides
programs into a block grant and pass funds along to the
states for planning and administration. Thus far, as we
understand it, no legislation has been submitted by the,

Administration to the Congress.

As a resultwe cannot

cohment with confidence on.the Admipistration'S plan..
We have a real concern however, that there will hot be
enough time to adequately plan and implement.a block grant
approach. We,know, for instance, that it took over two
years to develop.the Community Development. BlOck Grant
(CDBG) program and that effective implement4tion, 'at least
We
for rural areas, did not come abodt until nnich later.
urge the Congress, should it decide to puraue block grants,
to provide sufficient time so that all involved: state and
local 'grantees can Make necessary adjustments withogt
disrupting the flow of services to the poor.
,

Our second concern involves the funds available for
next year's federal human service programs. The Administration estiMates that abOut 75% of FY81 funds will-be
available to the states. In analyzing the various Reagan'
proposals, we have found that the base figure employed to
calculate the 25% reduction from FY81, was not the overall
cost to the federal government for a particular program, but
,the amount of monäy actually distributed to verioms
grantees. In short, the 75% 'figure reflects 3/4 of FY81,
program funds; administration is not figured into this
calculatiqn. For example, the Administration has slated'the
major program of the Community Services AdMinistration,
-community actioh, for inclusion'in one of the block grants.
The base figure used for calculation of the. 25% saving ie
400 million, or the amount used for actual grants in FY81.
No ftinds for the administrative accounts were included in
this calculation Cd-CSA funds; thus a portion of program
funds fOr community action will be used by the states for
administration.
°

.

a
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N Nation'al Strategy

The Economic Opportunity" Act is a primary Way in which
theleation has attempted to meetits.Obligation to lowincome people. It has provided a national focus, standard,
and strategy to-deal with their problems.

This national focus is essential if there is to be a
,coordinated and realistic approach to supporting the poor.
One of the compelling reasons for passage of the Economic
Opportunity Act was the poor record of many state and local
governments in providing services to low-income people. We
are concerned that in,hard economic times, providing states
with funds for social services does not reecessarily ensure
an adequate program for low-income people; state budgets are
already far too strained. We believe that, as in 1964, the
nation needs to tackle the poverty problem as one, not as
fifty states. We strongly urge the Congress to continue a
national focus on the poor and the development strategies to
assist them.-

1!

,

CSA and Rural America
4

The Community Services Administration has provided a
.
national focus on the problem of poverty. This agency funds
almost 900 local.community action agencies (CAAs) that
.
represent the el(Arly, the oinority and disadvantaged.
These local agencies provide_a central point for the
-delivery of human services.

About one third.of the nation's CAAs are rural. In
many cases these rural CAAS Serve as Ole only mechanism of
service delivery within a 6ounty.or counties. Thmse CAAs
have proven themselves essential tO rural areas and we have
Historically, rural groups
a real concern for their future.
have been less successful than others in Securing funds from
state governments and many rural CAAs may wither on the vine
if they are required to go to state governments for
funding.
CSA'and Rural Development
CSA has in recent years been very responsive to rural
It has funded special
housing and community facility needs.
programs for home repair, water/wastewater technical
assistance to local governments, as well as an iffiportant
rural housing delivery network. The water/wasteweiter
program has allowed local governments to participate, on
their own, terms, in a federally sponsored communityfacilities program, 'Local governments receive assistance
and gUidance in determining the size and type of water or
wastewater systems whioll are appropriate for their rural
community. Ahothet program, the Small Town HoUsing

82-879 0-81--18
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HAND DELIVERED
Ms. Cynthia Hilton
Professional Staff Member
Labor and Human Resources Committee
4230 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Miss Hilton:

On-behalf of my client, Children's Hospital and
Health Center, S2in Diego, I am hereath enclosing three
copies of testimony relating to the reauthorization of
the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1978
fot inclusion in the formal hearing record.
Thank you for your cooperation with regard to this
matter.

Sincenely,

Beifyt.:;OA "bi.°Cfb'tton
RDC/st
Enclosure
cc:

Blair Sadler
Prenident

1.
David L. Chadwick, M.D.
Medical Director
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CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CENTER
.SAN DIEGO

Submitted by

David Chadwick, M.D.,
Medical Director
Children's Hospital and Health Center

before the

Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
Subcommittee on Aging, Family and Human Development
Jeremiah Denton, Chairman

Re:

SoOial Service Block Grant Proposal

May 1, 1981
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Children's Hospital and Healy) Center, San Diego (CHHC)
is a 158-bed tertiary care regional pediatric center serving
2 million people in San Diego andcImperial Counties.

The In-

stitution has many special programs, including a hospital-based
child protection program and one of the largest speech, hearing,
and neurosensory centers on the West Coast.

CHHC also conducts

a substantial amount of research in many aspects of children's
health.

I am Dr. David Chadwick, Medical Director, Children's
Hospital and Health Center, San Diego; I am also Associate
Professor of Pediatrics, University of california, San Diego
School of Medicine.

It is in this forMer capacity that I submit

for-the hearing record this testimony regarding the reauthorization
of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1978.
.

My testimony today arises from two differerit perspectives.

First, as Medical Director of the Hospital and Head of its Child
Protection Program,

and as an active member of our Physical

Abuse Review Committee, / come into contact with scores of abused
children who pass through CHHC every year.

Second, as one who

has devoted a large part of my professiohal career to combattingchild abuse, including serving as one of two consultants to the
American Academy of pediatrics on child abuse and as a frequent
witness in both civil and criminal child abuse proceedings, I
have come to recognize the profound impact that child abuse plays

23 /
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in shaping the formative 'ybar-s of. vast slumbers of-America's

yoUng people.

I have come to realize the important opportunities

for the prevention of so many of the instances of child abuse,

possibilities that begin from the very first:moment of birth.
Funding of the Federal abuse effort is of course
also contingent up on passage of legislation to appropriate funds
for the programs under the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act of 1978.

We have already presented testimony to the Senate

Labor-HH0 ApproprLations Subcommittee to help assure passage of
legislation necessary to guarantee funding for the continued
Federal presence in the field of child abuse.

But for now, for

it
you, the members of the Labor and guman Resources Committee,

is imperative that you examine from where we have come in just
the last:. seven years.

When the Child Abuse Prevention and TreatMent Act was
first enacted in 1974, child abuse was an invisible problem.
At the time the Act was extended and modified in 1970, we had
made substantial progress in both our knowledge and our treatment of,child abuse.

Now, in-1981, as a direct result of Federal

leadership, the subject has been moved to the forefront of the
public eye.

The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
is to be commended for itn role in providing visibility
guidanc'e
for the problem, researching.the problem, and providing

to state and local agencies in combatting the problem.

'

.

.

Please allow me to highlight some of the major advances
that I have seen take place due to the Center's activities.
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ptpar,Iting,.

Thrcdgh projects that it has funded, the

Centei has helped to set the mechanisms in place so that child
abuse and neglect-cases are reported to the appropriate law enforcement or child protection agencies in virtUally all the states.
Over the past four years alone, reporting has increkiksed by more
than 100 percent.
2.

Interdisciplinary Cooperation.

flict among

Prior to 1974, con-

the medical and social services.and law enforce-

ment communities as to who was responsible for child abuse Was
pervasive.

Now, this tension has all but'disappeared due to the

unprecedented multidisciplinary cooperation which has emanated
from the interprofessional conferences, research, and demonstration projects supported by the Center.

The increasing number

of multidisciplinary bodies and agencies at the local and State
levels can be directly attributed to the Center's effort:to
promote this trend.
3.

Improved Services.

By funding projects directed,

towards discovering what treatments.effectively mitigate or prevent child

mistreatment, and by disseminating such information,

the Center has made substantial progress towards assuring that
the ntates and localities may benefit from the most current
knowledge available on effective treatments and modes of nervice delivery.
4.

Prevention. -Starting in 1978, the Center began to

place high priority on prevention, by funding research assessing
the effectivenesn of various prevention programs.
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In my own
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practice,

1

have,

sf..on Ceetcr-uupported rooearCh translate into a

hospital-based perinatal program that hap begun to provido ouch

services as maternal outroach and perinaal oducation, early
screening for parental problems, information and referral to
community services, and paraprof000ional and volunteer support
and counoolling.

In My profoosional opinion, the uno of fundo at

this earliest otage in efforts focused on provorftion Ii tho Most'

coot-effective uoo of tho Federal dollar.

Ultimately, sUch a

focuu offers us the hopo of halting child abiloo before it hen
even begun.
5.

Sectors.
Involvement_ofOther.

vided thn sfed munoy

Tho Center hap pro-

fur a number of groupo and ontitioo that

havo continued to grow and thrive oven aftor tho Federal funds
have been depleted.

Over 1,000 Parenta Anonymous geoupo,havo
9,

been ootabliohed in every Stato. nrdly Stroon Contoro, ouch as
that

ontablinhod in San Diego, have continued to.oerve families

from all nectors of the community.

Tho National EXchango Club,

a benevolent fraternal organization, hao recently 'decided to focus
its primary fund-raining offort in the child abuse area.
aro exactly the typen of ronponnes that will be

Theo('

reinforced by a

continued visible redcral commitment to child nbuno.
Dcspite thin promise, deopite tho increaoe public awarenons and dc!ipitu the progrono made, there io oo much more to be
done.

The very nuccenn of the proqram to data hao led un to Geo'

that aboso and noglect of children io a norioun and wide-npread
protl,m in ;merica ttAdy.

Pecent otudeen have confirmed that
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each year over 1 million of childr.?ri are victims of abuse and
neglect.

This estimate io based only on canes that have actually

scone to the attention of the public; most experts feel that the
real incidence in two to three timeo higher.
Moreover, there aro a number of other areao in which thio
tip of the iceberg has not even been touched.

The protylemo of

abuse and neglect of children in institutional _settings have only
recently begun to bo identified.

Some of the worst violations

in this regarti are institutiono that have been funded with Federal
dollars.

Sexual abuse of children io another area which hao only

first begun to attain public attention.

In FY 1980, Congreso

appropriated $4 million specifically for the Center to commence
efforts in this area.

The results of these projecp -- if com-

pleted -- should provide helpful information to neaten and
localities in developing responseo to oexual abuoe.caoeo:

.

Finally,

the GAO, in a report released ie April, 1980, entitled "Increaoed
Federal Efforts Needed to Better Identify, Treat, and Prevent
Child Abuoe and Neglect", recommended that the Center receive
additional support no that it could augment the efforts of t.he

otates to encourage people to report ao required by law, improve
trc.atment capabilities', develop prevention programs, and provide

leadership and assistance to deal with child abuoe and neglect.
iCrucially, the Report r

nized that Federal involvement in the

child a tuse ara
e is indiop t
nsable, and that the functionn it

nervns cannot be duplicated at the State levels.
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In son, the activities of NCCAN and the programs it
supportt must continuo if we are to have a Luotained impact on
tAccAN is not just

the problem of child abuse in this country.

ianother service-oriented program fulfilling the norma.l. functions
of otato and local agencies: rather, it is a

facilitator and an

innovator, serving to the spotlight problems, to stimulate and
coordinate offorto to oolve those,problems, and to support

the

development of pervicos by other public and private groups.

Today, it is My hope that wo can maintain the momentum
and the progreco of tho last half decade.

The pieces are in

place and the otate, local, and private agencies -- tho gears of
the effort -- are beginning to function smoothly, cooperatively,
and effectively.

CHHC recommends that Congress reauthorize the

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of, l

8 at meaningful
the next three

and appropriate authorization levels for each o
fiocal years.

We rwopectfully recommend that

heep authorities

not be incorporated into the block grant and that
legielative authoritieo be maintained.

operate

'

If, contrary to our recommendation, this Subcommittee
reports out legislation that doeo incorporate NCCAN's authoritieo
into the social services block grant we believe that, at tho
very lcaot, the separate authoritiett for

the research and demon-

stration functiono of NCCAN should be maintained

to insure the

6

exiltence of meaningful and visible Federal preoence in the area
or ohild abuse.

Those functions in particular are the leaat

likely to be undertaken by otateo, Incalitieo,, and private agencien.
Thank you fer your attention.

If Children'o Hoopital

and Health Center can be of further aosiotance,

pleaoe lot me
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA,
DEPARTMENT OF WELFARE
Tolsompro NOM W *204

April 2, 1981

Mt. Mike Dyer
Subcommittee on Aging, Family and Rumen Services
4230 Dirksen Senate Office Building
N
Washington, D. C. 20510
Re:

Senate Rill - S 561 - Rea thorization of
the Federal Child Abuse Pr vention and
Treatment Act PL 93-247 as Amended

Dear Mr. Dyer:

This letter is a request to the Subcommittee to allow the,
Vissinia Department of Welfare to enter a letter in favor of
S 561 in the 'record of hearings to be held beginning on April 23,
1961.

Your timely response to this request will be appreciated.
Very truly yours,

William L. Lukhard

WLL/AC/Jhm
cc:

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
Senator John W. Warner
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MEMORANDUM
April 2. 1981
TO:

William L. Lukhard

SJOJECT:

SENATE SILL - 5561 - manuctuuncu CO THE FIXERAL
MILIAN/IM &V ITOSMIMIT ACT PL 93-247 AS AMLNMED

arnn ABUSE

in order to be sciambiled on the agenda for the U. S. Senate hearings Which
ere to be held on April 23 by the Sdboommittse on Aging, the Family, and

Mem Services chaired by Senator Jeremiah Denton (IWda), a written request
testimony
must be sent. The written request must be sent to present verbal
or to have written eeterial (such as a 1etter4af support) entered into the
record of the hearings.

The written regdest rust state who will be testifying or sUbmitting materiel,
who they represent, and their position on the bill.
William L. Lulthard

Ot information
to include:

Comaloalener
Virginia Department of Welfare
in favor of 9561 to reauthorize the
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act PL 93-247
as amended

iiild

Specify written and/or Verbal testimony
request must be sent GO:'

mr. Mika Dyer
Subcommittee an Aging, the Family and Human
Services
4210 Dirksen Senate Office Building
washingtm, D.C. 20510
(202) 224-3121
Telephone:
(esk for Senator Denton's Office, then the
subcommittee)
ta3 'mil consider the request and respomiSto inform you If the request is approved.

If the request is approved, Mr. Dyer will inform you of the time you will be
period of questioning
allotted to testify. There will also be a time limit on the
by subcommittee Mortars.
Approximately SO copies of the testimony will be required to be submitted one or
the time allotted,
two days ahead of time. If the testimony will be longer than
you would give A-mummery within the time flame and note to please enter in the
record the full teotimony.
it's
For strictly written testimony (if you do not plan to testify) note thee
writtan,testimony and request that it please be entered in the record.
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AND CONTINUED CATEGORTCAL WING fOR THE

#

,

COVMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISORATICW

FRANCISCO GARZA
LEGISLATIVE OIRECTOR
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA

PRESENTEO TO
SENATE SUGCOMMITTEE
ON

AGING, FAMILY, AHD HUMUCSERVICES
JEREMIAH DENTON
CHAIRMAN

MAY 4, 1981
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF CONTINUATION
OF CATEGORICAL FUNDING FOR THE COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

I.

INTRODUCTION

The National Council of La Raze (NCLR), one of the nation's largest
Hispanic teChnical assistance and advocacy organizations, appreciates this
opportunity to present written testimony in support of the continuation of
categorical funding for the Commun1ty.Seev1ces Administration (CSA) through
reauthorization of the Economic Opportunity Act (E0A).

NUR supports the reauthorization of the Wanomic Opportunity Act and
proposal
full funding for CSA, and strongly opposes the Administration's

St

dismantling of CSA and plans to make Community Action Agency (CAA) and other
CSA funding a part of the proposed Social Services blook grant.

II.

NCLR SUPPDRT FOR CSA
NCLR exists to promote the social, economic, and political well-being

of Hispanics in the United States.

The NCLR network, inctudes a direct consti-

tuency of more than 100 local Hispanic cemmunity-based organizations, located
10 23 states, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia, as well as sone 300
to 400 other Hispanic groups assisted annually through technical assistance
and training efforts In topics ranging from-community economic development
and housing to employment and community crime prevention. ,
Many -- perhaps the majority -- of NCLR's affiliates and of the
hundreds of other community-based organizations serving Hispanics throughout
the nation have evolved out of the Anti-Poverty
tunity Act.

Program of the Economit Oppor-

Some are themselves Community Action Agencies (CAAs) serving eithr

whole communities or special groups such as migrants.

1
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Many others are or have

.
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been subcontractors of"CAAs, providing employment.and,training, education,
s-

housing, health, child care,,or other human services at least -4rtia,lly funded
through the. Economic:Opportunity Act.
,

While manY of these groups today,receive

some of their funding from other agencies, they' often owe their existence "to
the ,Econdoric OpOifftunity Act, and remain committed to itS"purposes of fighting

Overty and increasing life opportunities for low-income and,minority Americans.
NCLR is extcemely conCerned,about the potentially devastating effect
%.

of a cut-off of-CSA funding, or of inclUsion bf such'funding in an untargeted,
almost guidelines-free block grant.
-

Community Action Agencies remain essential

'organizations in manycOmmunities, esiiecially for the'most disadvahtaged
subpopulitions, such as migrants.

In Illinois, for example, a 4AA operates

migrant health services whi:h Provide the only medical attention most patien
will receive in a given year.

Without the base funding provided by CSA, such

CAAs probably would not survive.
t. However, NCLR's concern over the, Administration's prbposals regarding

GSA goes beyond specific cohcern for the survival of the Community Action
Agencies.

CSA consists of far more than Community Action Agencies; it is",

rather., ,the single federal agency dedicated specifically to improving oppor-

tUnities for low-income and disadvantaged Americans.

NCLR and its constituency

-

support the Economic Opportunity Act as a concept, and as a representation of

thts coyhtry's commitment to fighting poverty .through helping the poor help
themselves.'

The Economic Opportunity Act provides an equitable, participatory
planning prOcess and 'a mechanism for the rational development and implementation

of local approaches to cbmbatting poverty, whether in inner-city neighborhoods,
small towns, rural areas, Indian reservations, or migrant camps.

Alone among

federal programs, CSA,by its legislation requires its CAAs to provide one-

2
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third representation of the poor, one-third representation of government
officials, and one-third representation of the private sector on their
boards -- thus assuring that all potential partners to dommunity organization,
development, and revitalization are a part of the CAA process.
The Economic Opportunity Act does more than funds CAAs.

Through

Titles IV and VIII, it provides serOices for two of the most disadvantaged and
polTtically helpless subpopulations in the country -- migrani and seasonal
Throa4h.Title VII, it encourages housing

faftworkers.and Native Americans.

and economic development efforts, including support for locally controlled
. Community Development Corporations (C0Co) and their self-help effOrts.

Through Title IX, it monitors and evaluates the Programs of other federal
agencies to determine the eNtent tO which they equitably serve the poor.
Prior to 1964, when the original Economic Opportunity Act was passed,
-

the nation's poor:were largely faceless and without governmental champions.
Traditional agencies, whether federal, state, or local, too"often failed to
reach or serve the trOly needY.

ESA -- with its state aqd local counterparts --

has become the voice for the poor.

While the mechanism remains far from

perfect, it represents the most successful effort in our nation's history
ut to help them find their

not merely to make the poor more comf rtable,
way out of poverty.

While other agenc

s today

create self-sufficiency, most

operational responsibilities for programs
of these programs -- from CETA to Head

ve taken over much of the

tart to migrant health Clinics -- had

their birth within the Anti-PovertysP ogram.
The loss of the Economic Oppo

tity Act would symbolize, to 15 to 20

million Hispanics and to the 30 million low-income Americans,-the death
of America's commitment to combat poverty, equalize opportunity, and help
the poor to enter the U.S. mainstream.

To certain special groups such

3
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as migrants, it could mean the loss of nearly all targeted services.

NCLR

thus opposes any effort to dismantle CSA oe to elimfnate the Economic Opportunity Act.

SPECIFIC AREAS OF C6NCERN

The National Council of La Raza is particularly concerned about
the continuation of the following components of tHe Economic Opportunity
Act:

Services for, and coordination of federal assistance to,
migrant and seasonal farmorkers.
There are some 2.8
million migrant and seasonal farmorkers in this country,
perhaps one million of them migrants who each year
leave their own communities to travel "up stream" to
The majority
cultivate and harvest the nation's crops.
of migrants are Hispanics. Literally hundreds of
statistics exist which demonsthate that migrants are
perhaps the most disadvantaged American subpopulation.
Their average life expectancy is 49 years, compared
to 73 jears for the rest of the United States population.
One in five adult migrants has never been inside a classroom, and perhaps one in 20 migrant children completes
high school. The Economic Opportunity Act provides
not only funding for migrant CAPs and migrant housing,
and community food and nutrition programs for migrants,
but also gives CSA authority to coordinate, review,
and monitor federal programs for migrants.
Without
CSA, there gill oe no lead ageacy to protect this
largely voi:eless population. Most migrants are not
registered voters, although they are citizens, and
even if registered in their home base(tommunities,
they spend much of the year "up stream" in communities
johere they are no permanent residents and therefore
do not represent a political constituency.
Services foh Native Americans. Title VIII of the
Economic Opportunity Act provides some special
prograhming for Native Americans, who are like
farmworkers in their p verty.and -- in most locations -their lack of politica
influence.
In the absence
of CSA, these targeted p grams might well be ended,
with funds focused instead on serving more powerful
constituencies.
Economic development efforts. Although CSA funds
for economic development have been limited, and
although the Community Development Corporation

4
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(CDC) concept has never been fully developed or
implemented, NCLR believes it offers one of the
most promising methods for enCouraging communities
to help themselves, to deVelop housing.and
business and industrial venturls.which will create
Jobs, increase the local tax base, and provide
for community development or revitalization. The
Administration proposes to shift the Office of
Economic Development (0ED) to the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, and then to include
its funding in a block,grant. NCLR believeS that
this would destroy OED as an effective tool for
the poor. The Administration, which has already
expressed its commitment to Urban Enterprise
Zones, could far more usefully expand and strengthen
thp CDC effort in concert with this new community
development cOncept.
Technical assistance services. Each year, CSA
spends a very small portion of its funds to
support training and technical assistance efforts,
including grants to national, regional, and local
groups to assiit CAAs and other community-based
oryanizations to improve their management and
program operations, develop housing and community
development ventures, and otherwise help their
In the absence of
communities help themselves.
CSA, such funds will almost certainly disappear.
Local groups, lacking badly needed management and
programmatic assistance, will become less and
less able to compete for block grant funds -and the poor will find their access to available
services further reduced.

Title IX monitoring and evaluation efforts. CSA's
efforts to assure that other federal agencies
equitably serve the poor are, by their very nature,
likely to be unpopular with the agencies being
monitored% However, such activities -- such as
the ongoing citizen monitoring of the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program, carried out
by local community groups -- have clearly pointed
out the failure of agencies to meet their own guidelines and have suggested refinements which would
greatly improve the cost-effectiveness of certain
At a time when every
federally funded programs.
federal dollar must be stretched as far as humanly
possible, such monitoring appears critically
Moreover, in the absence of CSA's
important.
Title IX effort, who will speak for the poor?

5
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The above EOA/CSA components, in addition to funding for Community
Action Agencies, are viewed as particularly critical by Hispanic Americans.
Because Hispanics are more likely to be poor, to live in substandard housing,
to be unemployed or underemployed than the American population as a whole
nd because even with CSA they remain underrepresented as participants in
and beneficiaries of most publicly funded programs -- the loss of CSA is
viewed by many Hilpanics as a major blow to efforts to obtain equal
opportunities in thislcountry.

IV.

PROBABLE IMPACTS OF TRANSFER OF CSA FUNDS TO BLOCK GRANTS
The National Council of La Raza, like other groups representing

lispanics and other minority Americans, has grave concerns over the probable
impact of making CSA funds a part of a proposed social services

Hock grant.

In a preliminary attempt to assess the predicted impact of

the block grant mechanism as a funding alttnatives for Community Action
Agencies, NCLR surveyed by telephone both CAA Directors and State CAP
Association staff ip the States of California, Colorado, Illinois, Florida,
and Texai

five states with large Hispanic populations.

This partial

sampling -of the states produced the following reports:
In California, it is estimated tbat 56% of all CAAs
would fail to survive if CSA funds became a part of
the health and social services block grant. Of 39
CAAs in California, 17 are public agencies, and
It is predicted
22 are private, nonprofit groups.
that none of the nonprofit CAAs would survive under
a block grant, and only about seven of the public
It was stressed that
agency CAAs would survive.
the CAAs would die not because the quality of their
services is considered poor by the State, but because other, already existing commitments to other
social service programs would have higher priority,
and the CAAs would be defunded so these other
services could continue.

6
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In Colorado, there are 17 CAAs, 16 operated as
It is predicted that none of
public agencies.
them mould survive under block gtant funding.
In Illinois, it is predicted that only about 50%
of the state's 19 CAAs woOld survive under block
Of particular concern to CAA officials
grants.
in that state is the possibility that health
services to migrants would be drastically
curtailed, since health outreach services are
provided almost entirely through the CAAs.
Language barriers, it was reported, are a
special problem which the State of Illinois
hes been unable to address successfully except
through the CAAs. The communications network
established through the CAAs, which has taken
a great deal of time and energy to develop,
would be ltist with funding cuts. Migrant
children would in many cases lose the only health
care they curregtly receive during .the year.
In addition, it is feared there would be no
monitoring of Illinois' migrant camps, in the
absence of CAA intervention and toncern.
In Florida ,. it is predicted that only about
one-fourth of all CAAs -- 15 out of 59 -This is
would survive under block grants.
of particular concern in a state with critical
refuges poblems. Cuban and Haitian refugees
are alrea4y underserved, and the combination
of the Or posed rescission in refugee social
services funds and the block granting of
Probable
CAA fundj is a grave concern.
cutbacks in services to migrants are also
a seriotb concern.

In Texa , it is expected that not a single
one of the 54 CAAs (serving all but five
of the state's counties) would survive
Texas is the major
under block grants.
home base state for migrants, and poverty,
particularly in the border regions, is
extremely severe. It was reported.that
the State is under considerable pressure
to spend available funds to build more
orisons, and there are strong political
forces opposing spending for social
services. Thus block grants would mean
a drastic reduction in services to lowincome residents of Texas, including
several hundred thousand migrant workers.
and a largely Hispanic low-income population
in the U.S.-Mexico border region, which
incfudes some of the poorest metropolitan
areas in the United States.
7
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Based on this partial survey of states, NCLR believes that to make
CSA funding a part of the proposed health and social services block grant
would mean a sudden and drastic reduction in services to Hispanics, migrants,
and other low-income Americans throughout the United States.
:n addition to the impacts reported in the survey, NCLR has the follow-

ing additionalconcerns regarding the proposed inclusion of CSA funds in
a block grant for health and social services:
Lack of targeting.
The recent trend of
relaxing ellgibiTity requirements for social
service program participation means that
while more moderate income persons become
eligible to receive services, a declining
number of low-income pel.sons -- the truly
needy -- receive services. For examp'e, in
a recently completed exploratory study of
the substate allocation of Title XX social
services funds, the National Association of
Social Workers found that rural areas. Blacks,
and poverty populations generally receive ess
than their proportionate share of Tit:e XX
service dollars. Moreover, since there is
no proposed allocation formula for the block
grants requiring that funds go to communit'es
according to the number of' low-incomo residents,
there is no protection to assure proportionate
spending -- or even the continuation of
community action efforts.
How are Hispanics
and other disadvantaged groups to attain
self-sufficiency if "opportunity creating"
programs are unavailable to then? The alternative
is all too likely to be increased dependence
on income support programs -- with no expectation
that this will be temporary dependency.
Administrative costs.
If states are allowed to
include funding for CAAs under traditional
administrative mechanisms, such as state social
services departments, and in the aioence of
any proposed limitation on administrative
expenses, funds intended to be used for services
may "disappear" and be used ither to make up
for cutbacks in the states already existing,
high priority social service programs, or to
cover administrative costs.

8
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Substitution of funds. Since no maintenehce
of-effort or matching requirements are proposed
for the block grants, the states can substitute
In
federal money for state and local funds.
effect, the states will be.getting a "blank
check" with no protections for the disadvantaged
and minority groups, who aft often largely
powerless constituencies.
Since many states dirnot, under
Priorities.
normal conditions, provide any state funds for
CAAs, it is unlikely that the CAAs will become
a higher priority in :he next year, especially
considering the cutbacks in other key services
(including public service employment, education.
Youth employment, housing, health, and social
services) faced by the statesidue to federal
budget reductions.

Loss Of administrative suopart funds for
CommunitY-based oroanizetiogl. Oismantltng
of the Community Serilices Administration
would mean not only die loss of the only
federal agency specifically designed to
work towards an end-to poverty, but also
the loss of critical Federal funds for
the administration of local community-based
organizations. This is likely to mean the
closing down of many hundreds of CAAs and
of community-based organizations that have
been their delegate agencies.. These local
groups are often of critical importance
as a means of leveraging both peblic and
private dollars to benefit low-income
They are also the basic
communities.
mechanisms for self-help and cOmmunity
Without the basic
development efforts.
funding now pebvided through CSA, many lowincome andininority communities-will be
left without a cOmmunity group to represent
For Hispanic communities, where the
them.
growth of strong programmatic and advocacy
organizations focusing on self-help and
self-sufficiency has occurred primarily
over the pelt 15 years, the loss will
Tepresent a severe setback to efforts to
attain economic and social equality.
For all of the reasons summarized above, NCLR believes that the dismantling ofwCSA and the inclusion of EOA funds in block grants would have an
extreme.ly severe negative effect on the efforts of Hispanic communities and

Hispanic Americans to achieve equality and self-sufficiency.
9
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. V.

CONCLUSION
The Community Services Administration structure, although by no means

ideal, has shown an ability to significantly Improve conditions In many local

commingles; to mobilize resourc,. from multiple funding sources; to involve
-public officials, private sector representat ves, and low-income persons in
program development and management; to address crisis situations more rapidly
than most other public agencies; to test the fess bility of innovative service
delivery approaches and then "spin them off" to

1

ne agencies; and to promote

Increased sensitivity to the needs of the poor on the part of many community
institutions.

CAAs netionwide generate more than one million hours of volunteer

support annually.

They serve 83% of the nat'on's low-income population in

3,141 counties in every state.

Overall, it is estimated that each dollar

spent by CSA generates a return of ten dollars in services,and benefits,
from the private and the public sectors combined.

Withlery limited fundtng,

CSA-supported efforts can point to many significant results.
The National Council of) La Raza and its constituency strongly support
the reauthorization of the ELonomic Opportunity Act, and the continuation of
categorical funding for anti-poverty efforts under the Community Services
Administration.

Of special Importance Is the continued federal responsibility

for assuring services to subpopulations such as migrant farmworkers, low-income
Hispanics, and Native Americans, who -- because they generally do not represent
a strong political constituency -- are all too likely to be given lowest
service priority by states already facing severe cutbacks in services to more
powerful constituencies.

Many of CSA's programs re

esent a "safety net" which works.

Community

Development Corporations, technical assistance efforts, housing programs, and
CSA's Title IX monitoring efforts are among the most critical CSA programs,
because they represent a workable structure for accomplishing two objectives of
the new Administration: to assure continued services for the truly needy, and to
decrease dependency.

MCLR asks that the Congress find means to continue CSA's

"opportunity-creating" programs, and to reassure Hispanics and other low-income
and minority Americans that .tie United States has not lost its commitment to

help them become a part df the economic and social mainstream.
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Mr. Chairmen, I am Charles Salem, Maymet Goodyear, Arizona;
member of the Maricopa Association of Governments; and President of the

National Association of Regional Councils.*
-

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views to this Panel on the

proposed social services block grant program.
-

NARC supports the block'grant concept but we are concerned about the

lack of local governmeut and regional council involvement in the decisionmaking process surrounding the expenditure of block grant funds. In our
view, there must be closer consideration given to nurturing a state/local
partnerrthip once social service responsibilities are devolved below the

federal level.

*The National Association of Regional Councils repr.sØ.aapproximately
350 of the notion's 600 regional councils of local gdernntent.. Regional
councils are public organizations encompassing a regional community and
are tied directly to their local governments through local and/or state
government actions. The basic responsibility of a regional council is
to be an umbrella agency which facilitates regional coordination and
management activities. Many regional councils also arrange for the
implementation of regional policies.
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As w understand it, the Administration proposal would provide states with

block of funds for social services. The states would then be able to
spend those funds for state-determined priorities so long as expenditures

were made only for those eligible activities under the block. The eligible

activitis in the case of the social service block grant include those now
provided under 11 different categorical programs and the Title )0( block program'.

(The proposal also allows for a shifting of up to 10% of a block's funds to

any of the other three HHS blocks as a state decides is necessary.)

l'he Administration's proposal includes no mandates that the state passthrough funds to local governments. Neither does it require that states
Mold harmless" some programs for a limited time (that is, allocate a
reasonable amount to continue those activities and allow, if a need will be
met through a new program thrust, for orderly phase-out).

However, the proposal does require states to report to HHS,c how they
intend to spend block funds within the eligible categories.

Local Consultation Undo; a "IV*" Block

If the Congress chooses to approve the social services block grant proposal
largely as proposed by the President, NARC recommends that a small

modification to ensure consultation among state and local governments be
added.
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We propose that language be inserted into the bill to Muir, states to
consult with elected officials of general purpose governments, and their

regiorial councils, on the determination of priorities for inclusion in the state
report to HHS.

f

Furthermore, we suggest that lof2tilgoverrunents, through their regional
councils, could be assisted in these needs assessments through funds which

the block proposal allows states to set side for "purchasing technical

assistance...if the itate determines such ssistance is required in developing,
implementing and administering" the block program.

This 'approach would provide for some local input into the state

decision-making /

process. ideally, in states where local governments are alr ii dy viewed as

partners le the priority setting process, this approach will ust re-enforce
business as usual. However, we still believe this to be a necessary provision
to enstire cooperation in those states where there le something less than a

state/local partnership.

We believe there is a critical need to encourage joint state/local determination

of priorities. We hasten to add that this approach in quite consistent with
President Reagan' o expressed desire to devolve authorities and responsibilities

back to the states. We understand that devolution is to mean that states

25

are unencumbered with federal program specifications. We are proposing that

the concept of home nil* be ingrained in this tzansfer of power. Because
state bureaucracies have the same inherent limitations as federal ones, we
believe that federal devolution should no-enforce 741 role and responsibilities

of those general purpose units of government that the state itself his created.

let us emphasize that 'when NARC endorses devolution of responsibility below

the state level, that we are recgmmendleg
recognition that general ournose local governments and thejr regional councils
(where local governments work n consortia arrangements) pheuld be the,

referred titian to assist the ritate

Ono additional point. In the pa

he priority matting process.

local governments have been often

circumvented by the states because of federal policy. Relationships between

states and special agencies that are not accountable to the electorate may be
sustained by come states because of a carry over of federal policy.

While states should have the discretion to deal with such special agencies,
past

experience has shown that local governments and their regional consortia

hecause of their accountability and direct linkage to local decision-makers,
have boon the moot effective.

-4-
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Again, this approach is consistent with the home rule tenet of Reagan

Njederalism.
Further Devolution As A Result of Conqraisional Action

If, however, this Committee determines that the block approach would be
improved by mo4ng beyond the basic consultation process outlined above,'
we propose thar the working model_of the aging program under the Older
Americans Act be stropgly conSidered.

NARC policy makers have long heldi that the "area agency on aging" (AAA)

approach put in motion b the Act should be a model for all social service
program s .

The AAA program is an excellent example of the kind of fe

partnership required to provide the best, most cost-effective
the needy.

Under the agin§ program, the state designatassarea agencies on aging for
each designated substate area. These AAAs 'do annual needs assessments

which are reflected in each state's agin7 plan .(priority setting process).
In fact, the state plan Is a composite of the AAA assessments .

The AAAs also have responsibility for screening and making arrangements

with service providers to assure that the elderly receive much needed services,
'_5_
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such as meals on wheels and transportation assistance.

,Each regional council that is a designated AAA also Itas an advisory committee

composed mainly of the service users and some providers so that the priority

setting process reflects those views.

4

Regional councils, because they are composed of local elected decision.

riakefs and yet accoinmodate the serVice user and provider viewpOint, have /
been remarkably successful in meeting the needs of the elderly.' Approximately.
200.regional councils are AAAs.

This approach would carry devolution of responsibility one step beyond the
current bl

roposal. However, it would not diminish the rOle of the state
rity setting process; it would merely ensure a partnership role fer

local overnments.

In some states, such as North, Carolina, Kentucky and Texas, governors
have already successfully devolved some Title XX responsibilities down

to areawide agencies. In addition, HHS has conducted demonstration
programs which have illustrated the utility oC the areawide approach.

We believe this approach would be in line with the President's intention to

devolve responsibilities and decision-making to the state and local level.

4 -6-
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Molt COst-Effective Method Must Be Used

In addition, it represents a proven, cost-effective approach to service provision .
Because the Reagan social service block grant proposal calls for the total
funding of the included categorical programs to be reduced by 25% when issued

in a block, it will be more important than ever to-utilize remaining resourcei

in a cost-effective manner.

NARC believes that the appiaach outlined above offers many economies and

the added important benefit of ensured local input into the state decision,-

making process.

Thank you..

Senator DENTON. The hearing stands Bkijourned.

[Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned to the call
of the Chair.]
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